November 5, 2018

Ducks Unlimited Canada Comments on the Final Recommended Peel
Watershed Land Use Plan
Ducks Unlimited Canada (DUC) has been involved with the planning process since its inception and we
congratulate the parties as completion of this plan nears. Overall, DUC supports the Final
Recommended Plan as is and looks forward to the implementation of this land use plan. As part of this
consultation, we offer a few suggestions for possible modifications and clarifications that we believe
could help the plan achieve its stated goals.

Jackfish Creek – LMU 16

The Final Recommended Plan designates this LMU as an Integrated Management Area Zone II, which
allows some development. The parties may wish to consider designating this LMU at a higher level of
conservation, ideally through a designation of Special Management Area. We believe that this is a
minor change and fits within the parameters defined by the Supreme Court of Canada as this LMU was
previously designated as a Special Management Area with a protection emphasis in the Recommended
Plan. The rationale for a higher level of conservation revolves around the type and quality of habitat
inherent with this area, the overall goals for this plan, and the species that use this area as described
below.
There is a large concentration of wetlands within this LMU. Existing inventory is limited in this region
but at a coarse scale (based on Ducks Unlimited Canada’s Hybrid Wetland Layer) nearly 22% of the
LMU is wetland – please see map below – although the type of wetland is unknown. In our view this is
a conservative estimate and as such is likely an under representation of the true wetland extent. The
density of wetland habitat has been recognized in the plan as it states that this LMU has the most
waterbird potential habitat. The plan also acknowledges that this region has the most use by the boreal
caribou herd. This herd is listed as Threatened under the federal Species at Risk Act with management
plans calling for habitat protection to aid the recovery of this species.
This plan outlines management strategies to achieve the eight goals of the plan. Goals 2, 3, and 4 all
have similar management strategies regarding work that occurs around wetlands, specifically promoting
the avoidance and minimization of land use activities in wetlands and locating infrastructure 100m from
wetlands and riparian areas. Given the density of wetlands within this LMU, there will be limited areas
that would allow for industrial development consistent with the management strategies of the plan. If
these goals are to be achieved then it may be prudent to designate a higher conservation status to this
LMU in order to provide certainty for industry and other stakeholders.

Clarity and Consistency of Definitions

Since the Final Recommended Plan was published in 2011, Government of Yukon, and likely the other
parties, have progressed on a number of issues that this plan addresses. This could cause the optics of
inconsistency between what is described in the Plan and what the current government legislation,
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regulation, or policy states. One example of this is the definition of wetlands used in the Final
Recommended Plan. Government of Yukon has since adopted the Canadian Wetland Classification
System that includes a formal definition of “wetlands”. The definition used by Government of Yukon
can be found in the Yukon Water Strategy and Action Plan released in 2014. DUC encourages the land
use plan to consider the adoption of this definition. We also suggest that other definitions, such as
“water body”, may need to be updated to facilitate consistency and avoid confusion. Additionally, the
parties may wish to consult with those within Government of Yukon that are undertaking drafting of the
Wetland Policy to consider if there are any other opportunities to increase consistency between the plan
and current direction given at this stage of policy development.
At this time, the Parties may also wish to consider providing clarity regarding the term “off-road
vehicle”. Currently this term is not included in the Glossary of Terms section of the plan. Within the
plan, it is sometimes unclear exactly what an off-road vehicle refers to, particularly regarding the
inclusion or exclusion of snowmobiles. Government of Yukon is in the process of drafting off-road
vehicle regulations and it may be strategic to consider, and where appropriate incorporate, the
definitions they have developed.

Water Management Plan

In the Recommended Plan, Key Recommendation “K” calls for a Water Management Plan for the entire
region. However, this recommendation was removed in the Final Recommended Plan. We
acknowledge that due to the extent of areas being set aside for protection that a region wide water
management plan may not be considered as required but it may be beneficial to have plans completed
for any IMA prior to further industrial development occurring. We believe that properly managing
water in this manner is a critical step in achieving the plan’s Goal 3 of maintaining the quantity, quality,
and rate of flow of water. Furthermore, future threats and uncertainties around other anthropogenic or
natural stressors, such as climate change, may mean future planning, especially around water, could be
increasingly desirable if not necessary. As such, the parties may wish to (re)consider how to enable
sound water planning in the future in this highly dynamic and diverse region.
DUC thanks the parties for the opportunity to comment on the Final Recommended Plan. We wish the
parties the best of luck on finalizing and implementing this plan and would be pleased to address any
questions that might arise related to our input.
Sincerely,

25(1)

Conservation Programs Specialist
Ducks Unlimited Canada
Whitehorse, YT
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Yukon Fish and Game Association

509 Strickland St, Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 2K5
October 22, 2018
Dear Sirs:
Re: Peel Watershed Review
The Yukon Fish and Game Association would like to go on record as supporting
the recommendations of the Peel Planning commission.
The purpose of our organization is to ensure the sound, long-term management
of fish, wildlife and outdoor recreational resources in the best interests of all
residents of the Yukon.
The Plan , as presented to the Public, deals with the clear message from people
that wildlife and habitat in the Region are of the highest value, while also
achieving areas of five Land Management Units for Integrated Management
Areas where resource development is possible.
Our membership enjoys the outdoors in many different fashions and at the same
time appreciates that people need to work and have available infrastructure.
Yours Truly,
Gordon Zealand
Executive Director

November 27, 2018
Members of the Final Consultation Review Team
Peel Watershed Regional Plan
Dear Review Team Members,
Seven years after the release of the Final Recommended Plan for the Peel Watershed, the
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, Yukon Chapter (CPAWS Yukon) is pleased to provide
our comments on the plan. We thank the Parties and the Stantec team for conducting a
meaningful ‘Finish the Peel Plan’ consultation process.
In general, CPAWS Yukon supports the Final Recommended Plan and feels the proposed land
uses and policies are generally in line with the plan’s core principle of sustainable development,
meaning “beneficial socio-economic change that does not undermine the ecological and social
systems upon which communities and societies are dependent.”
Over the last seven years, many people have lent their voices and their energy to protecting the
land use planning process that is laid out under the Umbrella Final Agreement. While we have
reached a key step for finishing the Peel Plan, even more importantly we have finally reached
our collective opportunity to align the plan with the vision of First Nations and Yukoners,
respond to challenges and opportunities in the Yukon and world of today, and meaningfully
advance reconciliation.
In the spirit of this opportunity, CPAWS Yukon recommends some minor modifications to the
Final Recommended Plan. Each recommendation is followed by a justification.
Recommendation 1: Permanently protect 80% of the Peel Watershed by restoring Special
Management Area designation to all Wilderness Areas.
The Recommended Plan, released in 2009, designated 80% of the planning region as Special
Management Areas, a designation that would allow these ecologically and culturally valuable
areas to receive legally protected status. When the Final Recommended Plan was released in
2011, 25% of the planning region was converted to Wilderness Areas with interim protection.
This change was not in line with the wishes of First Nations Parties, who called for 100%
protection of the watershed, or the majority of Yukoners, who broadly supported at least 80%
protection of the watershed.
After conversations with many Yukoners, CPAWS Yukon has found that most people think the
Final Recommended Plan permanently protects 80% of the watershed, and they are surprised and
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dismayed to find out that it does not. We expect this consultation will demonstrate that there
continues to be strong support for at least 80% permanent protection of the Peel Watershed.
There are significant reasons to restore the status of Special Management Area to Wilderness
Areas:
Reconciliation
When the Recommended Plan with 80% permanent protection was released, the letter of
response sent by the First Nation Parties made it clear that they supported the plan, but accepting
anything less than 100% protection was a compromise made in the spirit of collaboration.
Returning to the 80% permanent protection in the Recommended Plan would honour the
compromise made by the First Nation Parties and is a genuine step Yukon Government could
take on the path of reconciliation. This step would recognize that reconciliation requires looking
back and working to correct past mistakes, not just looking forward.
While reconciliation has always been an important process, the Report of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, released in 2015, brought reconciliation to national attention and
provides an important frame for Yukon’s regional planning process. Reconciliation calls for
actions that support a renewed relationship with Indigenous peoples based on recognition of
rights, respect, cooperation and partnership.
Funding opportunities for planning and management
Permanent protected status will provide access to significant funding opportunities through the
federal Pathway to Target 1 process for protected area planning and management. Federal
funding could also be available for Indigenous Guardians programs, where First Nations people
are trained and employed to monitor and manage the land for future generations.
Enable proactive and effective management
Land management of interim protected areas will be difficult without permanent legal protection
and associated management plans, which provide far more management tools than interim
withdrawal of staking and development alone. The Final Recommended Plan includes a number
of research and policy recommendations, including limiting off-road vehicle use (policy
recommendations #11 and #12), that will be difficult to implement or enforce without the
framework and funding opportunities provided by legal protected status.
Certainty for sustainable economic development
Permanent protection provides greater certainty for sustainable economic activities, including
traditional use, outfitting and wilderness tourism. Supporting the development of wilderness
tourism and Indigenous tourism are both goals of the recently released Draft Yukon Tourism
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Development Strategy. Given their ecological and cultural value, and in some cases proximity to
the Dempster Highway, Wilderness Areas in the Peel Watershed are well suited to these
activities. Interim protected status discourages investment in these sectors and does not “provide
land use certainty”, which is Economic Goal 7 of the Final Recommended Plan.
Minor modifications under the Supreme Court of Canada decision
Restoring 80% permanent protection is appropriate under the modification limits defined by the
Supreme Court of Canada. We refer to the following text within the ruling:
“Views expressed during the second consultation, views to which Yukon must give ‘full
and fair consideration’, may indicate that modifications to the Final Recommended
Plan are needed. Given the importance of the robustly defined ‘consultation’ to the
land use planning process, Yukon must be entitled to respond to these views.”
[paragraph 51]
Under the Umbrella Final Agreement, the current consultation on the Final
Recommended Plan is defined as the “second consultation” that the decision text above
refers to. Given the strong support for 80% or 100% protection in previous consultations,
CPAWS Yukon suspects that there will continue to be a strong consensus that at least
80% of the Peel Watershed should be permanently protected. If so, Yukon Government
must give this view full and fair consideration and, in the spirit of collaboration with the
First Nation Parties, consider modifying the Final Recommended Plan in response.
“s. 11.6.3.2 of the Final Agreements authorizes Yukon to make modifications to a
Final Recommended Plan that are based on those it proposed earlier in the process”
[paragraph 5]
The Recommended Plan proposed permanent protection for 80% of the Peel Watershed
Planning Region. This modification would simply restore the balance set out in this
earlier stage of the process, a balance that was set by the Commission after years of
research and consultation and accepted by the First Nation Parties as a compromise from
100% protection.
“As modifications are, by definition, minor or partial changes, s. 11.6.3.2 does not
authorize Yukon to change the Final Recommended Plan so significantly as to
effectively reject it.” [paragraph 52]
Restoring 80% permanent protection is not a rejection of the plan, as it would not shift
the overall quantum of protection and development, only the status of protection from
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interim to permanent. This minor change is a far cry from the alternate plan proposed by
the previous Yukon Government, which the Supreme Court ruled was a rejection of the
plan and not a minor modification.
“In all cases, Yukon can only depart from positions it has taken earlier in the process
in good faith and in accordance with the honour of the Crown.” [paragraph 52]
Given the well-documented vision of 100% permanent protection for the region
expressed by the First Nations Parties, restoring 80% permanent protection would be in
good faith and in full accordance with the honour of the Crown.
Recommendation 2: If Special Management Area Status is not restored to Wilderness
Areas, consider providing “long-term” protection for Wilderness Areas and designating
them as Wilderness Management Areas under the Environment Act.
CPAWS Yukon makes this recommendation only in the case that Special Management Area
status is not restored to Wilderness Areas, as per Recommendation 1. This recommendation is
not an endorsement of maintaining Wilderness Area status, but is motivated by our concern that
lack of management planning for Wilderness Areas seriously undermines their ability to
maintain wilderness character and ecological integrity.
If permanent protection is not restored, CPAWS Yukon recommends that the Parties modify the
text in section 3.2.1 that defines Wilderness Areas, changing it from “interim protection” to
“long-term protection”. Additionally, we recommend designating Wilderness Areas as
Wilderness Management Areas under the Environment Act. These changes would provide greater
certainty and avoid the need for costly and time consuming reviews every ten years. They would
also enable management planning to maintain the cultural, wilderness and recreational values in
these areas.
An additional benefit of these small modifications is they would allow Yukon Government to put
the areas forward for the status of Other Effective Conservation Measures (OECM). If
successful, this would make these areas eligible for funding through the federal Pathway to
Target 1 process.
Recommendation 3: Protect boreal caribou habitat in the northeast section of the Peel
Watershed.
Boreal caribou use northeastern portions of the Peel Watershed, including areas designated as
Integrated Management Areas. This population has been listed as threatened under the federal
Species at Risk Act since the Final Recommended Plan was released. CPAWS Yukon feels that
the cumulative disturbance thresholds established for Integrated Management Areas are not an
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effective way to protect habitat for this population, as these thresholds do not have a regulatory
backbone and do not apply to linear features such as trails or seismic lines less than 1.5 m in
width (section 3.4.2).
CPAWS Yukon recommends designating critical boreal caribou habitat as Special Management
Areas, including the restoration of Special Management Area status to the Jackfish Lakes Land
Management Unit, as it was under the Recommended Plan. Given the high ecological and
cultural value of existing Conservation Areas, redesignation should not be done as a trade, where
land from Conservation Areas elsewhere in the region is designated as Integrated Management
Area.
Recommendation 4: Include conservation areas as a tool for protecting ecological and
cultural values within Integrated Management Areas.
Integrated Management Areas (IMAs) include a number of ecologically and culturally valuable
areas, including wetlands, key wildlife habitat, wildlife corridors, and archaeological sites. In
many cases these values are highly site-specific, and are most effectively and efficiently
protected through conservation areas (as opposed to project review through YESAB). Table 3.1
and Section 3.2.2 if the Final Recommended Plan acknowledges these values and suggests there
is potential for land use conflicts and impacts in IMAs. To protect ecological integrity and
heritage/cultural values within IMAs, we recommend that the text of the plan is modified to
acknowledge that conservation areas are a land management tool that could be considered within
IMAs. CPAWS Yukon notes that the Final Recommended Plan does not say conservation areas
are not permitted – it only lacks clear text specifying that they are permitted.
It’s critical to specify that this tool is permitted to avoid unnecessary delays in employing it. It
provides land managers with flexibility to respond to changing conditions, such as those driven
by climate change (eg. species range changes), legislation (e.g. listing of species at risk), or
policy (e.g. listing of territorially significant wetlands).
Recommendation 5: Continue the moratorium within all Land Management Units until an
Implementation Plan is completed.
CPAWS Yukon recommends that the moratorium on staking and development within the Peel
Watershed, including IMAs, be extended until a detailed Implementation Plan is released. This
will ensure that appropriate regulations and/or management frameworks are in place prior to the
commencement of development activities within the planning region.
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Recommendation 6: Legislate protection prior to the creation of protected area
management plans.
Traditionally, the legal designation of protected areas has happened in tandem with the creation
of management plans, but this is often a slow process that can take upwards of a decade.
CPAWS Yukon recommends that legal designations are put in place soon after the Peel
Watershed Regional Land Use Plan is approved. Doing so will allow First Nations and Yukon
Government to spend the time required to complete management planning, while ensuring that
that these areas are securely protected.
Recommendation 7. Develop implementation chapter in more detail and/or provide detail
in separate Implementation Plan.
The Final Recommended Plan provides an inspiring vision for the future of the Peel Watershed.
The implementation section of the plan should provide the roadmap for achieving that vision but
unfortunately it currently lacks the detail needed to do so. Given the number of Parties to the
Peel Watershed Regional Plan, and the number of people and processes that will be involved in
implementing the plan over many decades, CPAWS Yukon recommends that the Parties add
more implementation direction to the Plan. This will help to ensure that implementation stays
true to the original vision for the region and honours the energy already put in by countless
individuals. Specifically, CPAWS Yukon recommends:






Develop a process for plan variance, amendment and review. The process for revising
the Plan is currently unclear. This includes what changes are considered an amendment or
variance, the process for considering and approving changes, and the level of public
consultation involved in reviews, amendments, and variances. It is also unclear if the
Parties can approve non-conforming projects if they are Decision Bodies for YESAB
project assessments. This uncertainty erodes the integrity of the Regional Plan and the
certainty it is supposed to provide to decision-makers and the public.
Commit to tracking and reporting on implementation progress. Implementation
indicators should be developed and progress tracked. For transparency this information
should be available online, similar to the Yukon State of the Environment Report.
Reporting should include:
o Progress on research recommendations
o Progress on subregional planning
o Progress on designation and planning of Special Management Areas
o Current levels of surface disturbance in each Integrated Management Area
Assign timelines and estimate resources required to implement research
recommendations and policy recommendations. The Final Recommended Plan
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includes a number of recommendations, some of which should be prioritized over others.
Budget, staff, other resources and responsible groups should be identified to ensure
resources are available to put the plan into effect. Public consultation is required to
complete some of these recommendations, including future subregional planning for the
Dempster Highway corridor.
Recommendation 8. Commit to independent and ongoing oversight and reporting.
In order to ensure the ongoing integrity of the Peel Watershed, CPAWS Yukon recommends that
implementation and management planning is overseen by an independent body, such as the
Planning Commission or a newly created body. It should include representatives from each of
the parties to steward implementation, further collaboration and carry forward institutional
memory. This would provide Yukoners with confidence that the plan is being implemented with
integrity and true to its original vision.

Sincerely,
25(1)

Conservation Coordinator, CPAWS Yukon
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November 30, 2018
Members of the Final Consultation Review Team
Peel Watershed Regional Plan
Re: Comments on the Final Recommended Peel Watershed Regional Land Use Plan
Dear Review Team Members,
The Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society - Northwest Territories Chapter (CPAWS-NWT)
appreciates the opportunity to comment on the Final Recommended Peel Watershed Regional
Land Use Plan and applauds the Parties for conducting a meaningful ‘Finish the Peel Plan’
consultation process.
CPAWS-NWT fully supports the comment submission made by CPAWS-Yukon because we
know is is grounded in sound conservation experience, is in the spirit of reconciliation, and
incorporates the perspectives and concerns that have been expressed by NWT community
members to CPAWS-Yukon over a number of years.
CPAWS-NWT requests the following modification to the Final Recommended Plan in
consideration of the importance of the Peel Watershed to residents in the NWT:
Permanently protect 80% of the Peel Watershed by restoring all Wilderness Areas to
Special Management Area designation.
The Recommended Plan, released in 2009, designated 80% of the planning region as Special
Management Areas, a designation that would allow these ecologically and culturally valuable

areas to receive permanent protected status. When the Final Recommended Plan was released in
2011, 25% of the planning region was converted to Wilderness Areas with interim protection.
Permanent protection gives certainty to NWT residents living downstream in the Peel Watershed
because it provides for continued traditional activity, food security, sustainable economic
activities, and will allow greater flexibility for responding to changing conditions, such as those
driven by climate change. Permanency could also provide access to future funding opportunities
for management and monitoring, such as through the Federal Pathway to Target 1 and
Indigenous Guardians Programs.
Protection of the Peel Watershed will be an outcome that Yukoners and all Canadians alike can
be proud to celebrate. We are eager hear the outcomes of the final consultations.
Thank you,
25(1)

Conservation Coordinator
Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, Northwest Territories

Canadian Wildlife Service, Northern Region (Yukon)
91780 Alaska Highway
Whitehorse, YT Y1A 5X7
November 30, 2018
Zoe Morrison

By email: zoe.morrison@stantec.com

Stantec Architecture Ltd.
202-107 Main Street
Whitehorse, YT Y1A 2A7
Dear Ms. Morrison,
Re: Peel Watershed Regional Land Use Plan Consultations
Environment and Climate Change Canada’s Canadian Wildlife Service (CWS) has a mandate to conserve migratory
bird populations and their habitat, as well as for overall administration of the federal Species at Risk Act (SARA). CWS
has reviewed and supports the July 2011 Final Recommended Peel Watershed Regional Land Use Plan (the Plan)
with the following for consideration:
Species at Risk: Woodland Caribou – Boreal population
The Woodland Caribou Boreal Population (boreal caribou) was listed as Threatened on Schedule 1 of SARA in 2003.
The range for boreal caribou, known as range NT1, extends from the Northwest Territories into the Yukon in the NE
corner of the Peel Watershed Planning Region. The range overlaps with Landscape Management Units (LMU) 10, 11,
12, 13, 14, 15 and 16. The Recovery Strategy1 for boreal caribou was released in 2012 and provides a description of
critical habitat as i) the area within the boundary of each boreal caribou range that provides an overall ecological
condition that will allow for an ongoing recruitment and retirement cycle of habitat, which maintains a perpetual
state of a minimum of 65% of the area as undisturbed habitat; and ii) biophysical attributes required by boreal
caribou to carry out life processes. It has been determined that currently the amount of disturbance2 in the Yukon’s
portion of NT1 is below the 35% disturbance management threshold identified in the Recovery Strategy (contact
CWS for more information).
Environment and Climate Change Canada is working with provinces and territories to ensure that critical habitat for
boreal caribou is protected. A report summarizing the state of protection of boreal caribou in Canada, including the
Yukon, was released in April 2018 on the Species at Risk Public Registry3. Since the publication of that report, the

1

https://wildlife-species.canada.ca/species-risk-registry/document/default_e.cfm?documentID=2253
defined as disturbance by fire <40 years old and human disturbance visible on a Landsat 1:50,000 image with a 500 m buffer
3
https://www.registrelep-sararegistry.gc.ca/document/default_e.cfm?documentID=3316
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Government of Canada, the Yukon Government, the First Nation of Na-Cho Nyäk Dun, and the Gwich’in Tribal
Council have advanced negotiations of a draft conservation agreement for boreal caribou. The multi-lateral
agreement is intended to codify the commitments of the parties for conservation of boreal caribou, specifically for
the period until the Peel Watershed Regional Land Use Plan is finalized and implemented. In the long term, the
parties to this agreement see the Peel Watershed Regional Land Use Plan, and related land management regulatory
tools, as a promising avenue to address gaps in the protection of boreal caribou critical habitat. This hope is based
on the proposed land use designations, with the proposed thresholds on surface development, in the planning units
that overlap with the range of boreal caribou.
Migratory Birds
For migratory birds, the central and northern portion of the Peel Plateau ecoregion and the Fort McPherson Plain
ecoregion represent important habitat due to the density and extent of wetlands in these areas. Waterfowl, boreal
shorebirds, grebes, loons, cranes and wetland songbirds, including some migratory bird species at risk, use this
habitat for nesting, as well as for moulting and feeding during migration. In our February 2013 comment submission
on the Plan, we recommended five important wetland areas be protected (Vittrekwa River, Turner Lakes, Tabor Lake,
Jackfish Lakes and Chappie Lake). Four of the recommended areas are within protected areas in the Plan. The
Jackfish Lakes area is located in LMU 16 which is an Integrated Management Area (Zone II). CWS still supports our
original recommendation for the protection of the Jackfish Lakes area.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Plan. If you have any questions or would like to discuss our
comments further, please do not hesitate to contact me by email at 25(1)
393-6833.
Sincerely,
25(1)

Coordinator, Environmental Programs
Canadian Wildlife Service, Northern Region
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@canada.ca or by phone at (867)

November 14, 2018
Stantec Architecture
202-107 Main Street
Whitehorse, YT
Y1A 2A7

Attn:

Lesley Cabott

Re:

Finish the Peel Plan – Yukon Conservation Society Consultation Submission

The Yukon Conservation Society (YCS) is pleased to submit the following for consideration by
the Parties in their review of submissions to Finish the Peel Plan.
The Statement of Intent, agreed to by the Parties to the Plan and the Final Agreements in 2005, is
a critical touchstone to the planning process. It is even more poignant given the challenge the
Parties are charged with in terms of respecting the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision,
direction and guidance, regarding finishing the planning process for the Peel.
The Statement of Intent agreed to in 2005 reads:
The goal of the Peel Watershed Regional Land Use Plan is to ensure wilderness
characteristics, wildlife and their habitats, cultural resources, and waters are
maintained over time while managing resource use. These uses include, but are
not limited to, traditional use, trapping, recreation, outfitting, wilderness tourism,
subsistence harvesting, and the exploration and development of non-renewable
resources. Achieving this goal requires managing development at a pace and scale
that maintains ecological integrity. The long-term objective is to return all lands
to their natural state.
Used by the Peel Planning Commission to inform the planning process, the July 22, 2011 Final
Recommended Peel Watershed Regional Land Use Plan holds at its core the Statement of Intent.
The statement is constructed as a goal that recognizes the significant influence that the pace and
scale of development have on the maintenance of ecological integrity. This is important because
the pace and scale of development that is negatively affecting the maintenance of ecological
integrity around the world has not decreased. This increasing pressure on biodiversity is resulting
in the permanent loss of plants and animals that have lived alongside humans for generations.

Climate change and loss of biodiversity are recognized by conservationists as the two greatest
challenges facing the world today.
The Yukon Conservation Society raises this because of the unique role the Peel watershed plays
in slowing the loss of biodiversity in the Yukon. We recognize that much has changed in the
world that directly affects the maintenance of ecological integrity in the Peel watershed. Given
today’s context and the pressures on remaining wildlife and wild species, when planning the way
forward we must consider the pace and scale of change that has occurred over the time it has
taken to arrive at this phase of consultation. Put another way, what once might have been thought
of as a big change in the plan, is by today’s measuring, not big at all – and necessary.
To appreciate the magnitude of change that has occurred in the Yukon, consider recent public
consultations about wetlands, grizzly bear management, the development of a Yukon Parks
strategy, resource roads, off highway vehicle use, and others. Each has generated professional
and expert analysis along with public opinion. Each initiative gives decision-makers a further set
of data about how conservation priorities can be met while implementing actions to achieve
sustainability. Another key consideration regarding what has changed in the years leading up to
this final consultation includes changes in information and understanding associated with
federally listed Species at Risk. In particular, the work related to boreal caribou and their critical
habitats. This information should influence landscape-scale connectivity and conservation
planning in the Peel plan.
At the federal level, the government of Canada recently announced a $1.3 billion investment in
nature conservation: the single largest investment in nature conservation in decades. The federal
government also restated its commitment to addressing biodiversity loss through the protection
of 17% of Canada’s lands and 10% of Canada’s Oceans by 2020, as agreed to in the Convention
on Biological Diversity (CBD). Part of the implementation strategy includes funding for the
development of an interconnected system of parks and protected areas across Canada including
Indigenous Conserved and Protected Areas. Additionally, considerable work has been
undertaken by the federal government and other interested parties to recognize opportunity to
protect areas without “park” or “protected area” designations. This has given rise to the creation
of “Other Effective Conservation Measures” (OECMs). This tool permits cooperating parties to
identify areas of conservation value that may have a working landscape backdrop that would not
otherwise qualify for funding assistance.
Over the period of the unresolved planning process, the Yukon has experienced increases in
population and the amount of land taken up to support this growth. As well, the Yukon continues
to be attractive to mining and exploration companies with significant interest in resource
extraction. These circumstances result in less land available for wild species, and increased
fragmentation of landscapes resulting in isolated populations of species.
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All of the above factors support YCS’ major recommendation to protect 80% of the watershed
now by changing the 25% interim protection to permanent.
Recommendation: Protect 80% of the watershed now by upgrading the 25% interim
protection to permanent.
Reflecting on the criticality of protecting biological diversity in order to maintain ecological
integrity, 80% permanent protection is a considerable positive step. If this is not possible, YCS
encourages the Parties to consider recognizing “long term” protection of the Wilderness Areas
identified as interim protected. This shift in language acknowledges that the time scale in which
natural systems function is long term. Additionally, considering the Wilderness Areas for
designation under the Environment Act, may provide opportunity to engage in management
planning that reinforces the importance of the wilderness characteristics of the areas. Each step
toward long term protection will position decision-makers to take advantage of pan-Canadian
efforts and federal government funding associated with meeting Canada’s Pathway to Target 1
goals.
Recommendation: Consider recognizing “long term” protection of the Wilderness Areas
identified as interim protected and access other processes to assist with the protection of
ecological integrity.
The sensitivity of caribou to disturbance is well documented. Given new information produced
by the federal government regarding species at risk and boreal caribou, it is important that the
new information is reviewed and necessary changes made to the Plan.
Recommendation: Review new information produced by the federal government
regarding boreal caribou and their critical habitat and account for it in the Final
Recommended Plan.
YCS further recognizes that within the Final Recommended Plan there is opportunity to clarify
that achieving landscape connectivity is a priority that supports maintaining ecological integrity.
It would be helpful if within the Integrated Management Areas, wildlife corridors are required in
order to achieve genetic and functional connections between populations.
Recommendation: Ensure landscape connectivity is a priority for the Final Recommended
Plan through the establishment of wildlife corridors in the Integrated Management Areas.
To support the likelihood that a variety of indigenous plants and animals will continue to thrive
in the Integrated Management Areas (IMAs), it would be helpful to include special management
areas, protected areas, or Other Effective Conservation Measures (OECMs) as options for
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consideration where there are ecologically important areas like wetlands and critical habitats.
Descriptions in the Final Recommended Plan of land uses in the IMAs should clarify that these
options exist.
Recommendation: Include the creation of special management areas (SMA), protected
areas (PA), or Other Effective Conservation Measures (OECMs) as options for
consideration within Integrated Management Areas (IMA).
The Yukon Conservation Society recognizes that an implementation plan is up to the Parties to
develop. YCS encourages the Parties to adopt more direction regarding the development and
content of the implementation plan. In particular, YCS is interested in seeing guidance provided
to the Parties regarding when the implementation plan will be ready and what an implementation
plan for the Peel watershed should include as a minimum.
Recommendation: The YCS encourages the Parties to adopt more direction regarding the
development and content of the implementation plan.
The Peel Planning experience has shown the need for confidence in the process and in the
evaluation of progress. Like others, YCS supports the establishment of an independent oversight
body comprised of representatives from each of the Parties. Consideration should also be given
to including experts and knowledgeable persons external to the Parties. The role of the body
would be to speak and report plainly to the public about the status of implementation of the Final
Recommended Plan and any issues identified.
Recommendation: Establish an independent oversight body to monitor implementation
and report publicly.
If you have any questions, please contact the undersigned.

Mike Walton, PhD
Executive Director

4

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Morrison Zoe
Davignon, Jamie
FW:
feedback
Tuesday, October 16, 2018 10:44:06 AM
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25(1)

Hi Jamie,
Here is some input.
Zoë

Zoë Morrison
Senior Planner
Direct: 867 633 2400 ext 127
Cell: 867 332 3286
Stantec Architecture Ltd.
202-107 Main Street
Whitehorse YT Y1A 2A7 CA

The content of this ema l is the confidential property of Stantec and should not be copied, modified, retransmitted, or used for any purpose except with Stantec's wr tten authorization. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

From: Jocylyn.McDowell@gov.yk ca <Jocylyn.McDowell@gov.yk ca>
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2018 2:29 PM
To: Morrison, Zoe <Zoe.Morrison@stantec com>
Cc: Jerome.McIntyre@gov.yk ca
Subject: 25(1)
feedback
Hi Zoe
Aside from the notion (as discussed) that the western boundary of 8SMA should follow water courses (including the Hart), rather than the height of land as
shown on the map, 25( also suggested that the eastern boundary of 4A should be the trail that follows Rae Creek, rather than what is depicted there - height
of land, again?).
Would it be possible for you to share with me, the stakeholder invite letter that was sent to the YOA?
Thanks, Joc

Jocylyn McDowell
Senior Land Use Planner
Land Planning
Department of Energy, Mines and Resources
T 867-393-7407 | Yukon.ca

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Morrison, Zoe
Davignon, Jamie
FW: Form Submission - Comment - TIA Yukon submission
Friday, November 30, 2018 2:51:37 PM

Zoë Morrison
Senior Planner
Direct: 867 633 2400 ext 127
Cell: 867 332 3286
Stantec Architecture Ltd.
202-107 Main Street
Whitehorse YT Y1A 2A7 CA

The content of this email is the confidential property of Stantec and should not be copied, modified, retransmitted, or used for any purpose except with Stantec's written
authorization. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete all copies and notify us immediately.

From: Squarespace <no-reply@squarespace.info>
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2018 10:04 AM
To: Morrison, Zoe <Zoe.Morrison@stantec.com>
Subject: Form Submission - Comment - TIA Yukon submission

Name: 25(1)
Email Address: 25(1)

@tiayukon.com

Subject: TIA Yukon submission
Message: The following comments are made on behalf of the Tourism Industry Association of
the Yukon (TIA Yukon):
TIA Yukon has been a strong proponent of the Final Recommended Plan since it was
presented in 2009.
In the ten years since the Final Recommended Plan was presented, there are even fewer places
around the world that can be considered 'pristine wilderness' and truly untouched. This has
subsequently raised the value of the Peel from an ecological viewpoint, and increased its value
both for prospective visitors and Yukoners alike.
TIA Yukon continues to be a strong supporter of our Yukon First Nation partners, and will
only endorse a plan that aligns with the wishes of the First Nations whose traditional territories
are within this region. Their decisions must be respected.
In the Final Recommended Plan there are two types of Conservation Areas:
Special-Management-Areas: permanently protected areas that make up 55% of the region, and
Wilderness-Areas: interim protected areas that make up 25% of the region and must be
reviewed from time to time. The other 20% is open for development. TIA Yukon would

recommend that the areas highlighted as 'interim protected areas' be changed to 'permanently
protected areas'. This would result in permanent protection in 80% of the region, still leaving
20% for possible development. TIA Yukon makes this recommendation based on the fact that
it would create more certainty in the area, making it easier for long term planning.
Tourism has been proven to be a steady, reliable contributor to the Yukon's economy, and
estimates show that this is projected to continue/increase over time. Among the highest yield
tourism experiences in the Yukon are hunting trips and rafting trips in the Peel Region. The
Peel is one of the iconic areas of the Yukon, and the fact that it is preserved helps to sustain
the Yukon's brand.
As the number of visitors continue to increase, it is crucial that land management strategies are
in place and supported by all stakeholders in regions like the Dempster Highway and
Tombstone Territorial Park. This will help to ensure that tourism does not create an adverse
imprint on areas that are more accessible and increasing in demand.
TIA Yukon appreciates the opportunity to provide input into this process.
(Sent via Peel Watershed Final Consultation)

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

Richard Wyman
Davignon, Jamie; Morrison, Zoe
25(1)
@cariboucap.com); Greg Charlie; Cindy Dickson; John Fox (john.fox@gov.yk.ca);
Derek.Fraser@gov.yk.ca
RE: Peel Watershed LUP feedback
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 10:34:06 AM
image001.png
High

Hi again,
Just so it is clear, when I commented on the need to revisit what seems to be arbitrary impact
thresholds of 1 linear km per sq km of area and 1% of the total area, it is necessary to recognize that
in the resource sector, exploration and development activities are connected to geological
opportunities not geographic characteristics. Therefore having restrictions in respect of surface
impacts could well impair the realization of any resource opportunities. It is likely a better approach
to have appropriate management plans govern things like access, impact monitoring, reclamation,
etc. rather than applying rigid measures such as area of impact limits. Moreover, impacts will heal
over time anyway.
If you have any questions or comments, please call me.
Thanks,

Richard Wyman
President
Suite 1000
340 – 12th Avenue SW
Calgary, AB
T2R 1L5
Tel: 587 390 4136
Cell: 403 617 1166

From: Richard Wyman
Sent: November 26, 2018 3:07 PM
To: 'Davignon, Jamie' <Jamie.Davignon@stantec.com>; 'Morrison, Zoe'
<Zoe.Morrison@stantec.com>
Cc: 25(1)
@cariboucap.com) <25(1)
@cariboucap.com>; 25(1)
25(1)
@chanceyukon.ca>; 25(1)
@chanceyukon.ca)

@chanceyukon.ca>; John Fox (john.fox@gov.yk.ca) <john.fox@gov.yk.ca>;
Derek.Fraser@gov.yk.ca
Subject: Peel Watershed LUP feedback
Importance: High

25(1)

Hello Jamie and Zoe,
As discussed during our conference call last week, I am forwarding our written feedback to the
planned Peel Watershed Land Use Plan. If you have any questions or comments, please give me a
call.
Thanks for the opportunity to provide input.
Best regards

Richard Wyman
President
Suite 1000
340 – 12th Avenue SW
Calgary, AB
T2R 1L5
Tel: 587 390 4136
Cell: 403 617 1166

November 30, 2018
Protect the Peel
c/o CPAWS Yukon
506 Steel Street. Whitehorse, Yukon Y1A 2C9
Re. Consultation on the Final Recommended Plan for the Peel W atershed.

Dear Planning Review Committee,
The Yukon First Nations Culture and Tourism Association (YFNCT) is a non-profit organization that is committed
to supporting the arts, culture of Yukon First Nations and Yukon First Nation eco-tourism businesses. With
particular reference to the Peel Watershed the YFNCT is pleased to have the opportunity to support the rights
and interests of Yukon First Nations and particular those specific Yukon First Nations such as the Tr’ondëk
Hwëch’in, Nacho Nyak Dün and Vuntut Gwitchin that have unique relationships with the Peel Watershed. On
December 1, 2017 when the Supreme Court of Canada issued its decision on the Peel Watershed the outcome
was an opportunity for meaningful reconciliation with Yukon First Nations.
The YFNCT appreciates that the Peel Watershed is one of the largest intact wilderness watersheds in North
America and is home to the Woodland Caribou, Wintering Porcupine Caribou, and populations of Moose,
Sheep, Water foul and Wolves. YFNCT recognizes and supports that the Peel Watershed provides the potential
for the highest quality wilderness experience for visitors who seek to visit the Yukon First Nations’ traditional
territories. However more importantly the Peel Watershed is a place that marks Yukon First Nation hunting
trails, burial sites, and caribou fences. The Peel is an integral part of the heritage for the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in,
Nacho Nyak Dün and the Vuntut Gwitchin. It is for these reasons that we support that there be permanent
protection to the Wilderness Areas in the Peel and permanently protect the 80% of the Watershed.
Recognizing the recent released of the Yukon Tourism Development Strategy (2018) that calls for the
development of Indigenous and wilderness tourism we will support those Yukon First Nations who seek to
advance Indigenous Tourism within their traditional territories such as the Peel Watershed. The Yukon First
Nations such as the Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in, Nacho Nyak Dün and Vuntut Gwitchin, through their Final Agreements,
continue to provide certainty to those third party interests who seek to stimulate the economy through resource
development. When it comes to the Peel Watershed these pristine lands provide so much value in protection of
the environment and wildlife, sustaining the relationship of Yukon First Nations and their traditional territories. It
is important that we do our part to protect this delicate balance for our children tomorrow.
Regards,

Marilyn Jensen
President – YFNCT / On behalf of the Board of Directors

1-1109 Front Street, Whitehorse Yukon Y1A 5G4 867-667-7698 www.yfnct.ca
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APPENDIX D SUBMISSIONS FROM FIRST NATIONS AND THE
YLUPC
D.1

TETLIT GWICH’IN
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D.2

NA-CHO NYÄK DUN, TETLIT GWICH’IN, TSIIGEHTCHIC,
TR’ONDËK HWËCH’IN ELDERS’ STATEMENT
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D.3

TR’ONDËK HWËCH’IN

A total of 78 pre-written form submissions were received from members of Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in First Nation. Three
different comments were present: support for Final Recommended Plan, support for 80% permanent protection for
the watershed, or support for 100% permeant protection for the watershed. A copy of the forms’ content is shown
below for reference. Redacted versions of all forms received are also provided.

Dear Stantec and Parties to the Peel Plan,

[Content – see below]

Sincerely,
<Name, Signature>
Dawson City, Yukon

Submissions

Content

56

The Peel Watershed should be completely protected. The Peel Watershed Final Recommended
Plan should be changed to permanently protect 100% of the watershed.

14

I support 80% permanent protection of the Peel Watershed. Interim protection for 25% of the
watershed leaves it vulnerable to future industrial development. The Peel Watershed Final
Recommended Plan should be changed to permanently protect the 25% of the watershed that
only has interim protection.

8

I support the Peel Watershed Final Recommended Plan. This plan was produced after years of
careful research and consultation, and it is a compromise between many different visions for the
Peel Watershed.
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YUKON LAND USE PLANNING COUNCIL
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QUESTIONNAIRE

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE
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E.2
E.2.1

QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
Question 1

Are there any part of the Final Recommended Plan that you believe should be changed at this
time?

E.2.2

Question 2

If yes, please tell us what parts of the Final Recommended Plan you think should be updated.

Question 2 - Total Responses: 1,177

As shown in the figure above, 83.8% of the comments received in Question 2 were regarding the Land Use
Designation System.
Of the Land Use Designation System comments provided in Question 2 (986 comments), nearly all were about the
Conservation Areas (943 comments) with the majority recommending the Wilderness Areas be turned into Special
Management Areas (689 comments). This specific comment was by far the most common response for this question
representing 58.5% of the total comments.
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Land Use Designation System (986 comments, 83.8% of total)
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General Management Direction (86 comments, 7.3% of total)
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Process (43 comments, 3.7% of total)

Plan Implementation and Review (27 comments, 2.3%)

Landscape Management Units (19 comments, 1.6% of total)
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Miscellaneous (14 comments, 1.2% of total)
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E.2.3

Question 3

Is there anything else that you would like us to consider as we finalize the Regional Land Use Plan
for the Peel Watershed?

Question 3 - Total Responses: 1,008

As shown in the figure above, 40.1% of the comments received in Question 3 were regarding the Land Use
Designation System.
Of the Land Use Designation System comments provided in Question 3 (404 comments), nearly all were about the
Conservation Areas (371 comments) with the majority recommending the Wilderness Areas be turned into Special
Management Areas (115 comments). This specific comment was by far the most common response for this question
representing 11.4% of the total comments.
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Land Use Designation System (404 comments, 40.1% of total)
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General Management Direction (176 comments, 17.5% of total)
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Process (160 comments, 15.9% of total)

Miscellaneous (135 comments, 13.4% of total)
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Plan Implementation and Review (117 comments, 11.6%)

Landscape Management Units (14 comments, 1.4% of total)

Cumulative Effects Indicators (2 comments, 0.2% of total)
-no chart-
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Top Category, Subcategory, and Preference
As shown in the figure above, 40.1% of the comments received for question 3 were regarding the Land Use
Designation System.
Of the Land Use Designation System comments (404 comments), nearly all of the comments were about the
Conservation Areas (371 comments), with the majority recommending the Wilderness Areas be turned into Special
Management Areas (115 comments). This specific comment was by far the most common response for this question
representing 12.0% of the total responses.

Question 3 - Total Land Use Designation System Comment Responses: 404
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Question 3 - Total Conservation Area Comment Responses: 371
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E.2.4

Question 4

Where do you live?

Question 4 - Total Responses: 2,052
As shown in the figure above, 82.7% of the comments received were from residents of Canada. A further locational
breakdown is as follows:

Canadian Location Responses (1,698 comments, 82.7% of total)
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Yukon and Northwest Territories Location Responses (1,376 comments, 67.1% of total)
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E.3

REDACTED QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

Peel Watershed Land Use Questionnaire

Q2 If yes, please tell us what parts of the Final Recommended Plan you
think should be updated.
Answered: 1,186

Skipped: 866

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Although this Final Recommended Plan is better than it was before the courts decision, it is still not
what the people want. It has been said throughout the court process that we want 100%
protection. Ruining one river will have a trickle down effect destroying First Nations ways of life
who live-off the land down stream of these proposed areas of exploration. 100% protection is what
we need.

12/1/2018 10:34 AM

2

Please revise the 25% Interim WA back to an SMA, giving permanent protection for those areas which have just as much conservation value as the other SMA's. Please don't force everyone to
continue to fight for these areas when it's clear that it's what people want, and will continue to want
in the future.

12/1/2018 12:59 AM

3

The Wilderness Areas should revert back to their original designation as Special Management
Areas. That change weakened the original Recommended Plan and places the burden on future
generations to revisit decisions that should be taken now. There is no reason to expect that global
wilderness fragmentation and biodiversity decline will be reversed or even decelerate in the
coming years. Meanwhile, economic pressures to open up wilderness areas will continue to
mount. Given that fact, it is irresponsible to force a revisit to that decision on future generations.
We should be bold and take the right decision now. If any additional measures need to be taken to
protect caribou habitat and values, now is the time to undertake those as well, even if it comes at
the expense of a small portion of the Integrated Management Areas.

12/1/2018 12:25 AM

4

100 percent protection

11/30/2018 11:44 PM

5

The interim protection should become permanent

11/30/2018 11:24 PM

6

the 25% interim protection should be made permanent. Headwaters of the rivers in the area and
caribou calving grounds NEED permanent protection. No new roads should be put in the area, as
it would have damaging effects on the wildlife, such as steep decline in caribou populations - as
we are already seeing happen in caribou populations elsewhere in north america. 100 percent of
the area deserves permanent protection - It’s worth more as an intact ecosystem than it ever
would be if exploited by industrial interests.

11/30/2018 11:15 PM

7

I think a full 80% protection policy should be accepted as initial plan, if not ideally immediately
100% of the Peel.

11/30/2018 10:56 PM

8

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 10:51 PM

9

I believe IMA 2, IMA 2, IMA 3 and any other zones considered for any development be fully
protected for the many species who migrate the areas.

11/30/2018 10:49 PM

10

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent. This area is pretty unique and important
for first nation. this would be a really important step to ensure the well being of wildlife and their
habitat.

11/30/2018 10:44 PM

11

Revisitation in 10 years is unreasonable - 10 years is nothing in earth-time. Permanent 80% rep is
a reasonable alt. based on the length of time this debate has been happening.

11/30/2018 10:41 PM

12

overall good but the 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 10:38 PM

13

- 100% protection for the whole area - eco tourism

11/30/2018 10:36 PM

14

It should all be protected

11/30/2018 10:36 PM

15

the 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 10:34 PM

16

the 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 10:33 PM

17

100% protection / national park or interim protection to permanent protection.

11/30/2018 10:32 PM

18

Work towards 80% permanent protection.

11/30/2018 10:30 PM
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19

I think 80% of the peel watershed should be protection.

11/30/2018 10:29 PM

20

increase the amount of protected area in consultation with affected first nations.

11/30/2018 10:26 PM

21

Please make the 25% of the watershed that is currently designated as under "interim" protection
changed to "permanent" protection.

11/30/2018 10:26 PM

22

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 10:25 PM

23

85% changed to permanent protection.

11/30/2018 10:23 PM

24

The interim protection should be upgraded to permanent protection.

11/30/2018 10:21 PM

25

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 10:17 PM

26

25% permanent protection would be a minimum.

11/30/2018 10:17 PM

27

we recommend there is 80% permanent protection

11/30/2018 10:14 PM

28

Please protect 80% permanently.

11/30/2018 10:14 PM

29

Permanent protection reduced to 12%. Rest of the Peel to be open for development WITH
STRICT MITIGATION MEASURES.

11/30/2018 10:11 PM

30

Make 25% area permanent protection.

11/30/2018 10:10 PM

31

It should be 80% permanent.

11/30/2018 10:08 PM

32

Make the 25% temp permanent so 80% is permanently protected.

11/30/2018 10:06 PM

33

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 10:06 PM

34

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 10:04 PM

35

The 25% interim protection plan should be make permanent.

11/30/2018 10:03 PM

36

All of the 80% protected areas should have permanent rather than interim protection.

11/30/2018 9:53 PM

37

I would like to see 25% interim protection of wilderness changed to permanent protection as
recommended by the Commission. However, I would like the current 55% permanent protection
and 25% interim protection be updated to 100% protection of Peel Watershed in the form of
Special Management Areas as asked for by Yukon First Nation. I would like the Final
Recommended Plan to remove proposals for development of transportation and industrial activity
at Peel Watershed. Protecting the ecological integrity of intact watersheds like Peel Watershed
from industrial activity and transportation must be a top priority for the Canadian government and
stakeholders as part of a climate action plan. I would also like the Final Plan to replace all nonrenewable industrial activity to sustainable renewable activity to promote economic growth and
prosperity for First Nations and Canadian communities.

11/30/2018 9:50 PM

38

Protect the Peel

11/30/2018 9:20 PM

39

I think the government should stick to the original plan that called for 80% permanent protection of
the area and not the new plan of breaking that up into 55% and 25%.

11/30/2018 9:08 PM

40

Full permanent protection, fully withdrawn for 80%

11/30/2018 8:56 PM

41

-The Peel area is a fragile eco-system that is unique to the world. It is a vast, mostly undisturbed
area home to many first nations and healthy animal populations. I would like to see the Peel
protected to 100%. The area is a world destination for those seeking wilderness adventures, and
will be forever. Any resource extraction would make the area less appealing, affect the enjoyment
of visitors, Yukoners and First Nations, and degrade the wilderness. I believe in fully protecting
certain large tracks of land, especially in a northern setting. This must be done in order to avoid
fragmentation as seen in most other provinces.

11/30/2018 8:50 PM

42

100% protection from Industry. And this includes Big Game Outfitting

11/30/2018 8:20 PM

43

25% interim protection should be permanent.

11/30/2018 8:17 PM

44

amount of permanently protected land the proceeding with oil/gas and mineral claims and further
exploration and development lack of progressive gradual buffer zones outside the plan area

11/30/2018 8:17 PM

45

The plan is not balanced!! It favours environmentalist and third party interest groups.

11/30/2018 7:51 PM

46

2.5, 4.2, 5, Appendix B

11/30/2018 7:17 PM

47

80% permanent protection

11/30/2018 7:07 PM
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48

The Peel Watershed is one of the last pristine places in Canada. We need to protect this area and
the biodiversity it provides. It is home to many species of animals. It is an important legacy for our
children.

11/30/2018 7:00 PM

49

80% protection

11/30/2018 6:53 PM

50

apart from the fact that you should go back to the drawing board you need to revisit the current
state of affairs - things have changed since the plan was finalized.For example there are now
caribou conservation areas to be accommodated. So much wrong information in this plan, it is
sooooo biased. thats what you get when you have a wilderness tourism operator as the chair. You
mis-represent the facts even in your upfront info on this survey !!! You say for example that 20% of
the region is made up of Integrated Management Areas. But what you never actually say that its a
tiny percentage of that 20 % that is available for development. I dont have the details in front of me
but its less than 1% of the 20% thats actually available for development - and you lead folks on to
believe that 20 % of the region can be developed. That is deliberate misrepresentation. I suggest
that you be up front and honest about your conservation areas and say that these areas are up for
the kind of use by wilderness operators, outfitters and tourists who have done FAR more damage
than development is likely too. I would support the viewscape of the major tourist rivers in the
region being set aside as protected BUT i want to see it a permit only region for everyone - public,
outfitters, wilderness tourism operators, etc and a moratorium on anyone going into this region at
all except for the subsistence users for the next 5 years - if you want to protect it then protect it dont make it a wilderness tourism grab. I have been in there quite a few times - the amount of
garbage and human crap and fire scars and stupid stupid videos of stupid wildlife harrassment. I
wont go there anymore because its not wilderness anymore - its full of people canoeing and rafting
and kayaking and hiking and taking "special" photos and stopping in at fish camps to disturb and
steal. There is no longer a day on the wind river or snake river when you dont run into other
groups. What do you think that is doing for the caribou and sheep trying to access the salt licks
beside the river or the caribou refugia in the ampitheatre on the snake where once there was
common sightings of caribou but now they hide to avoid the tourists. Now the sightings of wolves
and bears are mostly because they are feeding on garbage and human excrement.

11/30/2018 6:52 PM

51

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/30/2018 6:50 PM

52

I would like to see the whole area free of oil and gas prospects to keep the Peel’s fragile and
precious resource safe from contamination and roads.

11/30/2018 6:35 PM

53

80% should be permanently protected from development

11/30/2018 6:16 PM

54

Greater protection for conservation areas. Less space open to resource exploration.

11/30/2018 5:50 PM

55

any change to the 25% interim protected area must be agreed upon via first nation consultation
and general referendum.

11/30/2018 5:47 PM

56

Eliminate any new development.

11/30/2018 5:44 PM

57

The 25% interim should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 5:42 PM

58

The area currently designated as "wilderness areas" (35%) should be changed to "special
management area", to receive permanent protection. (ie. Both areas should receive the same
protection). (ie. The entire 80% - "conservation area" should be protected permanently, and not be
changed, once designated as such).

11/30/2018 5:22 PM

59

Total protected areas are too extensive With some tweaking of boundaries you can reduce impact
on existing mining claims I want to ensure that hunting fishing and other non- aboriginal uses are
protected. I would also like to ensure that there is one set of rules that veryone must abide by

11/30/2018 5:05 PM

60

I encourage the Yukon Government (and all parties involved) to adopt the original recommendation
of the Peel Land Use Planning Commission which calls for 80% PERMANENT protection for the
Peel Watershed. This will create much needed certainty for the region. The 25% that is currently
within the “wilderness area” is NO LESS beautiful, special or important than the 55% that has
permanent protection by being designated as “Special management area”. It is ALL important and
deserves the SAME level of protection! Yukoners had originally asked for 100% permanent
protection. 80% is already a compromise. To further water it down to 55% permanent and 25%
temporary isn’t good enough. Yukon has a unique opportunity at the moment to be both a national
and global leader in responsible resource management and development. I urge you to be brave.
Take the steps needed to protect this incredible area forever. Thank you for the chance to provide
input!

11/30/2018 5:04 PM
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61

I would like to see 100% Conservation Area. I question why the existing mineral rights should
remain, but I guess it’s purely lawsuits and the area being hung up forever in the courts. Also I’m a
bit leery of Wilderness Areas, which sounds so strong until you state that they are interim and
subject to change “from time to time.” Sounds loopholy. I disagree that snowmobiles should be
exempt. Yes, dirtbikes, offroad trucks/SUVs, and Argos/ATVs cause more damage, but in these
days of climate change (higher overall temps, lower snowfalls), snowmachines can do real
damage. I am guessing that they have ben excluded because trappers like to use them, and since
these in this area (I am guessing) are mostly FN, it is deemed expedient to use them. Yet they do
cause damage on low-snowfall years (or I’d have used one by now). I approve heartily with the
IMA restriction that roads must be reclaimed once not needed. I’d like to see “needed” defined
(what if the need shifts to more of a want or like than a need, or a different one; this may well be
already covered in definitions in regs; also, please define “reclaimed” to mean “put back as much
as possible so that no prior road may be discerned, and seeded with appropriate irregularities and
local species.” I don’t like to think it may be interpreted as a blockade at the entrance! I’m a bit
concerned that uranium and coalbed methane policy is leaving a door open where, perhaps, none
should be left, in these days when we know what these products can do.

11/30/2018 4:57 PM

62

Accept the original recommended plan which calls for 80% *permanent* protection of the area.

11/30/2018 4:34 PM

63

The 25% portion of conservation areas should be permanently preserved. The 20% portion, if open
for development, should be only those developments that would have minimal environmental
impacts.

11/30/2018 4:19 PM

64

I think 100% of it should be protected. I know some of it is already disturbed but no more
disturbance anywhere.

11/30/2018 4:12 PM

65

Existing mineral claims or leases should not be allowed to continue for more than a set amount of
time in the conservation area. In integrated management area, new mineral claims should not be
accepted until new laws are set in place to prevent companies to extract, bankrupt and leave
without restoring the land to its natural state. A high pourcentage of the profits of any mineral claim
on the integrated management area should go directly to a conservation fund to benefit the
conservation of the Peel watershed.

11/30/2018 4:05 PM

66

I want to see the last 20% be totally protected. I also want to have the interim 25% be permanently
protected.

11/30/2018 4:02 PM

67

The areas designated as Wilderness should be permanently protected (as per the SMAs).

11/30/2018 3:39 PM

68

80% of the Peel Watershed should be permanently protected

11/30/2018 3:25 PM

69

change 25% interim protection to 80% permanent protection

11/30/2018 3:20 PM

70

There needs to be 100% guaranteed conservation for this largest untouched wilderness on our
earth. Anything less endangeres to way of life of the First Nations people in this area and anything
less also does injustice to this ecologically invaluable area which is one of it’s kind.

11/30/2018 3:12 PM

71

I think that instead of 55% permanently protected it should be the full 80% permanently protected
to provide certainty to first nations and to reduce this ongoing process of evaluation. IT should be
protected.

11/30/2018 3:02 PM

72

Control Survey One

11/30/2018 2:57 PM

73

The whole 80% should be permanently protected

11/30/2018 2:53 PM

74

I believe the 25% interim protection should be changed to permanent protection as originally
recommended.

11/30/2018 2:46 PM

75

Because of its remoteness, I think that mineral exploration and development should not be allowed
in the Bonnet Plume basin because it would involve road systems into that area which would affect
a much bigger area than merely the basin itself.

11/30/2018 2:43 PM

76

Protect more land.

11/30/2018 2:37 PM

77

The interim protected lands should receive full, immediate protection.

11/30/2018 2:27 PM

78

I'd like to see the 80% permanent protection of the commission's original recommended plan be
accepted. Ideally, there would be 100% protection of this incredible place, but in the spirit of
compromise, 80% permanent protection would be a reasonable amount in my mind.

11/30/2018 2:24 PM

79

25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/30/2018 2:21 PM
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80

I believe that 80% of the Peel Watershed should be permanently protected as a Special
Management Area, rather than only 55%. Interim protection is an incredibly temporary protection
and would continue to threaten the ecological integrity of the Peel watershed.

11/30/2018 2:21 PM

81

increase the protection percentage from 35% to 80%

11/30/2018 2:16 PM

82

make the 25% rule permanent

11/30/2018 2:15 PM

83

80 % permanent protection with no further reviews. Certainty.

11/30/2018 2:02 PM

84

The 25% Wilderness area should be apart of the permanently protected area that makes up the
80% protected area. It should not be eligible to be revisited to be a part of the mining and
exploration area.

11/30/2018 2:00 PM

85

I think that 80% area protection as stated in the original plan should be maintained (not the
proposed 55% protection and 25% interim protection).

11/30/2018 1:54 PM

86

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 1:49 PM

87

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 1:40 PM

88

I do not agree that new mining should be allowed. The government talks about needing mining for
job creation. The unemployment rate is at an all time low, every Yukon resident who wants a job
has a job. We are destroying this beautiful Territory with mining and mining companies are not
being held accountable to clean up sites.

11/30/2018 1:38 PM

89

I have already sent in my comments but forgot to mention something in the next question...

11/30/2018 1:29 PM

90

I think that the 25%interim protection should be made permanent. With all my heart I believe that
the original recommended 80% of the Peel Watershed should remain protected from future
development.

11/30/2018 1:25 PM

91

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/30/2018 1:21 PM

92

I would like the 25% interim protected area to be a fully protected SMA (dark green). Off road
vehicles should not be allowed in protected areas period (policy recommendation). Plan
implementation and plan review, amendment and variation should be overseen by the Peel
Watershed Planning Commission, reinstated for the purpose, or an independent oversight body
comprised of First Nation and Government representatives. Money must be set aside for this work.
Subregional planning along the Dempster Corridor should be limited, giving highest value to the
wilderness values of the area (policy recommendation).

11/30/2018 1:19 PM

93

Changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection.

11/30/2018 1:15 PM

94

Full 80% permanent protection.

11/30/2018 1:14 PM

95

The 25% placed under interim protection should be changed to permanent protection

11/30/2018 1:12 PM

96

80% oft the Ares should be permanentely protected

11/30/2018 12:53 PM

97

25% interim be permanent

11/30/2018 12:49 PM

98

I think that the partially protected part of the peel the 25% should be little more protected because I
want it to be a clean environment for the animals and so that it stays a beautiful land out on the
peel and we keep our water clean.

11/30/2018 12:46 PM

99

I think that 80% should be permanently protected instead of 55%

11/30/2018 12:44 PM

100

the government should have 10% not 20%

11/30/2018 12:42 PM

101

I think 100% of peel should be permanently

11/30/2018 12:42 PM

102

the peel should be 100% protected

11/30/2018 12:41 PM

103

i think all of it should be protected

11/30/2018 12:41 PM

104

it should be 100% protected

11/30/2018 12:39 PM

105

I agree with the Yukon Chamber of Mines submisision

11/30/2018 12:21 PM

106

SNOWMOBILES should have the same restrictions as wheeled off road vehicles.

11/30/2018 12:20 PM

107

I believe that Wilderness Areas and Special Management Areas, totalling 80 per cent, should both
be permanently protected from exploration and development.

11/30/2018 12:09 PM
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108

I believe that the peel should be 100% protected. Humans have taken enough of the earths wild
land and we should be working towards finding new ways to live instead of destroying more of this
planet we call home.

11/30/2018 12:05 PM

109

I would like to see 100% of the Peel watershed area permanently protected. If this is not possible,
at the very least I would like to see 80% of it protected, as recommended by the Cdn. Parks &
Wilderness Society and the Yukon Conservation Society.

11/30/2018 11:44 AM

110

80% minimum should be protected

11/30/2018 11:36 AM

111

The 25% interim protection should be permanently protected to make up 80% permanent
protection. The 20% open should be changed to interim protection.

11/30/2018 11:34 AM

112

the 25% intermrim protection must be made permanent to protect for futher generations

11/30/2018 11:32 AM

113

I believe that the original recommended plan of 80% permanent protection should be followed.

11/30/2018 11:30 AM

114

The 25% interem protection should be made permanent

11/30/2018 11:23 AM

115

Change the 25% interim protection to full protection - change from wilderness to protected

11/30/2018 11:18 AM

116

80% permanent protection

11/30/2018 11:09 AM

117

80% of the Peel should be considered permanent conservation area - an increase from the 55%
outlined in the original plan.

11/30/2018 11:08 AM

118

I support the original recommendation of permanently protecting 80% of the watershed. The Peel
Watershed is one of few parts of the world that can still be called wilderness and thus deserves
protection for future generations.

11/30/2018 10:58 AM

119

The original consultation outcome should be honored. The 25% interim protection should be made
permanent.

11/30/2018 10:57 AM

120

That the wilderness area that's designated as interim protection be changes to permanent
protection.

11/30/2018 10:56 AM

121

Permanently protect 80% - include wilderness area.

11/30/2018 10:55 AM

122

Permanently protect 80%

11/30/2018 10:54 AM

123

more protection !! 80% !!

11/30/2018 10:54 AM

124

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 10:53 AM

125

Permanently protect 80%

11/30/2018 10:52 AM

126

Change interim protection to all-time protection.

11/30/2018 10:52 AM

127

Protect 100%, its vital for our future we are river people.

11/30/2018 10:51 AM

128

Permanently protect 100% of the Peel watershed.

11/30/2018 10:50 AM

129

the data is old now, so needs to be updated

11/30/2018 10:50 AM

130

The 25% interim protection needs to be made permanent.

11/30/2018 10:49 AM

131

80% permanent as per the original Plan.

11/30/2018 10:49 AM

132

Just like it is. No mining.

11/30/2018 10:48 AM

133

Please protect all of the Peel watershed for development. Once it is developed the opportunities
for conservation are lost. There is more to be gained environmentally, and even economically by
leaving the watershed as undeveloped as possible.

11/30/2018 10:47 AM

134

I do not think that any further development should be allowed period. It is Novt30th and it is -5
degrees, if this is not a very obvious sign of climate change I am not sure what is. We should not
be investing in more non-renewable resources, we need to be looking forward to the future and
getting in line with all the amazing new renewable technologies that are available. Money should
be going to wind, solar and other options

11/30/2018 10:46 AM

135

I would like to see all 80% protected permanently.

11/30/2018 10:44 AM

136

We should be protecting 80% of the Peel watershed permanently. Very simple. One of the last
pristine watersheds in the world. Let's be creative and be resourceful ways.

11/30/2018 10:44 AM

137

Implement original recommended 80% permanent protection.

11/30/2018 10:43 AM
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138

The whole should be protected = 100%

11/30/2018 10:42 AM

139

Please protect 80% of the peel watershed.

11/30/2018 10:42 AM

140

Please protect 80% of the Peel watershed.

11/30/2018 10:41 AM

141

The interim protection is NOT enough protection for the Peel. 100% would be great - minimum
80%.

11/30/2018 10:41 AM

142

The 25% interim protection should be permanent.

11/30/2018 10:40 AM

143

I would like to see 80% to be protected permanently.

11/30/2018 10:39 AM

144

I firmly believe that the interim protection should be permanent - we have limited areas left to
enjoy.

11/30/2018 10:38 AM

145

Interim protection should be permanent.

11/30/2018 10:37 AM

146

The 25% of the area designated as interim protection should be moved to permanent protection,
as originally recommended by the commission.

11/30/2018 10:37 AM

147

Permanent protection of wilderness areas.

11/30/2018 10:36 AM

148

all 80% needs to be protected. Not just for 10 years.

11/30/2018 10:36 AM

149

Protect 80%

11/30/2018 10:35 AM

150

I think it should be 100% protected, including wildlife management.

11/30/2018 10:35 AM

151

Protect 80% permanently. Not interim protected.

11/30/2018 10:34 AM

152

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent for future generations.

11/30/2018 10:34 AM

153

80% protection, no interim protection.

11/30/2018 10:34 AM

154

The 25% interim protection lands should be changed to permanent protection lands.

11/30/2018 10:33 AM

155

Protect 100 percent of the peel watershed from industrial development and roads

11/30/2018 10:33 AM

156

Linear disturbances should be only for trails and tourism and should NOT be an unlimited number
of roads, cuts or criss-crossing exploration that decimates the natural look more than 1% total area
and becomes disruptive to wildlife.

11/30/2018 10:32 AM

157

Change 25% temporary to permanent protection.

11/30/2018 10:30 AM

158

The 25% temporary percent should be changed to PERMANENTLY protected

11/30/2018 10:30 AM

159

100% protection please! It's pristine wilderness National treasure!!!

11/30/2018 10:30 AM

160

Protect the full 80% now. Eliminate allowance to keep historic staked claims in palce.

11/30/2018 10:27 AM

161

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 10:25 AM

162

the 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/30/2018 10:21 AM

163

25% interim protection should be added to the permanent protection to bring it up to 80%. 20%
integrated management areas be dropped to 10% with the 10% removed turned into interim
protected areas. This puts 80% in permanent protection, 10% in interim and 10% in integrated
management.

11/30/2018 10:11 AM

164

protect the whole thing

11/30/2018 10:09 AM

165

I would like to see permanent protection for 80% of the area, as in the original recommended plan.

11/30/2018 9:53 AM

166

Adopt the original recommended plan which called for 80% permanent protection of the area.

11/30/2018 9:52 AM

167

to make it a permanent protected area

11/30/2018 9:52 AM

168

aaaaaaaa

11/30/2018 9:51 AM

169

Protect the whole watershed!

11/30/2018 9:41 AM

170

The interim protection areas ("wilderness areas") should be made permanent ("special
management").

11/30/2018 9:40 AM

171

I strongly think that the the 25% Interim Protection should be changed to Permanent Protection.
Additionally, it is important that the plan is specific in setting criteria and steps to providing
adequate protection.

11/30/2018 9:20 AM
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172

I think the 25% interim protection should be changed to permanent protection, as it was in the
original recommendation

11/30/2018 9:17 AM

173

Save the whole thing. And if you won't, then at least make it really 80 percent. No interim protected
areas, make the 80 percent all Special Management Areas!

11/30/2018 8:53 AM

174

80% of the peel should’ve permanently protected as conservation area

11/30/2018 8:51 AM

175

I want to see true protection of at least 80% of the Peel Watershed at a minimum. Please make
redesignate all Wilderness Areas and turn them into Special Management Areas so that 80 % of
the watershed is truly protected forever.

11/30/2018 8:48 AM

176

Please consider changing the 25% interim protected area to permanent protection

11/30/2018 8:43 AM

177

I support the Final Recommended Plan but would like to see the Hart River corridor be included
with the permanent protected status of the Wind, Bonnet Plume and Snake Rivers, NOT only
interim protected and then revised after 10 years. Also, the Blackstone river needs some
protection along the river itself as currently the Dempster highway north of Tombstone Park and
the Ogilvie and Blackstone drainages are in the Integrated Management Zone and oil and gas and
mineral development are allowed. I do not want to see oil and gas development there. I feel that
the high ecological and tourism values of the Dempster corridor need to be addressed in the
Dempster Corridor Management Plan that Is supposed to be developed. The more fully protected
the interconnected areas are, the better.

11/30/2018 8:39 AM

178

I, like the majority of Yukoners, would like to see 100% protection in the Peel. The proposed
conservation areas, making up 80% of the watershed are a compromise made solely to satisfy a
handful of mining, oil and gas and development interests. At the very least, I would like to see all
proposed wilderness areas (including those along the Ogilvie and Blackstone rivers, adjacent to
the world renowned Tombstone National Park) turned into permanently protected special
management areas, creating true and lasting protection for a minimum of 80 percent of the
watershed. You, the Yukon government have a rare and wonderful opportunity—a chance to make
lasting change in a world in dire need of it! The importance of the Peel is both global and local: this
is the ancestral homeland of four First Nations, whose culture and way of life depends on the
wildlife and clear, pure waters of the watershed. The pristine rivers, magnificent landscape and
wildlife of the Peel also provide a basis for a thriving and growing tourism industry and act as a
refuge, affording opportunities for species to migrate over a vast area as habitats shrink due to the
changing climate. The Peel represents a choice between a bold vision for a sustainable future and
destruction of the land and water for short-term economic gain. Please protect this rare and
beautiful place.

11/30/2018 8:35 AM

179

The additional 25% should be fully protected and not at risk for mining and oil and gas
development.

11/30/2018 8:32 AM

180

Overall the plan is good. However the Parties should ensure that they develop strong tools to
manage and protect the interim protected areas. In particular the Hart and Blackstone River
corridors need protection. In all areas the parties should strengthen access management,
cumulative effects management and River/water management. At a minimum, the plan should
recommend that these issues be addressed in the implementation of the plan.

11/30/2018 8:06 AM

181

Remove/buy out existing mineral and gas coatings from conservation areas.

11/30/2018 8:02 AM

182

Increase the amount of protection. First Nations compromised to have what is protected protected.
Further protect this area.

11/30/2018 7:29 AM

183

I believe the Wilderness Area (25%) should be permanently protected with the rest of the Special
Management Area. The cultural and ecological value of the area should not be risked for potential
future development. The Yukon has a history of development initiatives with poor practices and
worse closure plans. If there is an opportunity to protect this land from that fate, it should be taken.

11/30/2018 7:01 AM

184

I feel very strongly that this agreement should be binding in perpetuity, and that no parts of the
Peel Watershed should be subject to review in the future.

11/30/2018 6:49 AM

185

All areas of the peel should be protected from future mineral and gas exploration/ mining.

11/30/2018 6:26 AM

186

I believe we should protect the whole area

11/30/2018 6:01 AM

187

I want too see permanent protection of the full 80% of the area, rather than the current 55%
permanent protection.

11/30/2018 5:41 AM

188

I believe that 100% of the Peel Watershed should be protected.

11/30/2018 5:37 AM
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189

I would like to encouraging the Government to adopt the Original recommended plan, which called
for 80% permanent protection of the area! NOT the 55% permanent and 25% interim protection.

11/30/2018 1:12 AM

190

The Peel Plateau West area should be designated as a Special Management Area not an
Integrated Management Area. The rationale for the current designation in the report states that
development will occur on relatively flat terrain, making the recommended cumulative effects
inaccurate for regions sensitive to climate change due to the ice rich permafrost contained within
the Peel Plateau landscape. This terrain is susceptible to erosion via retrogressive thaw slumps.
The combination of known changing climate in this region, coupled with human disturbances
resulting from oil and gas exploration and/or development could further accelerate the already
accelerating erosional activity of retrogressive thaw slumps (collapsing terrain resulting from the
melting of ground ice in ice-rich permafrost). Slumps have been initiated due to disturbances to the
thermal regime of the permafrost near the Dempster Highway due gravel extractions for
maintenance. Seismic lines are known to initiate collapse of ice-rich permafrost terrain due to
removal of insulating vegetation. These disturbances can often become connected to stream
waters and result not only in increased sediment concentrations but also heavy loading of
nutrients, metals, and contaminants (e.g. mercury) that can potentially impact stream networks in
the Peel watershed. This directly contradicts the recognition for the designation of the Peel River
as a Special Management Area. There is also a general lack of official inclusion of assessments of
terrain sensitivity in this report. Permafrost terrain is sensitive, and under a rapidly changing
climate in this region, reclaiming this terrain after human disturbance may not be feasible. There
needs to be an inclusion of special designation for this sensitive terrain, for which there has been
substantial research conducted and available by the GNWT permafrost sciences. The report
should make an explicit requirement for use of this research and/or consultations with permafrost
scientists to permanently protect highly sensitive permafrost terrain from human development.
Consultations with permafrost scientists are especially vital where the report list exemptions for
functional disturbances. Linear features less than 1.5 m in width, winter-work in non-forested
areas, and winter work using existing disturbance and linear features all have the potential to act
as tipping points for terrain collapse in sensitive regions. Furthermore, recovery of human-caused
surface disturbances needs to broadened to allow for all Canadian water quality health, Canadian
air quality health, and indigenous-community-decided standards to be met. Only stating increased
run-off and sediment loading as measurements to background level doesn't account for all the
contaminants (metals and nutrients) that can be released into waterways as a result of humancaused surface disturbance. Waterway downstream disturbance (both through surface and ground
water) also needs to be added to Cumulative effects indicators as these are rapid ways that
cumulative effects can be carried across land use units and past the borders of the Peel
Watershed Planning Region.

11/30/2018 12:37 AM

191

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/30/2018 12:31 AM

192

The percentage of the Peel watershed that should be permanently protected should be 80% from
the outset.

11/30/2018 12:21 AM

193

The original recommended plan recommended 80% protection in the watershed - not the 55%
permanently protected and 25% interim protection areas in the final recommended plan. I think the
Final Recommended Plan should be changed back to the earlier 80% protection.

11/30/2018 12:07 AM

194

I think the 25% interim protection should be changed to permanent protection, as it was in the
original recommendation.

11/29/2018 11:49 PM

195

I personally think that 100% of the Peel should be protected taking in consideration the overall
state of wild places in the world. If this is a change that is not possible at this time, I really think that
at least we need to change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This is what the
Planning Commission had originally recommended and without this change, the fight will never be
done. Considering the state of our world, planet, environment and biodiversity right now, people
will fight more and more to save the rest of intact wilderness our planet has. I am not sure the
Yukon wants to reopen consultations, fights, etc again in the future concerning this region. At the
end, 55% of permanent protection is not a lot.... the open 45% could have a big negative impact on
the 55%.

11/29/2018 11:47 PM
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196

I support the Final Recommended Plan. I also support protection of the Dempster Corridor as it is a
tremendous and beautiful region easily accessible to travellers who may not get to experience the
more remote wilderness areas of the Peel Watershed. This area important for its natural and
ecological values, its habitat values, as critical range for the Porcupine Caribou Herd; it is also an
area where visitors and residents can experience the diverse wildlife of the northern Yukon, see
the migration of caribou and see the impacts of climate change up close. Industrial impacts in this
area would likely have irreversible and negative impacts on this fragile landscape, and should
therefore be very limited in the their scope and impact. Similar to the Wind, Snake and Bonnet
Plume Rivers, the Hart River should be granted full and permanent protected status. Two years
ago after canoeing the Wind River, on the flight back to Mayo, the grand splendour of the Peel
watershed lay spread before me. Large intact wilderness areas on the scale of the Peel Watershed
are extremely rare. And, having paddled the Snake River, hiked in the Peel watershed and flown
over it several times, the Hart is similarly impressive and beautiful. Full protection of the Hart River
watershed would contribute to the proud achievement of protecting the Peel for present and future
generations and to conserve healthy wildlife populations that require and shape large intact
wilderness areas for their survival.

11/29/2018 11:42 PM

197

The 80 20 split

11/29/2018 11:40 PM

198

I would like to see Wilderness Area designation which accounts for 25% of the entire area changed
from interim protection to permanent protection. I think this is very important.

11/29/2018 11:36 PM

199

The Area needs to be protected in total, more than 80%

11/29/2018 11:18 PM

200

Change the 25% currently protected under interim status to permanent protected status.

11/29/2018 11:05 PM

201

Permanently protect 80% not just 55%. Very Important!

11/29/2018 10:33 PM

202

We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification:
Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended. How do you plan to implement the final plan, and what steps will it take to ensure
they are followed properly?

11/29/2018 10:33 PM

203

I would like to see the 25% interim protection changed to permanent protection. I feel that a
minimum of 80% permanent protection is necessary for this watershed.

11/29/2018 10:30 PM

204

Less conservation more development, like 50 / 50 proportional representation of each

11/29/2018 10:18 PM

205

Make the 25% interim protection permanent in order to increase the permanent protection from
55% to 80%.

11/29/2018 10:18 PM

206

100 % protected!

11/29/2018 9:56 PM

207

I think that the interim protected areas especially the Hart River Corridor and key winter Porcupine
caribou range in the Hart River and South Richardsons should have more permanent protection.

11/29/2018 9:49 PM

208

The Peel should be 80% permanent protection. The original consultation recommendation should
be respected and implemented. Special places need special protection.

11/29/2018 9:22 PM

209

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/29/2018 9:06 PM

210

The 25% interim protection should be permanent

11/29/2018 9:00 PM

211

As a wilderness guide/outfitter/advocate I feel strongly that the Government should adopt the
Original plan which called for 80% protection of the area, NOT the Final recommended plan, which
saw that 80% broken up into 55% permanent and 25% interim protection.

11/29/2018 8:57 PM

212

I think all oil and gas activity should be curtailed in the whole Peel Watershed. Climate Change is
killing us all, we must stop burning fossil fuels right now. We must send a firm message to the Oil
and Gas Industry in the Yukon and beyond, that we have to keep it in the ground.

11/29/2018 8:56 PM
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Page numbers!! Please add them to the table of contents. Goal 1 - "wilderness character" can be
replicated on a film set. Scrap this goal or replace with something like, "protect the Peel". The final
recommended plan still only protects 55% of the region. Connectivity, and therefore, wildlife
habitat, is compromised by scattering WA's and IMA's throughout the region, especially
considering the intent to continue to develop existing claims in the SMAs. Change WAs to SMAs
and ensure that there remains connectivity to SMAs in adjacent land use planning regions.
Protected areas are often re-negotiated as resource areas later. Leave this work to future
generations to decide. It may make harder work for them but it should. This area should not be
open for development without a long and well-considered process. Protect more now. Roads and
trails are forever. The intent to de-commission all new roads is good but it is not likely to be
accomplished. Do not allow any new roads in SMAs. Restricting public access is one way to
reduce traffic on roads through sensitive areas. However, it also creates a privacy screen which is
not appropriate for the extraction of publicly owned resources. Take this recommendation out.
Please provide an example of a best management practice that makes oil and gas extraction
sustainable (and the plan's definition of sustainable) and an example of an effective restoration in
Yukon that hasn't fallen to Yukon tax payers to manage. There is no information in the plan about
grizzly habitat. This plan should make clear reference to the grizzly conservation plan and clearly
promote the protection of grizzly habitat and populations. The plan does mention that the riparian
areas are evaluated as high quality grizzly habitat but then undermines connectivity, which is
known to be important to maintaining healthy, viable grizzly populations, by surrounding the SMAs
with WA and IMA areas. Expand the SMA areas. Goals 6, 7 and 8 need to be supported with
management strategies or a clear statement about how and when they will be developed. How will
land use conflicts be minimized?

11/29/2018 8:43 PM

214

The Peel Plateau West area should be designated as a Special Management Area not an
Integrated Management Area. The rationale for the current designation in the report states that
development will occur on relatively flat terrain, making the recommended cumulative effects
monitoring more effective in limiting impacts on habitat in those area and this is a very flawed
conclusion because it doesn't integrate substantial research on this region being an area highly
sensitive to climate change due to the ice rich permafrost contained within the Peel Plateau
landscape that is sensitive to accelerating erosion via retrogressive thaw slumps. The combination
of known changing climate in this region, coupled with human disturbances resulting from oil and
gas exploration and/or development could further accelerate the already accelerating erosional
activity of retrogressive thaw slumps in this region (collapsing terrain resulting from the melting of
ground ice in ice-rich permafrost terrain). Slumps have been initiated due to disturbances to the
thermal regime of the permafrost near the Dempster Road due to alterations of the thermal regime
because of gravel extractions to maintain the Dempster road. Seismic lines are known to initiated
collapse of ice-rich permafrost terrain because of removal of insulating vegetation. These
disturbances can often become connected to stream waters and result not only in increased
sediment concentrations but also heavy loading of nutrients, metals, and contaminants (e.g. Hg)
that can potentially impact stream networks for km downstream which can result in contamination
of the Peel River (that plateau streams flow into) and further downstream networks. This directly
contradicts the recognition for the designation of the Peel River as a Special Management Area.
There is also a general lack of official inclusion of assessments of terrain sensitivity in this report.
Permafrost terrain is sensitive, and under a rapidly changing climate in this region, reclaiming this
terrain after human disturbance may not be feasible. There needs to be an inclusion of special
designation for terrain sensitive to climate change, for which there has been substantial research
conducted an available by the GNWT permafrost sciences. The report should make an explicit
requirement for use of this research and/or consultations with permafrost scientists to permanently
protect highly sensitive permafrost terrain from human development as it may not be reclaimable.
Consultations with permafrost scientists are especially vital where the report list exemptions for
functional disturbances. Linear features less than 1.5 m in width, winter-work in non-forested
areas, and winter work using existing disturbance and linear features all have the potential to act
as tipping points for terrain collapse in regions that are already sensitive to a changing climate.
Furthermore, recovery of human-caused surface disturbances needs to broadened to allow for all
Canadian water quality health, Canadian air quality health, and indigenous-community-decided
standards to be met. Only stating increased run-off and sediment loading as measurements to
background level doesn't account for all the contaminants (metals and nutrients) that can be
released into waterways as a result of human-caused surface disturbance. Waterway downstream
disturbance (both through surface and ground water) also needs to be added to Cumulative
effects indicators as these are rapid ways that cumulative effects can be carries across land use
units and past the borders of the Peel Watershed Planning Region.

11/29/2018 8:43 PM

215

Revise protection area to allow responsible development including road access.

11/29/2018 8:29 PM
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I would like to see that 100% of the Peel region is protected. At the very least I hope for the Peel to
have 80% permanent protection -- what the Planning Commission had originally recommended. To
do so I recommend changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. I would also like
to see the plan updated so that the government is specific on how it plans on implementing the
final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it is followed properly.

11/29/2018 8:26 PM

217

Create permanent buffers along the rivers. I.e. 2km beyond top of bank. Protect migratory, feeding
and resting areas for species along the rivers. Create wildlife corridors under or over the road way.

11/29/2018 8:16 PM

218

Less than 20% should be available for development. No new road developments should be
allowed in the watershed.

11/29/2018 8:13 PM

219

In my opinion, the Hart River corridor must be included with the permanent protected status of the
Wind, Bonnet Plume and Snake Rivers. The Blackstone and Ogilvie River corridors, in which
industrial activities can take place, must also permanently protected.

11/29/2018 7:58 PM

220

I do not believe the 25% of protection is satisfactory. Full protection would be optimal.

11/29/2018 7:20 PM

221

I do not want to see any new oil and gas open up. I believe our world is in a time of crisis and in
this time of crisis it is imoirtant to retain the conservation of our natural landscape and resources

11/29/2018 7:18 PM

222

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/29/2018 7:13 PM

223

Protect 100% of the planning region

11/29/2018 7:06 PM

224

I think the whole watershed should be protected, but if you’ve decided on 80%, that 80% should
be protected forever.

11/29/2018 7:05 PM

225

Protect more water

11/29/2018 7:02 PM

226

•Changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection.

11/29/2018 6:55 PM

227

I would like to see the Peel protected 100%. However, at the very least, I would like to see the
original plan implemented, which calls for 80% protection (i.e. changing the 25% interim protection
to full protection)

11/29/2018 6:45 PM

228

80% of the peel watershed should be permanently protected

11/29/2018 6:27 PM

229

The 25% interim protection should absolutely be made permanent

11/29/2018 6:25 PM

230

The Wilderness Areas (25%) that are currently recommended for interim protection should be
given permanent protection.

11/29/2018 6:16 PM

231

permanent protection of wilderness areas

11/29/2018 6:01 PM

232

make wilderness areas permanently protected.

11/29/2018 5:57 PM

233

There is too much protection. We should allow for mining and other commercial activity.

11/29/2018 5:55 PM

234

80% fully protected. No existing or new resource development

11/29/2018 5:51 PM

235

Change the interim 25% protection to permanent protection.

11/29/2018 5:42 PM

236

I would like to see permanent protection for 80% of the PWPR. That would require changing the
25% interim protection to permanent protection.

11/29/2018 5:42 PM

237

The Government should be adopting the Original recommended Plan which calls for 80%
permanent protection. The Final Recommended Plan is differentiating between permanent and
interim protection and this may be a loophole that might be exploited at a later time.

11/29/2018 5:24 PM
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238

peace, nothing about forest fires is quickly mentioned, though maybe it has been addressed, but
seeing the last 2 years of what seems an ever growing number & size of forest fires, by the
millions of acres, maybe 10's of millions of acres a year now, & just recently 50,000 people
became homeless in paradise area of california from a forest fire, bringing many dead, people
claiming the fire moved faster then what anyone could believe, even cars trying to get away driving
on the roads out of there catching fire. a serious fire preventive plan needs to be made if not yet
so, including when a forest fire happens, is there ways to quickly contain the forest fire. the pine
beetle plus drought killed over 129 million trees already in california alone. so maybe extensive
logging of dead trees need to be done, plus selective cutting to prevent & contain forest fires. plus i
read an article that claims vitamin d is needed also in forests when forest canopies block sunlight,
so that maybe wildfires happen that clear the land, allow vitamin d to be restored in the
environment. also was said, claiming forest patch cuts were done in forests to re-nourish the forest
need of vitamin d, that maybe helps prevents wildfires that may happen for the purpose of needing
vitamin d from the sun. this presentation reads no new industry like new drilling but old ones can
continue, what if old ones leave, is there going to be a way to bring in new industry to replace what
is now gone if needed. or if new discoveries happen, is a way available to bring in new industry
that is not exploiting the area such as with causing pollution such as polluting the water. seeing
mankind needs to be included in the balance of life here, is there preparation for a possible
exploding population of people now needing places to live, seeing the population has doubled
since 1950 to 2018 from about 2 1/2 billion people to over 7 billion people today, all needing
gasoline, some needing natural gas for heating & cooking, including new electricity, paper for their
bowel movements, new places to grow food, especially if older places become nutrients deficient &
enough restoration of nutrients in soil fails, new water sources for these people, so is the future
included if it continues the way it has in the plan.

11/29/2018 5:22 PM

239

"We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification:
Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended.”

11/29/2018 5:21 PM

240

please increase the protection of these lands

11/29/2018 5:10 PM

241

The entire Peel watershed should be 100 percent protected, permanently. This means no new
exploration, no new roads, no new air strips and no new exploration or related activity. It also
means the complete removal of all claims, permits, equipment and structures related to claims for
any oil, gas or other exploration activities in the entire watershed. All claims should be bought out.
No claim should be allowed to continue activity. Compensate only for work done and not potential
Earnings that are unrealized.Enforce removal and cleanup of all claim sites within 2 years, or no
compensation. Enforce strong penalties for non compliance. The entire Peel watershed (100%)
should have the highest degree of protection, permanently. Remove existing oil, gas and mineral
claims. That land should never have been allowed to be staked. 100%protection now! All of it. The
whole watershed.

11/29/2018 5:10 PM

242

I would like to see 100% protection for the Peel

11/29/2018 4:47 PM

243

More protection!

11/29/2018 4:28 PM

244

GO BACK TO 80% FULLY PROTECTED I firmly believe that a full 100% of the area should be
permanently protected but I can live with 80% and NOT the 55% in the proposed plan. Having
25% temporarily protected means that at some point in the near future, First Nations, conservation
groups and the interested public, will have to go through the extensive process of challenging
corporate and possibly, Territorial Government interests that want areas reopened to exploration
and development. The Peel watershed only takes up a portion of Yukon territory that's already
available for those exploration and development interests. Why is it that the government is focused
on protecting less of the area while opening potential doors to developers. I WANT THIS
GOVERNMENT TO LEAD WITH COMPASSION, FORESIGHT, AND A VISION OF THE YUKON
AS A DESTINATION THAT HAS SPECIAL AREAS THAT REMAIN IN THEIR NATURAL
SETTING.

11/29/2018 4:26 PM

245

at least 80% should be protected

11/29/2018 4:15 PM

246

Adopt the original plan which calls for 80% permanent protection of the area. Please change the
25% interim protection to permanent protection. This is what the Commission had originally
recommended. I've been in the Yukon, since 2010 and attended a consultation shortly after my
arrival. Please permanently protect this pristine land.

11/29/2018 4:06 PM
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I support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification: Change the 25% interim
protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80%
permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended.

11/29/2018 3:55 PM

248

I think more percentage of land should remain conservation and not developed in any manner.

11/29/2018 3:48 PM

249

I encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification: Change
the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region
giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended.

11/29/2018 3:43 PM

250

I would recommend 100% full protection

11/29/2018 3:40 PM

251

Increase the percentage of protected areas

11/29/2018 3:38 PM

252

There should only be permanent protection of designated areas; if a zone is worth protecting in the
short term it must be protected in perpetuity.

11/29/2018 3:37 PM

253

Permanent protection for 80% of the Peel is what we need

11/29/2018 3:36 PM

254

No new oil and gas or mining claims should be allowed. i.e remove the 20% Integrated areas

11/29/2018 3:36 PM

255

100 percent of the peel protected

11/29/2018 3:22 PM

256

The provision that 25% of the protected area shall be an interim protected area should be revised.
It should be protected under the same criteria as the special management area. I fail to see how
its importance as a wilderness area to future generations would change over time. If anything, it
will be even more important to future generations to have pristine wilderness areas.

11/29/2018 3:20 PM

257

We support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification: Change the 25%
interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the
Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended.

11/29/2018 3:11 PM

258

80% of the area should be permanently protect special management area rather then the 55%
proposed

11/29/2018 2:45 PM

259

The 25% interim protected area should be protected in perpetuity.

11/29/2018 2:40 PM

260

Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended.

11/29/2018 2:06 PM

261

The 25% interim protection area should be changed to a status of permanent protection as was
recommended by the original plan for the Peel area. This would make for a total of 80%
permanent protection for the area.

11/29/2018 1:55 PM

262

80% permanent protection of the watershed

11/29/2018 1:47 PM

263

I support the Final Recommended Plan but would like to see the Hart River corridor be included
with the permanent protected status of the Wind, Bonnet Plume and Snake Rivers, rather than be
only interim protected and then revised after 10 years. I also want the Blackstone river to have
some protection along the river itself as currently the Dempster highway north of Tombstone park
and the Ogilvie and Blackstone drainages are in the Integrated Management Zone and oil and gas
and mineral development is allowed. The high ecological and tourism values of the Dempster
corridor need to be addressed in their Dempster Corridor Management Plan that YG says they are
going to be developing.

11/29/2018 1:45 PM

264

80 % permanent protection. permanent protection of the wilderness areas as well as special
management areas

11/29/2018 1:09 PM

265

The full 80% of the region designated as conservation lands should be designated Special
Management Areas.

11/29/2018 12:59 PM

266

Delete the Integrated Management Areas. There should not be any oil and gas exploration or
development in the Yukon.

11/29/2018 12:55 PM

267

The 25% interim protected area should be re-designated as a permanently protected area.

11/29/2018 12:37 PM

268

The 25% interim protection should be dropped altogether:thereby creating 80% fully protected
special management zone

11/29/2018 12:20 PM

269

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/29/2018 12:12 PM
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- Existing oil and gas and mineral claims should not remain within the Conservation Areas. Integrated Management Areas should not exist; all areas should be protected from new oil and gas
and mineral claims, as well as development (including roads).

11/29/2018 11:13 AM

271

the whole area should be protected from industrial use forever!

11/29/2018 11:05 AM

272

the 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/29/2018 11:03 AM

273

all parts

11/29/2018 10:55 AM

274

I think that 80% of the region should be under PERMANENT protection - that 25% Wilderness
area should not need reviews that will be subject to political whims and intense lobbying from
industry. I strongly support the policy/research recommendations, and they should be entrenched
in the plan: A plan must be developed for the Dempster Highway Corridor. The Wind River Trail
should no longer be recognized as an existing route. Off-road vehicles (except snowmobiles)
should be restricted to certain locations and specific trails, and not allowed in sensitive habitats.
No new permanent infrastructure should be allowed along major rivers. Government policy and
operating guidelines that regulate uranium and coal bed methane activity should be created before
exploring and developing these resources. The Yukon government and regional First Nations must
agree on a process for deciding if development proposal fits with the Plan. The process should
involve an appropriate third-party board or committee.

11/29/2018 10:47 AM

275

No mining ...period! Leave it as a wilderness area, protect it for future gerenations to enjoy, as this
area is one of the last remaining true wilderness areas we have left.

11/29/2018 10:18 AM

276

Protection of the Hart River area should be permanent.

11/29/2018 10:11 AM

277

Wilderness Areas should all be permanently protected as Special Management Areas. All claims
should be extinguished in all SMAs and WAs. A final land use plan must provide clarity on this.
Any exploration or development is unacceptable in SMAs and WAs.

11/29/2018 9:37 AM

278

Change the 25% under interim protection to permanent protection

11/29/2018 9:20 AM

279

I would encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification:
Please change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty
to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended. I would also ask that the government clarify how it plans to implement the final
plan, and what steps it will take to ensure that elements of the plan are followed properly.

11/29/2018 9:11 AM

280

The 25% in question should be permanently protected. I wish the 100% of the land would be
protected from development. We don't need any more fossil fuel extraction in Canada. It is a
polluting and destructive industry. We need to preserve our natural environment. It is worth more
to us than extracted resources.

11/29/2018 9:00 AM

281

I support the Final Recommended Plan but would like to see the Hart River corridor also given
some consideration for permanent protected status given there is too much instability in the world
to give only interim status. Also consider the Blackstone river for protection as this drainage
system has high ecological and tourism values along the Dempster. I would not like to see
development, gas, mineral or oil exploration take place there.

11/29/2018 8:53 AM

282

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/29/2018 8:18 AM

283

No less than 100% should be protected

11/29/2018 8:14 AM

284

The 25% of the Conservation Area designated as Wilderness Area should be added to the 55%
Special Management Area such that the entire conservation area is given permanent protection.

11/29/2018 7:26 AM

285

the "wilderness" areas proposed for interim protection should be assigned full and permanent
protection

11/29/2018 7:03 AM

286

Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended.

11/29/2018 6:58 AM

287

I've been around a bit (I'm now 70), I worked for UKHM from 1977 to 1982. I can appreciate the
value of the Peel wathershed area, I've seen what kind of mess natural resources exploitation
leave behind. Think of Giant mine or Faro who are only two examples. After makung theit money,
the companies fade away and leaving e goverments with the clean up bill. I think the whole area
should be permenantly preserved as an eco-tourism area for future generation. Tourism would
bring a lot more money in the territory and would not leave an environtal mess to be paid by YTG
and Canadian Govt,

11/29/2018 6:28 AM
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288

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/29/2018 5:47 AM

289

The complete watershed should be protected, including all lands that drain into that watershed
from all industrial uses

11/29/2018 3:47 AM

290

The 25 % interim protection should be made permanent.

11/29/2018 2:18 AM

291

More protection near water ways and recognition of wildlife corridors.

11/29/2018 2:14 AM

292

The 25% open to future possible development. This should remain untouched in the future and not
open to development.

11/29/2018 1:25 AM

293

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/29/2018 1:12 AM

294

I think the 25% interim protection should be changed to permanent protection as was originally
proposed.

11/29/2018 12:57 AM

295

Greater protection

11/29/2018 12:05 AM

296

The suggested 80% should be permanently protected. So change the 25% interim protection to
permanent protection.

11/28/2018 11:23 PM

297

80% permanent protection

11/28/2018 11:21 PM

298

Area of 25% interim protection should be changed to permanent protection.

11/28/2018 11:19 PM

299

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/28/2018 10:56 PM

300

I dont believe that trails and road should be reclaimed after their useage they should be made
available for Public to use. You can regulate using them for hunting if that is the concern. Not
everyone can afford a float plane to get into the region. Trails can be managed. There is a huge
potential for using the area correctly but dont over due it

11/28/2018 10:38 PM

301

The 25% Wilderness Areas that are currently "interim protected areas" are slated to be "reviewed
from time to time". These areas should also be permanently protected.

11/28/2018 10:23 PM

302

no development allowed

11/28/2018 10:20 PM

303

The Hart River Corridor should be included as well with the same protection status than the
BonnetPlume, the Snake and the Wind.

11/28/2018 10:09 PM

304

I think you should use the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification: Change the
25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving
the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended

11/28/2018 10:07 PM

305

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/28/2018 9:43 PM

306

Part 6 of the plan (regarding implementation and periodic revision of the plan) is weakly worded
and vague. It leaves massive amounts of wiggle room for the Parties in terms of timelines and
responsibilities. We have already seen certain parties try to wriggle out of their duties....

11/28/2018 9:38 PM

307

more protected land

11/28/2018 9:35 PM

308

Should remain at 80% protected

11/28/2018 9:18 PM

309

80% protection needs to be mandatory.

11/28/2018 9:06 PM

310

Adopt original plan of 80% of land permanently protected

11/28/2018 9:03 PM

311

80% permanent protection from what is proposed in the Final Recommended Plan.

11/28/2018 8:59 PM

312

The Final Plan calls for an unnecessary amount of protection, even at 55%,much less the de-facto
80%. The 25% of "Interim protection" is unlikely to ever be available for development, unless
economic conditions, such as a decrease or a freeze on transfer payments, occurs. In that unlikely
event, YG will be forced to turn to the resource sector for a source of revenue.

11/28/2018 8:44 PM

313

Increase the protected area to a 100%

11/28/2018 8:39 PM

314

All recommended

11/28/2018 8:27 PM

315

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/28/2018 8:19 PM

316

existing oil/gas claims should be grandfathered, then cancelled

11/28/2018 8:18 PM
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more of the plan should be Wilderness area and not interim protected. Protection of this place
should be long term, without the ability to change based on industry pressures and government of
the day preferences. maintain hunting and trapping opportunities within the region for First Nations
and existing trapline owners.

11/28/2018 8:13 PM

318

80% of the area receiving protection should have permanent protection with no reviews required in
future to sustain the protection.

11/28/2018 8:13 PM

319

I would like to see the 80% permanent protection of the original plan restored. I'm concerned that
fragmenting that 80% (as the final recommended plan does) could still leave significant parts of the
watershed open to further resource development.

11/28/2018 7:54 PM

320

The original plan of 80% permanent protect should remain

11/28/2018 7:42 PM

321

The 25% interim protection section that was changed from the commission's originally
recommended permanent protection should be permanently protected.

11/28/2018 7:34 PM

322

1. The Peel Watershed should not only be protected for the next 10 years. That is no solution. The
stake holders and companies wait that out easily. Real protection has to be long term. It is a very
sensitive area. Any human imprint would be destructive. We need a plan for long term protection.
2. No outfitters should be allowed to divide the Peel Watershed Area in between themselves as it
is right now. For big money they bring in trophy hunters from abroad. How does that fit to the idea
of protection? Absolutely no outfitters activities in this area.

11/28/2018 7:27 PM

323

Accept the original plan. Protect as much as absolutely possible. 100% - if not, the closest to that.

11/28/2018 7:25 PM

324

protect the 80% permanently, not up for review in 10 years but now and forever

11/28/2018 7:23 PM

325

The 80% of protected areas be protected from all mining and oil and gas development
permanently.

11/28/2018 7:17 PM

326

All areas should receive permanent protection from any development/exploration.

11/28/2018 7:06 PM

327

I support the original Recommended Plan with the modification to increase the permanently
protected portion of the watershed to 80%, as was determined by the First Nations who hold
traditional territory within the Peel.

11/28/2018 7:02 PM

328

80% of the Peel watershed should have permanent protection as wilderness.

11/28/2018 7:01 PM

329

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/28/2018 6:54 PM

330

The protected 80% of the surface should be protected forever.

11/28/2018 6:52 PM

331

open it up to exploration!!!!

11/28/2018 6:51 PM

332

I support protection of the Peel Watershed, with the modifications to increase the permanently
protected portion of the watershed to 80%, as was determined by the First Nations who hold
traditional territory within the Peel.

11/28/2018 6:37 PM

333

There should be options for infrastructure on rivers

11/28/2018 6:05 PM

334

Interim protection areas should be updated to permanent protection

11/28/2018 6:00 PM

335

I expect 80% of the Peel to be protected permanently.

11/28/2018 5:58 PM

336

More land protected as wilderness

11/28/2018 5:58 PM

337

Go back to original plan and protect 80% of Peel Watershed.

11/28/2018 5:56 PM

338

A Permanent moratorium on any developments within the Peel

11/28/2018 5:56 PM

339

Protect 80% of the Peel watershed.

11/28/2018 5:55 PM

340

Recreational land use opportunity via motorized.

11/28/2018 5:54 PM

341

Go back to the original plan of 85% protection.

11/28/2018 5:54 PM

342

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/28/2018 5:53 PM

343

25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/28/2018 5:53 PM

344

25% interim protection should be made permanent. 805 should be permanently protected.

11/28/2018 5:52 PM

345

We don't need to do all this advocacy again in a few years.. just make it all permanent (the 80%)!

11/28/2018 5:51 PM
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346

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent for the simple reason that our industry is
doing fine without that development.

11/28/2018 5:51 PM

347

I would like to see the Government adopt the original proposal of the Plan to have 80% of the area
protected.

11/28/2018 5:50 PM

348

80% permanent protection.

11/28/2018 5:49 PM

349

I would like to see it returned to the original recommended plan of 80% protection.

11/28/2018 5:48 PM

350

Protect 80% permanently.

11/28/2018 5:47 PM

351

Protection of the natural land should be a number 1 concern. The land should be changed to
permanent. 80% permanently.

11/28/2018 5:46 PM

352

The 25% interim protection should be permanently protected.

11/28/2018 5:45 PM

353

Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended. We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for this slight
modification.

11/28/2018 5:44 PM

354

I think that the 25% interim protection needs to be permanent without question in the future. No
future development!

11/28/2018 5:42 PM

355

The 25% interim protection should be permanently protected! It will destroy the other 55% of
protected watershed if it isn't. The First Nations used and live in that area for hundreds of years thousands, history would be lost. THe Peel will be ruined if you put roads in to it. I go into the Peel
(the Wind, the Bear, Bonnet Plume) almost every year with my horses for a month or longer. I
came to the Yukon for the wilderness, please preserve the Peel!

11/28/2018 5:39 PM

356

The 25 % interim protection should be made permanent.

11/28/2018 5:37 PM

357

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/28/2018 5:37 PM

358

The Interim protection on the Wilderness Areas (25% of the total Peel River region) should be
made Permanent.

11/28/2018 5:28 PM

359

I believe that the 20% integrated management area should be reduced to 0%. No new mining, oil
or gas claims should be allowed, and no new road development. These benefit only relatively few
people in the very limited capacity of short-term financial gain, and they pose significant risk of
long-term or permanent damage to the landscape, to the health of human and other animals who
use or inhabit the area. Short-sighted gains should not be considered more important than the
protection of a place where true connection to Nature and to the land can be achieved. Even
though I may never be able to visit the area myself, it is incredibly important to me, to my optimism
about life and human society, that such a place exists. And this is one of the few areas remaining
in the world where we have the chance to protect it.

11/28/2018 5:28 PM

360

Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection as agreed from the original
recommended plan.

11/28/2018 5:24 PM

361

The 25% interim period should be made permanent.

11/28/2018 5:23 PM

362

It should be protected permanently.

11/28/2018 5:16 PM

363

Please ensure the Hart River corridor is also included with the permanent protected status of the
Wind, Bonnet Plume and Snake Rivers, rather than be only interim protected. The Blackstone river
is also worthy of protection given the Ogilvie and Blackstone drainages are in the Integrated
Management Zone and oil and gas and mineral development are still allowed. Also, the Dempster
corridor which is has tremendous ecological and tourism values of the should be addressed within
the Dempster Corridor Management Plan as I understand YG is considering developing in that
area.

11/28/2018 5:14 PM

364

The plan recommends that 80% of the Peel be protected from development but some parts of this
80% only be protected for 10 years (temporarily), after which its protection would be up for review.
I believe the whole 80% should be protected permanently, now.

11/28/2018 5:13 PM
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365

Certain areas such the Blackstone Valley and the Hart River Corridor should be excluded from
resource extraction. They should be included with the permanent protected status of the Wind,
Bonnet Plume and Snake Rivers, rather than be only interim protected and then revised after 10
years. The Blackstone river should be protected and taken out of the Integrated Management
Zone where oil and gas and mineral development are allowed. From a tourism perspective, the
high ecological and tourism values of the Dempster corridor need to be addressed in the Dempster
Corridor Management Plan. I strongly recommend that YG is moving forward with that plan.

11/28/2018 5:08 PM

366

protect no less than 80 %

11/28/2018 5:04 PM

367

Protect as much of the area as possible; this protections should be based on strict regulations that
are in line with conservation and First Nation perspectives.

11/28/2018 5:02 PM

368

Final plan should allow for 100 per cent protection.

11/28/2018 5:00 PM

369

No mineral exploration or developments including existing ones should be permitted.

11/28/2018 5:00 PM

370

I support the Final Recommended Plan but would like to see the Hart River corridor be included
with the permanent protected status of the Wind, Bonnet Plume and Snake Rivers, rather than be
only interim protected and then revised after 10 years. What's the point of protecting an area as
wilderness if we are only doing it for a limited amount of time. National Parks do not work that way,

11/28/2018 5:00 PM

371

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/28/2018 4:58 PM

372

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/28/2018 4:57 PM

373

AFTER 10 YEARS THE PLAN REMAINS AS INITIATED

11/28/2018 4:57 PM

374

The land should be protected because elders said "hard times are coming" and now they have
come.

11/28/2018 4:56 PM

375

Permanently protect 80% of the Peel Watershed. Listen to what the Elders have to say.

11/28/2018 4:55 PM

376

80% protection of the Peel Watershed.

11/28/2018 4:54 PM

377

Adopt original 80% of Final Plan made by commission.

11/28/2018 4:53 PM

378

Return to original Final Recommended Plan. Change the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection.

11/28/2018 4:51 PM

379

Permanently protect 80%, if not more. Respect the long and open process.

11/28/2018 4:51 PM

380

To permanently protect 80%. To respect the agreement you make and to respect First nations, t
heir voice and the voice of their elders.

11/28/2018 4:47 PM

381

Listen to what the elders said...

11/28/2018 4:45 PM

382

Garauntee 80% of land area protected.

11/28/2018 4:44 PM

383

The 25% interim protection should be identified as permanent protection.

11/28/2018 4:41 PM

384

80% of the Peel watershed Conservation area needs to be protected PERMANENTLY! The 20%
Integrated Management area (allowable mining and resource extraction area) ....should be
stringently reassessed on a 5 year basis and reclamation strictly enforced!!

11/28/2018 4:40 PM

385

All 80% of the "Conservation Areas" of the region should be permanently protected - not just the
55% that is indicated for special management areas

11/28/2018 4:40 PM

386

Permanently protect 80% of the area. In the 20% marked for development, all construction should
meet high environmental standards to protect the Hart and Ogilvie Rivers and wildlife. This is one
of the world's last pristine wilderness areas. Please protect it for future generations!

11/28/2018 4:37 PM

387

I would like to see the 80% permanently protected now.

11/28/2018 4:33 PM

388

All conservation areas should be permananently protected.

11/28/2018 4:30 PM

389

all 80% should be protected.

11/28/2018 4:29 PM

390

The wind river trail should continue to be recognized as an existing route. It saddens me that the
Government wants to restrict access to such beautiful land. It should be more open to tourism and
industry for job creation.

11/28/2018 4:20 PM

391

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/28/2018 4:19 PM

392

Permanent protection for 20%

11/28/2018 3:56 PM
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393

I would like to see the Hart River corridor included with the permanent protected status of the
Wind, Bonnet Plume and Snake Rivers. I also would like to see permanent protection of the
Blackstone and Ogilvie River areas.

11/28/2018 3:34 PM

394

Zero oil and gas exploration

11/28/2018 3:20 PM

395

The "interim protected areas" should be "permanently protected". The protection of these areas
should be made clear and as "final" as possible. Set the same high bar for future governments
wishing to remove this protection, rather than opening the door to removing protection in the near
future.

11/28/2018 3:11 PM

396

It should be 100% protected. Oil and gas shouldn't be needed anymore. Why still allow oil and gas
claims when we want to protect our planet and be more environmentally friendly. Push on
developping green technologies instead of trying to destruct the only pieces of pristine wilderness
left in the whole world.

11/28/2018 2:59 PM

397

To much protection, 80% that's a bit much.

11/28/2018 2:10 PM

398

I feel strongly that the 25% interim protection area (ie. Hart R corridor) should be full protected
along with the 3 rivers to the east that are already in the SMA (the 55%) , to make it 80% full
"permanent" protection). This planning process has been very long process and why have to
revisit the Wilderness Zone concept in 10 years time . The Hart deserves as much protection as
the Wind, Snake and Bonnet Plume drainages. it is all outstanding I wanted to see 100% protection
of the entire watershed but understand this is not going to happen so at the very least I feel that
the actual river corridors of the Blackstone in particular but ideally the Ogilvie as well deserve
measure of protection within reasonable distance of the river itself. I also feel that the Dempster
corridor is an amazing resource from ecological and tourism perspective and should be specially
managed to protect ecological integrity and viewscape. even though in the Plan it calls for Zone 3
IMA. I see that YG calls for a Dempster Corridor Mgmnt Plan so presumably these high values will
be taken into account.

11/28/2018 2:06 PM

399

I believe that all 80% of the conservation area should be permanently protected as originally laid
out after years of consultation. I think that the interm protected areas will continue to be threatened
for development and will require this lengthy and expensive process of consultation to be repeated
again and again, and I personally think the the Peel region has more value as a protected area
than anything it could be "developed" for.

11/28/2018 1:34 PM

400

The 25% Interim protection should be made permanent.

11/28/2018 1:30 PM

401

Fewer protection and more heavy industry allowed.

11/28/2018 1:25 PM

402

Change the interim protection to permanent protection.

11/28/2018 12:34 PM

403

YTG should adhere to the original plan to have the full 80% of the area permanently protected. I do
not want that 80% split up with 25% as an interim protection.

11/28/2018 12:17 PM

404

Future ability to access the area

11/28/2018 12:13 PM

405

I recommend encouraging the Government to accept the original recommended plan which calls
for 80% permanent protection of the area

11/28/2018 12:12 PM

406

Full protection of all 80% of the peel watershed would be preferred to ensure long term protection
for this habitat. Protection of this wilderness area allows future opportunities for wilderness tourism
and may enable the crucial preservation of First Nations cultures reliant on undeveloped areas.
Allowing existing claims is reasonable.

11/28/2018 11:44 AM

407

changing the 25% areas for interim protection to permanent protection

11/28/2018 11:43 AM

408

I encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification:Change
the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region
giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended.

11/28/2018 11:19 AM

409

We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight
modification:Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more
certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had
originally recommended.

11/28/2018 11:01 AM

410

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/28/2018 10:59 AM

411

Existing resource extraction claims in sensitive wildlife areas should be revoked. Wildlife
populations are sensitive to environment changes and can be permanently affected through
disruptive human activity.

11/28/2018 10:55 AM
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412

The 25% interim protection NEEDS TO BE PERMANENT so that we have 80% permanent
protection

11/28/2018 10:47 AM

413

"We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight
modification:Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more
certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had
originally recommended.”

11/28/2018 10:30 AM

414

Changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. Please publishe the specific final
plan, and what steps the government will take to ensure it is followed properly

11/28/2018 10:26 AM

415

80% protection minimum

11/28/2018 10:08 AM

416

The Government should accept the original plan

11/28/2018 9:59 AM

417

Revert back to the original plan and protect the full 80%

11/28/2018 9:58 AM

418

Balanced access to development instead of full 80% protection

11/28/2018 9:49 AM

419

The wilderness area designation must be permanently protected to ensure ecosystem integrity. All
claims staked since the start of the planning process must be revoked with compensation
equivalent to the monetary value spent on the claims. There should have been a staking
moratorium before the planning process started as many new claims were likely staked in hopes of
a cash grab for the perceived value.

11/28/2018 9:36 AM

420

Accept the final recommended plan, but with the 25% interim protection to permanent protection,
as recommended by the original plan.

11/28/2018 9:34 AM

421

All of it should be protected

11/28/2018 9:23 AM

422

Wilderness Areas should be protected permanently, not for an interim period. 80% complete
protection.

11/28/2018 9:19 AM

423

Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. Be specific in how the plan is
implemented, and what steps will be taken to ensure it is followed properly.

11/28/2018 9:09 AM

424

Designate 80% Permananent Protection.What is the point of protecting such a unique and
spectacular area if you are going to let it be fragmented by development and let it remain
vulnerable to future pro development governments. Why allow a few greedy miners to gain a short
term profit from a public place!

11/28/2018 9:09 AM

425

the interim part of the land which could be discussed and negotiated in the future from time to time.
The process of negotiation and possible changes should approved by the First Nations
Governments and Yukon Government.

11/28/2018 9:05 AM

426

I would like to see the Peel getting the original 80% protection as the Commission had originally
recommended. The Peel is such an amazing area, it deserves protection. I would also like the
government to share how it plans to implement and enforce the final plan.

11/28/2018 8:46 AM

427

80% should be permanent protection with no new development and protection from existing
industry.

11/28/2018 8:39 AM

428

Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection.

11/28/2018 8:38 AM

429

Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection.

11/28/2018 8:38 AM

430

The 80% of the protected areas should be PERMANENT protection areas.

11/28/2018 8:15 AM

431

Any oil and gas and mining development that occurred when the previous govt was in power and
the future of the proposed plan was rescinded should not be allowed to continue as it was done
when the final decisions had. Not been made

11/28/2018 7:55 AM

432

Within the Conservation area, the plan has 25% set aside as “wilderness” areas that are “interim
protected” to be reviewed from time to time. I feel this is unclear and should be permanently
protected like the other 55% in the conse cation area. 20% for new exploration and developmen as
well as allowing for existing claims to remain is significant for development In this area already.
The 80% conservation area must be fully protected to new development.

11/28/2018 7:30 AM

433

I would encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification:
Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended.

11/28/2018 6:55 AM
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434

No new oil and gas and mineral claims should be allowed

11/28/2018 6:46 AM

435

80% pernament protection of area

11/28/2018 6:42 AM

436

80%

11/28/2018 6:40 AM

437

We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification:
Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended.

11/28/2018 1:11 AM

438

Protect 80% or more permanently

11/28/2018 12:14 AM

439

We want permanent conservation !

11/27/2018 11:48 PM

440

I would like to see 80% protected.

11/27/2018 11:48 PM

441

How did you promote this survey? Does it have enough visibility to reflect the population
feedback? How many participants are you trying to reach? Please make sure you reach out to the
population. People can't engage if they don't see the option.

11/27/2018 11:46 PM

442

What does revision from time to time even means ?? That's very subjective. You allowed 3 weeks
for the survey ?? Did you even promoted it enough? That's not representative for statistical
purposes.

11/27/2018 11:37 PM

443

100% conservation

11/27/2018 11:32 PM

444

I encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification: Change
the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region
giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended.
How does the Government plan to implement the final plan, and what steps will be taken to ensure
they are followed properly?

11/27/2018 11:31 PM

445

I feel the Government should adopt the Original recommended plan, which calls for 80%
permanent protection of the area.

11/27/2018 11:31 PM

446

The original plan where 80% was protected should be in the final recommendations. The current
plan has tooany loopholes for future politicians and companies to interpret as they wish

11/27/2018 11:28 PM

447

100% of the area is permanently protected!!!!!!

11/27/2018 11:27 PM

448

If there are existing or future roads created using public money then this road should be left open
for public use. The wilderness areas should not be up for reassessment for development within a
political term time span. The frequency is too often to have to renegotiate. At least a 25-50 yr span
should be considered.

11/27/2018 11:26 PM

449

Such large amounts of land should not be removed from mineral staking. The "protection" is
disproportionate to the perceived "threat". There should be intensity-based thresholds for land use,
not permanent withdrawn zones

11/27/2018 11:19 PM

450

Accept the original plan - 80% permanently protected. Anything less is not acceptable. We have
one chance to do things right in this area.

11/27/2018 11:09 PM

451

I support the final recommended plan where 80% of the Peel River Watershed is conserved.

11/27/2018 10:45 PM

452

I think that the areas identified for development should be considered due to the fact that they lie
near the confluence of many of the major rivers in the region. The effects of development in these
areas, spills, pollution and waste could affect the entire watershed. I am really disappointed to see
the Blackstone and Ogilvie River areas identified for potential development and would like to see
them receive equal protection to the Wind, Hart, Snake and Bonnet Plume River waterways.

11/27/2018 10:44 PM

453

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent otherwise, it will create uncertainty for
tourism in the future. The Blackstone River is accessible and still wild to go on a canoe trip, same
as the Ogilvie River.

11/27/2018 10:37 PM

454

The Integrated Management Areas (20% of the entire area) should instead be Special
Management or at least Wilderness Area.

11/27/2018 10:11 PM

455

Increase percentage of permanent protection to 80% or more.

11/27/2018 10:09 PM

456

25% interim protection should be changed to permanent protection.

11/27/2018 10:08 PM
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457

All areas should be protected under Special Management Areas, it is inadequate to say that a
certain percentage will need their protections renewed from time to time. There must be certainty
in this process that cannot be reversed by changes in political will. There also must be strict
standards put on the reclamation of development infrastructure as there is no confidence in the
current legislation and regulations that infrastructure is reclaimed to its original state. New mineral
and coal interest should also not be permitted, and access to existing claims must be strictly
regulated through this plan and/or mining land use approvals that restrict the length of access
roads/trails, the locations, and the construction methods.

11/27/2018 10:04 PM

458

The area should receive the originally planned 80% permanent protection area.

11/27/2018 9:57 PM

459

The original plan should be adopted in which 80% is permanently protected.

11/27/2018 9:42 PM

460

- the level of protection vs options for development is too great. there needs to be some flexibility
for economics, for roads and development.

11/27/2018 9:26 PM

461

I would like to see the 25% interim protection become permanent protection - SMA, dark green
designation. I would like quads and other mechanized transport banned in protected areas,
preferably all areas. Outfitters must use horse or foot transport at their camps within protected
areas. I would like the Commission to be re-established to oversee plan variance/amendment and
review. The Commission would be best placed to do this in my view because they have an in
depth knowledge of the area while producing the plan. If not the original Commission, an
independent body is required comprised on First Nation and Government representatives that
consults with the public. Money must be set aside for this process as part of the cost of LUP. The
YLUPC is not appropriate or qualified to oversee implementation of the plan, as demonstrated by
their abortive attempt to intervene in the Peel legal case.

11/27/2018 9:24 PM

462

The 25% interim protection should be changed to permanent protection.

11/27/2018 9:11 PM

463

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/27/2018 8:54 PM

464

more protection

11/27/2018 8:49 PM

465

If the recommendation is to protect 80% let’s just protect 80%. Permanently.

11/27/2018 8:33 PM

466

100% of the Peel Watershed should be protected. No oil and gas or mining. The only
commercial/industrial activities allowed should be related to environmental- first nations led
tourism

11/27/2018 5:48 PM

467

Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended.

11/27/2018 4:48 PM

468

I would like to see the 25% interim protection area changed to permanent protection so that a full
80% of the Peel Watershed area is permanently protected. This would provide a much needed
level of certainty for wilderness outfitters, resource extraction companies, recreational users alike.
It would also really assist the long term prospects for animals like caribou, sheep and grizzlies
living in the area.

11/27/2018 3:38 PM

469

I would very much encourage that the 25% interim protection be changed to permanent protection.
This would give certainty to wilderness outfitters, resource developers and recreational users alike.
I think it is imperative that this absolute treasure of an area is 80% permanently protected for all
generations to come! This will also greatly benefit the wildlife in the area!

11/27/2018 3:28 PM

470

25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/27/2018 3:19 PM

471

Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection.

11/27/2018 3:18 PM

472

I think that 80% of the Peel should be permanently protected.

11/27/2018 2:09 PM

473

Permanently protect 80%

11/27/2018 12:26 PM

474

One hundred percent of the Peel Watershed should be protected.

11/27/2018 11:38 AM
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475

The interim protected areas should be permanently protected. They are no less culturally and
ecologically valuable than the SMAs - this is clear from the descriptions of the four WA land
management units in the FRP and from talking to people who know the WAs well. Interim
protection leaves these areas in limbo and offers very limited management tools. The Yukon
stands to miss large federal funding opportunities to create permanent protected areas, do
ecological monitoring and research, and put boots on the ground to enforce infractions. 80%
permanent protection is already a compromise. Yukoners and First Nations have said over and
over that they would like to see 100% protection - Yukon Government only needs to listen, and
most importantly, act.

11/27/2018 11:23 AM

476

The level of protection is far too high and fails to account for known mineral and oil and gas
resources. Access is restricted to the point of sterilizing the land from development.

11/27/2018 11:14 AM

477

Overall, the Final Recommended Plan for the Peel Watershed is a well-thought out and impressive
plan for this pristine landscape. I'm happy to see focus on protecting the cultural values of the land
throughout the Peel, and limiting human disturbances in key habitats for some of the Yukon's most
iconic wild species. One minor modification I would like to see in the Plan is reverting the 25%
interim protection to permanent protection. Those areas that are designated to have interim
protection are no less ecologically or culturally valuable and deserve permanent protection.

11/27/2018 11:05 AM

478

The 25% interim protection should be changed to permanent protection.

11/27/2018 11:04 AM

479

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/27/2018 10:39 AM

480

I believe 100% of the area should be protected.

11/27/2018 9:37 AM

481

Having 55% of the area permanently protected is too much

11/27/2018 8:17 AM

482

More area open for Mineral exploration. 5050

11/27/2018 8:04 AM

483

Existing claims should no longer remain valid. Road reclation progress should be closely
monitored at the cumulative level with a maximum threshold for roads in the different zones. If
roads are not fully reclaimed then the amount of new roads allowable should be adjusted until
reclamation is successful (ie road is no longer passable or visible).

11/26/2018 10:53 PM

484

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/26/2018 8:35 PM

485

If parts of the Peel are to be protected, then this should mean full protection: no outfitters, no
tourism operators, etc. Additionally, outfitters and all tourism operators should have to get a permit,
renewable every 3 years (or less) and be subject to YESAA screening prior to each permit
renewal.

11/26/2018 8:23 PM

486

I would like to see plan that reflects the feedback from the First Nations. Closer to 80% protection.

11/26/2018 8:21 PM

487

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/26/2018 7:59 PM

488

.We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan with a slight modification. The
modification is to change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection thus giving the Peel
80% permanent protection.

11/26/2018 7:10 PM

489

60% should be lots

11/26/2018 6:54 PM

490

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/26/2018 4:55 PM

491

Change the Wilderness Area to Special Management Area (permanently withdrawn from new
industrial development.

11/26/2018 2:34 PM

492

More areas should be permanently protected.

11/26/2018 2:23 PM

493

80% should be protected and not available for development

11/26/2018 2:05 PM

494

All of the Interim Protected areas which is 25% of the region should be permanently protected.
That area should be added to the 55% that is to be permanently protected. There should be no
methane or coal bed / uranium development.

11/26/2018 1:58 PM

495

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent!!

11/26/2018 1:55 PM

496

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/26/2018 1:12 PM
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497

I am against the interim protection of 20% of the Peel. It is already a shame to open to business
20% of it, but thinking that an overall 40% could be open to roads, mining, etc is not compatible
with Canada's engagement towards the protection of the environment. Why should we as a
society always seek more? More ressources, more destruction, more business? This enriches only
a minority, and what is lost is lost forever. It is of paramount importance to keep virgin areas as is
for the next generations, otherwise they will be lost in urban life, capitalism, and consumerism.

11/26/2018 1:08 PM

498

80% of the land should be permanently protected, not 55%.

11/26/2018 12:09 PM

499

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/26/2018 12:08 PM

500

I would like to see at least 80% of the Peel Watershed permanently protected. This has been a 14
or 15 year issue- let's put it to rest by doing the right thing, listening to what the First Nations and
many citizens of the Yukon are asking for- protection for this wonderful wilderness area!

11/26/2018 10:56 AM

501

Follow the 28 policy recommendations and 11 research recomendations

11/26/2018 10:48 AM

502

I would like to change the the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This means the Peel
will have 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended.

11/26/2018 9:34 AM

503

25% interim protection must be permanent

11/26/2018 12:20 AM

504

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/25/2018 11:59 PM

505

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/25/2018 11:42 PM

506

No oil or gas exploration should be allowed. These are fossil fuels and are outdated. Wilderness
areas should be protected - period! and not come up for review. The original 80 percent to be
protected must be honoured. Uranium and coal bed methane activity should not be permitted.
Uranium fuels nuclear reactors, nuclear bombs and nuclear waste and we should not be involved
in mining this. There is no way that the government could regulate this area, it is too remote. Coal
bed methane is a fossil fuel which should stay in the ground. Climate change should be addressed
in this final plan.

11/25/2018 10:50 PM

507

I agree with the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, that the 25% interim protection should
be made permanent

11/25/2018 8:49 PM

508

We want the 25% interim protection to be made permanent absolutely!

11/25/2018 8:40 PM

509

I think the peel should be fully protected.

11/25/2018 8:39 PM

510

By reverting the 25 per cent interim protection to permanent protection, the Yukon Government
and First Nations parties can create certainty for the Peel watershed.

11/25/2018 7:53 PM

511

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/25/2018 6:39 PM

512

100% conservation 80% special management areas. We cant afford to destroy this area. One of
the most unique ecosystems to touch the earth. No new oil and gas exploration should happen in
this area.

11/25/2018 6:33 PM

513

Interim protection areas changed to permanently protected

11/25/2018 6:26 PM

514

Change interim 25% to permanent

11/25/2018 5:55 PM

515

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/25/2018 5:42 PM

516

100% of the lad should be protected, with a higher percentage having special management
designation

11/25/2018 5:22 PM

517

100% of the region should be conservation area. With 80% of that being special management
areas and 20% being wilderness areas. The Peel Watershed needs to be heavily protected for the
future of all. This is a turbulent time in history, with the effects of climate change setting in, and we
must work to protect the pristine ecosystems that we have left. This is an excellent opportunity to
set a precedent and protect a vital ecosystem.

11/25/2018 5:16 PM

518

Change the 25% interim protection to full protection, so there is at least 80% fully protected.
Ideally, it should be 100% protected.

11/25/2018 5:08 PM

519

use of snowmobiles should be restricted and reviewed with changes in snow pack, animal
migrations, health of animal populations. not sure if there are flight restrictions in the area suggest that use of helicopters for recreation, flight tours and heli-skiing etc should be controlled
and monitored; use of drones should be controlled and monitored

11/25/2018 3:35 PM
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520

Changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Planning Commission had originally
recommended. • The government should be specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan,
and what steps it will take to ensure it is followed properly.

11/25/2018 2:28 PM

521

The interim protection should be made permanent.

11/25/2018 2:10 PM

522

The 25% interim part should be made permanently protected.

11/25/2018 2:01 PM

523

The Wilderness Areas (interim protected areas) should be made into Conservation Areas
(permanently protected areas.) I believe the Peel Watershed Planning Commission likely
recommended the Wilderness Areas because the government at the time was so opposed to
protected areas. The PWPC's recommendation of 25% Wilderness Areas was probably made in
order to encourage the government at the time to accept the Final Recommended Plan. Changing
the Wilderness Areas into Conservation Areas would not significantly alter the intent of the Final
Recommended Plan, and would be consistent with what the majority of the public and affected
First Nations have called for throughout the Peel planning process.

11/25/2018 1:50 PM

524

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/25/2018 1:46 PM

525

I think you should open up more of the watershed to new roads and development. This will help to
increase tourism opportunities and allow people access to see and visit this beautiful area.

11/25/2018 12:46 PM

526

Leave the area as it is.......

11/25/2018 12:27 PM

527

To change the interim protection to permanent protection for the 25% of wilderness areas identified
in the conservation area as recommended in the Final Plan

11/25/2018 11:21 AM

528

The 25% Interim protected area should be added to the 55% permanently protected area resulting
in 80% permanent protection.

11/25/2018 11:13 AM

529

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/25/2018 10:49 AM

530

First Nations may want to build permanent structure camps to take future generations out on the
land to teach about the history of this area and possibly be out hunting on the land, especially if
the Stewart river becomes impacted by mining activity such as the ATAC road which will have
permanent and lasting impact on on the Stewart River area with regards to fish, wildlife, birds and
water, not to mention the amount of human impact on the area.

11/25/2018 9:45 AM

531

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/25/2018 8:44 AM

532

80% protected should not permit any petroleum and mineral activity

11/24/2018 11:22 PM

533

It should remain 80% untouched; 20% for resource use that would enrich the community only

11/24/2018 6:23 PM

534

I want the entire peel area permanently protected. I can live with 80% protection of the peel if it is
permanent ( no interim protection).

11/24/2018 3:32 PM

535

80% at minimum should be permanently protected.

11/24/2018 1:20 PM

536

The 25% that is interim protected should be permanently protected.

11/24/2018 11:57 AM

537

I think that the 25% interim protection should be changed to permanent protection which is what
the Commission had originally recommended. This will bring more stability and certainty to the
region.

11/24/2018 11:43 AM

538

The entire 80% should be permanently protected. I.e. the 25% wilderness area that should be
reviewed from time to time, should be protected permanently. All 80%.

11/24/2018 8:58 AM

539

Les 25% de protection intérimaire devrait avoir une protection permanente. J'aimerais que le
gouvernement d'explique comment le plan sera mis en œuvre et quelle mesures seront mises en
place pour assurer le respect du plan.

11/24/2018 7:51 AM

540

I want more land protected and for it to be protected permanently.

11/23/2018 11:20 PM

541

We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification:
Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended.

11/23/2018 10:49 PM

542

Should eliminate all trophy hunting. Tourism and especially the wilderness tourism industry should
be tightly regulated. Existing roads and airstrips within the Peel should be reclaimed to send a
strong signal that development is not welcomed in this most special place.

11/23/2018 10:11 PM
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543

The 25% interim protection to be provided should be made permanent.

11/23/2018 5:32 PM

544

100% protection for the Peel Watershed

11/23/2018 3:32 PM

545

I think it should include 100% protection for the entire area, with a clause for interim protection for
25 years and then re-evaluate at that time.

11/23/2018 3:29 PM

546

Peel watershed planning region should be 100% protected for all Yukoner's. The future is
uncertain, we should be looking at protecting streams and wildlife. Special Management Areas
should be 100%. Wilderness areas 100%. No roads, no oil and gas, no infrastructure.

11/23/2018 3:27 PM

547

I think that there should be a clause about outfitters and what they can and can not do. They are
the ones who stand to benefit the most from this plan, which seems to target oil and gas more than
anything else. I would not allow fly in hunts in these protected areas and turn these areas into a
park - First Nations being the exception for sustenance. The most vocal people are the outfitters...

11/23/2018 3:26 PM

548

80% conservation area should not be subdivided. I'd like to see 80% totally protected.

11/23/2018 3:16 PM

549

That the protected area should be permanently protected for 100% of the area.

11/23/2018 3:15 PM

550

at least 50% of the Peel should be opened for development

11/23/2018 3:10 PM

551

Wilderness areas that have interim protection should have permanent protection

11/23/2018 2:15 PM

552

80% permanent protection

11/23/2018 12:54 PM

553

I would like to see 100% protection of the entire Peel Watershed. At minimum, I would like to see
the 25% "interm protected area" to be come part of the 80% permanently protected area.

11/23/2018 12:40 PM

554

I think 100% should be permanently protected. Developing , especially building roads, will
compromise the integrity of the protected 80%.

11/23/2018 12:09 PM

555

I am for development in the Peel: 1- Natural Gas piped or trucked out of the Peel could save
hundreds of thousands versus having it shipped from down south for power generation in
Whitehorse and to local mines 2- It would create more jobs in the Yukon 3- The environmental
impact + CO2 emissions of trucks moving natural gas from south of 60 into the Yukon is a
hazardous endeavour (especially during the winter). 4- Nimby mentality. Nimby = Not in my back
yard. I find it selfish that the Yukon feels it can use resources without having to deal with the real
effects that extraction MAY have. By developing the Peel the Yukon could show that natural gas
can be taken safely + in an environmentally sound way. 5- Foreign interests. CSIS released a
report about outside influence in different municipalities + provinces across Canada. I’d argue that
keeping the Yukon off the market is not beneficial to anyone except foreign interests. Nexxen +
other oil conglomerates in Canada are Chinese owned. They have a direct interest in not seeing
the development of Canadian owned resources. 6- The USA could also be a purchaser/procurer of
natural gas. It is in their best interest to have a Yukon that is a customer versus a retailer. 7- Self
sufficiency within the Yukon + a possible way to turn the taps off from Ottawa. 8- Much like
legalizing Cannabis; blackballing the entire Peel is not the best approach. Eventually that area will
be developed (as populations increase, as land becomes more scarce, national interest would
take precedent over a park). Setting rules that strike a balance now could help future generations.
Versus when the Peel is developed, losing everything.

11/23/2018 11:14 AM

556

Increase the % of permanently protected area.

11/22/2018 8:22 PM

557

the specified 80% be protected permanently, now.

11/22/2018 7:47 PM

558

I would like to see 80% of the area protected now, instead of 55% now, with 25% to be protected in
the interim and reviewed at a later date.

11/22/2018 7:44 PM

559

Clarifying boundaries between areas open for development and conservation. Interim protection
for 25% of the area is too low. Allowing existing mineral claims to remain in areas where
conservation is the priority focus makes no sense. It is not clear what the cost to buy out these
claims would be or what the compensation options would be based on exploration investment
and/or probable of the mineral resources present really are if there is no feasible access.

11/22/2018 7:14 PM

560

Increasing interim protection to a more permanent or more articulated degree of enhanced
management protection.

11/22/2018 5:45 PM

561

The 25% interim protection should be be made permanent

11/22/2018 5:33 PM

562

Make the protection permanent. The issues that require protecting will still need it 10 years from
now. Why engage in this all again?

11/22/2018 5:11 PM
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563

In conservation areas: do not allow oil/gas or mining. Much of the territory is open for these
activities already. There is a need to preserve large tracts of wildlife habitat given existing
cumulate effects from past and current human development in Yukon. Tackling cumulative effects
and land use conflicts is best done at the regional planning stage, not project by project.

11/22/2018 4:32 PM

564

The entire 80% of the conservation area should be permanently protected.

11/22/2018 3:45 PM

565

I would like the 80% portion of the region to be permanently protected

11/22/2018 3:34 PM

566

Increase the permanently protected portion of the watershed to 80%

11/22/2018 3:16 PM

567

The total Peel River area should be protected 100%. If the best that is humanly possible, is a
protected plan of only 80%, than that will be "our" legacy for future generations "We," as history
will reflect, are encroaching on too much already and the planet is suffering. The opportunity to
provide a legacy for the future is now. Humanity has become a blight on the planet, and those who
have no vision for the future, can look in the mirror to see where the problem lies.

11/22/2018 2:51 PM

568

protect it at 80% forever

11/22/2018 2:20 PM

569

100% of the Peel should be protected permanently.

11/22/2018 1:54 PM

570

Protect the 80% now and forever.

11/22/2018 1:08 PM

571

100% protection

11/22/2018 12:18 PM

572

Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended.”

11/22/2018 11:55 AM

573

There should be permanent protection for the wilderness, ie. the areas with 25% interim protection
should be changed to permanent protection as per the commissions original recommendations.
There are plenty of developed oil and gas fields in the world but very little fully protected,
undisturbed wilderness remaining in the world. We should not develop areas that even potentially
affect the caribou herds. Oil and gas will become much less relevant within 10 years and
increasing prices will help to encourage the shift away from fossil fuels.

11/22/2018 11:40 AM

574

Make the 25% of land that's under interim protection permanently protected. Stipulate that
whatever guidelines are created for a new authority to examine new oil and coalbed methane
leases, they should include a climate test for new applications.

11/22/2018 11:06 AM

575

The measures of threshold impact seem arbitrary and restrictive in LMU's designated as IMA
Zone IV

11/22/2018 10:46 AM

576

Permanent protection rather than the proposed timeline.

11/22/2018 10:40 AM

577

The 80% protected must be permanently protected

11/22/2018 10:18 AM

578

100% protection, not 80%. Existing claims reimbursed if they were made before the original land
use planning began. Any claims or mineral activity after the land use planning began should not
be reimbursed.

11/22/2018 9:46 AM

579

The plan looks very good, except for giving only interim protection to 25% of the land. My
understanding is that the original plan, developed through extensive public discussion and debate,
provided permanent protection to 80% of the watershed, rather than the currently proposed 55%. I
would like to see this stronger level of protection.

11/21/2018 9:51 PM

580

Wilderness areas should have permanent protection (SMA). IMA around Dempster highway needs
to be changed to SMA. This is the one section of the watershed viewable and accessible by road:
from the Dempster highway. Simply from a tourism perspective, it is serious jeopardy for an iconic
aspect of the Yukon accessible to locals and visitors alike who wish to appreciate the nature we
identify in the Peel. That this corridor is specifically what can be transformed by industrial
development, pits one industry against another (tourism vs. resources), and resource industry
against the year round livelihood and lifestyle of Yukoners. It has been suggested how we need to
make concessions to accommodate industry to some degree, and I agree that balance and
fairness is required in reflecting the many true parts of our nature and our relationship with the
land… but this corridor does not seem the best choice. But then, any area in the watershed is hard
to qualify for development. But to single out the area most accessible to people and visitors seems
unwise.

11/21/2018 9:10 PM

581

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/21/2018 8:08 PM
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582

Put aside 80% of the area as permanently protected area (special management area) which
includes the 25%currently just protected for 10 years.

11/21/2018 7:06 PM

583

Wilderness Area should be permanently protected; 'Integrated Management Areas' should be
reviewed for adherence to regulations and consideration of higher value as protected areas.

11/21/2018 5:43 PM

584

I think the 25% interim-protected area should be permanently protected, and NOT up for reassessment after 10 years. As per the Peel Planning Commission's recommendations, 80% of the
Peel Watershed should come under permanent protection.

11/21/2018 2:15 PM

585

I am strongly of the view that 80% of the Peel should be permanently protected.

11/21/2018 1:19 PM

586

80% of the Conservation area should be permanently protected.

11/21/2018 12:44 PM

587

I think the process was not conducted in good faith from the beginning and should be completely
reset. I do not agree with the final recommended plan.

11/21/2018 10:37 AM

588

My strong desire is to "permanently protect" 80% or more of the Peel Watershed. Given our
piecemeal approach to land use planning in most jurisditions across this planet we are left with a
legacy of small and disconnected protected areas. We have an opportunity here to raise our
consciousness, consider the well being of not just Yukon's.......all peoples of this planet including
the finned and furred and feathered ones..... by protecting one of our remaining vestigas of
wilderness. My strong heart felt and head supported recommendation is for 100% protection in
perpetuity. How do you feel (personally) about this as a legacy?

11/21/2018 10:34 AM

589

Change the 25% Wilderness Area that is only under interim protection to permanent protection.
This will give the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended.

11/21/2018 10:09 AM

590

The wilderness designated areas (25%) should be permenatly protected in line of what the
Planning Commission had originally recommended.

11/21/2018 9:09 AM

591

I would like to see the original recommendations for 80% permanent protection of the Peel
Watershed adopted. This process has gone on long enough. Let’s finish the job and create some
certainty for this special place!

11/21/2018 8:22 AM

592

I feel the part about putting it in for only 10 years should be changed to permanent

11/20/2018 8:56 PM

593

Change the plan to protect the 80% for infinity year

11/20/2018 8:51 PM

594

25% interim protections must be made permanent protection also making the Peel Watershed 80%
permanent protection.

11/20/2018 8:33 PM

595

yes. Too much area is being protected

11/20/2018 5:22 PM

596

Change the Wilderness Area from interim protection to permanent protection.

11/20/2018 4:53 PM

597

please change the recommended 25% interim protection to 25% permanent protection... the area
is a never-again-pristine wilderness, can't go back once protections are lost

11/20/2018 4:05 PM

598

The Zone IV IMA on the west side of the Peel River should be changed to a Special Management
Area. This area is of major importance to Gwich'in subsistence harvesters, is ecologically unique
and in addition, is geologically unstable due to permafrost slumping and erosion. Any industrial
activity in this zone will exacerbate permafrost loss and further destabilize the Peel River
ecosystem by increasing sediment, heavy metal and contaminant loading. The level of ecosystem
risk in this zone is the highest of all proposed zoning in the Peel Plan. This area supports
biologically unique at-risk populations of Dolly Varden, populations of all three eco-types of at-risk
caribou (Boreal, Mountain and Barrenground), the smallest and most at-risk population of Yukon
Dall Sheep, and a host of other large and small mammals as well as spawning habitat for a dozen
fish species harvested by the Gwich'in. This area is also of strong cultural importance to the
Gwich'in people, especially the Tetlit Gwich'in of Fort McPherson, many of whom used this area as
a respite and refuge during periods of residential school persecution.

11/20/2018 2:08 PM

599

I would prefer to see permanent protection to all 80% of conservation areas.

11/20/2018 1:59 PM

600

We need to protect 80% of the Peel

11/20/2018 10:23 AM

601

the 25% of land that is "wilderness areas" and is only protected in the interim - should be made
permanent protection. this is not only for the first nations that rely on the land - but also for the
economic opportunity that will come for centuries into the future for tourism to the area

11/19/2018 11:10 PM

602

I strongly suggest that the 25% temporary protected areas should be under permanent protection.
Thus, ensuring the Protection & Preservation of this economically sensitive area.

11/19/2018 11:02 PM
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603

80% permanent protection

11/19/2018 11:01 PM

604

The temporary 25% protected area should also be permanently protected.

11/19/2018 11:00 PM

605

100% protection

11/19/2018 10:56 PM

606

Define the 25%.

11/19/2018 10:55 PM

607

80% of Peel watershed should be protected.

11/19/2018 10:53 PM

608

I believe that instead of having only 55% permanent protection and 25% interim protection there
should be 80% permanent protection leaving only 20% for development.

11/19/2018 10:52 PM

609

100% protection !!!!!

11/19/2018 10:50 PM

610

Protect the whole shabang! Review interim protection.

11/19/2018 10:47 PM

611

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/19/2018 10:46 PM

612

Agree that 80% should be permanently protected. Would be nice that interim protection be put in
permanent protection along with the 55%.

11/19/2018 10:45 PM

613

Full protection.

11/19/2018 10:43 PM

614

Full protection.

11/19/2018 10:42 PM

615

The 25% that is temporary should be permanent protection. We need fresh water!!

11/19/2018 10:41 PM

616

In my own opinion, I think that the Final Recommended Plan should be updated to full 80%
protected the Peel watershed. I also would like full guardianship all over the Peel watershed.

11/19/2018 10:39 PM

617

Area 13 with less development and more protection. I would like to see 80% protection.

11/19/2018 10:37 PM

618

The 80% protection should be returned back to the 100%. The land should be given back to the
people.

11/19/2018 10:35 PM

619

Unity, 80% protection. How about let your decision and mine unity.

11/19/2018 10:33 PM

620

Protected area is too large

11/19/2018 10:30 PM

621

The amount of the Peel that is protected should be 80%. The 25% interim protected area should
become permanent.

11/19/2018 10:28 PM

622

80% protection permanent.

11/19/2018 10:27 PM

623

Simply put I would like to see the 25% that is in interim protection be put into permanent
protection. If we don't the natural progression of humanity is to increase our population and
decrease wilderness and species that live in it. We need to protect it now!

11/19/2018 10:25 PM

624

I would very much like that more than fifty-five is protected and not used in development. Also I'd
like that the protected part also included no guide outfitters.

11/19/2018 10:23 PM

625

Increase the area that will be permanently protected to 80% from 55% by changing the area under
interim protection (25% wilderness area) to an area of permanent protection.

11/19/2018 10:22 PM

626

It would be great for more of the watershed to be protected. The 25% which is designated interim
protection could easily be changed to permanent protection so that we can preserve this
ecosystem which is so intact right now. Please consider permanent protection for 80% or more of
this watershed. There aren't many intact wild watersheds left in the world. Please consider this
wilderness a valuable resource.

11/19/2018 10:18 PM

627

The 25% interim protection should be changed to permanent protection.

11/19/2018 10:17 PM

628

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent. So at least 80% permanent protection
would be awesome.

11/19/2018 10:16 PM

629

25% interim should be added to the 50% permanent.

11/19/2018 10:15 PM

630

Change the interim part of 25% to permanent.

11/19/2018 10:14 PM

631

There needs to be more areas under permanent protection. Having so much land under temporary
protection is not good enough. Nor is it good enough to have the status of temporarily protected
areas reviewed "from time to time". You can't form an effective and sustainable management plan
based on vagaries.

11/19/2018 10:12 PM
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632

Your government was elected on a promise to listen to science and facts. The 25% 'interim
protected' areas is just as ecologically valuable as the 55% protected area. It's omission from full
protection was a political decision to please lobbyists and pressure groups. Please listen to the
science and protect 80% of the Peel permanently.

11/19/2018 10:10 PM

633

Please just ensure critical and important habitat and traditional use are protected - enough to
support 7 generations.

11/19/2018 9:56 PM

634

More area preserved from mineral exploration. Main reasons: when they close their operation
down - they never clean up the environment.

11/19/2018 9:54 PM

635

An increase in permanently protected land! 80-100%

11/19/2018 9:50 PM

636

The 25% of the interim protection should be made permanent.

11/19/2018 9:49 PM

637

Fully protect the 25% that are designated as Wilderness Areas in the final recommended plan. I
would like to see 80% of the Peel Watershed having permanent protection.

11/19/2018 8:51 PM

638

Its would be great to see the original 80% protected perminatley. Its challenging to understand
how you can use develop areas particularly mining with out having and effect in the entire area

11/19/2018 8:35 PM

639

protection of the territory is the most valuable think. 80 % is not even enough...I'm a tourist from
Quebec province, and the beauty of Yukon territory is it wildness...don't ever destroy it! Encourage
wildness tourism and respect the pure and natural beauty of the environment

11/19/2018 6:38 PM

640

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/19/2018 5:29 PM

641

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent!

11/19/2018 4:56 PM

642

80% of the peel watershed should be permentaly protected and their should be a detailed plan on
how the government plans to roll out this plan.

11/19/2018 4:17 PM

643

The 25% interim protection should be changed to permanent protection and specific government
plans and steps to implement the final recommended plan should be made.

11/19/2018 3:22 PM

644

provide a specific sunset date (e.g. Dec 31, 2030) to extinguish all existing oil, gas, mineral claims
in the Conservation Areas. Conservation is conservation.

11/19/2018 3:19 PM

645

"Off-road vehicles (except snowmobiles) should be restricted to certain locations and specific
trails, and not allowed in sensitive habitats." This should be changed to include all off-road
vehicles including snowmobiles. The latter can cause just as much damage (if not more) as do
ATVs in such areas.

11/19/2018 2:56 PM

646

Higher % of protected areas.

11/19/2018 2:22 PM

647

OHV use should not be allowed in the Hart River valley, and snowmobile use should not be
allowed in any part of the Conservation Area.

11/19/2018 1:40 PM

648

I would like to see all of the 80% (that is made of Conservation areas) to be permanently protected
without opportunity for review.

11/19/2018 1:32 PM

649

Go back to the original plan

11/19/2018 1:08 PM

650

more protection

11/19/2018 12:56 PM

651

permanently protect at least the 80%

11/19/2018 12:51 PM

652

Changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. what the Commission had originally
recommended. be specific in how you plan on implementing the final plan, and what steps you will
take to ensure it is followed properly.

11/19/2018 11:55 AM

653

100% of the peel should be protected. If we allow the 20% those people developing these 20% will
fin a way down the road to expand the 20% exploitation one way or the other and everybody
knows this. They have the money they will make their way the way they want if we let them.

11/19/2018 11:13 AM

654

The full 80% of land should be permanently protected.

11/19/2018 11:05 AM

655

If it is legally possible I would not allow any new development but of course honor the existing
ones! So 100% protection for the Peel!

11/19/2018 10:50 AM

656

I think 100% of the land should be protected and no land should be opened for new development!
Except existing claims of course!

11/19/2018 10:47 AM
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657

While I feel the plan goes a long way towards protecting this priceless and irreplaceable habitat, I
would encourage you to go further and change the wilderness area section to permanant
protection. I also ask that off-road vehicles be prohibited wherever necessary - including sensitive
habitat areas and where intrusion (trails, noise, etc.) affects the access of non-motorised access. I
do not want to see any permanent and commercial development or private cabins in wilderness
areas e.g. the eyesore on the south Klondike Highway before Fraser.

11/19/2018 10:40 AM

658

More protection, existing claims do not get to remain inside protected areas.

11/19/2018 10:05 AM

659

Prtotect land should never be touch! Nash Creek, NoGold, Fraser Falls

11/19/2018 10:02 AM

660

Changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended.

11/19/2018 8:50 AM

661

change 25% interim protection to permanent protection

11/19/2018 7:07 AM

662

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent

11/19/2018 6:28 AM

663

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/19/2018 3:22 AM

664

100 % of the area should be protected. Fragmentation of the area by allowing development
sections into the core regions are detrimental to the whole conservation plan.

11/18/2018 10:44 PM

665

Of the 25% of the Conservation areas that are interm "Wilderness areas", only 10% of the 25%
should be allowed to be developed at one time.

11/18/2018 10:13 PM

666

I think the entire area needs stronger, more permanent and more effective protection from
resource development as well as motorized hunting and recreation (ie: activities that interfere with
wildlife and their natural habitat). I believe that the entire area should be protected, and that such
protection should be stronger than that afforded by the Plan.

11/18/2018 9:33 PM

667

Snowmobiled that devastating impacts on wildlife, such as caribou. Snow mobiles must also be
banned just as other off highway vehicles are. Furthermore there should be no new oil and gas
operations or logging in the area.

11/18/2018 9:30 PM

668

"We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification:
Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally
recommended.”

11/18/2018 9:05 PM

669

All of the 80% of the region that is made up of Conservation Area should be permanently
protected. Protecting 100% of the total area would be my preference.

11/18/2018 9:02 PM

670

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/18/2018 8:50 PM

671

100% of the Peel should be protected

11/18/2018 8:16 PM

672

Where it mentions that all new roads must be reclaimed when no longer needed, this sounds nice
in theory but in practice reclamation usually does not occur. Who holds who accountable? This
needs to be very clearly defined.

11/18/2018 7:47 PM

673

The entire Peel should be protected, FOREVER! Enough with wasting precious time and spending
needless dollars. Enough already.

11/18/2018 7:41 PM

674

Existing claims should require reevaluation and no new claims should be made in any regions
within the Peel Watershed.

11/18/2018 7:21 PM

675

The 25% interim protection should be made permanent.

11/18/2018 7:06 PM

676

The final plan should be stronger in terms of protection with no use allowed! Having stated this
opinion I think it is imperative that there not be any timeline on how long the Peel should be
protected but rather throughout time in memorial.

11/18/2018 6:52 PM

677

80 % should be fully protected as special management areas

11/18/2018 6:36 PM

678

More protection that is non-negotiable.

11/18/2018 5:48 PM

679

The 25% interim protected lands should be changed to permanently protected lands. This was the
original recommendation and should be adopted.

11/18/2018 5:20 PM

680

no further development of existing oil, gas & mineral claims should be permitted in the
conservation areas and the existing claims should be cancelled/expired completely over the next
5-10 years

11/18/2018 5:15 PM
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F.2
F.2.1

REDACTED SUBMISSIONS
Website Submissions

Now that we have protected the Peel landscape from the ravages of mining it is time to protect the fauna from the
depredations of the big game hunters. This killing of the biggest and fittest animals for a trophy is not consistent with the
purpose of the Peel protected area. The outfitting industry can be expropriated and compensated in the same manner as
the owners of mining claims will be. The wilderness tourism industry needs to be regulated and controlled. The Chilcoot
park is an example of how the Peel can be administered. Lastly mechanized transport within the Peel should be
minimized, airstrips and existing roads reclaimed and access restricted to float planes.
Totally in favour to recommended plan but do think that existing mineral and or oil claims should not be considered at all.
Do not turn the Peel into a park. We need mining activity and tourism and jobs. More development not less.
I believe that the interm protected area (Hart River) should be included with the fully protected area.
I also believe that motorized vehicles (including boats) should not be allowed in the upper tributaries and mountain areas.
Motorized boats should be allowed on the Peel river which has a history of motorboat use and is a traditional way of
travel. The upper rivers have had next to no motorized boat use and other then some outfitter use of motorboats. I
recommend restricting the tributaries to non-motorized boat only and ATV's should only be allowed in direct proximity of
outfitters camps. Time has shown us that the use of ATV's, jetboats and motorized vehicles will eventually become used
in the Peel and the impact to the land, wildlife and other users will greatly change the area and the intent of the plan to
maintain the wilderness character.
Keep the peel clean,natural,no disturbance near or around the visibility of area of the peel water shed and contributing
creeks and lakes
The Peel Watershed is the traditional land of three Yukon First Nations as this plays a role in them because the future
generations will need the land.The Peel Watershed has been an important cultural to the First Nations as they depend on
it for food and daily life so it damage the system if it was destroyed in.The Peel Watershed is also located Northern
Hemisphere as this causes the climate to be more suitable for the Porcupine. The Porcupine can adapt and use the Peel
Watershed as a refuge to survive and live. This helps the population of the Porcupine from declining.
Please work together to protect 100% of the Peel Watershed permanently. Thank you for listening and thinking ahead
with your hearts.
No less than 100% protection!!
As a citizen of the Yukon, I pray 100 percent protection for the Peel Region. I understand an 80 percent protection is now
possible after much hard work by the majority of Yukoners who care not only about the health of the enviroment but for
their own health and well-being. PLEASE protect that 80 percent 100 percent. As in NO exploration, roads, mining. NO
trapping or hunting!!!! Why not try this experiment? We have nothing to loose and everything to gain.
Please make sure this important place is protected 100%! There are not many more places like this anywhere on this
planet and destroying it by allowing development it is not worth it! We cannot ever get it back if we give it away now!
Please keep it protected! More development is not the solution.
Resource extraction has historically meant destruction and cleanup by local and or federal governments while profits and
wages for the most part go to outsiders. Keep the Peel Watershed 100% pristine and a lasting legacy for the generations
to come.
Please use the recommendation to protect 80% of the peel. We should be protecting 100% but if 80 is the best we can do
then so be it.
I support a full 100& protection for the Peel Watershed
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I fully support the Final Recommended Plan, but I would recommend to change the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection, what the Commission
had originally recommended. Even better yet, I would love to see this area fully protected at 100%! These areas are the
last lifelines of our existence, the time has come for us to listen and co-exist harmoniously with all the natural unstained
beings of this planet.
I feel that this is a pristine area, that contains at least 5 watersheds. It is my under standing that all this land falls under
the preview of the First nations that have connections to this area. Although it is agreed that 80% should be protected, I
think 100% should be set aside as a pristine part of Canada!
I see no reason why this area should be considered for development other than greed!
Since this First Nations land, I would hope they do the right Thing! and not allow development. Man and Ont. are trying to
protect the boreal forest all across the northern part of their provinces.
The Peel water shed deserves the same respect! Many Eco systems depend on it!!!
Currently, 55% of the Peel Watershed is under complete protection, 25% is under protection not guaranteed to be
protected forever. The remaining 20% is open to development. However, I believe that the 80% of the Peel Watershed
that is currently under protection should be permanently protected and the remaining 20% open to development should
be converted into a National Park.History has proven that when humans industrialize, destruction soon follows. Over the
past 25 years, humans have destroyed 10% of Earth’s remaining wilderness.
After America went through the industrial revolution, global warming soon became a problem. What’s to stop greedy
businessmen from over working the land eventually destroying more of the environment. The Peel is about 68,000 square
kilometers. If 20% of the Peel is destroyed, that’s about 13,600 less kilometers of our already dwindling global wilderness.
However, a national park will allow people to still experience the natural beauty while also protecting nature from human
destruction.Following this plan will also be good for the economy. The necessity to protect these reserves will provide
jobs for Canadian workers, ultimately benefiting the economy. Additionally, preserving the beauty attracts tourists into the
Yukon. A National Park will bring in money for the government and also generate more interest in preserving the natural
beauties found in the Peel. The Peel is also a safe haven to a biodiverse ecosystem. Because the Peel didn’t freeze in
the Ice Age, it is home to ancient and unique plant life.
This shows how unique and rare the Peel is. On top of being the largest untouched nature reserve, the Peel is also home
to some of the oldest living plants and fish on Earth. We don’t know how these organisms will react to climate change
factors that will come with humans into the Peel. At one point, the peregrine falcon was an endangered species. Now
however, they’ve been removed from the endangered list and are thriving in their natural habitat. The Peel’s wetlands are
also essential to the migration patterns of birds. Another important species that occupies the Peel is the Porcupine
Caribou. These caribou are not only special for their aesthetic beauty, but they are also unique in other ways as well.
They travel the largest land migration of any other mammal along routes that are about 27,000 years old. Taking away
these ancient routes is wrong and detrimental to the environment.All in all, my plan is best for the environment. It provides
protection to 100% of the Peel, preserving the natural beauty of a rare ecosystem, while still satisfying the Canadian
government and industrialists by allowing growth economically.
Water shed should say it all. that is a huge source of fresh water. Historically it you mess with it youmess up your water
supply ( which will become increasingly important) it should be 100% protected. rather than destroyed for a breif moment
of resources whose money mostly leaves the territory anyhow.
100% of the Peel should be permanently protected from development. The Peel is a wilderness treasure. With a shrinking
natural world and a growing human population with growing human consumption, an area like the Peel should be
protected for future generations.
Please PERMANENTLY PROTECT the Peel watershed area - no temporary or half- baked measures to be re-pealed in
10 years time. A lasting legacy for all Canadians.
I am a Toronto citizen who wants to hear nothing else except of the permanent protection of all of the Peel Watershed.
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I am a retired geologist that has work for over 30 years throughout the Yukon in mineral exploration, mining, and oil and
gas activities. I have also had the opportunity to work in the Peel watershed (on potential for oil and gas). The Peel
watershed is unlike any other place in the Yukon, and although part of this area has been scarred by mineral exploration,
much of it remains an unspoiled wilderness. There are plenty of other places in the Yukon to do mineral exploration,
mining, and oil and gas exploration. There should be 100% protection for the watershed: asolutely No mineral or oil and
gas exploration!
Please protect the Peel for 100 %. We need these natural areas because every day new areas are cleared or sealed and
nature is displaced.
If they cannot protect the peel 100%, a permanent protection of 80% would be very desirable.
The Peel Watershed is an environmentally and culturally significant habitat that needs to be 100% protected for all
generations to come. I have canoed the Wind and Bonnet Plume Rivers and it is the most beautiful and delicate
landscape that I have ever journeyed through.
I believe we should be talking about protecting 100% of the watershed. This is one of the last remaining wildernesses and
building roads will disturb wildlife and allow access to hunting, ATVers, hikers, etc. I don't think much of the public
realizes that developing 20% (which is a very large area) would have irreversible impacts on the "protected" 80%. As
species populations move northward due to the warming climate and habitat destruction to the south, we should be
proactive and protect the remaining wilderness areas as refugia. I would like to stress my point that roads are incredibly
bad for biological communities, and even if you decommission a road it will still be used. Many roads that were built as far
back as 75 years ago, even though they aren't maintained, are still in use for woodcutting, hunting, hiking, etc. Also,
future land use plans will likely allow future development along these proposed disturbances, as they tend to do.
I want to leave my children a legacy of an intact interconnected inspiring world. We have an opportunity here to protect, in
perpetuity, one of the remaining wild places on our planet. I strongly believe it behooves us to protect a minimum of 80%
(preferably 100%) of the Peel Watershed wilderness......not just for the benefit of Yukoners.....but for all of us.....including
the finned and furred and feathered. All of us need quiet wild places to reconnect with our true nature.....in moments of
confusion and forgetting. Let us make a bold and brave choice here. Let us leave a legacy for others who will follow our
lead.
Although I support the Final Recommended Plan for the Peel Watershed, I would like to eventually see the government
consider how protecting the remainder of the watershed would be beneficial to the long-term water plans for this country.
100% protection is ideal.
I strongly support 100% permanent protection of the entire Peel Watershed. As that doesn't seem to be what's on the
table - I would support permanent protection of all areas that currently are being considered only for interim protection.
By now only less than 25% of our planet remain wilderness. The Peel area is a very important large wilderness area and
should be 100% protected.
In my opinion 100 percent percent of the region should be considered for protection, or at least 80 percent with no plans
for major roads into the core areas. Any fragmentation of the region by allowing sections to be developed has the
potential to disrupt wildlife movement, pollute waterways and generally threaten the integrity of its untouched wilderness
character.
Protect the Peel for the urgent issue of climate change and to protect habitat and our environment.. please say no to all
additional commercial/industrial activities..thankyou for your attention.
I lived on the Peel River from the day I was born August 8/54 to the present mostly during the summer months. Many
people from around the planet travel to canoe this river. It is important to protect as much of the headwaters and the Peel
River from exploration as it is one of the last uninhabited rivers of the world. Please Protect as much of the Peel River as
possible for future generations.
Time to protect the Peel, PERMANENTLY!
I would like that the Plan protects the Peel Watershed at 100%.
Why even think that this area could be used for industrial development, it is unthinkable!
Very few places in the world are left untouched, let us keep this beautiful area as is for generations to come.
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Both my husband and i agree that as much as possible of the Peel Watershed and surrounding area should be protected
from commercial development. ( no new roads, mining , buildings,etc) , We hope the 80% is sufficient, but would prefer
the 100%. -to keep such a beautiful area from being lost to commercialism.
100%protectionset up first nations - territorial park No development in overlap agreements with first nations
I strongly support the proposal to protect as much of the Peel Watershed as possible. Please push hard for the greatest
protection.
In the name of our grandchildren,
Only a 100% protection is acceptable! Let’s preserve this area for generations to come.
Hello, I strongly believe that the Peel Watershed should be protected to the maximum, Astrophysicist predict that with
Global warming getting worst and worst water all around the world will be sparse.
We Canadian and Yukoners are privileged to live in a country with lots of water, but it doesn't belong to us, we are the
caretakers.
Global warming needs to slowdown if we want a future for our children!
If Yukon make the decision to pollute the water with a archaic industry Oil and Gaz and mining should stopped or be
limited , we should spend resources and innovation to replaced those industry in a non polluting manner and not cling to
and old and unethical industry and politics.
Protection of the watershed should be permanent and the Recommended Plan, which protects 80% of the Peel
Watershed is in my opinion still not enough. 100% would be ideal.
We are writing to urge the protection of the Peel Watershed area. We strongly urge you to upgrade the 25% interim
protection to permanent protection. Even better would be 100% protection. It is clear that even with 80% protection, 20%
will be destroyed. We have canoed the Snake and friends have canoed the Wind, the Snake and the Bonnet Plume. This
beautiful wilderness deserves permanent protection, especially in an age of rapid climate change and habitat loss for
wildlife. The future of ecosystems is in double. The Yukon can lead by protecting this almost pristine area for future
generations.
We have travelled to the Yukon many times over the course of 25 years. We have seen first hand the loss of salmon in
the Yukon Rover and the deteriorating water quality there. Please don't let this beautiful area be destroyed for short term
profit. Take action for future generations.
Thank you for considering our comments.
I say leave it alone or at the very least the 80 percent.
Please protect the maximum of the peel
I would like to see the interim area moved to a permanently protected area so that at least 80% of the watershed is
protected from development. My personal preference would be for permanent protection for 100% of the watershed. One
day, Canada's wilderness will become far more valuable than its commodity resources and one day our children will
thank us for protecting it.
Thanks for the opportunity to comment.
The original Peel Final Plan was the result of an involved and painstakingly thorough process. It included all interested
parties who presented their case for preservation of the Peel Watershed.
We support preservation of the Peel Watershed as per the original plan. However, we support upgrading the 25% interim
designation to full permanent protection. This will ensure that 80% of the Peel Watershed be off limits to any industrial
development.
The First Nations wanted 100% protection for the Peel Watershed and we support that too. So, if there is any possibility
of such a supreme upgrade, it has our support but 80% is a good compromise.
100% protection of the Peel leaving it intact will return far more to the Yukon than any industrial activity
Message: The rest of the world is running out of pristine wilderness and its value is rising rapidly. It would be extremely
shortsighted to degrade the Peel with any industrial activity at all. Choose to maintain your greatest assets and don't
throw what you have down the dumpster.
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We must protect the Peel to the fullest extent possible for the benefit of future generations, wildlife and the planet. There
is no acceptable reason in my view to plunder the Peel.
As per the constraints outlined by the Supreme Court of Canada, please accept my comments regarding the Peel River
Management Plan. I fully support implementation of protecting the ENTIRE watershed from all industrial intrusions.
Please remove the watershed from all staking of any minerals, oil, and gas for any exploratory and development
production. All roadways and vehicular easements should be prohibited. Please protect this majestic wilderness region
and all its wildlife and fishery resources.
100% of the Peel watershed must be protected because it is unique and a real wonder in the world.
Please show us you have vision for the future.
Merci de Montréal !
i"m from the U.K and i come over to Canada a few times every year i've been to this part of the Yukon a few times and i
would like my kids and there kids to see it in its natural beauty.
There are very frew large protected landscapes in the world. We must absolutely create some of these last large refuges
all our wildlife needs. Protect the preel watershed for development that is not sustainable or that hurts the wildlife and
fresh water
Permanent protection for the majority of the Peel Watershed should be expected as a minimum requirement for policy
makers and politicians. As climate change affects the Yukon with greater magnitude and at a faster rate than southern
regions, large areas of intact wilderness will become increasingly important to provide refuge for biodiversity as well as
First Nations' ways of life. Short term economic gains that result from resource extraction are not sustainable in the long
term, even if they are currently still a dependence. By protecting large areas of wilderness like the Peel Watershed we
have a chance to make the right choice, however, a transition away from a fossil fuel and mineral extraction based
economy requires constant and adaptive land use planning processes and thus, "protection" is only the first step in a
positive, but challenging direction.
The land distribution when talking about how much land should be sued for mining should be less than 30 percent and
the protected land should be at least above the percentage of 70 percent. We know that there are multiple groups of
indigenous people who live around the watershed that have been using the watershed for there cultural gatherings as
well as small amounts of individual economic benefit though sustainable hunting and fishing such as the telit gwich'in
territories and yukon first nations. Because these people rely on the land being protected, it's not fair to reduce almost
half of it, being the current 55 percent, to mining since it would ruin the lifestyle of all the groups that live there and have
rooted culture as well as their source of income in the peel watershed. On the topic of sustainable economy, we know a
secondary source for local economy aside from hunting and ecosystem services from the animals is the tens of
thousands of people who travel to the peel for its natural non human influenced beauty making money for the town and
employing people to help both preserve the land and to act as tour guides for the land. In the manner, its is shown that
the jobs and the money gross the peel can provide while not being used for mining can go toe to toe with the money
made in mining companies and wit hits inherent ecological benefits as well as being economically beneficial, its is
important to keep a majority of the land that is over two thirds of the area intact.
the world is a small place, so nature should be protected at all times because it is completely harmless to the human race
and provides many things. Things such as resources and habitats for many species, make nature itself very important. If
people destroy forest and other things, not only does it reduce the amount of oxygen provided but reduces the amount of
trees there are. Trees take an awful amount of time to grow, but humans cut down trees faster than they actually grow.
Although right now the plan is 55% of the watershed, it should be at least over 70% or ideally 80% of the watershed
protected. Nowadays, humans rely on trees and other resources from nature for material, especially in the economic
stand point. Places such as forest, parks, or good rich land should be protected from humans that try to destroy the land
itself since it is a limited source.
As a Longtime Yukoner, I recognize the importance of protecting the Peel Watershed in it present basically pristine
condition. This is an amazing area. Places that are untouched are few and far between and we have a duty to our
Granchildren to ensure there will be places like this that they can share with their Grancnhildren. Protect the Peel.
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I have lived in the north up to 6 years at a time. I fell in love with this a very beautiful fragile home.
This land needs to be left alone to survive! Not to be propergrated for the ends of short material gains.
From yesterday, though today and for generations tomorrow we need the Peel. Nothing but a national park would be
appropriate.
Some place are sacred. The Peel River Watershed is one of those places. Protect the Peel.
Peel Watershed is one of the last remaining areas that is left largely untouched by humans. It’s biodiversity and healthy
ecosystem is rare among the destroyed and polluted areas around the world. Today’s modernizing world leaves the
planet tainted by the pollutants we exude every single day. Our ecological footprint is already so big that some of the
problems we have created as irreversible. One of these problems is climate change, which is largely caused by the
emission of carbon dioxide. However, Peel Watershed offers a solution. Its vast area of trees and other plants can absorb
tons of the emissions. If we destroy these trees and open up the land to development, the negative consequences of
climate change would only worsen. In addition, it would leave thousands of species homeless and endangered. The
majority of the world is already heavily polluted and inhospitable for many species and Peel Watershed offers them a
refuge. While many may argue that we aren’t using the area to its full economic value (natural resources), Peel
Watershed offers things that are beyond money. The natural ecological balance the Peel Watershed provides is unrivaled
to the pollution produced by factories and cars. Destroying that balance would endanger its entire biodiversity.
The traditional land is precious to all living creatures surrounding it. We need it more than anything else. Leave it pristine
and bountiful for our futures. Please and thank you.
This land is so sacred and so important to not only the Indigenous peoples of this Territory but everyone who has a
vested stake in the future of the natural balance of the earth.
Please save this beautiful fragile place and make it an example of what we can do other places in the world.
Let try an preserve more lands for its beauty & NOT for money & destroy the land & kill plants & trees & pollute our land &
waters This will bring more tourism here to walk or hike trails or enjoy the beautiful mountains trails lakes rivers & word
will get bck to others to come bck for generations to come
YG cannot keep going back on its word. In full honesty, even 80% protection isn't enough. This is literally one of the last
untouched places on Earth, and humans want to destroy it for a few more ounces of gold. Think of the world before the
money, and see that the value of protecting the Peel far outweighs the plastic bills in your pocket.
The Peel Watershed is an amazing look into the effects humans have, and don’t have, on nature. We see vast amount of
biodiversity and natural habitats in the Peel Watershed and need to keep it protected for the sake of migratory animals
and the animals that live in those habitats. The Watershed should be protected as much as possible, within a reasonable
range of industrialization as well. I believe that 70% of the Peel Watershed should be kept protected, 20% should be kept
for interim, and 10% should be open for alteration. The peel has many benefits such as, saving animals from climate
change and allowing biodiversity to thrive. By keeping this land protected, we could keep animals from being endangered
and extinct due to the harsh changes they would face outside of Peel. Many First Nation people have religious or spiritual
connections to this land, to this day. If we interrupt their way of living, it could alter their food sources, medicine and, most
importantly, tradition. The Peel Watershed is one of the last places in North America without any human alterations. We
don’t really have anything left that is truly wilderness and if we ruin in, there is no going back.
For the love of all that’s good in the world, please please help protect the Peel Watershed.
I would like to see outfitters and outdoor recreation be considered, due to a lot of activity where tours are being taken out
there without protection of the land and water, hunters need to take elders with them to process the meat and guts for
elders in the community. Tour guides need to be regulated so they is not waste on the land. they should be made to
contact and set up plans and for job opportunities. Protect the water, land and animals for future generations
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Peel watershed has maintained its wildlife as one the the fewest places that have not turned the land over to industrial
development. It is a land full of nature such as animals, plants, and rivers that all depend on each other. Some people
demand that further industrialism must be conducted on the land while others, particularly the local neighborhoods living
near the area argue that peel watershed must be protected as it is now. Right now, the peelshed only possesses one
road that has been carved across the wild. It contains no more signs of industrialization than the road. According to
extensive research on the advantages and disadvantages of further industrialization on the peel watershed, it has been
concluded that nearly 60% of it must be permanently protected while 25% is devoted to interim protection and 13% is
open to rads and industrial development. One of the most important reasons why peel watershed must be protected is
because of the importance of maintaining the ecosystem. The Peel Watershed has maintained a nearly perfect
ecosystem with the enough amount of each population of animals, plants, and food resources. The increase of human
interaction in the peel watershed will most likely lead to a negative adjustment to the ecosystem. Animals are not going to
be able to find better resources that can sustain their living than near peel watershed. One of the reasons why that would
happen is because for example the wetlands will consume a lot of carbon dioxide which will lead to global warming which
would alter the ecosystem because of its change of the condition of the environment. A second reason is the local
people’s historical attachment to the land. Local people possess a historical attachment to the area because their
ancestors, especially the First three nations, wanted the future generations to preserve the area that they have protected
during their own lifetime. Local people believe that they are connected with the nature and cannot separated from it.
Overall, there is no doubt that the Peel Watershed should be conserved. No matter what, urbanization is not what we
need more of. With a decreasing amount of natural, uninhabited environments, and an increasing amounts of
urbanization along with environmental problems such as pollution, overpopulation, global warming, and more endangered
species, protecting the Peel Watershed, one of only a few safe havens for species and biotic factors, it is only feasible to
do anything possible in order to not only protect the Peel Watershed, but conserve it for the future. It is easy to tear down
buildings and rebuild them, but not with nature. Cultural, economical, and ecological reasoning point to the Peel
watershed being not only important to the environment, but also the local civilizations living there, who depend on it for
sustenance and view it as sacred land.
The Peel Watershed is a beautiful place that has recently been up for grabs for big oil drilling and mining companies. We
need to do all we can to protect as much of this place as possible. 55% is permanently protected along with another 25%
has interim protection. But 20% of the peel is open for business. If big companies were to come in and rip up the
landscape searching for oil and minerals it would ruin ecosystems and homeland to many first nations. The roads and
railways would hinder and get in the way of natural migration routes of many species. Also the waste produced from
drilling and mining for natural resources would pollute the six beautiful rivers that run through the peel. These rivers are
the life of the ecosystems. We all need to be doing our best to bring awareness to this problem and help protect the peel.
From an economic standpoint, the Peel Watershed gives the economy huge amounts of money and provides many jobs
for people in the community. As for jobs, there are countless amounts of jobs that can be provided, such as researchers
for the Peel, employment of protecting the land, guiding tourists, etc. Another economic benefit from the Peel is the
amount of money that tourists spend just by touring, kayaking, or being able to experience the beauty of the Peel. From
just three of the Peel’s rivers, there is already $1.4-1.8 billion being spent on in order to travel and tour this area. The Peel
also works well with the economy for the purposes of bringing together both renewable and non-renewable resources to
the industry and tourism if the area is kept at being protected.
Ecologically, it is extremely important for this vast amount of land to be saved and preserved in order for it to benefit our
changing environment. For example, since the Peel is the only place still untouched by modern industrialization, it would
bring us clean water and air, since it is predicted that future generations will possibly be lacking the amount of abundance
in water and clean air due to climate change. Animals that are crucial in many ecosystems such as grizzly bears,
porcupine caribou, and other animals will be greatly affected if there are even a few roads built in the area. They make
major contributions to the ecosystem, and affecting a large portion of that area will disrupt the natural system of this area,
such as disrupting the porcupine caribou migration routes, or destroying vegetation or rare plants found in the Peel.
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The Peel Watershed should be protected as ruled by the court: 55% permanent, 25% interim, and 20% open. It is true
that the Peel Watershed can be a helpful resource for industries and businesses, however the majority should not be
open to exploitation. The Watershed is home to several species that are in need of conservation, and allowing even more
human interference will inevitably lead to even more danger for these species. In addition to disrupting the ecological
balance, opening up more of this watershed will potentially destroy the way of life of the people of the First Nations, as it
is culturally and spiritually significant to them.
I have traveled twice to the Peel watershed for extended canoe trips.
It has a rich cultural and geographical heritage that needs to be protected for future generations of all living entities.
As a person who has canoed down all three rivers of the Peel watershed, I fully support saving this watershed leaving it
as the unique part of the country that it is.
Please protect this sensitive area for future generations.
As the world continues to be overpopulated and more and more area's of the planet are decimated for raw resources
Canada has the chance to safe what has become a scarce resource that is an area of outstanding beauty. Global
warming is one of the warnings that we can not continue with the current strategy's of short term gain .
In the time ahead the gain for all, that is humans and animals using the Peel Watershed will if the area is retained in its
current form will be worth more than the raw resources that can be obtained by opening the area up to mining with all of
its infrastructure.
I speak from experience. My family and I lived in the Peel River watershed for 10 years. The children grew up drinking it's
water (without boiling it) eating its fish, meat and berries; and its wood kept them warm in winter. This watershed is what
Canada is about. It is a good and respectful place and deserves to remain that way for the children of parents who will
come to see its majesty and purity. Once one leaves the city, the office, the numbers, and spends time in the Peel River
watershed, its spirit will wash them, heal them, lift them. In and of itself, this land is of inestimable value.
Please leave this land untouched for all future generations enjoy and explore
Thousands of people care about this. We need to be the voice for the animals who can't speak and continuously get
pushed beyond their ranges for human wants and needs. Someday there will be nothing left. Save it now.
Please preserve the Peel watershed! It is a part of what makes us uniquely Canadian.
Some places must remain wild for our future welfare. We are running out of these places. The Peel watershed needs to
remain one of them.
I am an active canoeist, I have personally experienced the beauty and tranquility of a paddle caressing the placid waters
of Canada’s waterways. These areas need to be preserved for future canoe and kayak enthusiasts. I vote for protection
of Canadian waterways.
Please protect the Peel Watershed for all Canadians and their offspring for the future, and forever!!!!!
Stop the development of resource extraction and pipelines. Keep the region unpolluted. This will be good for us and the
planet.
Let's not make the mistake in missing the opportunity to protect a pristine part of this earth. Once bad decisions are made
they take generations to rectify. PROTECTION needs to be the only thing on our agenda on this issue. Please listen to
those who have been fighting for years for the protection of the Peel.
Development" of a magnificent river and its tributaries like the Peel is the ecological equivalent of selling your daughter
into slavery because the sale will bring you money. I simply do not understand such mentality. Please protect one of the
few remaining Canadian treasures.
We can't survive without Nature. We have to conserve this breathtaking landscape and the the rough arctic wilderness.
It's time for us to give nature back and to say thank you.
I wish to say that I want the priority of the planning process to be conservation of the peel watershed, in what ever way.
This is a priority! Please think FOR the future.
Our wilderness is our wealth. Please use hindsight and great care.
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Save the environment instead of harming it for making profit. Jobs and money can be made any time, but if we pollute, it
takes many years to clean up and we suffer the consequence.
Please protect the Peel river. Our lakes rivers and oceans are move valuable than anything else Canada has as a nation
and we need to protect them at all costs.
If we don’t have clean water what good is all the money in the world? Water is life.
Thank you
Only the conservation of vast area of still original environment can give us a chance of our biological survival in (not so)
long terms. The industrialization provide quick money, we need to choose between benefit for all humans or profit of few.
Please preserve the Peel Watershed for generations to come of the First Nations native peoples and all Canadians.The
Peel Watershed is an important connection of land use for wildlife and migration.
Please protect this large intact area of wilderness at all cost. It is necessary for Canada to be a world leader in
preservation of wild lands. In a time where other countries are using resources without refrain, I want Canada to rise
above and show the rest of the world how we value and protect the wilderness we love so much and save the homes of
thousands of animals.
Please protect the Peel from development and exploitation. This is a precious landscape and habitat, the rare left in the
world. Not only is this area invaluable in itself, but also could contribute to the saving of the planet. Scientists have
identified that if 1/2 of the planet is saved, the whole planet could regenerate. That is a huge opportunity. The Peel could
add substantially to this 1/2 of the planet.
Do the right thing and give us a planet to live on.
Leave the rivers and forests wholly intact and do not allow any industry to mark the territory of the watershef and Yukon
will hold the mecca of wild spaces. Tourists and scientists will pay to come from all over our world to marvel at the beauty,
the majesty, and the health of an ecosystem we protected. The Yukon Government has been very short sighted by trying
to force their will to industrialized the wilderness of the Peel watershed for profit. The entirety of the Peel should be
protected forever so that we may all know the magic of being in a wild place.
I sincerely hope that the parties and government will have the vision and foresight to create the largest protected area in
North America by choosing to protect the entire Peel River watershed. Create a legacy by protecting the Peel watershed
for future generations.
I live in BC but visit the Yukon frequently - please protect the masterpiece of nature. I could weep as I look at what we are
doing to our world.
I had the opportunity to spend some time in this unique landscape, it was an experience like nothing I had experienced
before. Protect this masterpiece of a landscape from human greed!
I am originally from Belgium but chose the Yukon as my home because of the vast wilderness and the great sense of
community. There aren't many places in the world where you can find both of them combined.
Please don't destroy one of the most beautiful and wildest places on earth for the sake of money. Some things are
irreversible, so future generations won't be able to buy it back with all the money in the world...
Protect the peel and wilderness areas! Respect and honour indigenous points of view. This land is rich, no one can eat
and drink money. The value is in the land and water. Let’s protect it!
Protecting biodiversity is in everyone's interest and especially important is protecting unspoiled areas such as the Peel
watershed. Oil, gas or mineral extraction in the Peel should not be allowed.
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It's generally thought the Canadian wilderness is unlimited; that one more mine, dam, etc doesn't make much difference.
It's not true. All development has wide-ranging impacts. Here in Quebec, Hydro-Quebec has, with the provincial
government's full compliance, damned and dammed most of the province's wild rivers. Much is lost when a wild river no
longer runs its natural course. With the Regional Land Use Plan for the Peel Watershed, the Yukon people have the
chance to act more wisely regarding the Yukon's incredible wilderness than other regions in Canada have. The
opportunity to respect and honor the northern wilderness by acknowledging and preserving its intrinsic value in a process
that includes such factors as environment, business, legal, and spiritual among others. I've lived in the Yukon and the
NWT, both in and outside of Whitehorse and Inuvik. I live in a southern city now. And from this vantage point, I can say
the Yukon wilderness, and the north in general, every square inch of it, is priceless. It was dismaying to read that only 90
Whitehorse resident, out of 28,000, attended the Oct 4th Community Consultations. That lack of input, of concern, and
my love for the north, pushed me to write this. Let's keep pushing for a win for the good guys.
My husband and I paddled the Snake two years ago and loved the wildness of the Peel Watershed. We paddled the
Blackstone with our young sons 5 years ago and lined up the Ogilvie River five years ago.
We saw wolves, caribou, and bears. Eagles, hawks and smaller birds everyday. The Peel is home to many animals, birds
and people. We past many cabins on the Peel and heard from folks in Fort MacPherson of their hunting cabins and
traditions on the land and river.
The Peel Watershed should be left intact.
Please insure that the water and air quality remains pristine (need to get this data recorded before any development can
happen) as well as all the information regarding all the fish and animal habitats, we need to look after the animals and
fish. Encourage tourism money making instead of mining!!
I lived and breathed on the banks of the Peel River at Road River, Yukon. Please protect these lands as they are very
sacred. No one should ever be allowed to develop on this vast land as it belongs to the people the animals and to god!
We call it gods country.
I pray that the final recommended plan, have the highest level of protection for all living waters and all life dependent on
for generations to come. My family is still a living testimony of our way of life. Still caretakers and maintaining our culture
on the Peel River. In light, love and truth. So grateful for so many all over the world, that stand with us in support and
unity. Muschi Cho.
My Gwich'in people have lived here from time immemorial. The community wants a high degree of preservation. I worry
for the caribou. Pass the plan as-is or with even more protection.
It is essential to preserve, and conserve, the Peel Watershed. Do the right thing and keep it intact for future generations
of people, as well as all its other inhabitants, caribou and other animals, fish and all who live in and around the water,
including water foul and other birds.
Thank you for your wise consideration.
I have seen too much of the planet destroyed and degraded by human greed. Its important to me that somewhere out
there the environment be protected.
As an overseas visitor to this area on numerous occasions I would like this thought to be considered. The World is
steadily loosing areas that can be considered remote and havens for wild life. As the areas diminish holding on to a area
of outstanding beauty while pay dividends for the health of the country on many levels.
I believe there is rich value in the land as it now lays. With proper and caring development and loving management it will
be a tourist destination second to none which will benefit all of Yukon. I also believe there is the rich value of health in the
land as it now lays. It is a place of peace and raw beauty and thus holds the capacity to bring healing to troubled spirits
and hope to those who are empty. Protect [more of] the Peel. Masicho.
Thriving wildlife, biodiversity and space for nature are far more important than stakeholder greed. The Peel is one of the
few remaining watersheds that are unpolluted. Keep it that way!!!
I live in Southern Ontario and have seen the effects of industry and urban expansion on watersheds. It destroys delicate
ecosystems. Please listen to the concerns of the Indigenous Nations and environmentalists.
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Please protect this amazing territory from the destruction of any form, of what is euphemistically referred to by
governments and companies wishing to destroy it as profit, as having 'great potential'...in other words for their profit.
I live in Ontario...I have never been to the Yukon or the Peel however it is on my bucket list. I want to see it at its pristine
best which means saying 'NO' to all commercial enterprises. We need to preserve this precious wilderness so our
children and their children will know from where we come and will learn to appreciate its value...in our history, in
understanding Nature of which we are a part, in understanding ourselves.
Give humanity present and future an awesome gift...give us the Peel as it currently exists in perpetuity. You will be
remembered and honoured for your foresight and your generosity.
Combatting the old colonial type of natural resource exploiters, the new type, the tourist-travel and eco-tourist types may
not be perfect, but they have money to throw in the direction of landscapes and lands that have supported First Nations,
and others, for centuries. Visiting the Peel may not always be practical, or easy, but exploiting it and changing it so much
so that flora & fauna suffer cannot be right. Something and some place natural must endure, despite the exploiters, the
19th and 20th century types that would 'make use' of such places (known only as 'resources').
We should not allow any resource extraction or energy megaprojects like Site C to go forward. They will destroy the land.
We need to preserve the land, not exploit it for profit. We need nature to sustain us. We cannot risk pollution with
activities like mining and drilling for oil and gas. We need to pursue other forms of renewable energy. The fossil fuel
industry is now becoming fossilized. We must not replicate the Tar Sands environmental disaster in the Peel Watershed.
I feel it is very important to permanently protect 80% of Peel Watershed. This area needs to be set aside and
permanently protected now so our children's children can experience wilderness.
Please change the 10 year protection for 80% of the Peel to a permanent protection.
Thank you.
I would like to see at least 25% interim protection should be made permanent. I also believe that the resource as a wildlife
and wilderness environment is in itself our most valuable resource and this will become even more evident in future
years. Even management of the recreation and commercial hunting use of the watershed will be important in order to
preserve this area. We have so few truly wild spaces left in the world and the rarity of an undamaged watershed like the
Peel makes this place incredibly important for tourism, education and for the health of the people who live here. Be brave
and create ways to preserve and respect this remarkable wild place.
I am support of 80 percent protection of the Peel River Plan and to look at what areas can be made into a park. Thank
you
* Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel
80% permanent protection - what the Planning Commission had originally recommended.
* Government should be specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it is
followed properly
I believe that the 25% interim protection should become permanent protection, turning the plan into 80% permanent
protection and 20% open for development. The Peel has tons of biodiversity, this biodiversity has been allowed to
continue due to it being undisturbed by humans for so long. Too many mining operations would harm this biodiversity via
pollution and habitat destruction. The peel also provides many economic benefits. An example is the tourism revenue that
the Peel generates for local communities. Development in the Peel would destroy the nature that the tourists come to
see. The Peel also provides clean air, water, hunting grounds, and fish for the locals, which pollution could harm or
destroy. Speaking of the locals, the First Nation people use the Peel for hunting, fishing, and trapping just as their
ancestors have for years. Development could harm their culture and way of life that they have been doing for so long.
Therefore, I believe that 80% of the Peel should be protected and only 20% be left to be used for development as too
make sure the Peel is not harmed beyond repair.
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As a Yukon resident and after spending two weeks canoeing in the Peel watershed region during the summer of 2018, I
have a much greater understanding of why the Peel region deserves protection. I would like to see the wishes and
cultures of the affected First Nations peoples in the region being upheld and respected. I support the Canadian Parks &
Wilderness Society and the Yukon Conservation Society's wishes to protect at least 80 per cent of the Peel region. Once
migration patterns are disrupted, roads are built, and water is polluted from resource exploration, the damage is
permanent and irreversible. This pristine wilderness area needs permanent protection. Thank you for considering my
recommendations. I remain, Your truly, Carolynne McCrea.
The Peel Watershed in Yukon, Canada should be more protected to keep the organisms, their habitats, and the streams
and water clean and safe. Increasing the amount of more industrial area in this location is not a wise choice because it
would be adding to pollution in this area which is not good for the environment. ”Climate change is one of the world’s top
issues...One of the best strategies to tackle this growing concern is by keeping wild spaces wild” (Yellowstone
Conservation). If there were to be more industrial landscape open in this area it would not only impact the area
surrounding but it would also impact the world by adding to pollution and chemicals. Along with environmental issues to
inforce more protection, there are also many aesthetic and cultural values that should be kept. This area of land is a
beautiful landscape with large amounts of habitats and wonderful animals. “Tens of thousands of people travel within the
Yukon and from afar every year to explore its natural beauty. “(Protect the Peel). People travel all over the world travel to
see the beauty of the landscape and the many different animals. Not only that, the landscape provides travelers with
spiritual benefits as well. The peel watershed is one of the last places that is not industrialized and we need to get more
protection by increasing the permanent protection from 55 percent to 80 percent protection.
As of right now, only 55% of the Peel watershed is protected permanently, and 25% is interim protection which is
basically a temporary protection that could be change. however i think, that the 25% of the interim protection should be
protected permanently due to the fact that the Peel watershed serves as a place of refuge to tons and tons of wildlife and
it is one of the few places that has water that is not contaminated with chemicals and gases from mankind. Therefore, by
agreeing to open the watershed to human disturbance, it is basically taking away the purity of the water, contaminating it
with oil and fossil fuels, it then effects and harms the animals living there, and with the Peel Plateau taking in CO2 and
reducing Climate change by hiding most of CO2, it is helping the ecosystem, however with the watershed being exposed
to gases and chemicals it can contribute to climate change and the layer underneath the surface can melt and release
more and more Fossil fuels which will worsen and worsen Climate change, therefore it is important to protect the
watershed. to sum it up, the temporary protection should be be decrease to about 5 to 10% and have an increase on the
the permanent protection which should be an increase to about 70%.
I strongly support fully protecting 80% of the Peel (NO interim protected area). Having an interim protected area is just
more government hedging. We are in a unique position to finally once and for all protect this world class wilderness area.
Lets get it right this time!
Immediate and drastic action should be taken to ensure the preservation and conservation of the Peel watershed in the
interest of ecological, economical, and cultural justification.The profitability of development is often over-emphasized and
is of less value to the indigenous community. Introduction of the region to industrialization and development would do
more damage than benefit.The natural ecosystem has a delicate balance that would be detrimental by development and
the exploitation of the region would be irreversible. Many indigenous organisms rely on the natural geographical features
of this region.The features of the Peel watershed are unique and eco systemically diverse. This provides justification for
its preservation in the interest of protecting a region with such unparalleled features and successful natural qualities. The
indigenous people need the preservation of the region to permit the survival of their culture. Their environment is an
integral part of their culture, and potential detriment to the region threatens the cultural identity of the Yukon society. The
Yukon region is made profitable by capitalizing on the pristine untouched quality of its land. Therefore, detriment to the
quality of the land would cause a detriment to the region’s largest industry(tourism). This provides economic incentive to
preserve and conserve the peel watershed. The watershed necessitates an 80% court designated level of protection.
Only a few days left to submit your opinion on the protected status of the Peel River Watershed!
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion of the
watershed to 80%, as was determined by the First Nations who hold traditional territory within the Peel
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Please consider graciously deferring to FN elders and FN perspectives on this given that, as a country, we have a
disastrous history of not doing so! (i.e., see The Inconvenient Indian A Curious Account of Native People in North
America by Thomas King)... 80% full protection!!"And in a way, the Umbrella Final Agreement — it's part of the
Constitution of Yukon, and has to be treated as such. Indeed, these commitments that are made in the Umbrella Final
Agreement are Constitutional commitments. That's often overlooked.I think the case has saved the Peel, but the case
has also vindicated these very well thought out arrangements for land use planning in every region of the Yukon that
were reached in 1993. Now the parties understand, the Yukon certainly understands, that you're bound by it." Thomas
Berger, as cited in https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/north/thomas-berger-peel-watershed-scoc-1.4517112
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion of the
watershed to 80%, as was determined by the First Nations who hold traditional territory within the Peel.
support permanent protection for at least 80% as outlined in the initial agreement
I, along with the people of the Yukon feel strongly that the peel Watershed must be protected at least 80% of its vast
lands.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion of the
watershed to 80%, as was determined by the First Nations who hold traditional territory within the Peel.
Please please please uphold the full extent of the original Recommended Plan I support the original Recommended Plan,
with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion of the watershed to 80%.
The final consultation and outcome for the Peel is yes a watershed "moment" in time. Together we can make a difference
that actually matters. The time is now! A time to do the right thing - to act. A time to protect this area for future
generations. Lets do this! And do it right!
•Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection, giving the Peel 80% permanent protection which is what
Planning Commission had originally recommended.
•provision of specific plans, providing clarity on how the final plan will be implemented and what steps government will
take to ensure it is followed properly.
Protect 80% Peel River Watershed. I strongly believe that it is very important and right thing to do as human beings to
protect Peel River watershed. It is not just for all future generations but also for all living beings, right now. Please open
your eyes and see what is going on around the world. The carbon print we humans are producing is destroying the
wilderness all around the world much quicker than you think. Please, Please, lets wake up and protect Peel River
Watershed.
I believe that we should not be using the watershed for industrial purposes because of how it means to the environment.
The government may not be that responsible towards the watershed and won’t take great care of it. It should be a
permanent stay because of the wildlife, the natural landscape, and the native tribes that live there. That’s I believe it
should be a 20% Industrial Development and 80% should be protected.
There should be more of a protection to the peel watershed because it is a habitat to many and it has a lot of cultural
background to it. Of the protection 75% should be fully protected, 5% should be interim and 20%should be open. This
would let more of the land be protected and would let everything in its surroundings have a clean atmosphere.
Many animals use this area to habitat. They are used to the area, climate and how the land is layed out. Climate is a big
factor to animals in the ecosystem. According to The Peel Protection the trees and the surrounding plants reduce the
emissions of climate." This means that the many trees in the area protect many from the sun or the grass creates a
habitat when it is windy of some sort. This makes the climate the same almost all the time. They do not need to adapt to
new environments and they can live their normal lives.
The Peel also created connections with the animals, predator prey connections. According to National Geographic "the
peel watershed is one of the few places... have large, inact predator-prey ecosystems." This creates a balance between
animals that live in the area.
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80% of the Peel Watershed should be permanently protected for cultural, economic and ecological reasons.
Economically, preserving the Peel Watershed is beneficial. Many tourists come to the Peel Watershed for its natural
beauty. This generates revenue for First Nations. If too much of the Peel is open to industry, then it may become polluted
which would cause tourists to be less attracted to the Peel resulting in less revenue from tourists. Also, since the water is
clean and untouched by people, fish are able to thrive. Because of this, lots of money can be made from fishing. If too
much of the Peel is open to industry (too much over 20%), then the water will become polluted. This would kill the fish
and result in less money being made from fishing. The Peel should be preserved because it plays a part in the cultural
identity of the people living in the Yukon first territories. Some of them believe that protecting the peel is their
responsibility. It's very important for some these people to protect the Peel so they should have a say in this. Also
industrialization can harm the environment at the Peel and change the habitat and wildlife. It's really not worth it if the
environment will potentially be destroyed. There are not many places left where nature if left alone and the Peel
Watershed is one of those few. It should be left alone as much as possible. Only 20% should be opened to industry and
80% should be permanently protected.
The Peel watershed should not be introduced to industrial development whatsoever, but it seems inevitable because of
pressuring governments. The least we can do is restrict industrial development as much as possible, which is why i think
it should be introduced to 20% industrial development max. 80% should be protected for the sake of the natives, the
natural landscape, and the animals that have been living there since the beginning.
In such a industrialized society, the wilderness is being endangered. I think that the Yukon government should follow the
decision of the supreme court of Canada and protect 80% of the Peel watershed Because of ecological, cultural, and
moral reasons. First, there are many animal living on the plain of Peel Watershed, and it also contains many history of the
animal. Developing the Peel Watershed would harm and affects the animals’ lives negatively and possibly killed the
animals. Second, if the government decides to use the Peel Watershed for mining or other industrial usage, we would
lose a beautiful place. Having nature or any non-industrialized place would also helps provide clean air and clean water
and leisurely sights for people and animals on Earth, and help create a healthy ecosystem. Lastly, The Yukon is
considered a leader of in terms of modern day land claims agreement. If the Yukon government decides to industrialize
the Peel Watershed, then it might cause other countries to also agree to industrialize other natural places and the natural
resources. And leads the world toward making more irrational decisions. In short, the Peel Watershed should be
protected.
Due to so much of the wilderness in the world reducing, 25% of the interim should be decreased so in total 80% of the
land is kept untouched. This is for the preservation of the habitat and population of organisms, also for the indigenous
people in the area. Since it is in the conservation corridor connected to yellowstone the watershed is crucial because it
connects to the North America where in North America the land is being urbanized. The watershed is also home to many
organisms and since it is untouched it has many rare and diverse organisms in the area. There should be no mining in
the area because there is an alternative way to earn money. The alternative way is to use the watershed’s beauty to
attract more tourists, this means less mining but also helps the economy. Finally, the indigenous people of the area have
used the land for many generations. Therefore those people feel like they have the responsibility of keeping the area safe
and untouched for their ancestors.
The Peel watershed should have an improved protective plan, totaling permanent protection up to 80% leaving the
developmental part at 20% because it preserves the environment to the max it can for future years to come, provides the
area with cleaner air and water, and limiting permanent protection is a betrayal of the public and the rights that they have
there. The Peel watershed is home to so many different diverse and native species and individuals who have thrived on
the alands for years. Opening lots of the area for development will not only anger the natives who have lived on the lands
for thousands of years, it will disrupt the lands in an ecological way, making rivers and the air have a lower quality due to
developmental practices such as mining. Mining is important as its what we get lots of our resources from, but too much
will ultimately put the risk of so many niches/ecological relationships in danger. It's the smart thing to do, conserve what
the Peel has left because it is one of the last pieces of protected land in North America.
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There should be more protection of the Peel Watershed, ruling 80% permanent and 20% open. In order to protect the
Peel Watershed, the Yukon government must enforce control programs to accomplish three main tasks: restrict the
amount of land open for industrial activities, mark homes of indigenous groups as historical landmarks, and ensure that
all animals and the biodiversity are protected. Currently,the Yukon government opens more than half of the Peel to
industrial activities such as mining and gas extraction. However the government must greatly restrict this number in order
to prevent potential pollution and irreversible harm that the Peel Watershed may face. Also, the homes and identity of
many indigenous groups have been exploited due to the lack of regulation in historical regions of the Peel. As a result,the
Yukon government must mark necessary regions as historical landmarks and prevent entry or alteration within their
areas. Lastly, it is important that the individual animals and interactions between them are preserved and unchanged.
Thus, animal control programs should be implemented to protect species from endangerment and death. Through these
methods, the Peel Watershed can be successfully protected from potential harm and degradation.
The Peel is unique and fragile and deserves to be protected for the next seven generations and beyond. Please ensure
that the whole 80% is protected for all time immediately. Please do the right thing for the People of the Peel and all
Canadians and completely protect this amazing area for all time, now.
I am strongly in favour of at least 80% of the peel watershed being permanently protected!
Once we contaminate our precious water supply we won’t be able to turn back. The only way to keep our water ways safe
is to permanently protect it!
We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification:Change the 25% interim
protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection what the Commission had originally recommended
Primeval forests are in great danger as well as every piece of nature on this planet. Thus it seems to be very important to
change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. And I would be really interested about specifics on
implementation of the final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it is followed properly. I think it is very important to
protect the nature and the environment - not "only" fore the plants and animals that live there but for our very own!
I am asking for a minimum of 80 percent PERMANENT protection for the Peel River watershed area at large.
We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification:Change the 25% interim
protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection what the Commission had originally recommended. Thanks
It's simple- 80% now and forever protected! Just do it!
We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification:Change the 25% interim
protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection what the Commission had originally recommended.”
The Peel Watershed needs 80% permanent protection.
"We encourage you to support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for a slight modification:Change the 25% interim
protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection what the Commission had originally recommended.”
The Peel watershed needs 80% to be protected permanently to allow protection to all life to continue to live unharmed,
including First Nations.
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I am a student from France. I heard the story about the Peel Watershed. Even France, far away from Canada, the Yukon
is known for its incredible wild lands, forests, mountains and rivers. It is a treasure everybody dreams visiting one day.
Personally, I am coming in January and my dream is coming true.
The Peel Watershed region is one of the places that makes Yukon's repuation for wilderness lovers. What a pity to
damage it with management and industries, whereas wilderness land like the Peel is the greatest treasure of the Yukon.
That is why I am asking the Planning Commission to protect 100% of the Peel Watershed area; at least to change the
25% interim protection to permanent protection.
Furthemore, I would like to know specifically how the Yukon governement is about to implement the final plan and if
checks will ensure its implementation.
I am looking forward to see the Peel protected
I think I commented before, and would like to update my comment.
I support the Final Recommended Plan but would like to see the Hart River corridor be included with the permanent
protected status of the Wind, Bonnet Plume and Snake Rivers, rather than have only interim protection and then revised
after 10 years. The Blackstone River needs some protection along the river itself because the Dempster Hwy north of
Tombstone Park and the Ogilvie and Blackstone drainages are in the Integrated Management Zone -- oil and gas and
mineral development are allowed. The high ecological and tourism value of the Dempster corridor needs to be addressed
in the Dempster Corridor Management Plan that is in the planning stage.
Dear Government of the Yukon Territorie, thank you for thinking with wide opened eyes and thank you for taking care for
our planet. In the times we live in, it is important to protect the last remaining large pieces of Wilderness in the world, just
like the Peel Watershed. The Earth would lose a lot if we fail to conserve them.
That´s why I´m suggesting you to Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. Changing the 25% interim
protection to permanent protection.
Thanks,
I support the Final Recommended Plan, but ask for some slight modifications. These include:Changing the 25% interim
protection to permanent protection. This will give the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had
originally recommended.Additionally, please clarify specifically how the government plans on implementing the final plan,
and what steps will be taken to ensure it is followed properly?
Die 25% vorläufigen Schutz in dauerhaften Schutz umzuwandeln (Changing the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection). Das entspricht der ursprünglichen Empfehlung der Planungskommission und gibt Sicherheit für dieses
einzigartige Wildnisgebiet.
•Die Regierung darum bitten, genau zu erklären, wie sie den finalen Landnutzungsplan umsetzen will und welche
Vorkehrungen sie treffen wird um zu garantieren, dass der Plan ordentlich umgesetzt wird (Ask the government to be
specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it is followed properly) •Sowie
sich generell für den Naturschutz auszusprechen, die Einzigartigkeit eines naturbelassenen Wildnisgebiets von der
Größe Irlands zu betonen und der Regierung für ihre weitsichtige Entscheidung Pro-Naturschutz zu danken.
Changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection.Ask the government to be specific in how it plans on
implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it is followed properly
Increasing to 80% permanent protection for the peel water shed.
I would like to see 80% permanently protected. It is such a unique place in this world.
As a concerned citizen i would like to see 80% permanent protection with the release of the Final Land Use Plan. Could
the government be specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it is
followed properly.
I support the 25% interim protection should be made permanent.
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I support the Peel Planning Commissions Final Recommended Plan for the Peel River watershed; however, I would like
to see the 25% interim protection be permanent protection. To protect the Peel watershed properly, I think that the entire
watershed should be fully and permanently protected, that is, including the Ogilvie and Blackstone river watersheds.
These upland areas of the Peel watershed drain what once was the eastern edge of Beringia, and as such include
unglaciated landscapes unique in Canada, and plants unique in the world.
I would like the 25% interim protection to be changed to permanent protection, so the 80% of the Peel Watershed is
permanently protected. The Peel Watershed is one of the few remaining truly wild regions of the world, and is a very
important ecosystem in terms of biodiversity and habitat for species we need to protect. It is also hugely important for
First Nations of the Yukon.
I would also like to know how the government plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it
is followed properly.
All those years ago, the Peel land use Commission traveled to each community to get input on the Peel watershed and
how much it should be protected from development. After 7 years of hard work, the Commission issued the final plan
which recommended 80% of permanent protection for the Peel watershed. 7 years later, after a lot of wasted money, the
Supreme Court of Canada send the issue back to a final consultation ON THE ORIGINAL FINAL PLAN. It is time for this
nonsense to stop. ADOPT THE PLAN THAT WAS ORIGINALLY SUBMITTED BY THE COMMISSION that protects 80%
of the Peel watershed, a plan that took 7 years of hard work to complete, AND lets be thankful there will be pristine area
for future generations to enjoy and be proud of.
I support preserving at least 80% of the peel watershed from ANY development. Thank you
I support the final recommended plan, but urge you to upgrade the 25% interim protection to a permanent protection
status, yielding 80% permanent protection, which was the original recommendation of the Commission. Permanent rather
than interim protection provides certainty to the community and enables better planning decisions.
I would also urge you to provide specific details on how the plan will be implemented, and what protocols will be put into
place to ensure that the plan is implemented to fully reflect the intent of conservation.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
I support the original recommended plan, and I also wish to see an increase to 80% of the watershed being protected. It
is our Canadian legacy to protect the land we love and your obligation to get it done under the Aichi targets. I cannot think
of a more valuable region deserving full protection so please work to see 80% at least committed to it.
I think all of the recommended 80% should be saved forever.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion of the
watershed to 80%
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion of the
watershed to 80%- keep Canada's last remaining untouched watershed viable for threatened wildlife.
I support the original plan with the modification to protect 80% of the water. As settlers, we have no right to determine the
value of this land for the native communities who live there. As a Canadian , our natural beauty is what makes us so
spectacular. Protect the peel.
An excellent plan, and very pleased that the parties have made so much progress. I would recommend one change - that
the interim protection for 25% of the land be changed to permanent protection.
This final agreement recommends protecting the area for 10 years. Make this permanent. Why keep going over the same
ground again and again? This has already been discussed by many.
Make it permanent protection!
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
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Please Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the
Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended!! And be specific in how you plans
on implementing the final plan, and what steps you will take to ensure it is followed properly.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I want the interem protection changed to permanent protection. I ask that the government be specific about their plans
and operate transparently.
I believe 80% of the Peel Watershed area should be protected as Conservation Area as stated in the
Final Recommended Peel Watershed Regional Land Use Plan (July 22, 2011).
The public needs to know, how you plan on implementing this and rolling it out.
Thank you for your support to support the plan thus far however, I urge you to consider protecting 80% of the Peel
Watershed for the long term- beyond ten years... our wilderness is irreplaceable.
I support the Yellowstone to Yukon Conservation Initiative, the Canadian Parks and Wilderness Society, and the Yukon
Conservation Society and stand with the First Nation Na-Cho Nyak Dun, Tr'ondek Hwech'in Han Nation and Vuntut
Gwitchin First Nation in urging that the original recommendation be restored that 80% of the magnificent Peel River
watershed be permanently protected It is vital that this remarkable watershed be preserved from the encroachment of
industrial exploitation. Land such as this has a value far beyond anything measurable in monetary terms. Please, protect
the Peel for all time and all succeeding generations.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
"It would provide permanent protection for 55% of the watershed (Special Management Area), interim protection for 25%
(Wilderness Area), and open 20% of the watershed to industrial development (Integrated Management Areas). The
interim protection will be revisited in about 10 years during a plan review." Instead of providing interim protection to 25%
of the watershed it should be provided permanent protection. The 20% allocation of watershed to industrial development
should be constantly monitored to avoid any negative environmental impacts. The rest of the watershed should be
permanently protected with no anthropogenic activity within it.
Protect 80% of the Peel watershed permanently.
The 25% interim protection needs to be permanent! This watershed is a critical piece of land - for both humans and
wildlife. We are at risk of losing some of our greatest lands
I so appreciate all your hard work for this worthy cause. We need this preservation and we need it long term. 10 yrs is not
enough, we need permanent protection for this valuable land. Don't give up, keep up the good fight!
I would like to extend my desire to see the Peel Watershed final recommended plan accepted by the government with
80% protection. I would like to see this 80% protection have permanent status. We need to leave land for the future
generations. simple as that. it is only by legislating protection that we ensure that other competing and insatiable interests
leave it be. there is plenty of land already available for extracting resources and other types of development. thank you for
considering the time beyond your time in office...
It is my hope and desire that 80% of the Peel be permanently protected and preserved for the health of the planet and its
inhabitants, as originally recommended in the first major consultation seven years ago.
I would like this plan to go through. I would like to see the 25% interim area be made into a permanent protected area.
This is an an area that is nearly untouched by human development. It is increasingly important that we set aside areas
like this before they are ruined.
I support the Final Peel Watershed Land Use Plan. However, I believe the Final Plan should include the Commission's
original recommendation, that would allow for permanent protection, instead of the current recommendation for 25%
protection.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
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Please retain 80% of the Peel, it is so necessary to preserve watersheds like never before. Tourism and other benign
activities will provide clean economic growth forever and protect flora and fauna
I would like to see the 25% of land with planned interim protection receive permanent protection.
I support the ruling of the Supreme Court recommendations for the Peel Watershed protection ,except I recommend that
the 25% interim protection clause be amended to provide 25% permanent protection of the land.
I have great respect for the consultation process that has taken place and for the final report, which I largely support.
However, I would like to see the 25% interim protection changed to permanent protection. Inevitably, governments will
change and each change will create risk: not all parties will agree to the continuing security of these lands. Only
permanent protection can ensure the Peel watershed remains protected, regardless of the vagaries of the party in power.
Today, tomorrow and always, this land must be held in trust for those who will follow.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the final recommended plan, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection. Definitely needed and achievable.
I support the final recommended plan, with one modification: change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection.
This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the Commission had
originally recommended.
Thank you!
I am writing to request a modification to the final recommend plan for the Peel watershed. Please change the 25% interim
protection to permanent protection. This will give the Peel the 80% permanent protection that the Commission originally
recommended.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%
I am in support of the Final Recommended Plan, with one important change: that the 25% interim protected areas are
permanently protected. 100% protection would be ideal, but I agree to a compromise. I want to see 80% of the region
permanently protected.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
Thank you for taking the time to consider everyone's input.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
This area is a wilderness gem and as the world develops its pristine condition will see its value increase for we Yukoners,
Canadians and humanity as a whole.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
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I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan. However, we should increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
I support the final recommendation BUT change the 25% interim protection to PERMANENT PROTECTION Time is
running out.
Thank You for a permanent solution
We are writing to ask that the 25% interm protection of the watershed be permanent in order to protect as much of the
watershed as possible. Please consider, there is no going back once a detrimental decision and subsequent devastation
has occurred. It is imperative on so many levels to be accountable stewards for our precious spaces and resources.
I support the final recommendations, with one important change: make the 25% of the Peel that would be under interim
protection granted permanent protection instead. This would ensure that 80% of the Peel is protected permanently, which
is a minimum of what is needed. Thank you for doing the right thing, and preserving this beautiful, wild jewel.
I am very much in favour of increased and permanent protection of the Peel. This wonderfully wild and biodiverse region
fully deserves the highest levels of protection.
Hereby I ask for permanent protection of 80% of the watershed
I support the final recommended plan, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection. This is in keeping with the 2011 Commission's originally recommendation, independently reached, which
would bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection. It is important to protect wilderness
areas which give us so much and cannot be retrieved once lost. I feel it is important to respect the desires of the First
nations who are the stewards of this land, and not to try to get around responsibilities to these people and to the
environmental impact of development.
I would like to see the 25% of the land area that is designated as Wilderness Area and receives interim protection
changed to permanently protected.
I am in general support of the recommendations for the watershed protection with one exception - I would like to see the
watershed permanently protected and just for the interim.
The Peel watershed is crucial to the whole ecosystem and we need to protect it for the future.
Thank you for your consideration!
WE want to see as much of the Peel protected as possible.
We encourage you to support the final recommended plan, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to
permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the
Commission had originally recommended.
Please PROTECT the beautiful and Amazing Peel Watershed!
The Peel is home to It's home to wildlife, astonishing wild spaces and expansive wetlands - But it Needs Protection!
I support the final recommended plan, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the Commission
had originally recommended.
Thank you for allowing comments!
I believe the Peel deserves 80 per cent permanent protection.
I support the original Recommended Plan, with the modification to increase the permanently protected portion to 80%.
Please protect the Peel!
I would like to see PERMANENT protection for those areas of the Peel designated for protection.
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I support the final recommended plan, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the Commission
had originally recommended. Thank you.
I would support the final recommended plan if it is modified to change the 25% interim protection plan to permanent
protection
I want to see as much of the Peel protected as possible.
I support the final recommended plan, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the Commission
had originally recommended.
I agree with First Nations, environmental organizations and individuals who oppose government efforts to industrialize the
region.
I want to see 80% of the Peel Watershed Protected
I would like to recommend that we accept the final recommended plan with the change that the 25% wilderness area be
permanently protected, rather than interim. I believe that this plan strikes an appropriate balance between wilderness
protection and development.
I encourage you to support the final recommended plan, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to
permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the
Commission had originally recommended
It has been almost a decade since a management plan for the Peel Watershed has been under deliberation. It is time to
make the full protection for the Peel Watershed a reality. We trust that the Special Management Area will receive full and
permanent protection. I am writing to urge that the Wilderness Area be given the same degree of protection. Interim
protection for the Wilderness Area is not enough. Protection that will be reviewed and perhaps downgraded in 10 years is
not enough. We are asking that the 25% interim protection be changed to permanent and full protection. The Wilderness
Area is contiguous with the SMA, and permanent protection for these two areas is what is needed. Also we need a clear
statement from the Yukon Government on the specific steps that will be followed to implement the Final Land Use Plan
for the Peel Watershed.
We must think long-term for the future of the Peel Watershed. In 50 years from now, the majority of Yukoners and
Canadians will be thrilled that the Government of the Yukon followed the vision of fully protecting these two regions of the
Peel Watershed for indigenous people and for posterity.
I am not from the Yukon—-however I feel that if the concept of Y to Y where ever fulfilled the area in and around The Peel
would be one of it’s Crown Jewels.I think protecting 80 percent of the area would be appreciated by future generations
I SUPPORT THE PROPOSED PEEL RECCOMENDED PLAN BUT WANT INTERIM PROTECTION MADE
PERMANENT.
Please consider changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region
giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the Commission had originally recommended.
We encourage you to support the final recommended plan, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to
permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the
Commission had originally recommended
I would like to propose changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the
region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the Commission had originally recommended. It is important to
protect watersheds that are vital to wildlife, fish and the indigenous First Nations peoples who rely on them. Protecting
these areas will ensure the least chance of development happening in the Peel in the future, as well as provide the
greatest level of protection for this special place.
I support the final recommended plan, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection.
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The Peel watershed needs to be protected from industrialization. It is so important to preserve these wild spaces. Please
support the final recommended plan to include permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving
the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the Commission had originally recommended.
I support the current plan but would like to see the 25% interim protection changed to permanent protection thus meeting
the Commission's original recommendations.
I support the final recommended plan, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection.
This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the Commission had
originally recommended.
The Peel watershed is an irreplaceable wilderness of rugged mountains, pure rivers, boreal forests and arctic tundra. It's
also the northern anchor of the Yellowstone to Yukon region, with six rivers that flow into the Peel River providing the
lifeblood of the watershed, traveling north to the Arctic Ocean via the Mackenzie River Delta.
I support the final recommended plan, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the Commission
had originally recommended.
I support the final recommended plan, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the Commission
had originally recommended.
I believe the final recommended plan is appropriate, with one modification: changing the 25% interim protection to
permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection — what the
Commission had originally recommended.
I like the final recommended plan, but with one modification: could you please change the 25% interim protection to
permanent protection?
I am a strong proponent for the conservation of our natural beauty, and wildlife in Canada. I urge you to permanently
protect this area. We were not given this land to do what we please with it, we are the stewards given the responsibility of
keeping all areas as pristine and natural as possible.
Years of consultation have considered the importance of protecting this area. There should be permanent protection of
80% of the land in perpetuity. This should not be open to renegotiation; in other words, interim protection is not an option.
The 25% that has Interim protection of the Final Recommended Plan should be made permanent.
I support this plan, with some changes. I hope the interim protection for 25% of the area is changed to permanent
protection.
Hello, A lot of the Peel plan looks like it will be good for the long term but there is a section for Wilderness area
"Wilderness Areas — interim protected areas that make up 25% of the region and must be reviewed from time to time."
Interim isn't a word that signals long-term at all. Wilderness should mean an area that will be there for all future
generations. Please protect that 25 percent of the protected land by taking out the word interim and replacing it with
permanent.
I do not like the plan as presented. There should be permanent protection for the 25% that is now designated as interim
protection. We do not want roads into those areas. Plenty of them elsewhere in the Territory.
I agree with the plan recommended withe the following change: that 80% of the watershed is be permanently protected
with no chance of change. We need to preserve large ecosystems for the future.
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By reverting the 25 per cent interim protection to permanent protection, the Yukon Government and First Nations parties
can create certainty for the Peel watershed. This certainty is critical for wilderness outfitters and for the Yukon’s booming
wilderness tourism industry. This certainty is critical for the First Nations who rely on the Peel for cultural and physical
nourishment. This certainty will ensure that in 10 years – and 10 years after that – our children and grandchildren won’t
have to keep fighting the same battle for the Peel.
This modification can not happen unless we show that it’s important. That is why we are asking you to make your
submission, and that you ask for 80 per cent of the Peel watershed to be given permanent protection. Let's finish the Peel
Plan.
Yukon government has the unique opportunity to do something that no other government is able to do at this moment,
and that's to protect a large, unique and culturally relevant watershed for the rest of time.
With this "restart" the conversation shouldn't be about the status quo, but going beyond. By protecting 80% of the Peel
Watershed for all time is that opportunity. That would still allow for development, but would not allow 25% to possibly
developed at a later date.
This is the right thing to do. Protect the Peel Watershed for now and into the future with 80% protection.
In the summer of 2016, I had the privilege to paddle the Wind River and Peel River from McClusky Lake to Taco Bar. It
was a wonderful experience in a wild and pristine environment.
I am all in favor of protecting this pristine environment and support the Final Recommended Plan and am asking for
modifications to change the 25% interim protection to Permanent Protection. I would also ask the government to be
specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it is followed properly.
We need to protect the Peel River for present and future generations.
As a Yukon resident, I would like to see as much of the Peel protected as possible, however, I am willing to support the
long-discussed Final Recommended Plan, with the following slight modifications:
- Changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel
80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended.
- The government put specific plans in place for implementing the final plan, and steps to ensure it is followed properly.

Hi all: We all put much effort into the process. So, we need to change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection.
This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had
originally recommended.We also, as Yukoners need to know from our government how YG plans to implement the final
plan, and what steps YG will take to ensure The Final Recommended Plan is followed properly. Show us the details!
Based on the information available, I would like to see the Govt. provide permanent protection instead of the 25% interim
protection (bringing the total area to 80% permanent protection). Also, I want the govt. to specify the exact steps on how it
will implement the final plan and how it will ensure safeguards against future encroachment, a dispute resolution process,
financial compensation due to damage due to industrial activity, etc.
I support the Final Recommended Plan, with the following modifications;
- Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel
80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended.
-The government to specify how it intends to implement the final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it is followed
properly.
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The Peel Watershed is one of the of the stunning regions of Canada. Please keep as much of it as possible under
protection from development, resource extraction and human impact as possible. Let's leave some of that untouched
nature for the future generations, both First Nation and Canadian.
The Wilderness Areas proposed should become protected like the Special Management Areas, resulting in 80% of the
Peel Waterhsed under permanent protection from development.
The 25% interim needs to be incorporated so the Peel unequivocally receives an 80% protected status.
Thank you.
In these days of environmental deterioration and degradation, pristine wilderness has become an asset of inestimable
value.
I most strongly urge that 80% of the Peel be conserved and protected PERMANENTLY. There is no place for temporary
protection of 25% of the subject area. Such an approach argues that wilderness will somehow become less valuable: the
very opposite is likely to be true.
I support the final recommended plan. However, I would like to see the following modifications:
Change the 25% interim protection to PERMANENT PROTECTION.
I want the government to be SPECIFIC as to how it intends to implement the final plan. I want the government to state
clearly what steps it will take to ensure it is followed properly.
I want as much protection of the Peel watershed as possible. It is an amazing area, full of spectacular wilderness, and
very precious to me. I have canoed there several times, and want to canoe there in the future!!
I ask that the "Wilderness Area" (25%), now given interim protection be given permanent protection, thus truly bringing
the permanently protected area to 80%.
I also ask that the government be more specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take
to ensure it is followed properly.
The Final Recommended Plan gives permanent protection to only 55% of the Peel, along with 25% interim protection.
Sustainable use of the watershed is the backbone of remote northern communities such as Old Crow and Fort
McPherson. Pollution of rivers from mining operations or destruction of caribou habitat from oil drilling could devastate the
ability of First Nations to continue living off the land and erode their cultural identity.The Peel Watershed is one of the
largest unroaded natural areas in the world, and I implore that you upgrade the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection to preserve it for the present community and future generations.
I support the Final Recommended Plan, with these modifications:
-Please make the 25% interim protection permanently protected immediately, along with the 55%.
-Additionally, please outline the steps how the land use plan will be implemented.
I support the Final Recommended Plan for the protection of the Peel Watershed. I ask for some changes. 25% interim
protection needs to change to PERMANENT protection from resource development. Also, the Yukon Government needs
to be very clear and specific on how it plans to implement the final protection plan as well as be very clear regarding what
steps it will take to ensure the plan is followed.
This area's ecological and cultural value far surpasses any economic benefits that destruction and mining for the sake of
"progression" can provide. If the Peel is not protected, the consequences will be vast, and any economic gain made by
industrial development will become null by the economic losses in clean water, hunting, and tourism. The economic
development of this land is a decision that should be made only by those who own it. The Commission therefore should
give the Peel 80% permanent protection as was originally recommended. In doing so, specific step-by-step plans of how
this will be implemented and monitored should be clearly outlined.
The people of the Yukon paid for a Land use Plan which the people endorsed 80% protection to the area, and should be
honored, anything less would be disgraceful and against the wishes of the people of the Yukon, thus against our charter
rights of democracy.
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I support the Final Recommended Plan with the following modifications:
Changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection is extremely important. This will give the Peel 80%
permanent protection -exactly what the Commission had originally recommended.
The government needs to be specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it
is followed properly.
I would like to ask you to please change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty
to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection which is what the Commission had originally recommended.
Please better outline (provide more specific details) on how the government plans on implementing the final plan, and
what steps will take to ensure it is followed properly. Thank you.
I highly recommend the 25% become a permanent protection for the watershed
Hi I am writing to express a concern about the peel watershed. I would like to see the following action:
- Changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel
80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended.
In addition, I ask the government to be specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take
to ensure it is followed properly
I would like to see protection for as much of the watershed as possible. As a Yukoner concerned about this area, I will be
asking for 80% permanent protection with the release of the Final Land Use Plan.
I'm writing to ask for changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. And please be specific in how our
government plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it is followed properly.
I would like to include my two bits about protecting 80% of the Peel Watershed. I would like to see an increase in the
protection of the interim lands to permanent protection.
As this aligns with the initial report, the first nation groups and the conservation groups involved in this case, I believe that
their requests be honoured.
As a paddler, wildlife technician, and a lover of wild spaces I firmly request for the highest form of protection for the Peel
Watershed.
I have been a Peel supporter for so many years and was so disappointed when my own government ignored the
recommendations of the very people it hired. Now that the Supreme court has ruled 55% permanent and 25% interim
protection, I want to see my government implement the 80% PERMANENT protection of the watershed. Change the
25%!
I understand that the Supreme Court agreed that the Yukon Government's plan was not valid and that it needed to
consult the public on the Final Recommended Plan. If I read correctly this plan is a compromise between different ideas
and perspectives. It gives permanent protection to 55% of the Peel and 25% interim protection. I am asking the
government of the Yukon to upgrade the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. And this is the least this gov.
should consider and do. Thank you.
I understand that the Supreme Court agreed that the Yukon Government's plan was not valid and that it needed to
consult the public on the Final Recommended Plan. If I read correctly this plan is a compromise between different ideas
and perspectives. It gives permanent protection to 55% of the Peel and 25% interim protection. I am asking the
government of the Yukon to upgrade the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. And this is the least this gov.
should consider and do.
In 2016, I had the chance to paddle 14 days on the Wind River and the Peel River. It was a wonderful trip in a pristine
environment. We must protect the Peel River and its tributaries. I encourage the government to upgrade the 25% interim
protection to permanent protection. Providing 80% permanent protection would allow the Peel River to be enjoyed by
future generations.
I join with the other voices to protect the Peel watershed! I ask the government to upgrade the 25% interim protection to
permanent protection. I support that 80% of the Peel is protect and can last forever!
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I lived in Whitehorse for many years. I am Canadian, now living in New York State. What do I miss living in Yukon?
Pristine wilderness which cannot be found in NY or all of U.S. The Peel is a gem in the heart of Yukon. Yukon should
boast and be proud of what it has protected from all human interference. We humans are the true predators and
destructive force of all that is wild and beautiful. Please, do the right thing for all creatures, the natural environment and
First Nations... Protect protect protect to at least 80%.
I am asking the government to upgrade the 25% interim protection of the Peel to permanent protection. I would like to
insure that at least 80% or more of the Peel can last forever.
I hope this is read by someone who cares: apathy and inertia are effective tools for the greedy and short-sighted. What's
20%? If 20% of your blood was poisoned? If 20% of the ocean was put at risk? If 20% of your children and
grandchildren's future was jeopardized? When 20% is put in perspective, only good judgement prevails. Compromise is
shown to be the cowardice that it is. Now is not the time to be weak. Now is the time to be the good steward, because this
is the moment. This is when we must set the boundary., not when the damage is done. The time to walk away from a
gamble is when you realize what is truly at risk. We all know what is right, greed and apathy would change that. Only a
few of us have been given the power to make right in the world, may those few have the heart to do so.
I would like to see 80% of the Peel watershed permanently protected. I do not agree with the compromise plan of
permanent protection for 55% and interim protection for 25% of the Peel. I believe the 25% that is to receive interim
protection should be permanently protected as well. A watershed is a connected whole and fragmenting it in this way
negates the intent of protected status
80% of the Peel watershed should be off limits to any kind of resource extraction or exploration. It is an incredibly fragile
and intact watershed. So few remain in Canada and so few people know about it in the southern part of Canada. Just
because it isn't in the majority of the canadian populations radar doesn't mean that it shouldn't be protected. Canada has
so few ecologically intact watersheds. Leave this one alone. The species that reside here need our voice and the people
of the north need to know their sustainable food resources are protected.
The Peel Watershed is a unique wilderness area that we need to protect for future generations. Increasing the
permanently protected portion from 55% to 80% is necessary to maintain this area as a wilderness area and still provides
sufficient areas for development in certain instances.
in addition to the 55% permanently protected Peel watershed, please upgrade the 25% interim protection to permanent
protection. Once implemented, we can be certain that 80% of the Peel can last forever. This is important for Indigenous
Nations, for all people, and for the health of the earth and its waters.
80 percent of the Peel Watershed should be permanently protected. The 25 percent that has been slated for interim
protection should be upgraded to permanent protection. There are not many wild places left and the Peel is the highest
quality of wildness.
As a prospector I would like to see all of the Peel Watershed open to Exploration. Once exploration is completed 25% of
this land mass that failed to kick for important minerals can then be protected.
Thank you kindly for offering the public the opportunity to comment on the Peel land use planning process.
The structure and design of any Land Use Planning process in Yukon is inherently biased towards strong preservation,
eventually crippling Yukon's ability to have a self sustaining economy and increasing its dependence on the largesse of
Outside taxpayers, via the federal government transfer payments.
For example, the Peel process "progressed" from scenarios for as little as 15% protection eventually to 80% protection,
despite strong opposition from Yukon's resource sector. The pro-protection lobbies were extremely well financed by
Outside, including US and internationally-based interests, while putting forward the impression they are grass-roots,
poorly funded organizations.
Any land use process in Yukon will ultimately result in excessive protection due to efforts by the well organized and
externally well-funded special interest groups. This will someday be to the detriment of Yukoners. Care must be taken to
develop a balanced plan, which the Peel LUP definitely is not.
Silver Range Resources proposes that the boundary of IMA Zone III be shifted to the south to encompass the entirety of
the Michelle project. IMA Zone III as contemplated cuts the prospective stratigraphy that hosts the zinc lead silver
mineralization in half, and also cuts off the previously studied access route. The Michelle is the most prospective zinc
lead prospect in Yukon outside of Selwyn Basin.
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Hi. I am a river guide. I've worked around the world leading expedition on some of the worlds most famous and wonderful
rivers. I have worked all across the Arctic, including guiding in the Peel watershed, specifically the Hart and Peel rivers.
They are without a doubt world class. We are spoiled as Canadians to have so many outstanding rivers to explore. The
Peel Watershed is very special and would be a huge mistake to not protect. Thank you.
Thanks so much for moving forward with protecting the Peel watershed. Generally I support the final recommended plan
but I'd really like to see the Heart River watershed included in the area slated for permanent protection. This area, noted
in the plan as a place where there is a special convergence of caribou, deserves full protection, not just interim. It was
called the Heart River, Heart Mountain and Heart Lake for centuries and for good reason. I think a small, but hugely
symbolic change to make, before any more maps are printed, would be to correct this historic wrong. It's Heart with an E.
Heritage Interpretation is a key component of park management to develop an understanding , appreciation & awareness
of the Peel Watershed . As a certified Heritage Interpreter I would be honoured to be part of the planning team . Please
contact me at www.heritageinterpreter.com
peace, don't forget to include wildfire prevention & containment, the need for maybe thinning forests, cutting the dead
trees caused by pine beetle & drought. in past i monitored timber harvest plans(thp's), commenting on logging issues
where up to date laws, rules regarding logging were not implemented, seeing that they were, or no logging happens, as
my right during public comment time allowed on thp's. but wildfires were never taken into consideration, probably
because the area is a temperate rainforest, but nearby further inland wildfires ravaged the forests by millions of acres. so
needed thinning of forests may be needed, that wildfires maybe happen for, for even forest with canopies can use up
stored vitamin d from the sun. so for the safety of peoples lives, forests may need selective cutting, even patch cutting,
not only to help contain & prevent forest fires if they happen, but to nourish the forest allowing vitamin d from the sun to
happen. thank you very much for caring for the land we live upon.
Our future, considering the climate and world affairs, is uncertain. How best to conserve our environment will become
more clear in the future
If those who will make the final decision, including the Supreme Court, can not/do not have a vision for the future, it is
already too late for humanity.
Former Chief AFN, Mike Smith and I were working on Inserting The Question of Announcing A Public Inquiry Into The
Hwy. Accident That Claimed The Life of Yukon T. First Nation Elder Mr. Elijah Smith into The Supreme Court Decision of
The Peel Watershed. Yukon MP Larry Bagnell Advises Me That Margaret and Thomas Berger Informed Larry That
Announcing This Public Inquiry was The Determining Factor in The Supreme Court Decision in Reversing The Decision
of The Former Yukon Party on The Direction of The Peel Watershed Land Use Plan. IF The Current Liberal Party
Government, Sandy Silver, Know The Coroner and The RCMP Fabricated The Circumstances Surrounding Elijah's
Death, Why aren't They Telling Us about IT ?
We need resources from every kind in our entire live. Our whole live is based on industries and mining. But resources are
limited on earth. So sooner or later we have to think about other options to get raw materials, for example through better
recycling. Now we are at a point, where we can choose one of two ways we wanne go. First is to mine every single raw
material deposit until we reach the point where nothing is left and leave a completely destroid planet behind. Latest at that
point we have to think about new options of raw material extraction anyway. The second way will lead us to the same
point in time with one difference. We have made us thoughts obout some alternatives long bevore, so we have some
pristine and great places like the peel watershed left. I am sure those who come after us would choose the second one. It
is our responsibility to all living beings, those who are and those who will come.
I am from austria and i have visited the peel watershed several times for kayaking and hiking. I have further more plans
for that area and so i hope you keep it as unique as it is forever.
i think the precent the peel watershed should be unstopable btw thnx.
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1) One of the points that bothers me the most is that existing claims will remain and that their owners could theoretically
exploit them even in the areas with the highest level of protection. These claims should be bought back by the
government or ONGs in order to truly protect the watershed. This should be actively pursued by the current government.
2) I would like to stress that if there are areas open to development this should never mean that development should
automatically be allowed. Any project should be stringently reviewed and rejected if it does not meet best practices and is
not in the best interest of the Yukon. I am afraid that developers might see the plan as a guarantee that their project will
be approved in the non-protected area. Part of these areas have important ecological values and should not be scarified
"in exchange" of protecting other parts of the watershed.
Mineral property owners who have claims in areas being zoned for full protection should be offered full and fair
compensation for the value of their mineral properties which are being subjected to regulatory taking. This fair
compensation should be based on Canadian Institute of Mining & Metallurgy standards for property valuation which are
used throughout the mining industry worldwide. We have offered suggestions to Minister's Sandy Silver and Ranj Pilau as
to how this might be done at no direct cost to the government. Failure to offer fair compensation - particularly for
properties with known historic mineral resources - will damage the Yukon's reputation as a modern mining jurisdiction
where the rule of law is respected.
I am an investor in a number of mineral exploration companies that own claims in the Peel watershed and have invested
millions of dollars in the Yukon by carrying out mineral exploration. What can these companies (and in some cases
individuals) expect as compensation for investing in the Yukon and then have their assets to all intents and purposes (to
develop a mine) expropriated? To date I've heard that the YT government position is that the mining rights on the claims
will allowed in the future provided the claims are kept in good standing. This is not right in a moral sense as without a
road (even a winter road) being permissible these claims are effectively orphaned and are bing expropriated without
compensation. Secondly allowing mining on existing claims flies in the face of the Peel plan that does not allow industrial
development and is an insult to the NND and others who want the area preserved. So what is the compensation package
going to look like? Will the companies I invested in get some return for the their investment that was made in good faith,
in some case decades ago, before the rules were changed?
I t seems obvious to me that there should be a permanent, non governmental, body constituted to oversee the Peel plan
and the continual monitoring of the watershed and the activities, both wild life and human directed, taking place on it.
All stakeholders should be represented but no one sector; governmental, industrial, environmental, Indigenous should
hold a majority or any ability to overturn concensus.
This body should be funded by all stakeholders with equitable shares and membership of the body regularly put to the
vote at election times.
Engage
2nd Whitehorse community meeting
Message: The Goverment did not provide adequate notice to its October 4 Whitehorse meeting. Less than 10 days notice
is completely unacceptable, non-transparent and does not yield adequate feedback from the community on such an
important Yukon issue. I request that the government offer a second meeting, and that it be highly advertised to get the
turnout and opportunity for people to provide their opinions.
The meeting times should be later to accommodate those of us who work. Open house should be until 10 PM,
presentation should be at 8 PM.
As a Yukon resident and a canoeist in the Peel watershed region, it is my wish that the Peel Watershed Final
Recommended Land Use Plan be developed cooperatively and in conjunction with the Yukon government, First Nations
peoples,Yukon residents, and all Canadians.
Plan is acceptable in it's current form.
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The Peel Watershed condition has been greatly argued in the past few years. The Supreme Court of Canada ruling said
55% of the watershed would be protected, 25% would be interim protected, and 20% is available for industry. However, I
argue that 80% of the Peel should be protected while the remaining 20% stays available for industry. This is because, the
Peel watershed is important ecologically for the species that live there and there is much culture present in the history of
the Peel, that must be preserved as well.Many species, such as the Porcupine Caribou, depend on the Peel to house
them, and be environmentally clean enough to maintain their migration pathways.
As explained by writers Jason LaChapelle and Julia Duchesne, “Several caribou populations thrive in the Peel, most
notably the barren-ground porcupine caribou herd, which makes the largest land mammal migration on Earth along
routes that are 27,000 years old” (TheGuardian). This long-lasting caribou species’ migration route specifically depends
on the fact that the watershed is not disrupted. If the 20% of land available to industry does not include this pathway, the
caribou species does have a great chance to not be interrupted by the increased human presence in the Peel. This
caribou is extremely special as well seeing as it makes the largest mammal migration, making it all more important to not
disrupt its incredible lifestyle and patterns. Furthermore, as written in the ‘Protect the Peel’ website, it is made known that
“Many animal species found [in the Peel] are listed as being of conservation concern nationally or internationally.”
(protectpeel.ca).
This means that to continue the conservation of these species, the current efforts to preserve them should not be
disrupted as well. The wildlife live and survive in the ecosystem the watershed houses, so interrupting that may interrupt
how these wildlife species survive. That may poorly affect the delicate balance that ecosystems create all by
themselves.There are three Yukon territories present in the Peel watershed land. These territories have deep, rich culture
that is preserved by the watershed’s existence. Also found in the ‘Protect the Peel’ website, it is said that “Protected
areas contribute to the local economy by ensuring clean air and water, as well as plentiful fish and wildlife to sustain
traditional fishing, hunting and trapping practices.” (protectpeel.ca). These traditional practices may stay alive as long as
the water is clean and clear. It may stay that way if it is not disrupted, however if it is, the great history of the land may be
sabotaged along with it. To maintain the culture of the Peel’s territories, the environment should not be tampered with in
any extreme way. This is why only 20% should be available to industry. Any more than that, and the culture and
environment of the Peel may be at great risk of being eliminated in the name of industrialism.
Considering all the economic benefits, ecological reasons, and cultural reasons, the Final Recommended Plan is the best
plan that considers all the aspects and has a balance of all the aspects. The Final Recommended Plan does not neglect
the native First Nations’ cultural inheritance to the Peel Watershed, unlike many government actions. Also, it opens up
20% for mining and economic opportunities to benefit Canada and the United States. In addition, the 25% is open to
either protection or business which is a good option to have after seeing how this region turns out with more than half the
region protected and ¼ of it open to business. 25% is a room for adjustment in this region and can be very useful after
observations of the region.
I strongly disagree that 80% should be protected ! It should be more like 55% protected !
The Yukon Gov. should allow 25% development now ; and the remaining 20% set aside for further review over the next
15 - 35 years. We might need to develop some of the remaining 20% in future years ! WHO KNOWS !
I support the final recommended plan.
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Message: I am very very disappointed in this process. I am particular concerned with three things:1. Why does YG
continue to disseminate false information about this plan – for example, you have people believing (because you tell them
so even in the survey) that 20 % of the region is open for development. That is not true. It’s only a small percentage of
each of those IMAs – 1 % at its highest and I think it was.002 % at its lowest. So in fact the IMA regions together equal
closer to 1 % of the 20 % being open for development. That makes it something like 95 or higher % protected areas for
this region. That is not a land use plan – that is a protected area plan. Does this mean that you would allow the Dawson
land use plan to be 97% placer mining and 3% protection?
2. Land use planning should not be protected area planning! To let it get to the state it did is criminal and is not a
reflection on balanced land use planning. The staff that worked on this plan for YG must have let this happen - perhaps
even helped it happen. How could a plan that so clearly did not work for the primary land manager in Yukon get into this
final state ??? I am very sympathetic to the primary land manager here but who was representing them through the
planning process if the outcome was a plan that was not acceptable to YG ? I cannot believe that we needed a court case
to understand what our land claims obligations are – I can't believe how much tax payers money was spent on court
cases - what the heck went wrong ?
3. I don't object to this region becoming a protected area but it should have been done during the land claims process like
vuntut and ivvavik parks. That way the intent to protect is transparent and all the use (i.e. wilderness tourism, hunting
outfitters, public use) would be regulated. In the conservation area LMUs it is not all use that is banned – you still allow
wilderness operators, outfitters and tourists who have done FAR more damage than development is likely to – the
development is regulatable! I would support the viewscape of the major tourist rivers in the region being set aside as
protected BUT i want to see it a permit only region for everyone so that the use is managed - public, outfitters, wilderness
tourism operators, float plane companies, etc. and a moratorium on anyone going into this region at all except for the
subsistence users for the next 5 years - if you want to protect it then protect it - don’t make it a wilderness tourism grab at
the exclusion of others.I have been in there quite a few times – the first time being about 30 years ago and most recently
10 years ago. The amount of airplanes flyng tourists around and garbage and human crap and fire scars and stupid
videos of wildlife harassment is unbelievable. I won’t go there anymore because it’s not wilderness anymore - it’s full of
people canoeing and rafting and kayaking and hiking and taking "special" photos and stopping in at fish camps to disturb
and steal. I have heard from recent visitors that there is no longer a day on the wind river or snake river when you don’t
run into other groups. What do you think that is doing for the caribou and sheep trying to access the salt licks beside the
river or the caribou refugia in the ampitheatre on the Snake where once there was common sightings of caribou but now
they hide to avoid the tourists. Now the sightings of wolves and bears are mostly because they are feeding on garbage
and human excrement.

The peel watershed should be even more protected than the amount of protection that the government and supreme
court ruled out. It has been shown that “mining affects air quality and particulate matter is released in the surface mining
when overburden is stripped from the site and stored or returned to the pit”. This means that with the use of mining, the
environment in the watershed has the potential to be damaged and destroyed in not only the air quality but the water
pollution as well. Although mining is beneficial to society and the economy, it is shown to be very damaging if these
factors are put in the watershed. Peel watershed also has a lot of minerals that are very valuable to pump, but because
humans have the quality of overusing on resources that may be beneficial to our economy, pumping minerals out of the
watershed would be damaging to the environment and potentially destroy home and habitats. During the most recent ice
age, peel watershed was not glacierized, which meant that many rare and ancient organisms thrived and stayed present
in certain areas of the watershed. By using industrial factors, these habitats both on land and in the water, may be
destroyed, leading to the destruction of the wildlife and aquatic organisms as well. In the cultural aspect, peel watershed
in Yukon carries culture from past generations of the First Nation people. These people have a personal connection to the
watershed as it is said to contain ancient stories of their ancestors before them. With the intimate relationship that the
First Nation people have with the watershed, lack of protection can very easily destroy that relationship and fade away
the customs and history that they had previously. Lastly, Peel watershed is a place of aesthetic recreation for people who
want to see the wonders and beauty of the nature there. Peel is one of the main remote places that lacks major human
activity, evidently shown through the lack of pollution and thriving of ecosystems. Peel watershed should almost have
100% conservation because it not only brings economical, cultural and ecological factors, but it demonstrates the raw
beauty that the Earth has and why we should decide to conserve it.
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: Overall, there is no doubt that the Peel Watershed should be conserved. No matter what, urbanization is not what we
need more of. With a decreasing amount of natural, uninhabited environments, and an increasing amounts of
urbanization along with environmental problems such as pollution, overpopulation, global warming, and more endangered
species, protecting the Peel Watershed, one of only a few safe havens for species and biotic factors such as habitats.It is
only feasible to do anything possible in order to not only protect the Peel Watershed, but conserve it for the future. It is
easy to tear down buildings and rebuild them, but not with nature. Cultural, economical, and ecological reasoning point to
the Peel watershed being not only important to the environment, but also the local civilizations living there, who depend
on it for sustenance and view it as sacred land.Knowing that 20% of the Peel Watershed is being used for industry and
that proposition can’t be changed, the other 80% of land can be allocated toward protection, preservation, and
conservation of the Peel watershed. According to my evidence, there is an astounding importance for ensuring the
preservation of the Watershed is kept. Since 55% of the Peel Watershed is allocated for permanent protection, the only
fluctuation is with the allocation of the 25% towards intermittent protection which may later be used for industry
needs.Personally, I believe that 70% of the land in the Peel Watershed should be used towards permanent protection,
only 10% for interm use, and the remaining 20% for industry. This is because overall only 30% of the land will max out for
industry and since natural habitats are becoming so scarce, it is crucial to keep as much land protected from industry and
urbanization. By closing off 15% more of the land, we are not only preserving the habitat and its species, but conserving
and hopefully building upon an increase of natural land in the future.

The environment is all around us. No matter where we go, animals, plants and nature will continue to exist. However,
what we do to the environment around us will affect the environment no matter how much we try to conserve or preserve.
As much as people say that industrial uses won’t affect the environment we live in, it isn’t true. The use of automobiles,
air conditioners and other electronics help to increase the pollution and climate all over the world. The Peel Watershed in
the Yukon Territory should be 75% protected, 20% for industrial use and 5% for future use. This is because there are
many factors which include climate change, the size of the area and the amount of natural resources that are in the area.
Climate around us has been constantly changing, whether we like it or not. The Earth has been going through a global
warming phase, and it hasn’t been helpful to the environment at all. For the porcupine caribous that live in the Peel
Watershed, the rising temperatures haven’t been helpful at all for them. Their population numbers are decreasing at a
constant rate. Soon, they may be at risk of extinction. Without more protection, their population numbers could continue
to decline even faster. In terms of the size of the area, it’s only fourteen percent of the entire Yukon territory. Since the
whole area of the Peel Watershed is small, every part of it is worth a lot to the Yukon people. Even people who don’t live
close to there support the protection of the Peel Watershed. They have had ancestors buried in areas within the Peel
Watershed, as well as landmarks that are their that the Yukon people want to preserve. For the natural resources, as long
as industries and companies are extracting resources from the Peel watershed, the animals, plants, bugs, and climate will
be affected. Not in a good way of course, but in a bad way. As you can see, no matter how much people try to conserve
and preserve the area, it won’t ever really be unaffected because of the many different factors that influence the
environment around them.
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The peel should be protected more because of its economic, ecological, and cultural importance to the region. The Peel
Watershed is economically important to the region, because it promotes tourism in the region. The association of Protect
the Peel stated, ”Research, conservation management and ecological monitoring can also provide ‘green jobs’ in a
globally significant region like the Peel.”. The creation of preservation services and tourism could strengthen the economy
of the peel. The Peel is also important , because of the ecological importance it plays in the world.
The Peel is a land bridge that connects the Yukon and Yellowstone allowing animals to migrate and move freely. The
United States Fish and Wildlife service stated, ”The caribou head north toward the traditional calving grounds on the
arctic coastal plain, 400 miles away. The route they take depends on snow and weather conditions.” If the Peel is
industrialized it could alter or harm the migratory practices of animals living in the environment. The biodiversity in the
Peel is rich in rare plants and animals. Protect The Peel stated that, ”Much of the Peel Watershed was not glaciated
during the last ice age, which has contributed to its unique biodiversity.” The Peel is unique in its rare bio many rare fish
and plant species. The peel is home to many rare and endangered species that deserve protection. The industrialization
and alteration of the land could harm or destroy the fragile ecosystem of these organisms. The Peel also has special
cultural background to it. The Protect the Peel stated that,” The Peel Watershed is the traditional territory of three Yukon
First Nations (Na-Cho Nyak Dun, Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in and Vuntut Gwitchin) and the Tetlit Gwich’in of the neighbouring
Northwest Territories.”. Land and cultural background is important to preserve. Pollution from industrialization and other
forms of mining can pollute or destroy the land of the early people. In conclusion, the Peel should be protected because
of its ecological, cultural, and economic importance. Help to protect the Peel!
There is no other place like the Peel Watershed in North America from its “dramatic mountain peaks and high plateaus to
its sprawling river valleys and wetland networks” It’s the defination of beauty.The peel watershed is one of the last places
on the North American contentient with the landscape like this one it is one of the last places on earth with an
uninteruppted predator to prey ecosystem, which helps show the true beauty of nature.While mining and industry have
their place in the world, the irreplaceable environmental and cultural values of the Peel offer an opportunity for a different
economic path based on respecting the land, rather than taking from it. As the climate warms and our planet changes, we
also owe it to future generations to conserve precious natural areas such as the Peel that provide the clean air, water and
wildlife that sustain us all.“the 68,000 square-km wilderness (93 percent of which is Crown Land) is largely pristine, and
home to stable populations of threatened speciesincluding grizzly bear, mountain caribou, and peregrine falcon. The eight
wild rivers of the Peel comprise a paddling destination of growing global renown.”The peel watershed helps provide
shelter to many animals whose species size are threatened. This helps show it is a place many animals take refugee, and
many species thrive here helping species get populations to stable sizes.Preserving native people ideas and their culture
is also another big reason.The First Nations people of the Peel Watershed have been using the same territory since the
beginning of time. While the First Nations do not own the land, most of their land is preserved and the sacred nature has
remained mostly untouched by the offensive technological commercialism. This terrain is the definition of a sacred land
and maintains the rare qualities of being mostly unaltered. The vast swath of land is almost incomparable. This
endangered site is also an endangered species of sacred site that encompases more than a single sacred object but a
whole sacred landscape.
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There is no other place like the Peel Watershed in North America from its “dramatic mountain peaks and high plateaus to
its sprawling river valleys and wetland networks” It’s the definition of beauty. The peel watershed is one of the last places
on the North American continent with the landscape like this one it is one of the last places on earth with an uninterrupted
predator to prey ecosystem, which helps show the true beauty of nature. While mining and industry have their place in the
world, the irreplaceable environmental and cultural values of the Peel offer an opportunity for a different economic path
based on respecting the land, rather than taking from it. As the climate warms and our planet changes, we also owe it to
future generations to conserve precious natural areas such as the Peel that provide the clean air, water and wildlife that
sustain us all. “the 68,000 square-km wilderness (93 percent of which is Crown Land) is largely pristine, and home to
stable populations of threatened species including grizzly bear, mountain caribou, and peregrine falcon. The eight wild
rivers of the Peel comprise a paddling destination of growing global renown. ”The peel watershed helps provide shelter to
many animals whose species size are threatened. This helps show it is a place many animals take refugee, and many
species thrive here helping species get populations to stable sizes. Preserving native people ideas and their culture is
also another big reason .The First Nations people of the Peel Watershed have been using the same territory since the
beginning of time. While the First Nations do not own the land, most of their land is preserved and the sacred nature has
remained mostly untouched by the offensive technological commercialism. This terrain is the definition of a sacred land
and maintains the rare qualities of being mostly unaltered. The vast swath of land is almost incomparable. This
endangered site is also an endangered species of sacred site that encompases more than a single sacred object but a
whole sacred landscape.
For the Peel, we should decrease the amount of interim to 20% and increase the percentage of protected to 60% instead
of 55%. There are many reasons for this including that of ecological, cultural, and economic reasons. One reason for
decreasing the amount of interim is because this is one of the last remainin large and undisturbed water sheds that are in
this world. Because it is one of the last remaining, humans should at least try to preserve it because it is somewhere
where there are a lot of both geographic and animal diversity. It is also a location where animals truly need to fight for
survival without getting the help of outside sources. Additionally, once the Peel is tampered with and mined on, it destroys
the animal’s habitats and there is absolutely no way of going back and trying to fix it. Since there is no way of going back,
humans should just not tamper with this location at all especially because mining only benefits humans and doesn’t even
benefit the wildlife there but instead destroys it. Also, there are other locations where humans already mine and where
they get the resources they want so there really is no need to destroy these animal’s habitat when we already have
different mining locations. Another reason that we should increase the protected area is that the Peel is a place where
real people who live in that area use for their own survival. If we tamper with their resources, it could make the community
people there suffer more without us realizing. Lastly, mining these locations could be beneficial in a way where it provides
more employment and could increase wealth, but this only applies to the community outside of the Peel and not the
community inside the Peel. It seems selfish to destroy wildlife for only human benefit outside of this location and not even
the people who actually live around the area. Overall, we should decrease the amount of interim to 20% and then
increase the amount of protected areas to 60% because of the ecological, cultural, and economic reasonings that were
stated previously.
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The Peel Watershed deserves more protection than what is being provided. The Watershed should get at least 70% full
protection, following with 10% interim protection, and lastly resulting with the 20% that is given to open industry. Since
there is already 20% given to industrialization, to preserve the purity of the nature, this number should resist from
increasing. If the percentage begins to expand, then the landscape will become more vulnerable to contamination and
pollution exposed in the water and air. Since most of the developed countries have already fallen to urbanization, it would
be a smart idea to try and save it. The Peel Watershed is known to be filled with curious tourists, trying to experience life
outside of industrialization, to find true meaning in how the world can really be. Moreover, I also included that there
should be a change in the interim protection from 25% to 10% because this percentage can turn out just as deadly as the
already 20%. Due to the meaning of it being ‘possible open industry’ this still harms the natural habitats because they can
be industrialized. To add on, to illustrate a vivid picture of what can happen in the future, habitats and wildlife can be
greatly affected. The chemicals that would be exposed in the air, can mess with respiration problems, lifespan, access to
clean resources, plant growth, and more. There are endless possibilities when it comes to damaging the earth and how it
works. Animals there have been thriving, surviving off very well, as well as having a successful balance between them all.
So far, not one species has overpopulated another. If this were to happen, extinction could become a potential issue,
creating a hole of education for future generations to learn about this species. Moving on to how the unique plants are
affected, they can start to disintegrate and disappear, depending on how severe the pollution as well as possible soil
erosion. In conclusion, protection overall should increase because the Peel Watershed deserves to stay as it is for the life
living in it peacefully.

The Peel Watershed is an area of land in the Yukon territory of Canada. This land has been mostly untouched by human
industrialization for centuries. A portion of the land was given to the government that want to us this land for its
abundance of natural resources such as the minerals and the wildlife. The government tries to take take more away from
the land by trying to obtain more than the 20% they promised. This should definitely not be allowed, 70% should be in
permanent protection with 10% interim and 20% given as open for industries.
Treaties made in the past ensure the government that they will allow 80% of the land to be in protection for any type of
industrialization, bu they have broken this and are trying to obtain more resources for their own use. It is not in their right
to take what they have promised not to touch on in a signed treaty.
To add on, the Peel Watershed is full of wildlife such as caribous, wolves and etc. Taking land from these animals could
possibly force the animals to migrate somewhere of new environment which could then have a problem in the old
environment they live in, the new one they become part of, and it can also hurt the animal for they are not used to the
new land.
Also the inhabitants that live on this Yukon territory rely on all the resources the land provides and have been living like
this for centuries. Taking the land away could mean the resources that the small nations use could decrease. This could
end in the nations not having enough resources to sustain their towns and villages which could definitely harm their
people severely.
A portion of the land should be used to obtain the resources the land contains because it is a waste of we do not use all
the resources, but the government can not just take more when they want to. They must negotiate with the inhabitants of
the land and come to an agreement with what they desire and allow for the government to take.
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The Peel Watershed should remain 70% permanently protected, 10% open to interim protection, and 20% expansion of
industrialization. First off, without considering the scientific side regarding the economy of the watershed, it is the human
species moral duty to protect the ecological values of what is our last standing of the largest watershed in North America
that provides a habitat to thousands of endangered species. It is our moral duty to protect these species because they
were all present thousands of years before humans even existed. For humans to interfere with a perfectly harmonious
ecosystem, no matter what the intentions, would result in a disaster because, as seen with species such as the wooly
mammoth and the sudden increase in climate change since our species bore, no other ecosystem has ever permanently
benefitted from human interference. There are clear ecological reason for humans to protect rare nature zones and the
species in them. For example, the porcupine caribou is a species that travels on the largest annual migratory route of any
mammal, and the species has been as low as 100,000. By providing 70% permanent protection, it can ensure these
animals, along with other species living in the diverse nature zones filled with boreal forests, tundras, and wetlands that
house so many biodiverse species, do not go endangered.
There should be only the minimum 20% openness for any industrialization because even the smallest amount of
industrialization can have a profound, permanent effect on species living in the Peel Watershed. This can be reasoned
because a small amount of pollution can spread by intoxicating the streams other animals drink from.Likewise, if a
migratory animal that has any sort of predator/prey, mutual, or parasitic relationship with any other biotic part of the Peel
watershed ecosystem, it can expose the toxic chemicals to a vast ecosystem rapidly even if it started out with only
one.Not only does human interference derail the majority of ecosystems, but expansion into the Peel Watershed would
not help humans either, as the Yukon First Nation people have a spiritual connection to the land in the Peel Watershed
and therefore have the cultural right to remain on the land because they too were there longer than industrialization and
expansion of government to have rights to move humans. Likewise, not expanding industrialization to any percentage of
the peel watershed will benefit humans a second way through our economy, because with interim protection, it gives
opportunities for jobs for scientists, tourists, and people that may want to set up a regional national park for income this
alternative way.Overall, providing 70% permanent protection is a suitable compromise for the people of the First Nation,
the biodiversity the watershed supplies, and the people in favor of interim protection; as it is safe to say that all species of
Earth should support the minimum of 20% because it benefits no species on our planet.

The protection level on the Peel Watershed should be increased to 75% being permanently protected, 5% interim, and
20% open for industry because the Peel is a special place that needs to be protected.
First off, the Peel provided homes for so many different animals. This watershed, “provides crucial habitats to species
threatened by climate change and habitat loss.”( National Geographic). This place is a shelter for so many different
endangered animals. These animals play an important role in our ecosystems and if they were to go extinct that could
cause major negative effects all around our ecosystems because every animal no matter how small plays some important
key role in our ecosystems. Also, this was the animals’ home before it was ours, so we should do everything in our power
to help keep them alive and give them a place where they can be wild and free. Not only providing shelter for endangered
animals, the Peel also helps with environmental problems. By helping , “increasingly [provide] crucial habitats as climate
change and habitat loss threaten North American wildlife.”(The Guardian). This watershed need to be protected to help
reverse some of the damage human beings have caused to the Earth. The Peel watershed is a one of kind place, ust full
of wilderness and bursting with biodiversity, human beings need to help save this natural beauty to help preserve real
nature, for not only us but, for many generations to come. Overall, the Peel Watershed needs to have more protection
with 75% being full protected, 5% being interm, and 20% being open for industry.
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With the discussion along what to do with the Peel watershed, there in a lot of controversial ideas. The Peel Watershed is
land bulk of land that is not inhabited with industry. It is completely natural. It can’t be completely reserved and there are
many reasons to build industry on it. However, there should be a certain level open to industry and a certain level of
protection. The one part that is not being mentioned, is with natural land like this why isn’t there a very small portion
designated for an Outdoor education center. Especially, considering many camps have been burned from wildfires. The
Peel Watershed should be broken up with 20% open for industry, 10% Interim, 5% designated for Outdoor education
centers, and 65% protected.This land is home to many people who live in the Yukon.
Building too much industry on this land is disrespectful. There are resources like coal and oil and other important
resources in this land. This would give another access to resource the government need. That is where the 20% comes
in. 20% is enough to get the resources the government needs and still have Majority of the land protected for the People.
The Peel watershed is also full of rare or even threatened species like the Porcupine Caribou. This species moves
another a lot depending on the season.If we build to much industry on the land the Caribou would have to change their
patterns and no one would know what could happen to the population of this threatened species. People could still build
businesses on this land. People could lead hikes, open canoes areas, potentially have real rocking climbing, all natural
camping, and a tour guide to help maneuver through this beautiful land.Finally, with this natural land there should be an
outdoor education center to expose children to locations like these. Many people’s favorite memories are at camps so
having 5% this land to expose children to the wonders of nature (still protecting the land from real industry) is a very
reasonable part to add.

: Based on my investigation related to peel watershed protection, I finally think that the government should follow the
Final Recommend plan that protects 80 percent of the watershed area, while leaves the 20 percent for development.
Firstly, from the cultural aspect, protecting the land is a responsibility inherited from our ancestors. Since, the natural
resources are limited on the earth, we cannot only consider about us, but also need to plan for the future. As a result, we
need to save the resources and leave enough land which has not been exploited for the future generations to use.
Secondly, due to ecological reasons, the Peel watershed is one of the few places left where you still have large, intact
predator-prey ecosystems. We all know that in other ecosystems, there always be some imbalance among different
species. However, the peel watershed helps protect the habitat by maintaining the relationship and the amount of
different species, no matter predators or preys, in the ecological system, and it provides suitable environment for animals
to live. If the watershed is opened for development, then the balance will be broken by the exterior factors, and the wildlife
system will be threatened. For example, human activities such as hunting will cause food shortage for some specific
animals, and building or roads constructions will block the immigration of the species. Therefore，minimizing the
percentage of the land to be open is the best option to protect the balance of the ecosystem.
Thirdly, based on the economic values, we know that Tens of thousands of people travel from other places every year to
explore the natural beauty of Peel Watershed. This enables people to have a balance of making use of the nature, and
will be aware of the importance to protect this land. Furthermore, the tourism also brought many profits to the local
economy as it provides lots of opportunities for job in hotel, transportation, and restaurant. Consider the cultural,
ecological, as well as economical factors, we can know the importance to protect the peel watershed, so that the
government should protect as more as possible. Therefore, protecting 80 percent and leaving 20 percent developed is
the best strategy to manage the peel watershed.
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: It is not enough that the permanent protection is only 55%, there should be more permanent protection up to 80% as
Peel Watershed is crucial for the environment. Various factors could support the idea of larger permanent protection
area.The economical factor is one of the important role for Peel Watershed. First Nation people lives healthy life without
little industrialization. Thus creates true environment with balance relationship with predator-prey system, and beautiful
natural scenery. This cause huge group of tourists, who enjoy adventures in the wild. First Nation people could have
economy growth if have properly tourism guidance with long-term earning resources without harm nature,like activities of
mining, and oil drilling. The second factor is ecological factor. If mining, and oil drilling company start working, there would
be more pollutants around the area, and this would worsen the environment, or travel into the water system. The water
system in the Peel Watershed is really important to all life and habitat. The situation might become, or worse than a site
at Tar Sands, Alberta, which ecosystem works fairly well before the mining activity began. It damage water system by
Acid-Mine drainage, which is a potentially severe pollution hazard that can contaminate surrounding, groundwater, or
surface water.
The formation of acid mine drainage is a function of the geology, hydrology, and mining technology employed at a mine
site. The primary sources for acid generation are sulfide minerals, such as pyrite (iron sulfide), which decompose in air
and water. Many of these sulfide minerals originate from waste rock removed from the mine or from tailings. If water
infiltrates pyrite-laden rock in the presence of air, it can become acidified, often at a pH level of two or three. As water
become more acidic, the living water organisms may eventually be affected, and died, or leave the regional ecosystem.
The loss of particular species in a balance ecosystem may disturb food chain, or web in that area.
Grizzlies, or other apex predator feed on these water organisms might also be affected in population wide and finally
cause unbalance of population and made the entire predator-prey cycle unstable, and cause destroy of local
environment. Come back to Peel Watershed, which is mostly made up of boren forest and wetlands, these pollutants
might bioaccumulates and biomagnify through organisms. This may eventually let to decrease in population, or species
loss, potentially Porcupine Caribou herd, which would cause unbalance of the food web and entire organisms that live in
the area.Additionally, there are also cultural factor to First Nation people as they tend to live in life of hunting, fishing, and
trapping. Like Porcupine Caribou herd if is disturbed by the mining activities while crossing Peel Watershed, they would
leave the place and cause huge species loss. This eventually bring to panic in some indigenous people lives like Old
Crow, who mostly rely on these herd for food and daily supplies.
80% of the Peel Watershed should be protected permanently and 5% temporary protection because of the innocent
animals living there, and it will be better for the environment. One of the reasons is because “the Peel is a northern
wilderness rich in biodiversity, where caribou, grizzlies and wolves roam free.” These true facts mean that the Peel is
home to many animals that live there. That we should not mess with their habitat and that if we lose the land, the
organisms will be in trouble too. In addition, if we protect 80% of the Watershed, the government will not mine in the
protected area and that, “the irreplaceable environmental and cultural values of the Peel offer an opportunity for a
different economic path based on respecting the land.” If we protect the land, the government won’t be able to mine it in.
However, if they do achieve the land, it will be irreversibly to fix the land because of all the destruction mining can cause.
Also, As the climate warms and our planet changes, “we also owe it to future generations to conserve precious natural
areas such as the Peel that provide the clean air, water and wildlife that sustain us all.” Even though the land will change
in a negative way because of global warming, preserving the land as long as possible is very important. If we preserve it,
the future will be able to keep it going and that there will always be a natural place in the world. In addition, protecting will
cost more, but there are other ways to earn money from it. Many tourists go to the Watershed to see the beauty of it, so
the government can make money by bringing people on tours of the natural landscape. If we protect 80% of the
Watershed land, endangered animals will be allowed to thrive and it will be healthier for the world, since the environment
is always good for the earth.
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A high level of protection should be recommended for the peel watershed because of all of the Ecological, cultural, and
economical factors that would negatively impact many different things including the wildlife, vegetation, and people. I
believe that the ruling should be changed to at least 80% permanent, 0% interim, and 20% of it should be open because
the peel watershed should have as most protection as possible.The ecological factor such as the wildlife that lives there
would be affected. The animals such as the porcupine caribou along with its predators including wolves and bears won’t
have a place to live causing its ecosystem that it has created to become endangered. If some of the wildlife were to go
down, then that wildlife’s prey and predators would decrease as well. These wildlife need to be protected in order to keep
a very important ecosystem safe from destruction. The negative impact on the cultural factors would be that the traditions
of many of the people who have had this can be a part of their culture. This watershed makes up all of these peoples
livings. Without it not only can they not continue their traditions, but they may even not be able to survive in general. The
fact that the loss of a watershed can kill of not only wildlife, but people means that it most definitely should be protected.
These people are able to not cause any harm to the environment and live peacefully so we should allow them to
continue. The economical reasoning is that this space is allowing for 20% room for industrial space. The resources that
this land provides will give many people wealth and employment. With all of this contributing to the local economy, it can
lead to cleaner air and an overall better environment. The amount of wealth that can be made just by protecting this
watershed and many watersheds around is absolutely necessary. It can provide our economy to increase which is much
needed since in recent times it has been decreasing and in need of fixing.Overall we most definitely need to change the
permanence to 80% because the watershed deserves to have as much protection as possible.

After completing research on the topic of Peel Watershed environmental protection, I am convinced that the government
of Yukon should abide the rule of Canadian Supreme Court and protect 80% of the Peel Watershed permanently, rather
than opening 80% of it to full industrial development.
The first reason that we should protect 80% of the Peel Watershed permanently is that industrial mining and development
will cause water pollution and water acidification in all six rivers that flow through the Peel Watershed. Industrial mining
and development will also result in a rise in the sediment levels of local waterbody.
The results will be harmful for species that are dependent on the rivers and streams in the Peel Watershed. Many
animals will experience a population decline because they are more prone to habitat degradation which would happen as
a result of water pollution.
The second reason that we should protect 80% of the Peel Watershed permanently is that before excessive human
disturbance(which is now), the Peel Watershed has its unique biodiversity due to very limited human disturbance (no
permanent settlements and only one road on the western edge of the Peel watershed). If more industrial developments
are to be implemented in the Peel Watershed, more roads will be constructed to support the flow of materials in and out
of the Peel Watershed. The roads will get in the migratory way of Porcupine Caribou. This will affect several wildlife
species in the region not limited to the Porcupine Caribou since Porcupine Caribou has an important role in the
ecosystem of Peel Watershed.
The final reason that we should protect 80% if the Peel Watershed permanently is that Porcupine Caribou is vital to the
locals(First Nations). To the Vuntut Gwitchin of Yukon’s most northerly community, Old Crow, identify as a ‘caribou
people’ Porcupine Caribou Herd is their primary food source. The local people would lose major their food source if there
is a decline in Porcupine Caribou population.
In conclusion, I believe the Yukon government should abide the rule of Canadian Supreme Court and protect 80% of the
Peel Watershed permanently, rather than opening 80% of it to full industrial development due to negative impacts that
industrial development can bring on water quality, the negative impacts that industrial development can bring on the
population of Porcupine Caribou, and the negative impacts that industrial development can bring on the locals(First
Nations).
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Because the ecological, cultural, and economic benefits are so significant, the final recommendation plan for the Peel
Watershed must permanently protect 80% of the land, at the least. Considering the rampant influence of human activity
around the globe, ecological consequences ought to be taken seriously, and those that follow as a result of developing
the Peel Watershed are clearly devastating. The Peel Watershed is geographically diverse, including canyons, a tundra,
boreal forests, mountain ranges, and wetlands. This landscape allows for iconic and diverse wildlife, from the grizzly bear
and moose to the American golden plover and northern shoveler. In allowing for human development, we permanently
alter the landscape and risk making the region uninhabitable for the many species that consider it to be home. This
prospect is particularly frightening, considering the recent drastic decline in species as a result of human activity around
the globe. Indeed, the Peel Watershed is home to many herds of woodland boreal caribou, which are already considered
threatened under Canada’s Species at Risk Act. To protect these threatened species and to prevent more from
population damage, we must first preserve the habitats that they live in.
Likewise, we cannot overlook those who have long lived in the Peel Watershed. The Peel Watershed has been the
traditional home of three Yukon First Nations: the Na-Cho Nyak Dun, Tr’ondek Hwech’in, and Vuntut Gwitchin.
Historically, First Nations people have lived in this region for an extended period of time, evident by the hunting trails and
burial sites, and the archaeological evidence of abandoned settlements, caribou fences, and trading posts. The Peel
Watershed is culturally significant to the First Nations people for its historical implications. Containing a wealth of history
and ancestry, the Peel is tremendously important to the identity of the First Nations people. Preserving the Peel is a
human rights issue, and the rights of the Indigenous must be protected. Moreover, the First Nations people have long
relied on the Peel for access to resources such as plants, medicines, and animals, which are crucial to maintaining
subsistence lifestyles. For example, the Vuntut Gwitchin rely on the Porcupine Caribou Herd as a primary source of food,
and the Tetlit Gwich’in rely on fish from the Peel River for their diets.
The Peel is culturally significant to the First Nations people in that it is a large part of life. To introduce human activity
would be to disrupt the resources that they rely on, and thus to disrupt their lifestyles. In stripping the First Nations people
of their lifestyles involuntarily, we would also be stripping them of their cultural identity. Supporters of developing the Peel
Watershed often turn to economic justifications, claiming that the employment opportunities and capital generated by
development call for the destruction of the Peel, a necessary evil. Justification by promise of employment, however, are
largely overstated in order to further the larger motive of obtaining more money for large corporations. Oil and gas
development may promise temporary jobs, but in the long run, the harms that they create simply outweigh the benefits.
Oil and gas extraction result in permanent ecological damage, threatening species and permanently destroying the
landscape, eliminating resource management options for future generations. In polluting the Peel, we immediately
obliterate assets that are valuable beyond economic reason, whether they be recreational or cultural. Even then,
sustainability and economic prosperity can coexist. The Peel Watershed shows strong potential for economic benefit,
from maintaining the quality of resources (clean air and water, traditional fishing as a result of available fish and wildlife,
and hunting and trapping practices). Conserving the wildlife also provides opportunities for wilderness tourism, and
managing the health of the region creates jobs in conservation management and ecological monitoring. Just because an
economic approach may not be conventional-- oil and gas extraction-- does not necessarily mean that it does not provide
steady economic benefit. At the end of the day, we must assess the ecological, cultural, and economic ramifications of
developing the Peel Watershed. Clearly, permanently protecting as much of the land as possible is ecologically and
culturally beneficial, and opponents’ cries of economic value via development ultimately are non-unique and may be
solved for in an ecologically-friendly manner. While it is ideal for the Peel to be completely protected permanently, the
unfortunate reality of the situation is that we can only salvage as much as possible; in this case, 80% is the target
percentage. Nevertheless, this 80% must be achieved, should the government at all be concerned with the future of the
nation and globe in the long run.
I believe that 80% would be the ideal protection for the peel while we keep the 20% into mining as we should try to cause
the least amount of damage into the environment. One reason of why we should keep the mining at 20% is because we
can not allow any risk into having disasters. There would be a higher risk of an accident to occur the higher the mining
facilities take the Peel. Therefore we can not risk anymore damage to the environment or it would become uninhabitable.
Another reason of why we should protect 80% of the environment is because in order to make sure that the migratory
paths are undamaged and unaffected as much as we can. As one of the biggest migratory movements, the porcupine
caribou, takes place near the Peel Watershed. If it were to become damaged, then great damage can be caused on the
species. The final reason of why we should keep it 80% protected is because in order to protect the ancient practices of
fishing and hunting to be unaffected. For example, if the water was to become contaminated from the mining industries in
the peel, then the fishing practices that would take place would not work as most of the fish would most likely die from the
chemicals being emitted. So, I believe that we should keep the protection level of the Peel to 80% as to cause less risk
for the animals as much as possible.
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I believe that Peel Watershed should open only 20% to the industry and the rest of the nature should be permanently
protected. The Peel Watershed is the home to many wild animals and it is one of the few undisturbed place on Earth for
the animals to not only survive but flourish. With the industry coming into the game, the consequences on the ecosystem
will be irreversible and that up to this point, it is our responsible to save as much of the nature as we can for the benefits
of the wilderness, the people and the economy. The Peel Watershed should be protected up to 80% permanently
because it is the home to the largest herd of the Porcupine Caribou and many other smaller sized rare animals.
ThePorcupine Caribou plays an important role in balancing and cycling the Peel Watershed ecosystem. The fecal pellets
of Porcupine Caribou help to nourishe the grass growth in the Yukon area along their migration routes thus benefiting
other herbivores that rely on plant growth. With more parts of the Yukon Peel Watershed being protected, the migration
routes of Porcupine Caribou will be less disturbed so as the balance of the ecological system.The Peel Watershed should
be protected up to 80% permanently because of economical reasons. First Nations citizens benefit from tourism where
many people are appealed by the beautiful nature of Peel Watershed. In recent years, the flourishing of tourisms help to
create many job opportunities and boost up the economy in the area. Many indigenous people build their villages along
the migration routes of Porcupine Caribou for sustainable food supply.With more protections over the Peel Watershed,
not only the life of local people will be less affected but also the economy will be less disturbed. The Peel Watershed
should be protected up to 80% permanently because indigenous people rely heavily on Peel Watershed. Many native
groups have lived in Peel Watershed hundreds years ago, and the way they view Peel Watershed is different from that of
the entrepreneurs.Many of the people view Peel Watershed as a spiritual support for their tribes/races for the food the
nature has brought and the traditions they have established. Many of the natives seen protecting the Peel Watershed as
a responsibility inherited from their ancestors and an obligation to future generations who will depend on the land. Similar
as the natives, protecting the nature is crucial for the future generations of human races. Thus, more lands should be
protected.
I personally believe that 80% of the Peel Watershed should be permanently protected. If the 25% of interim protection
becomes open for businesses in the future, it will affect the area economically, culturally, and ecologically.
Many people visit the area in order to enjoy the nature of the area, and tourism for the visitors can economically help the
area. Also, fresh air and food supplies can be promised by protecting the area. Also, the area is important for the cultures
and traditions of the people of the First Nations, such as hunting and trapping.
Ecologically, there are many organisms relying on the Peel Watershed, including threatened species like the woodland
boreal caribou, hunters like the grizzly bears, plants, and etc. We need to protect the area for not just people, but also the
wildlife that lives/relies on it.
Peel Watershed is one of the last remaining areas that is left largely untouched by humans. It’s biodiversity and healthy
ecosystem is rare among the destroyed and polluted areas around the world. Today’s modernizing world leaves the
planet tainted by the pollutants we exude every single day. Our ecological footprint is already so big that some of the
problems we have created as irreversible. One of these problems is climate change, which is largely caused by the
emission of carbon dioxide. However, Peel Watershed offers a solution.
Its vast area of trees and other plants can absorb tons of the emissions. If we destroy these trees and open up the land to
development, the negative consequences of climate change would only worsen. In addition, it would leave thousands of
species homeless and endangered. The majority of the world is already heavily polluted and inhospitable for many
species and Peel Watershed offers them a refuge. While many may argue that we aren’t using the area to its full
economic value (natural resources), Peel Watershed offers things that are beyond money. The natural ecological balance
the Peel Watershed provides is unrivaled to the pollution produced by factories and cars. Destroying that balance would
endanger its entire biodiversity. Therefore we should add the 25% of interim protection under the 55% of permanent
protection while the rest of the land can be used for development.
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The Final Recommended Plan to protect 80% of the watershed should be implemented as it was the most democratic
plan and the best for both the environment and corporations. Protecting the coastal plain of the Arctic Refuge is of
international importance. The Porcupine caribou herd migrates through Canada to return to the coastal plain in Alaska to
calve and replenish themselves each year. Development on this land poses as a risk to the ecosystem and all the life that
depends upon this biodiverse area. Over 68,000 km2 of wilderness are not at risk due to the selfishness of corporations
and the government who do not see beyond the economic benefits this land will have for them. It must be recognized that
Canada’s iconic wildlife depends on the Peel and the animals that live their and migrate through this area need this
land.Borders do not mean anything to the animals’ and plants’ survival, but habitat and protected ecosystems do.
American laws recognize the international importance of the wildlife in this region, and international agreements give
Canadians an important voice in this process. The development of the wellspring of Arctic ecosystems poses as a
significant threat to indigenous peoples, the lands, animals, and our collective futures. It must be known to produce oil
and gas from this area can only be done so by manipulating environmental law and trampling human, and indigenous
rights. The First Nations have lived, occupied and travelled on all areas of this region and they live off of the land to
provide for themselves. The rivers and mountains of the Peel are an integral part to their heritage which is also reflected
in their stories and knowledge.

The level of protection the peel watershed should be recommended for 80% of the region made up of permanent
protection areas, while 20% of the region made up of Integrated Management Areas.
For nature and wildlife, the Peel is a northern wilderness rich in biodiversity, where caribou, grizzlies and wolves roam
free, leading individuals to become attracted to this area primarily because it offers a vast and mostly untouched
environment, complete with its clean water, and healthy wildlife populations. With culture identity, protecting the land as a
responsibility inherited from their ancestors and an obligation to future generations who will depend on the land. As the
Earth faces a new era of climate change, the Peel Watershed could again become a refuge.
A global benchmark for predator-prey relationships, and opening up the watershed to roads and mineral exploration
would threaten this delicate ecological balance. Historically First Nations people have lived, occupied and travelled in all
corners of the region that have been integral to their subsistence livelihoods. An excess of carbon dioxide in our
atmosphere is one of the key contributors to climate change. Resource industries such as oil and gas and mining can
bring wealth and employment, but the benefits are overstated.

The Peel is a special place for certain types of species, Natives, and many ancient and unique plants. The 80% of the
Peel should be placed under conversation. This will allow the unique and ancient plant life to keep from being harmed
and/or destroyed. This will also protect all the other species in the Peel including the Caribou. The Caribou are a type of
animal that is so beautiful, and is beneficial to the environment and surrounding species. They are one of the few
mammals that migrate and travel the land as much as they do. By protecting 80% of the Peel, these types of species will
be free from harm.
On the other side, 20% should be turned into a public National Park. Not only will the National Park be a place for families
to come and enjoy our environment, it will bring in revenue to the Government. This money that is being made resulting in
the National Park now can be used to better protect certain species in the Peel. For example, some of the revenue that is
made, can be put in a separate place for a certain proceed. It could go to help the Porcupine Caribous, better the
National Park, or just go to certain organizations to help out species across the planet. A National Park is a great idea
because it has so many benefits. As well as it doesn’t hurt the living species in the Peel.
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The Peel Watershed is a magnificent place. With its long flowing rivers and tall stiff mountains, it is an one of a kind place
which can’t be found anywhere else. While 55% full protection may be enough, I believe more can be done to help
protect the land. A future of possible 45% development is one I frankly don’t welcome as mining and prospecting puts the
land in a near irrecoverable state. So I would like to state that we should put the land of the Peel Watershed under 80%
full protection.A reason that we should put the Peel Watershed under 80% protection is because the Peel Watershed is
home to many different biomes. The biomes are all unique in its own aspect and each contains a wide variety of species.
It’s aesthetic appeal makes it one we should keep for our future generations to gaze upon. If we allow the opportunity for
mining companies to seize 25%, it can possibly deny the opportunity to see a full view of the wonders in the Peel
Watershed.
Another reason is that the Peel Watershed is home to many variants of unique animal species. An example of this would
be the porcupine caribou. The porcupine caribou is only one of few wild herds of caribou left in the world. The future of
mining and prospecting puts the caribou at risk of a more dangerous annual migration. In order to protect the species of
the porcupine caribou, we should take extra caution to protect them. The Peel Watershed is also home to many
threatened species. The many biomes serve as some of the last remaining spots where these animals reside in.
The cost of mining oil is only temporary while the cost of protecting nature is permanent. Promoting biodiversity is
important in order to maintain a healthy ecosystem and environment.Lastly, the Peel Watershed is home to the First
Nations. The First Nations have lived in the area for many generations and prospecting may have consequences on
them. For example, mineral waste from mining can pollute water sources which can may be dangerous to both the people
when it bioaccumulates in the body. Mining also blocks traditional migration paths of the caribou meaning the First Nation
may have less caribou to use for their clothes and food. By destroying the land for minerals, it is both disrespectful and
damaging to the First Nations.As a final word, the Peel Watershed is a place of beauty. A 80% protection is the best
future in order to maintain the wilderness. Thanks for your time!

The Peel Watershed is a place for many different types of rare and endangered species. I believe that the Peel
Watershed should be changed to 80% of the area protected instead of the original 55%. If it were to stay the same, the
other 25% that is protected but could be opened to development could turn into 45% open development. That makes it
almost half of the area open to development. That is like saying half of your house is taken by someone and you can not
use it. It would have an effect on you. That is the same was what could happen to the Peel Watershed.
Another thing is that it is home to one of the most natural wilderness on Earth. It one of the only lands that is not disturbed
by human activities. Because of this the water is not contaminated and clean enough to just drink. Not only it is a place
for many species, it represent the three First Nations. This place is like their identity to the world. Without it, they would
loss all their cultural practices. Even though parts of the area is opened for development, the resource that are mined
there could affect the local people. It would be distributed to other areas in Canada and the United States.
Having parts of the Peel opened for development would affect the entire ecosystem. Paving roads through the area would
act as a divider and stop the species from moving around the Peel. Also, having mining there could release lots of
different toxins and pollutants into the air and get into the ecosystem. It can cause contamination and effect the entire
food chain. Having the water contaminated by mining could also lead to some species from having reproductive issues.
Thus, could endanger lots of different species.
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The Peel Watershed located in Yukon should have 80% of its land permanently protected. The other 20% of the land will
be open to industrial development to allow for those industries to grow. 80% of the land should be protected because of
the various wildlife, possible economic benefits, and the people that call it home.The Peel Watershed has enormous
amounts of unique biodiversity. Because of its location and large size, it provides home for plants and animals found
nowhere else in the world.Development of the Peel Watershed would mean possible eradication of this biodiversity and
these species. With over 68,000 km2 of untouched wilderness, caribou, grizzlies, and wolves are all allowed to roam free.
In the thriving wilderness, air, water, and wildlife remain untouched.
The Yukon area provides all of these resources necessary for the future sustainment of life. In addition to this, the Yukon
territory is home to one of the largest caribou migrations in the world. There is a herd of 200,000 caribou that travels
across the Canadian-Alaskan border. The herd has a healthy, growing population as well as healthy population
dynamics.Even though industrial development would mean an increase in local economy, the large area of untouched
wilderness could bring similar economic benefits. Tens of thousands of people travel there each year to experience
untouched wilderness. With this travel, tour guides, resources, and transportation are all needed. This need for local labor
and resources drives the Yukon economy. Currently, this natural economy generates 500,000 dollars per year. If
managed, this number could continue to rise.Above all the Yukon territory is home to three Nations. These three nations
are called the Na-Cho Nyak Dun, Tr’ondek Hwech’in, and Vuntut Gwitchin nations. These nations have been living off of
the land for thousands of years. Developing this land would mean jeopardizing theses Nations’ way of life.
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The Peel Watershed of Yukon Territory in Canada has carried the title of one of the most pristine, most untouched and
everlasting territories on the planet. The Peel Watershed harbours a myriad of species, species that interconnect like a
lock, and even so their balance remains fragile and delicate. People long before our time have treasured and respected
this land with great care, being sensitive towards this balance, allowing the environment to maintain its natural order. The
land might as well be alive to these people. Outside of the Peel Watershed remains jobs and profits being earned by the
vast and expansive beauty of the Peel Watershed. Imagine this system, this beautiful and pristine order intended by the
earth to be bulldozed by lifeless vehicles, the crystal rivers mucked into chemical sludge, expanses of grasses and
wetlands smashed flat into a road. For these reasons, which I will further elaborate, I argue that the Government
Regulations over the preservation of the Peel Watershed to extend to 80%, compared to 55%.
The ecological components of the Peel Watershed are vast and overwhelming, a 68,000 kilometer expanse of order and
beauty. The Peel Watershed is known for its notable and large predator-prey relationships, predators such as wolf and
eagles, and prey like moose and porcupine caribou, a balance that is susceptible to destruction such as industry and
mining.
The Peel Watershed possesses one of the most diverse territories in North America. Many different plant and animals
coexist with one another despite their large difference, however, this ecological diversity is made responsible by the
unique geography of the territory. The Water Peel composes of three notable biomes, a Boreal Forest, Alpine Tundras,
and Wetlands, all holding unique characteristics and unique species. Disrupting any of these biomes would result in the
downfall of ecological order within species.
The cultural implications of protecting the watershed is deeply rooted within the customs carried by the generations of the
First Nations. The Watershed Peel was originally home to three First Nation territories, holding identity with the land.
These people rely on the Peel Watershed, sustainably utilizing its natural resources for food, clothing, etc., carrying
traditions such as the hunting of Porcupine Caribou, being used as both for sustenance and clothing. The Caribou hold
extreme significance for the first nations, being a primary resource.
They are typically harvesting during migration, but changes in their settlements can disrupt their journey greatly. Many
stories and traditions have been carried out and created from the Peel Watershed, it’s spiritual significance being
sensitive to the First Nations people.
It need not be repeated that the Peel Watershed is a wonderous site, which is exactly why tens of thousands of tourists
visit the Peel Watershed each year, the tourist attraction encouraging an economic boost for the territory. Untouched by
modern practices, the Peel Watershed is an intriguing place and draws people to come visit it. It’s no secret that
vacations such as this require money and preparation, encouraging local businesses in the territory for food, supplies,
proper equipment and everything else that is necessary for their motivations. The Yukon territory’s local economy
benefits from these profits greatly, and ecological monitoring can result in more jobs for the people of Yukon, Canada.
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The Peel Watershed remains as one of the largest watersheds that have little to no human interference. Unfortunately, its
streak of having little human activity may be broken with the new decision made on the Peel’s protection. With the ability
to discuss how much more of the Peel Watershed should be protected, all the evidence seems to point towards one
conclusion: 80% of the Peel Watershed should be fully protected, while only 20% should be open for industry. More of the
Peel Watershed should go under full protection due to ecological, economic, and cultural reasons.The Peel Watershed is
an important area for many species and people as well, especially the First Nations. Many organisms rely on the Peel as
a habitat and a place to find food. The Peel has a great amount of biodiversity, with many animals that are considered
“threatened” or “endangered.” Some of the First Nations also call the Peel Watershed home because their territory
contains land from the Peel. The Peel provides food for them, such as caribou and fish. Pollution from human activity can
negatively affect the caribou and fish living in the rivers. Human activity, such as mining, also has the potential
consequence of changing the Peel’s landscape forever.All the evidence supports the claim that 80% of the Peel
Watershed should be fully protected instead of 55%. If more of the Peel Watershed is protected it will bring more
positives than negatives. Relationships between different species have already been established and breaking the
complex food webs will disrupt the balance and negatively affect all the species that depend on one another. Many of
these species also rely on the protection since many of them are “endangered” or “threatened.” The First Nations also
have a chance of growing their communities further by protecting more land and the quality of their resources would be
preserved. More protection means less disrupting of the land and future generations will also appreciate this in the long
run.

The Peel Watershed should be given further permanent protection from industrialization. The Peel provides an anchor for
the Yukon Northern Corridor. The Peel Watershed is crucial to the ecosystem of the region. The Peel needs to be
protected in order to secure the fragile ecosystem. The Peel Watershed is also part of the migratory pattern of the
porcupine caribou. The behavior and migratory patterns of the caribou would be disturbed if industry was allowed to
further penetrate the Watershed.
The Peel Watershed is a pertinent part of the culture of the First Nations. The First Nations still utilize the Peel Watershed
to sustain their way of life. Their cultural traditions are tied to the Peel Watershed. By opening the region up to
industrialization their cultural traditions would be diluted and put in second behind corporate greed, trying to extract the
material value from the land rather than the cultural value.
Opening up the Peel Watershed would harm the economy of the region. The region has a market for tourism which is
reliant upon the natural landscape. Industry would pollute the area and create smog. Thus industrializing the area would
cripple the tourism industry as the intruding industries would eliminate the attraction to the region. Because of these
reasons I believe that 80% of the Peel Watershed should have permanent protections. Only the 20% which has already
been decided should be open to industry in order to protect the ecosystem and the cultural traditions of the First Nations.
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The Peel Watershed should have 80% of its land protected as the 25% of land under temporary protection should be
permanently protected. The amount of land allocated for development should not exceed the permanent 20%.The Peel
Watershed should have 80% permanent protection as this allocation would be most fair to the First Nations living there.
The First Nations originally demanded 100% protection but then allowed 20% for development. Thus, any further
development would betray the wishes of the people living in the Peel Watershed. The Peel Watershed also hold
important cultural value to the First Nations. The First Nations relies on the Peel Watershed for their lifestyle as it has for
many years. The Peel Watershed also contains archaeology important to the heritage of the First Nations. 80% of the
Peel Watershed must be protected in order to pay respect for the wishes, lifestyle, and heritage of the First Nations.The
primary argument in favor of using more than 20% of the Peel Watershed for development is the prospect of economic
benefits. Although this holds true, protecting the Peel Watershed would also have a great deal of economic benefits. The
Peel Watershed holds potential for tourism due to its rarity as a part of Earth untouched by human activity. Thus, the Peel
Watershed has the potential to undergo conservation-based economic development which would have an important local
impact. The Peel Watershed holds economic potential as it is protected but this potential could be damaged by
irreversible development.Most importantly, the Peel Watershed holds ecological value to both its area and the entire
globe. The Peel Watershed being protected would have a positive impact on the world as it contains carbon sinks such
as trees, and soil. These carbon sinks store carbon dioxide which prevents it from reaching the atmosphere and
increasing climate change. The Peel Watershed also holds ecological importance in its wildlife, primarily the Porcupine
Caribou. The Porcupine Caribou which embarks on an annual long migration, hold importance to its entire ecosystem by
providing energy for grizzly bears and wolves. Although the Porcupine Caribou population has been relatively stable, it
has declined before and development could trigger a decline.80% of the Peel Watershed should be under permanent
protection. This would ensure the wishes of the First Nations are respected and that the Peel Watershed maintains its
cultural value, economic potential, and ecological integrity.

Through researching enough information on different websites, I think that the government in Canada should follow the
Final Recommended Plan which says to protect 80% of the watershed area and open the rest to development because of
several reasons.
First of all, acknowledging the Peel Watershed is one of the last large and undisturbed watershed in the world and there
is no permenant settlement, instead, it has clean air, water, so frequent human activities in this area may destroy the
environment. The water testing proves that the water is pure and clear which scientists finds no PCBs in the water, but
contains only a small portion of hydrocarbon. Once the human involves, there will be more activities like mine
exploitation. People who want to create wealth will come there to seek plenty of natural resources. However, this will
cause various pollution.
Secondly, The watershed enables people to have a balance of making use of the nature, and avoid making damage to it.
Many tourists come every year which make the tourism contribute to the local economy. The services provided to them
also create job opportunities to the local people. Besides, the works related to the conservation provide even more jobs.
In addition, the Peel has various wildlife, from predators, such as wolf and grizzly,to ungulates such as caribou. It
maintains a well- balanced predator-prey relationship, so if the area is occupied by human, the balance will be destroyed.
The hunting of human may cause populations of some species to drop, resulting in the predators have less food to eat
and the population of predators will decrease, too. What’s more, human’s establishment of road can interrupt animals’
migration, so they can’t move to suitable places as the season changes.
Overall, the Peel Watershed is the heritage of the First Nation that preserve the history, so people should conserve it for
the future generation for its ecological, cultural and economic values.
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With the final recommendation plan for the Peel Watershed under way, the remaining 25% that is under interim protection
is vulnerable to industrial development, and the consequence for leaving such land in the hands of the industry could be
disastrous in the long term. Therefore, the Yukon/Canada government should add more of the interim percentage to that
of the permanent percentage of the Peel Watershed because of its unique ecology, valuable surroundings, and its strong
connection to the indigenous people.One of the main animals that migrate to the Peel Watershed is the porcupine
caribou, a large and majestic subspecies of reindeer. Because of its physical traits, the caribou migrates to the North to
get to the watershed for breeding and lives in the colder weather during the winter. According to the US Fish and Wildlife
Service, they are a “vital part of the natural ecosystem”, meaning that they serve as food sources for different predators
and enhances the dynamic wilderness of the refuge. Without them, the ecosystem could collapse as the predators will
have to look for other food sources to fill their trophic levels. With the absence of human development, Anchorage Daily
News announced that the population of the caribou flourished to 218,000, “40,000 more caribou than were present during
the herd's last population peak in 1989”. If more of the land in the interim status were to fall to the industry’s hands, there
could a decline in the population. People should understand that the caribou are unique to the environment and
contribute largely to the food chain of the refuge.The surroundings of the Peel Watershed is one of the most isolated
places in world. With almost no changes in the quality of the water and the air, it remains at a high interest to not only the
public, but to the environmentalists and business corporations.
According to Protect the Peel, the site attracts “tens of thousands of people” every year to explore its natural beauty,
making it an ideal spot for tourism for “intrepid paddlers, trekkers and hunters”. People value the Peel for its remoteness
and its splendour, but if more of the land was to be taken away for development, that same experience or feeling may not
be present among its visitors. Even so, mining corporations have found some of the resources there to be worth a lot of
money, Prospectors & Developers Association of Canada found that the “expenditures on mineral exploration and
development will reach $220 million”. However, the negatives of mining and mineral exploration can occur over time,
such as acid mine drainage, which potentially can “corrode culverts, piers, boat hulls, pumps, and other metal equipment
in contact with the acid waters and render the water unacceptable for drinking”. If the industry flourishes in the Peel
Watershed, the quality of water will diminish and consequently affect more organisms. Lastly, people and the
environment are intertwined. Such an example is within the Peel Watershed, home to the First Four Nations Yukon
people. They have lived among nature for thousands of years and kept the area in high protection. One of the elders of
the Na-cho Nyak Dun nation, Jimmy Johnny, proclaims that "Every trickle of water that runs into the Peel watershed
should be protected” and that “taking care of that area is a traditional value”. The people of the Peel Watershed
understand the jeopardy that lies ahead in industrial development. Leaving some of the area vulnerable for future
development could alter their behavior in the environment. Another leader named Bruce Charlie, chief of the Vuntut
Gwich’in First Nation, believes that “the caribou and the rivers of the Peel watershed are the lifeblood of this land and of
the Gwich’in nation.” Because the First Nation people value the land and its animals, they have developed an identity
within the territory through the millennium. Their knowledge of the land and their connection to life gives them the right to
defend their land and have a voice in saving it for them and others to enjoy. Adding more land to be permanently
protected would satisfy them and benefit the territory more.The Peel Watershed is a vast territory that must stay
preserved for future generations because of its special environment and its supporters. With the recommended plan,
there is some parts that will be open to business, but the remaining majority of the watershed should stay to the animals
and the First Nations.
55 % of permanent and 25 % of interim, at minimum, is necessary for the peel watershed of Yukon territory because of its
ecological, economic and cultural significance. The peel is very significant habitat for numerous local species, including
those are endangered. The peel works very significant in our environment not only for the local species but the other
species that need new habitats because of the climate changes. it is very rare, especially in north america, to have such
site that is untouched and undeveloped, therefore its very important to preserve the site as it is as much as we can.
Although resource industry might seem like it bring wealth and employment within the area, long term wise, it leaves the
opposite effects. Because most of the industries are built for the outside profit instead of benefiting local communities, it
would harm the communities’ economy as well as the environment. Development of industries would also destroy the
recreational purpose of the territory because the factories would kill the beautiful scenery, which might end up in decline
of travelers. Culturally, the First Nations of the territory such as, Na-Cho Nyak Dun, theTr’ondëk Hwëch’in, and Vuntut
Gwitchin First Nation, it have been stewards of the Peel for thousands of years and continue to depend on its plants,
animals and medicines. With many sacred sites throughout the region, the Peel is integral to their cultural heritage.
However at the same time, 20 % of site opened for the development is appropriate due to its abundance of resource. the
Peel contains deposits of oil, gas, coal, uranium and other minerals that the Yukon government has been eager to exploit.
20% is a fair negotiation for the both sides.
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Globally, the MacKenzie River may have the last, relatively untouched watershed in the entire world. The NWT First
Nations and their supporters trying to protect this water need our support in the Yukon by preserving the Peel branch
from development. We must not do anything to harm the waters of this area. I live in Dawson. I am a strong proponent of
Klondike Placer Mining and I believe that placer mining and wildlife preservation can co-exist. I am keen to see the
mineral extraction projects that the FN are helping to develop in other parts of the Yukon. But the Peel should be kept
separate. There are activities that can take place on the Peel land but they should not include detrimental oil and gas
exploration practices that have poisoned the land and water in Northern Alberta and in other parts of North America. It
may be up to us to do what the Amazon was unable to do.Please refer to 'Water', an article in a 2010 issue of Walrus
magazine and take note of the number of years that have passed since it was written.Thank you for this incredible
chance to submit comments.
New gas, oil and mineral claims and other developments will have a major impact on the land; especially for the caribou,
who cannot coexist with industrialization and are heavily impacted by any human disturbance. This is too big of a
resource to jeopardize.
Hi there, I would like to register my objection to the current Final Recommended Plan for the Peel Watershed. I am
concerned about the amount of land with economic and geological potential being withdrawn based on a land use plan
drafted seven years ago.
Since 2011, the Yukon Geological Survey, Geological Survey of Canada as well as university academic groups have all
completed work highlighting the mineral importance and potential of areas found in the Peel Watershed.
Any responsible land use plan needs to consider the full potential of a given area, including its economic and geological
potential. Decisions made during the land use planning process can be difficult. However, they need to be evidencebased and informed by the most current information and science available.
There is no reason, with modern mining methods, technology, and science that the objectives of both conservation and
mineral development can be met under an integrated land use plan.
The designation of large areas of remote territory (especially areas with high geological potential) as off-limits to
development in perpetuity is economically short-sighted and fails totake into account the differences between modern
mining and exploration and that of 50 to 60 years ago, where sites from that time continue to be environmental hazards
due to uninformed management practices. By closing areas to exploration and development we stifle economic
development, and keep Yukon dependent on transfers from the south. I encourage the Government of Yukon review it’s
land use planning process and move towards an approach that is evidence-based, transparent and holistic. We need a
system that considers all aspects of land use, including economic.

I object to the current Final Recommended Plan for the Peel Watershed. I am concerned about the amount of land with
economic and geological potential being withdrawn based on a land use plan drafted seven years ago. Since 2011, the
Yukon Geological Survey, Geological Survey of Canada as well as university academic groups have all completed work
highlighting the mineral importance and potential of areas found in the Peel Watershed.
Any responsible land use plan needs to consider the full potential of a given area, including its economic and geological
potential. Decisions made during the land use planning process can be difficult. However, they need to be evidencebased and informed by the most current information and science available.
I encourage the Government of Yukon review it’s land use planning process and move towards an approach that is
evidence-based, transparent and holistic. We need a system that considers all aspects of land use, including economic.
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I would like to register my objection to the current Final Recommended Plan for the Peel Watershed. I am concerned
about the amount of land with economic and geological potential being withdrawn based on a land use plan drafted seven
years ago.
Since 2011, the Yukon Geological Survey, Geological Survey of Canada as well as university academic groups have all
completed work highlighting the mineral importance and potential of areas found in the Peel Watershed.
Any responsible land use plan needs to consider the full potential of a given area, including its economic and geological
potential. Decisions made during the land use planning process can be difficult. However, they need to be evidencebased and informed by the most current information and science available.
I encourage the Government of Yukon review it’s land use planning process and move towards an approach that is
evidence-based, transparent and holistic. We need a system that considers all aspects of land use, including economic
Since the plan was issued I have found the report by Gartner Lee on minerals within the Peel Land Use area and relied
upon by the Commission. This report was very inadequate in both its description and evaluation of known and potential
mineral resources on those lands.In addition, the industry has identified new deposits including Carlin style gold deposits
that were poorly recognized at the time of the initial planning and should now be considered. First Nations should be
made aware of the potential value of the mineral resources within the lands so that they can also reconsider their past
positions on certain areas. I know that they have little to no understanding of the potential value of these resources within
these lands. In addition the plan isolated key resources or made it practically impossible to access areas with known
resources such as the Goz Deposit, the world scale iron ore deposits and other known resources. The criteria within
access corridors was far too restrictive for typical access usually put in place by industry to support operations.
Essentially the Peel boundary in the view of industry can be comparable to the historic Berlin wall as the conditions within
those boundaries have significantly deffered any exploration investment even in areas which were likely considered by
the Commission to be accessible to the exploration and mining sector. I recommend that detailed studies be conducted
on the resources within the Peerl and all parties examine more closely the perspectives of the industry so that key
deposits are accessible and key geological terranes have conditions associated with those areas that can serve to
stimulate at least some level of exploration in areas of lower sensitivity.
: I already took the questionnaire but I would like to add a comment if I may : it is of utmost importance to protect large
pieces of land for the survival of an ecosystem and not just little spots here and there, and it is also important to regulate
the amount of tourism in those sensitive areas. We do not want to love the Peel to death and while the Peel River
watershed seems to increase in popularity with wilderness lovers I believe that it is necessary to regulate the number of
people who frequent the area per year as well as the maximum number inf a party. I had the good fortune to paddle the
Wind River this year, we were a party of 6 in 3 canoes and I am proud to say that we did not not leave a trace of our
presence behind, which I assumed is common practice. To my horror I heard that another party on the Snake brought out
several bags of garbage which was left behind by other people and which they kindly collected. I might be kidding myself
but I suspect this to be the result of too large a party, where no trace camping is hard to enforce or a high level of
ignorance by wilderness adventurers.
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I support CPAWS and Yukon Conservation Society’s recommendation for 80% protection of the Peel River Watershed
Land Use Region. For me this is a compromise as I would like to see 100% protection of the watershed.
Of major concern to me are two large Integrated Management Areas (IMAs), #3 and #5, which include the Ogilvie and
Blackstone River drainages which join to become the Peel River. These two IMAs also include a portion of the Dempster
Highway.
I have lived and worked along the Dempster since the mid-1970’s. As a guide and a field naturalist my job has been to
help people understand and develop an appreciation for the sub-arctic wilderness - the land.
Over the decades I have talked to thousands of highway travellers; I have seen the ‘magic and the mystery’ of the
landscape engulf them - change them. The Dempster Highway offers a unique opportunity not to be found anywhere else
in Canada or North America.
However, if we are not careful, if we are not good stewards, we will lose that. Like the ‘haul road’ to Prudhoe Bay in
Alaska it will become a development corridor over run with big rigs and machinery. No place for tourists, no magic, no
mystery - just noise.
The final plan for the Peel Watershed Land Use must include a corridor along the Dempster Highway that allows people
to experience the wilderness from the edge of the road.
The final plan needs to guarantee that any development in IMAs is permitted and regulated in a way that “respects the
ecological sensitivity and capacity of the land”.*
*(2009 Recommended Plan).
Submitted by Julie Frisch, Whitehorse, (November 22, 2018)
: As a life long living resident of the peel river, Hunter , Trapper, summer fishermen I would like to see 100 percent
protection for the future of my children and their children as well.
: I am happy to see the Peel River Land Use Plan approaching final approval. I would rather have seen 100% protection
for the entire Peel River watershed and am offering suggestions for modifications to the proposed plan.I would like to see
all of the area north of the confluence of the Peel and Snake rivers designated, at the very least, as Wilderness Area.
This area is known collectively as the lower Peel River wetlands.I worked under contract for the Yukon government in
1999 during the Yukon Protected Area Strategy process as lead botanist on the landscape classification surveys
conducted in these Peel River wetlands. The wetlands throughout the area are very unique, underlain by permafrost and
extremely fragile. For more details on this region refer to the publication: Ecoregions of the Yukon Territory: Biophysical
properties of Yukon landscapes.
The wetlands to the west of the Peel River, Ecoregion 51, are referred to as perched wetlands. These wetlands drain the
Peel plateau between the Richardson Mountains and the Peel River. The wetlands are very complex and are related to
the various permafrost features of the region. The wetlands to the east of the Peel River, Ecoregion 53, are at a lower
elevation and encompass a very large lichen covered peat plateau which extends into the NWT.During the survey of
1999, six plant species were found that are considered rare in the Yukon. One of these, an orchid, Malaxis paludosa, has
been found in the Yukon only in the wetlands of Ecoregion 53. Another species, Isoetes maritima, an aquatic found at
Turner Lake in Ecoregion 51, is known at only one other location in the Yukon.Any type of industrial development in this
northern region of the Peel River will create permanent irreversible damage to the wetlands and permafrost of the area.
The main industrial interest in this area is potential oil and gas reserves. The future development of oil and gas reserves
in the lower Peel River area is so remote it shouldn't preclude the Wilderness Area status for the same area. Wilderness
Area status is not a permanent nonnegotiable designation.If far in the future Canada is still desperate for the unknown
potential of the Peel River oil and gas reserves the status could be modified. At present, Canada can't even pump the
Alberta Tarsands to market let alone the unknown gas and oil potential of the Peel River wetlands.
: I fully support the original recommendations of the Peel Planning Commission. Moreover, I urge the Liberal government
to change the area designated 25% interim protection to permanent protection, so that fully 80% of the Peel Watershed is
protected, as originally recommended by the commission.
Assuming that the Liberal government goes ahead and follows the directive of the Supreme Court, I further urge the
government to be transparent and fully outline the steps it will take to adhere to and fully implement the plan.
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I want the Peel to be left alone,and i dont think we should have to go along with 55% protection or settle for a possible
80% protection.If there was 100% protection there would be no possible funny business going on later.I'm NOT against
mining but i as well see thru this clean mining plan that dont really exist,mining is dirty and for the most part on the scale it
is done on isnt needed,as there is so much waste building stuff that was never needed to be built at all,yet we build more
wasteful items and build stuff not made to last a 1/4 of the amount of time it use to last in the past.
To my understanding, The Peel is mostly intact and not a garbage pit of pollution, you cant ever fix the Peel once it is
broken, not everything on this earth needs to be consumed for the bigger interests of big business money making
schemes. If left alone, forever generations will be able to see the beauty and know good people stoodup for little areas of
this earth to be mostly left alone as much as possible.
I would have to say that we need to have 100percent protection from industry so that the be no new roads Putin the area
and I live in mayo Yukon just behind the peel river area !
Canadian rivers are being dammed, diverted, and polluted everywhere. The Peel needs to be maintained in its pristine
condition permanently if we are to save that environment from further degradation. Future generations will appreciate our
foresighted actions on this magnificent region.

Dear Peel Planning Commission,I am so grateful for this opportunity to comment on the final plan for the Peel Watershed,
and thankful for the Supreme Court of Canada ruling that enabled this development. I have had the immense good
fortune to have journeyed down five of the Peel’s main tributaries, 11 trips in all, and those accumulated experiences form
one of the most important touchstones of my life.The planning, conservation and biodiversity arguments for protecting the
Peel are well-known: this globally significant watershed is a massive reservoir of wilderness and northern biodiversity on
a scale that is increasingly rare in the world. At this point in the process, I hope that it is no longer necessary to detail all
of the many reasons why the ecological integrity of the Peel should be protected to the fullest possible extent.As to how
much of the Peel should be protected, and to what degree, I have always hoped that it would all be protected: 100
percent. But as that does not seem to be on the table, I can only lend my strongest possible support for the option
presented by CPAWS Yukon and others that 80 percent of the Peel Watershed Planning Region should be given
PERMANENT protection with the status of Special Management Areas.The highest value for the Peel is to keep it in its
current wild state. No more exploration. No more staking. Blights such as the Wind River Trail should be taken off the
map.As CPAWS has noted, 80 percent protection in SMAs could open up funding opportunities for the Indigenous
Guardians program, and enable community members from the Na-cho Nyak Dun, the Vuntut Gwich’in, the Tr’ondek
Hwech’in and Gwich’in Tribal Council to more actively manage their own ancestral lands in the Peel, if that is the route
they choose to take.On a personal level, I truly hope so. I have had the honour to travel with both Na-Cho Nyak Dun and
Tetl’it Gwich’in community members in the Peel, and can only imagine the positive impacts of having a strong First
Nations presence in the watershed with a guardians program: first and foremost for the communities involved, but also for
wilderness travellers.I also support extending the moratorium on staking and development until the management plan is
fully implemented. One has only to look back at the establishment of Tombstone Territorial Park to see the resulting
management problems, loss of habitat and financial burdens to the taxpayer that can occur when a staking ban is not
secured. Since moving from the Yukon to southeastern British Columbia, the importance of great swaths of untouched
lands has been put into even greater relief for me. When people refer to our local mountains as wilderness, I think of the
Peel, and how rare places such as this maintain a vital gold standard for the wild. One of the saddest conservation stories
here is the almost certain disappearance of boreal caribou from these mountains, despite the extraordinary measures
undertaken to try and reestablish a herd. Reverting Jackfish Lakes to a Special Management Area to protect caribou
would be such an easy move to make now, helping to ensure the viability of the northern herds while they are still
healthy.My first trip in the Peel was on the Bonnet Plume River in 1987. Even after two summers in the Alaskan
backcountry, it was in the Peel that I felt surrounded by truly wild nature for the first time. At that time I exulted in the fact
that the Peel was still so untouched that there was no management regime; it was just a vast wild place evolving and
existing perfectly well on its own with no help from humans.But that time has long passed, and now the need for
management is unfortunately all too clear. I urge the Planning Commission to protect this rare treasure with all of the
tools at its disposal, and to be as specific as possible when implementing the final plan so that there are no opportunities
for reinterpretation in the future.
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For the four First Nations who call it home, the rivers and mountains of the Peel have provided physical and cultural
nourishment dating back to thousands of years ago. The Peel Watershed contains many valuable materials including oil,
gas, coal, uranium and more; and for many years the people of Yukon have been trying to protect this land from the
Government who wants to carve it up with drilling, mining, and paving of roads. These natural resources shouldn’t be the
reason that the Peel gets destroyed. There are thousands of different species spread throughout this territory. The
untouched nature provides a perfect, safe, and stable environment for these animals. Having humans developing on this
land will decrease the populations and the health of the wildlife as a whole. Pollution from possible coal mines and the oil
extraction sites will affect the environment the most. The small benefits of these materials is not worth the large toll and
permanent damage taken on the environment.With the addition of the oil and mining areas in the Peel Watershed, the
First Nations people will lose their home and their cultural identity. The animals that thrive in the undamaged environment
will be displaced and have nowhere to call “home.” The clean and clear water will be filled with pollutants and toxins. As
well, the destruction of the Peel will cause a decline in tourism and the money that comes along with it. However, more
jobs will be accompanying the creation of oil and mining areas. As well, money will be made from the removal of this
natural resource. But, it will deface the natural beauty of the Peel Watershed. From the combined standpoint of the
cultural, economic, and ecologic benefits; the protection of the Peel is necessary. The desire to dig, drill, mine, and pave
this beautiful area of nature will do more harm than good. The natural resources here are not limited to this one territory,
they can be found in other places nearby. The resources from the Watershed have no added benefits or additional
characteristics from other areas. We need to come together and fight the government to increase the protection of the
Peel Watershed to a minimum of 90%!

Good day, I am happy to support, protection of the whole Peel region for the future of our nations. The Peel area is
known to our ancestors, as First Nations peoples. I have heard many stories of history of families who traveled and
harvested off this rich country. This watershed has several rivers and lands with wildlife and migratory birds habitats.
There are known important background information told by legends and stories, passed down to our people. During our
rounds of community consultations, many of the Elders who spoke, carried this rich information. It is unfortunate that
Consultation stage didn't give enough time, to capture all of this background at that time. It is for our future generations
who we are planning for. Today we can assist with the framework and management stages. Our young people can
benefit culturally and continue to educate the next generation on the ancestors who walked this great land and harvested
to sustain their people at that time in history, which continues to occur today.The Peel has undisturbed area and
wonderful waters flowing through that needs us to protect this area, which will continue to sustain us as northern peoples.
Mah si cho
I am a grade 5 student in Mayo Yukon and this land is part of my peoples traditional Territory. I believe it should be 100%
permanently protected. Also, you guys could mine somewhere else, like Yellowknife. These are three reasons why. First
the Yukon is already being mines way too much, and you should please go and mine somewhere else. Secondly, Water
is life and we need to protect it. Finally, the animals also need this water. This is why we should have 100% permanent
protection. Thank you, for reading my comment!
I believed that there should be an increased protection for the land - not just 80 percent of the land being protected, but
100% as a whole. This land hasn't been touched for thousands of years - so why start now? The moment the 20% of the
land is touched, I believe that it would be the start of the contamination for the whole watershed. With the law only
guaranteeing 55% of the protecting land, I think it should go up to 100% in order to preserve what has already been
preserved for a long time. We need to not only protect the land itself, but also the wildlife that seeks refuge from the
different changes occurring in the world right now.
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I live in Whitehorse and canoed the Snake River in 2004, I was 6 months pregnant with my first child at the time. I am
writing to plead with the Yukon Government to not only accept the current proposed Peel Watershed Conservation Plan,
which has the majority of Yukon residence support, but to also increase the amount of protected land within the plan.
The 25% temporarily protected land must be upgraded to permanently protected land. Ideally, I would like to see 100%
protection of the Peel Watershed. If the government could think in terms of generations instead of short term government
terms, there would certainly be more forsight into permanent protection of the entire watershed for ever!!
I have bicycled across this country from coast to coast and (almost coast (Inuvik - before the road to Tuk was there) in
1995 and 1997 covering over 15,000km of land. I have canoed over 1/3 across this country on a Cross-Canada Canoe
Adventure which took 3 summers (I participated in the northern portion in 2000) and I have also canoed the Snake River!
I have seen Canada through hiking, biking, canoeing and car and I have never experienced a place at majestic, as
beautiful, as mythical, as precious or as wild at the Peel Watershed! There is not place like it left on Earth! It is a gem that
is unique and must be preserved for generations to come. Stop all mining or future development and let one last
watershed in the world escape development. Please protect the peel 100% NOW!
I suppport the original Peel protection plan but I would like to have 100% of the Peel Watershed permanently protected.
As to the original plan I would like to see the 25% interim protection changed to permanent protection. This will bring
more certainty to the region giving the Peel at the very least 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had
originally recommended. Will the government to be specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps
it will take to ensure it is followed properly and the public is kept informed?
I would like to see the whole peel protected from any drilling or developments because we (me and my family, 7 children
and 9 grandchildren) consume the fish and animals from and along this river. Our traditional family camp is on this river
and we want to be assured that it is protected for our next generations ahead. As times are getting harder our family
relies more on traditional food to sustain us and if development were to happen this would cause a threat to our land and
water that we very much rely on everyday. Thank you
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I would like to start by expressing my appreciation to the parties for providing thepublic with such a respectful, honest,
and straightforward consultation process on the Final Recommended Plan. It is with much happiness that I am writing in
my response, after fighting along so many people for many years for the right to give feedback on and support the Final
Recommended Plan – which is the product of many years of hard work and collaboration.One thing that weighs heavily
on me at this time, is that many people who have been involved in this land use planning process for the Peel have
passed away. Many of the elders who initiated the call to have the Peel region selected as the next land use planning
region after the North Yukon are gone. Elders who have shared traditional knowledge to assist with the land use planning
itself, and who have stood up countless times to express the importance of the rivers and the land throughout the Peel
and the need for 100% protection. I had the honour of meeting and listening to many of these elders. Their knowledge
and far-reaching wisdom should not be over-looked in this final stage of the land use plan. People throughout the
communities and Whitehorse, both young and old, who are not here today to have a voice in this last consultation for the
Peel – but who had continuously stood up and asked for complete protection throughout this process. I sincerely hope
that their voices are not forgotten during this final decision for the Peel River Watershed. During the previous (proper)
public consultation for the Peel in 2010, (on the Recommended Plan), I wrote a submission stating my desire for
complete (100%) protection for the area.My views have not changed on why I feel the watershed ought to be completely
protected, as a place that is sacred to four First Nations, is the main food source for the Tetl’it Gwich’in people, that is a
critical safe-haven in our quickly diminishing natural world (recent study from WWF shows that 50% of Canadian species
in the study declined by an average of 83%), and a place that is also a refuge for those seeking to witness true
wilderness. I am fortunate to have felt the power of this incredible place, and I hope that one day my son will also get that
chance, or will at least know that a place like this still exists in our increasingly devastated world. I would love it if 100%
protection were possible, however I understand that at this point in the process it’s not, and that only minor modifications
can be made to the Final Recommended Plan.This consultation period is the first time since the release of the Final
Recommended Plan, (a revised version of the Recommended Plan), that anyone has had a chance to give feedback. The
Recommended Plan gave the Peel 80% protection, which was changed to 55% permanent, 25% interim in the Final
Recommended Plan.During the 2010 consultation for the Recommended Plan – affected First Nation’s urged the
Commission for 100% protection of the Peel. That call was supported and echoed by a large portion of the Yukon public,
myself included.The reason that the commission changed the 80% to 55% permanent and 25% interim was to appease
the Yukon Government of the day – who proceeded to betray the UFA and all Yukoners and tried to dissolve the Final
Recommended Plan completely, and deceptively imposing its own plan.I see this next step in the land use planning
process as an opportunity to truly make amends and reconcile for the injuries inflicted by the previous Government –
(years in court, disrespect of First Nation governments, the public and a democratic process), by changing that 25% back
to permanent protection as it was in the Recommended Plan.The other improvement I see that could be made to the
Final Recommended Plan would be to clarify and give more guidance and detail in the section regarding Implementation.
I hope to see it written that the affected First Nations will be jointly creating the Implementation Plan for the Peel River
Watershed alongside Yukon Government. Specific goals of the parties for the implementation phase would also be a
valuable addition to the Final Recommended Plan.Lastly, I urge Yukon Government to extend the moratorium on staking
and development until the Implementation Plan is approved. It would be careless to allow development to begin before
plans are in place on exactly how all that activity will be managed by the parties going forward. Thank you again for this
opportunity, and congratulations on providing the public with the important step in the land use planning process.
Sincerely, Jody OverduinWhitehorse, Yukon.
My recommendation for the Peel Plan is a protection of at least 80% of the area, better would a 100% protection. The
Peel River Watershed is one of the most pristine areas in the world with amazing biodiversity and wildlife. Especially in
the Wernecke Mountains the valleys need to be protected as habitat for wildlife. The valleys contain the water and flora
which is needed to sustain the animals and aquatic life during the short summer months. Also new road development in
this area would disrupt wildlife movement and fracture habitat.The northern part of the Peel Rivere Watershed is rich in oil
and gas deposits, but the flora and fauna is even more sensitive and the water flow is limited to a short time in the
summer.
Additional water suppliy use to extract the shale gas via hydraulic fracturing would be devastating for the vulnerable
tundra vegetation. Please consider these concerns!
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In the summers of 2015 and 2016, I paddled the Wind and Peel rivers with the Youth of the Peel organization. This trip
gave me more experience in living on the land, gave me an increased appreciation for communication and leadership
skills, a huge amount of respect for nature. Paddling through the 68,000 square kilometres of the rugged northern
wilderness of the Peel river watershed, was one of my best experiences of my life and I wouldrecommend this to anyone
who has an appreciation of nature and respect for traditional culture. If you were to take my recommendation and get into
a canoe and head out onto the Bonnetplume, Wind, Snake, Hart, Blackstone, or Peel rivers, you can expect to see plenty
of life but not the human kind. Instead, you will see Grizzlies, wolves, moose, caribou, and lynx roaming free on this wild
land, millions of migratory birds will be seen during their epic seasonal journeys. If you are lucky, you might have the
privilege of seeing the Porcupine Caribou herd migrating, which is the longest migration route of all of the other migratory
animals traveling from the wintering grounds of the Peel to their calving grounds in Alaska. The untouched lands of the
Peel are a place for plants and animals who must adapt to the issues brought on by climate change and environmental
pollution. If experiencing the pristine wilderness, the way I have had the luxury of experiencing it, is important to you it is
important to fight for the protection of the region. The Peel Watershed is in the traditional territory of three Yukon First
Nations which include the Na-Cho Nyak Dun, Tr’ondek Hwech’in and Vuntut Gwichin and the Telit Gwichin of
theNorthwest Territories. For these first nations, protecting the land as a responsibility inherited from their ancestors and
an obligation to future generations who will depend on the land. There are physical, spiritual and cultural benefits to be
gained from the land. Residents from the nearby communities of Dawson City, Mayo, and Fort McPherson continue to
spend time on the land hunting, gathering, fishing and trapping. If you have the opportunity to paddle the Peel Watershed
you might get the chance to meet people from the surrounding communities. If you get the chance to get to talk to them
about how important the area is to them and the communities, it won’t take long for them to persuade you to join the fight
against the development in the area. Surface mining for deposits of oil, gas, coal, uranium, and other minerals causes
pollution and harms plants and animals and damages the water quality of the rivers. Vuntut people depend on the
porcupine caribou, which travels through the Peel each year. Oil and gas development can devastate their way of life by
interrupting their migration patterns. The community of Fort McPherson, which is where I am from, is concerned about
how pollution from up river mining would be crucial to their diet of fish and crystal clear spring waters. The opportunity to
paddle the rivers of the Peel Watershed, see the unimaginable beauty of the mountains and breath the fresh air, will
leave you fulfilled as well as wanting more. The wilderness that the region offers, feels like home and I am asking you to
help me protect it 100%. What right does a government have to develop this land that is part of my blood and has been
for centuries? Keep the Peel protected for generations to come.

Ideally, I would like the Peel Watershed to be 100% protected from industrial activity. My compromise request would be to
protect 80% permanently and to the extent that any activities from the other 20% cannot negatively impact the 80% or
anywhere else in the world, for that matter. We have to start changing how we do “industrial activities” so there is no
negative legacy left behind or concurrently.
Thank you,
Tanya, Resident of this miraculous planet and person who has never been to the Peel but greatly values its existence
and protection, regardless.
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Any real wilderness free from irreversible human damage must be 100% protected. The Peel is one such place. It seems
ridiculous to me that we need to even go through the process to advocate for full permanent protection. The interim
protection for 25% of the region definitely needs to be made permanent, moreover, there should be no industrial
development whatsoever in the watershed.No new roads should be built in the watershed. This will have devastating
effects on the prolific plant and animal life in the area. One such species is the caribou. Caribou herds need vast tracts of
wilderness to roam through. As we’ve seen in southern caribou populations, there is a steep decline in herd numbers and
idiotic measures such as wolf culls are being touted as solutions to a totally man-made problem. Let’s not put the caribou
of the Peel region in such peril. We must permanently protect this important area or else condemn species such as these
to extirpation at our hands. This is foreseeable and preventable - if we protect the Peel area. The rivers of the Ogilvie and
the Blackstone have their headwaters in the watershed, and any industrial development in the area will surely affect them
and any bodies of water they feed into. Even if all precautions are taken for so-called ‘sustainable’ industrial development,
we all know too well, the stories of countless oil tanker and pipeline spills, tailing pond levies breaching and runoff into
rivers surrounding the oil sands. Let’s not sentence our animals and people of the Peel region to this.“Rampant road
building has shattered the Earth’s land into 600,000 fragments, most of which are too tiny to support significant wildlife, a
new study has revealed. The researchers warn roadless areas are disappearing and that urgent action is needed to
protect these last wildernesses, which help provide vital natural services to humanity such as clean water and air. The
impact of roads extends far beyond the roads themselves, the scientists said, by enabling forest destruction, pollution, the
splintering of animal populations and the introduction of deadly pests.” (from The Guardian)Prof. Pierre Ibisch
Eberswalde, University for Sustainable Development in Germany:“We urge governments to avoid the costly building of
roads in remote areas which would be ecologically disastrous” roads are the catalyst for much of the destruction, for as
soon as you make a road somewhere people will use it not as the way it was “planned” but for poaching, illegal land use,
illegal logging, etc.Today 70% of the remaining wilderness is located in just 5 countries. Canada, particularly its boreal
forest is one such area, and is a vast reserve of biodiversity. When biodiversity turns into homogeneity, usually because
of human actions, it puts the survival of all species at risk, including our own. We, too, need richly biodiverse areas in
order to survive and thrive. The Peel watershed is one of these remaining untouched areas, and we must permanently
protect as much of it as we can.A study just published in the journal Nature by the University of Queensland and the
Wildlife Conservation Society are calling for and international target that protects 100% of all intact ecosystems left on
earth. All that nations would need to do is stop industry from going into those places. The Yukon could step up to this and
become a world leader in conservation; showing by example what action needs to be taken on a world scale. We all have
to collectively change our attitudes about how we view the last remaining wilderness on this planet and that attitude
should start here at home.As a young person, who will spend the remaining decades of my life on this beautiful planet, I
want to do my due diligence as part of the democratic process. Much as I have become a premature cynic, I hope that in
writing to you, my voice will be heard. The younger generations want to to tread lightly on the earth. We want to live in a
world where industry and government do not go hand in hand, where we don’t need to frenetically consume and pollute
just to get by.This area is worth more as an intact ecosystem than it ever would be if exploited by industrial interests. And
it should be protected not for the purpose of human enjoyment, but simply to be, so that plant and animal life can still
flourish - in the state it has been for thousands of years.
My two cents:
preference #1 - protect 100% of the area for eternity - if that's not an option, then: preference #2 - accept the final
recommended plan from the Peel Commission while making the 25% interim protection into a permanent protection. - if
that's not an option, then: preference #3 - accept the final recommended plan from the Peel Commission as is
Thanks
My voice on the peel watershed I’m a grade 5 student in Mayo and this land is part of my people’s traditional territory I’m
Na-Cho Nyak dun First Nation and I’m the future generation who will be affected By this agreement. It should be 100%
protected because if You mine 20% it’s going to be dirty and it would spread. It Would contaminate the water. Also, water
is life not just for Us but nature too. I would die without water and so would animal’s too. Thank you for hearing my voice.
Thank you for the opportunity to provide additional feedback. If 100% protection of the Peel Region is not possible, then I
request that 80% of the region be permanently protected.
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The Peel Watershed should be made at least 80% full protection - the 25% interim protection should be changed to full
protection since 100% protection was the original request.Before any development takes place there needs to be
reclamation of the past mess left behind by previous exploration and mining. Any future exploration or
mining/development should have more stringent regulations that goes above and beyond YESAB and they should be
prohibited from entering into/through or over protected lands and/or near water sources. Land Stewards/Monitors
(Aboriginal, non-Aboriginal, Youth and Elders) should be on the land monitoring encroachment on the watershed.The
watershed can more than accommodate employment without destroying and disrupting the land and habitat and without
the harmful, destructive, effects from mining and industry.We have outfitters, wilderness groups, eco-tourism, artists, and
canoeists who go into the watershed with horses and other non-motorized forms of transportation which is non-intrusive
to the land and to the habitat. Several families who live near the watershed or who grew up on the rivers of the watershed
continue to rely on the land and pristine waters for their subsistence, livelihood, and to maintain or regain their cultural
values and traditional pursuits which over time have all been compromised for the sake of development.I personally have
not been into the watershed but have been on the outskirts hearing the stories of how the watershed is vital to our future.
I would like my Grandchildren and their Grandchildren to someday have the opportunity to see what has been preserved
since the beginning of time. The Peel watershed needs to have full protection - if not 100%, then the 80% be designated
full protection.
The process of land planning for the Peel Watershed with all of its ups and downs has made it very clear that the people
of the Yukon value the planning process and wish to protect not only the process but the Peel Watershed itself. The
prolonged court battles, all the way up to the Supreme Court of Canada, have made it very clear that the planning
process has to follow the wishes of the people and not the wishes of the government of the time. The Peel Watershed is
a unique area of wilderness. Once broken up it will be lost forever. Right now we have the chance to preserve this area
for the all time.
My personal preference would see one hundred percent of the Peel Watershed set aside as wilderness and protected in
perpetuity by law.
Given the Final Recommended Plan of the Peel Commission, protecting eighty percent of the area from development, I
would like to see the eighty percent of the Peel Watershed set aside totally in perpetuity and protected by law. In the
twenty percent, set aside as Integrated Management Areas, development permits should be limited to mineral claims
only. No oil or gas permits should be issued. Climate Change, and its known cause, dictates that all known deposits of Oil
and Gas should remain in the ground permanently. No permits for the exploration of new deposits of Oil and Gas should
be allowed.
Any development allowed in the Integrated Management Areas should proceed without the use of fossil fuels.
I would also ask that the government be specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take
to ensure it is followed properly.
The process of land planning for the Peel Watershed with all of its ups and downs has made it very clear that the people
of the Yukon value the planning process and wish to protect not only the process but the Peel Watershed itself. The
prolonged court battles, all the way up to the Supreme Court of Canada, have made it very clear that the planning
process has to follow the wishes of the people and not the wishes of the government of the time. The Peel Watershed is
a unique area of wilderness. Once broken up it will be lost forever. Right now we have the chance to preserve this area
for the all time.
My personal preference would see one hundred percent of the Peel Watershed set aside as wilderness and protected in
perpetuity by law. Given the Final Recommended Plan of the Peel Commission, protecting eighty percent of the area
from development, I would like to see the eighty percent of the Peel Watershed set aside totally in perpetuity and
protected by law. In the twenty percent, set aside as Integrated Management Areas, development permits should be
limited to mineral claims only. No oil or gas permits should be issued. Climate Change, and its known cause, dictates that
all known deposits of Oil and Gas should remain in the ground permanently. No permits for the exploration of new
deposits of Oil and Gas should be allowed.
Any development allowed in the Integrated Management Areas should proceed without the use of fossil fuels.
I would also ask that the government be specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take
to ensure it is followed properly.
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To Justin Trudeau, The health of the planet is directly connected to the health of humans. Please protect the entire area
of the Peel watershed not just 80% but all of it and forever…you and I and all the living people, animals and plants need
to keep this Sacred Land, Water, and Air.
To whom it may concern, We must protect this beautiful pristine home of ours 100%. We should be proud and show the
world our corner is valued and worthy of protection. "The land is the most important tool of survival for us Gwitchin."
Tyhe Yukon can become a shining light for wilderness and the Peel could be the diamond that generates that light.
Tourism and Culture in the Yukon would generate more long term job opportunities than mining could ever hope to
achieve. 100% of the peel should be set aside as a national park
I am writing to express my support for the protection of the Peel River system. The 80% protection should be a minimum.
It is ineffable that the Yukon government would even allow 20% to be destroyed by the greed of today’s world. I know
governments want there to be work for the citizens but in this case the people of the Yukon are against the destruction of
this habitat. So I reiterate. Please fully protect the Peel forever. I just read an article that stated there are estimates that
60% of all the animals that once live on earth form the 1950’s and on are now gone. One in six are dead. I can support
this through my own experience. I am a birder and a wildlife watcher and there are simply not as many birds or animals
around.
Thank you.

I submitted to the ‘engage’ link but am taking the opportunity to send additional comments. Like so many Yukoners, I’ve
spent considerable effort over two decades ‘engaging’ on this issue. My previous letters are on record and I’ve been clear
about my views. It’s time to give this area the protection that it needs and honour the wishes of the affected First Nations
and large majority of Yukoners. I share their view that this region merits full protection and should be free of roads.
Wilderness conservation and related activities are not compatible with mineral exploration, roads and industrial activity.
It’s a remarkable asset and wild places like this with their tremendous incalculable values just don’t exist in the world.
Thank you

I work as a biologist, and if there is one thing that has been proven in multiple places is that nothing protects an
ecosystem like large scale undisturbed habitat. Wherever there are large industrial developments, it has major impacts on
the surrounding wildlife. Caribou is the perfect example... Almost all boreal caribou populations are in critical danger of
extinction due to industrial development in Alberta and BC. No matter how well you restore, restoration of caribou habitat
takes too long, and the disturbance brings in other animals like moose, which therefore brings in more wolves, etc...
Protecting a large area like the Peel Watershed, from development, is the key to keeping a core area for different species
to thrive under natural conditions. This will also create a real benchmark to help understand changes that are directly
connected to climate change. The Peel Watershed simply needs to be protected.
Dear responsible governement!
Please protect the peel watershed, although I am far away (from Austria) I have been in this area and I think it`s one of
the last untouched beautiful regions of the world. If you give it to companies to `develop` most of the flora and fauna will
be destroyed and no one can ever bring back the beauty of this part of the country!
Sincerely,
I urge you to please preserve the Pristine Beauty of this parcel of land.This should always be a sight to see & visit for our
children & grandchildren...This is Nature at it's best..Thank you
Look to the future, keep the Peel the way it is and protect it permanently.
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Please protect the our Peel River , i lived there all summer fishing with my daddy and mommy and jitju , we played all day
in the waters and fished and hunted, mmm black duck is the best, So please don't damage what i love to do , we have to
protect our untouched , clean and prestine water shed. Thnak you
Please protect the Peel Watershed!!
Please protect the Peel; our wildernesses define our country, are globally important, and--once they are gone, they are
gone forever!
Research suggests we need to maintain our natural wild spaces to ensure the survival of the human race. My personal
environmental feelings aside, it seems like a no-brainer to continue to act on protection plans for areas like the Peel to
ensure the health of our planet and the people on it.
The level of protection that should be offered for the Peel Watershed should be more than The Final Recommendation
Plan from the Peel Watershed Planning. The Final Plan offers 55% permanent protection, 25% interim, and 20% open to
the public. However more protection should be offered. The best plan is to have 80% permanent protection and 20% of
the property open to the public. There are ecological, economic, and cultural reasons as to why the Peel Watershed
should be protected at higher levels.The Peel Watershed has an amazing geographical diversity. The Peel Watershed
also maintains the Northern anchor corridor from Yellowstone to Yukon which allows wildlife to connect with each other.
There is also a huge wildlife diversity and the Peel maintains a high standard for predator-prey relationship. Predators
such as grizzlies, wolves, and lynx prey onanimals such as moose and sheep. The Peel also contains the Caribou, one of
multiple herds that live in the Watershed. There are multiple animals that live in this location and the Watershed has
different habitats for all these animals. If more than 20% of the Watershed were to be open to the public, it would mean
that people would begin to create more roads and use the area for industrial reasons. This would have a negative impact
on the animals and it would also interfere with the biodiversity. The creation of roads has the ability to isolate some
animals and it would cause some to lose their homes.The Peel Watershed is an area that has high value and it should
remain untouched by people.Areas that have remained protected have cleaner air and water. If the Watershed was
opened to the public, industrial development, mining, and mineral extraction would occur. This helps create jobs for
people. Mining also provides crucial sources of energy such as fertilizers and steel. Although these types of
developments are beneficial for a nation, in the long-run we would be losing the beautiful nature. The future and history of
all animals in the Watershed should be preserved. Therefore, there should be minimal human involvement and it would
be best to only have 20% of the area open to industry.Lastly, there are also cultural reasons as to why the Peel
watershed should be protected. For many, the Peel Watershed territory is a traditional territory of three Yukon First
Nations and it holds a high value to their way of life. The territory is used to hunt, fish, and capture animals.Many of the
plants in the Peel are also used as medicine. The Porcupine Caribou Herd are also hunted and eaten by people who live
in Yukon. People who live there believe that industrial development has altered their way of life.The Peel Watershed
holds high geographical diversity in North America. There should be 80% permanent protection and 20% open to
industry. We must maintain the high biodiversity and the beauty of the Peel Watershed. Too much development creates
environmental scars therefore a 20% maximum should be open to industry.

The Peel Watershed, a very controversial piece of land, is a natural beauty. It has many lakes, rivers, and beautiful
creations that should remain how they are. Currently, at least 80% of the land must be preserved and untouched, while
20% can be worked on. In the upcoming decision, I believe that it should stay this way or even increase preservation.
This area is one of the last areas in the world that is untouched by humans, and there need to be areas like this for future
generations. Allowing more work on the land would only lead to decline in many different areas. It would hurt wildlife,
cultural people, and some societies. The people of the Yukon and First Nations consider the Peel Watershed their home
and sacred land. They identify with the area and live off of it. They use the land for food, shelter, clothes, and any
economic benefits such as these. The wildlife, including porcupine caribou, benefit ff the land, especially for shelter after
climate change threatens their lives. A minor but still effective benefit is that because of the beauty of this land, tourists
visit and pay money to visit. This benefits the land which means that there is more money in the long run. Destroying the
Watershed would completely remove all of these benefits. So please, do not destroy the Peel.
If the government spends time and effort in helping out and protecting our environment, a lot of animals would be safe,
and able to live our their lives to the fullest potential. The government should do what they can to save/protect the
watersheds, and try to keep our environment as safe/clean as possible.
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It was my privilege to join a guided group for a 2 week canoeing trip on the Wind River in 2017. I am 70 years old and
have been fortunate to spend a large part of my private life exploring the yet undisturbed wild areas of North America. I
have hiked, climbed, fished and paddled in Alaska, Yukon, NWT, BC, the Canadian Rockies to name a few places but I
am writing to give my opinion that the Peel Watershed is one of the most undisturbed and magnificent places I have ever
experienced. There is an opportunity to protect and preserve this majestic area THAT SIMPLY WILL NEVER COME
AGAIN. I am not a Canadian citizen, but as a "World Citizen" I ask you to do everything possible NOW, before it is too
late, to save this vast natural area for the benefit of all the earth's inhabitants. It is that important ! I hope to return to the
Yukon soon and have already put the Snake, the Bonnet Plume, and the Hart on my "bucket list". The chance to save
these areas will not arise again - PLEASE act now !!
My wife and I and friends have flown in and out of the Peel watershed 3 times from Whitehorse - paddling the Wind and
the Bonnet Plume rivers.We have canoe tripped most of our adult lives in central and western Canada and there is no
other region anywhere that provides the sheer joy of unspoiled,undeveloped, and spectacular environment that the Peel
provides in every turn of the rivers. Please - lets have at least one little corner in this enormous great country that we can
proudly pass on to our grandchildren “AS IS” without development. Thanks
Thank you for this chance to speak to this issue.
I travelled through the Peel in 2014, on the Wind and Peel rivers for 21 days. I was in awe of the clear water on the Wind,
it was my first time drinking straight from a river. The time we took to paddle belied the geography. We could have
traveled much faster, covering the terrain in a week instead of three. The Peel is part of the North's vastness but it's
actually a relatively short distance to traverse compared to what I expected.
This impression is reinforced by an earlier experience I had paddling the Yukon River in two days in 2013. Considering it
is possible to travel from Whitehorse to Dawson on water in 48 hours, including a little rest, it must be a short jog for a
caribou. That trip resonated with me on a life changing level for reasons of personal recovery, but I was also left with a
profound sense of recognition of the struggle between stakeholders in the Northern wilderness. The territory seems large
to humans but is far more traversable for its four legged inhabitants. This realization led me to feel protective of the area.
Balancing human interference in areas like Yukon with conservation seems imperative to me because I feel afraid that by
underestimating the needs of wilderness that we don't understand, we will push an endangered environment over the
edge to collapse. It's happened already in so many parts of the world that I truly believe it is critical we have refuges for
amazing ecosystems like the Peel.
On that trip, we saw a wolf chasing Dall sheep across an alluvial fan - evidence of an intact predator prey system. We
caught Arctic Grayling with nothing but a nalgene water bottle, fishing line, and a weighted hook - they were so
unconditioned to humans they came right up to our canoes. I have gained deep respect for the people that know the
watershed, live and hunt there, and want to preserve its wellbeing.
I have equivalent understanding of the need to develop resources and provide for groups of people that don't live there,
and the conflicting needs that have led to the current circumstances. My bias is to favour the Peel's protection as part of a
longer term outlook that I see as lacking from exploitative resource practice. Although I understand measures have been
taken to work within a compromise, I think the Peel deserves better, and I challenge the individuals championing the
case for the Peel's development to openly acknowledge the lasting impacts exploitation in the area will have on the Peel's
environment and on the psyche and health of the collective commons in the long term, and explore alternatives to
industry. Are there really no other places to generate that economic stimulation?
We must protect these watersheds, there will not be second chance. The path we are taking is very clear, and we must
be responsible in our treatment of watersheds.
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We support keeping the Peel watershed, including the watersheds of the Wind, Bonnet Plume, Snake, Blackstone,
Ogilvie and Hart Rivers a wilderness area, free of further industrial development. It contains world class paddling rivers,
world class hiking and relatively undisturbed natural ecosystems. It is important to us that these values remain unspoiled
for local, national and international visitors.We have paddled the Wind, Snake, Hart , Blackstone and Peel rivers and
hiked the surrounding countryside and appreciate the lack of human disturbances visible both from the water and from
the air. These rivers are part of a wilderness landscape that possess an intrinsic value far beyond any measurable,
consumable natural resource based economic value. We support the concept of keeping this area as an environmentally
responsible refuge for species protection; low impact wilderness recreation; ecotourism; well managed hunting, trapping,
guide outfitting; First Nations use of the land and subsistence use.There is much more to land value than the economic
value provided by relatively short term resource extraction profits. There is an intrinsic value that does not need to have
an economic value attached. Mountains, rivers forests, wildlife and wilderness in general must be seen for their intrinsic
worth which far outstrips short term consumptive economic value related to the ore and timber monetary profit that
benefits a finite number of individuals. This must be weighed against conserving wilderness which will benefit generations
to come.We moved to the Yukon after experiencing the wonderful feeling of peace and solitude brought by the lack of
industrial development and environmental destruction. No one comes to the Yukon to see industrial development unless
they are of the relative minority directly receiving a pay cheque from it. However, people do come and in many cases pay
to come and see, to experience, unspoiled wilderness. This is the wilderness that is no longer available for them to
experience in their own areas due, in many instances, to the short sighted greed of their forefathers. A rush for monetary
profit with minimal priority for long term land sustainability is short-sighted. Lack of land planning has left a terrible legacy
for future generations world wide.
Wilderness has long been thought of as something that needed to be “conquered, developed and tamed” out of fear and
greed. We have the opportunity to set aside a wonderful area that should be enjoyed and protected so it can exist in
relative unspoiled grandeur for generations!We should be intelligent enough to learn from past experiences of other
countries and other areas within our own country that once wilderness is lost it is lost forever. In a world that is becoming
more industrialized, Yukon is in the unique position to contain an oasis of wilderness areas sought by many in a world
where the economy dictates what societies do.The environment should not have to be second to the economy. The land
use planning process regarding this area needs to be an open, transparent process that is accountable to the Yukon
public. The process needs to keep the public well informed before any final decisions are reached.In our view Yukon
wilderness has far more long term value to the world than any short term natural resource extraction that could take place
in the Peel watershed.
former NWT resident, and having travelled in Yukon, I feel I have a keen and vested concern for the preservation and
conservation of this vast unspoiled region. So much of Canada has lost the natural status of many rivers and watersheds,
that it is becoming a crisis, in my view. This is an opportunity to take a forward-looking step to maintain and preserve this
pristine region, for the future health and wellbeing of one of Canada's treasured natural regions. The "ripple effects" of
losing such a region can be seen in many places further South, and the loss is generally permanent. We can and must do
everything possible to keep the Peel region in its natural state. Future generations need - and will appreciate - our
foresighted actions to preserve the Peel in its original state.
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Haii cho Kugwadhat juk drin shoh iihliiI would like to say Haii cho to everyone for coming out to speak and witness one of
the last steps to the Peel consultations.I remember the first time I was at the meeting for the Peel. The room was packed
full, and they were asking if anyone else wanted to speak. My iidrii was beating fast, and there was a hump in my throat
just listening to everyone speak and suddenly my dad and jijii gave me the look, and told me, “get up there and speak.”
Meanwhile, I was just shy but they told me, “Go speak [redacted], you traveled all over the lands, you know the people
who live out on the land… Go talk for the land, talk for the people, fish, caribou, animals, and speak for our way of life.” I
got up and spoke, and it was that moment that changed my life. It was the community of Teetlit Zheh that shaped me in
who i am today, and i am forever grateful and proud to be Gwich’in!Growing up, when other kids wanted to go to Walt
Disney. I remember hearing stories of this beautiful place that they called Kagwudthuts country. Looking over to the peel
from Caribou mountain, it was all a dream to visit the peel watershed. Until 2015, when i got to paddle the peel. it sure
was kagwathats country. In my heart i didn't want to leave, and i wanted to stay but I knew something big was gonna
come from that trip. Now I get the opportunity to bring youth into the Peel, and show them where our ancestors walked
and share our stories. since than 18 indigenous youth have paddled the peel and we’re not going to stop bring youth out
on the land cause thats why we are, and theres no doors to the land.I just want to acknowledge those who all worked for
the Peel, Haii cho. I would also like to acknowledge the ones who passed n who paved the way for us young ones.You
are all loved, you are all important and you are all beautiful people.Saying that, today the people of Teetlit zheh still love
to share their stories and they always say tell the Yukon Govt why the Peel is important and is home, our home and one
day were going to go back,Haii Cho, [redacted]Ps. I always remember [redacted] telling me while in Yellowknife, showing
him the Peel sticker. he said, were rich people living beside the peel and if anything ever happened to it. our people are
gonna be poor, poor with culture and our way of life.
I've been whitewater canoeing in the Peel Watershed and I can confidently say that it is one of a kind and one of
Canada's hidden national treasures. Once it's ruined, it's ruined so let's protect it for years to come. Canada just wouldn't
be the same. Future generations deserve to experience the same vast nature that was there for our generations so let's
pay it back by officially protecting it
The land is full of trails that the people have made over thousands of years. The Demptser highway is Gwich'in trail that
people used to travel by dog team. The land isn't a piece of cake that you can cut up and me not know about it. 20% and
20% and 20% and then the whole 80% is gone.
When my dad used to go out for wood, he would go to one place and get a cord of wood or something like that, and then
he'd say we can't go back to that place to get more wood. We have to go to another place and let that wood grow back.

: I'm writing on behalf of NOLS Yukon, an international organization with a base in Whitehorse. We use the Peel
watershed as a classroom for our students on whitewater canoe expeditions. The Peel watershed is a valuable resource
to us and having access to it was a big motivation for NOLS creating a branch in the Yukon. We feel that the inherent
ecological value of the Peel watershed is significant and deserves vast protection.
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As a concerned citizen of the world, I urge the government to protect 70% of the Peel watershed permanently, leave 10%
for interim development, and 20% for the land for development. The Peel is too much of a valuable resource and
environment for the people and animals living there. Due to economic, social, and ecological values, the government
must reconsider the current protection plan and attempt to protect more of the watershed than originally planned. The
First People are the indigenous group living in the Peel. To them, the Peel is more than the land they step on everyday - it
is thousands of years of history. In the watershed lies their history and the activities of their ancestors. It is home to the
relics of the past. In addition, the First People rely on the porcupine caribou, one of many threatened animals living in the
watershed, as their main source of food. If not enough of the watershed is protected, these caribou could die out and the
First People would be forced to find a source of food - permanently changing their lifestyle. The First People aren’t the
only living creatures that rely on the Peel to survive. The animals and plants that live there rely on the Peel for their
survival. These plants and animals aren’t just ordinary plants and animals - many of them are rare and endangered
species that can die from a change in their environment. Much of the Peel did not freeze over during the last Ice Age,
which suggests that many of the animals that died out during the Ice Age in other places survived here. As one of the last
members of their species to exist, it is important to keep in mind the survival of these animals as well. In order to do that,
more land needs to be protected. While opponents of increasing Peel watershed protection argue that the development of
the Peel will lead to more and more economic growth as mining and oil industries come in, the economic growth from
mining and drilling for oil is not a form of sustainable economic growth. Although mining and drilling for oil can bring a
huge amount of money in a short amount of time, preserving the land can also bring in money through wilderness tourism
over long periods of time. Because the Peel is such a rare and beautiful place, more people are more likely to go to the
Peel to visit. When they visit, the Peel government and people gain revenue because tourists will buy food, lodging,
guides, and necessities from the Peel. This is also more sustainable than the oil and land mines because the resources
are finite and will eventually run out. In addition, the mining and environmental effects would permanently damage the
environment, which is not reversible. It is not worth the money to permanently damage because eventually the oil and
mines will run out of resources and then there will be no more money, no more animals, no more beautiful land.

At least 75% of the land in the Peel Watershed area should be set aside as a protected area. If over 75% of the land in
the Peel area is set aside as a preserve, the local value of the area will preserved. The value in the Peel area can be
found in 3 different areasecological diversity, economic benefit, and cultural value. The Peel is home to many different
species native to the area, including the grizzly, wolf, wolverine, lynx, moose, dall sheep, and Porcupine Caribou. By
opening more of than 25% of the land in the Peel is opened to economic activities such as mining, the habitat of these
animals will be destroyed, and they will be unable to live as directly with the environment as they had before. In addition,
the Peel is one of the last food webs extant which has not been affected by human development, and will soon be if a
significant portion of the Peel is opened to development. In addition to the ecological value, the Peel is one of the last
areas where the First nations, who once owned the entirety of the area before European development led to their
decimation through disease and over-expansion. The Peel is one of the last areas where the First Nations can live with
their traditional ways, a right they have long been denied in their homeland. Alongside these reasons, the Peel area
provides many economic advantages to the people who live in the areatourism of this untouched natural area and
sustainable hunting, fishing, trapping as well as jobs helping to conserve this natural area provide economic benefits to
the area, something which would be unable to happen if over 25% of the area was developed. For these reasons, I
implore you to permanently protect at least 75% of the Peel watershed area.
I am a grade 5 student I am first Nation and this agreement will affect my future. I believe we should have 77%
permanent protection. One of the reasons why is because of the water we need to protect. Also, I went there before and I
know how important this area is to the people in my community. Finally, there are lots of animals there and if there are
mines, the animals would be in danger. There why we should 77% permanent protection. Thank you for hearing my
voice.
I believe that 90% percent of the Peel Watershed should be permanent, while 10% is open for development because
there is much more benefits. For instance, there will be more economic growth and benefit as the time goes on because if
the rate of development increases, the natural resources are going to exhaust faster, resulting in quick peak of economic
growth and sudden economic downturn. However, if there are no or little bit of development, economic benefits can be
made through tourist site and green jobs. In addition to economic aspect, the Peel Watershed contains diverse and
unique species where other parks don’t have since the Peel Watershed was not frozen during the last Ice Age. This could
benefit scientifically and should be passed down to the future generations. In conclusion, 90% of the Peel Watershed
should be permanent, while 10% is open for development.
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I believe that the current level of protection should be expanded to permanentlyprotect more of the interim protection
areas because of ecological, economic, and cultural reason. Currently the permanently protected area is 55%, with 25%
partly protected and 20 percent open for industry. A portion of the permanently protected area is right over the tombstone
territorial park, and right under the industrial area. We need to connect the two parts and makes sure that the connections
stays permanently, so that the animals can travel through to the rest without the connection ever being lost through the
ever present and most definite outcome of the interim area eventually being taken over to industrial areas. This is more
so when we consider that the Peel is the northern anchor of the yukon corridor, and that it has an unusually high
biodiversity. Mining the Peel, which is already allowed, will pollute the air, shake up the ground, expose heavy metals,
deface mountains, and most importantly, it will contaminate the waterways that lead out through the rivers, which will
eventually reach the beaufort sea, emptying into the Arctic ocean, a delicate system of substantially low levels of
phytoplankton. disturbing the watershed would affect all of this and more, which is why putting a protective zone around
the most important waterways is necessary. The region is rich in minerals, which will attract many firms to open up most
of the area, but if we decrease the area allowed for drilling and industrial use and opened up more tourism opportunities,
we can take advantage with far more than just a finite source of income. There are natural hot springs, land for outdoors
recreation, rare and uncommon animals to attract tourists. This will also increase the local economy, as they will need to
be guided by people who know the land. In speaking of the people, the first nation are the tribes of the Yukon area,
probably older than any of the tribes to the south. These people and their culture depend on the porcupine caribou herd
as the great plains indians did on the buffalo, and if we protect them by making more permanently protected areas, we
can worry less about losing this herd. So I propose that based on these reasonings, to make the permanently protected
area 65% and have the 15% partially protected, the 10 percent used to connect the area below the open zone to the
larger bulk, and to cover the waterways of the rest of the interim protection area.

In the Yukon territory of Canada the Peel Watershed exists. This land is generally untouched by human industrialization
for hundreds of years. A part of the landmass was given to the government that wanted us to take this land because of its
abundance of natural resources and natural liveliness such as the minerals and the wildlife. The government attempts to
take more away from the land by trying to capture more than the 20% they promised. This should be prohibited as it isn’t
allowed, 70% should be in permanent with 10% in interim and 20% given overall as for open opportunities for industries.
Treaties that have been made in the past make sure with the authorities that they will allow 80% of the land on their end
to be in protection for any type of industrialization by the humans, however they will have broken this and are trying to
obtain more resources for their own benefit and use. Having signed the treaty it become illogical to touch or take parts
they have promised not to touch, in a form it is strong unjust.
To add on, the Peel Watershed is full of absurd wildlife such as caribous, wolves and etc. Taking land from these animals
could force the wildlife to migrate somewhere of new environment which could then lead to a problem in the old
environment they live in, the new one they become part of, and it can also hurt the animal for they are not used to the
new land.
Also the inhabitants that live on this Yukon territory rely on all the resources the land provides and have been living like
this for centuries. Taking the land away could mean the resources that the small nations use could decrease. This could
end in the nations not having enough resources to sustain their towns and villages which could definitely harm their
people severely.
A portion of the land should be used to obtain the resources the land contains because it is a waste of we do not use all
the resources, but the government can not just take more when they want to. They have to negotiate with the inhabitants
of the land and come to an strong and level agreement with what they desire and allow for the government to take.

My name is Jordan and I am a grade five student at J.V.C I am also apart of Na-Cho Nyak Dun. I believe we should have
90% permanent protection. Mining could make our water and the animal’s water dirty. If they mine a lot the water will be
bad and we could all die. The plants would also die. There is no use in mining if we’re all going to die from contaminated
water and air. There will be nothing on planet earth except for dirty water and mined ground. I want to visit this place
when I’m older and I don’t want it to be all gross and dirty. I want other generations to go down there one day and they
might want to drink right out of the water. They would get sick and they would be sad. Thanks for hearing my voice.
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Owing to its beautiful landscape, clear river water, and mesmerizing biodiversity the Peel Watershed is one of the most
prized ecological landmarks in the world. We need to ensure maximum full protection of 70%, 15% interim protection and
20% open to industries. There are a variety of unique animals living in the Peel including the Porcupine Caribou. It as
very special in that every year, the Porcupine Caribou embarks on the largest land mammal migration in the world,
covering over 2400 kilometres from the northwest territories, Yukon and into Alaska. By allowing for industries and coal
mining to develop, we will be destroying the natural habitats, calving grounds and feeding grounds of this beautiful
species. Coastal grounds, which serve as the primary source of nourishment for these animals, will be destroyed by
industries and coal mines not to mention to the use of calving grounds. These activities will heavily disrupt the Curious
population and composition as well as their migration patterns. As the Carbon serves as a main source of food for the
First Nations, the establishment of industry will also disrupt their farming and food practices.The First Nations were the
earliest inhabitants of the Yukon valley. It is a major part of the cultural identity of these nations, and for some, it
continues to be crucial to their way of life. Historically, the First Nations ancestors have traveled and lived all across the
Peel region and the plants, medicines and animals have been integral to their subsistence livelihoods. Thus, it is our duty
to respect their establishment and settlements. By building industry, we will be disturbing their heritage and
culture.Finally, we should protect the Yukon valley because of its rich biodiversity. The six crystal rivers that flow through
the valley - the Ogilvie, Blackstone, Hart, Wind, Bonnet Plume and Snake Rivers - form the backbone for beauty and
ecology in the Yukon valley. Much of Canada’s iconic wildlife thrive in the Peel, from predators like the grizzly, wolf,
wolverine and lynx. The untouched ecology allow for a mixed of wildlife from raptors like eagles, shorteared owls and the
once endangered peregrine falcon, to boreal songbirds such as the blackpoll warbler and the rusty blackbird. By
protecting the Peel from industrial intervention we will be able to conserve the richness of diversity in the peel which is
essential to its uniqueness.

The Peel Watershed is a prime example of nature before human beings began exploiting it. It is absolutely necessary to
preserve this land. The court designated that55% of the land is permanently protected. I feel that this is too little, as 45%
is still at potential risk of industrial development. I ask the level of protection to be raised to a minimum of 75%, while the
remaining 25% is open for potential development. The Peel Watershed is one of those areas where there is no
permanent settlements and only one road on its western edge. There is not much human disturbance so it allows for the
wilderness to prosper on its own. Having human settlement would change the landscape significantly causing damage to
the living area for habitat and also the plants. Oil, gas, and mining does create wealth and employment, but the benefits
are often overstated. They are targeted primarily to outside interest rather than local communities. Environmental scars
could form due to human activity. Because the natural resources are limited, the economics will suddenly face the drop
with the depletion of natural resources, resulting the watershed to be a brownfield. That is why I ask the government to
increase the amount of protection to this natural wonder. If not, we may face the consequences of our own making.
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The Peel Watershed is an area of land in the Yukon territory of Canada. This land has been mostly untouched by human
industrialization for centuries. A portion of the land was given to the government that wants to use this land for its
abundance of natural resources such as the minerals and the wildlife. The government tries to take more away from the
land by trying to obtain more than the 20% they promised. This should definitely not be allowed, 70% should be in
permanent protection with 10% interim and 20% given as open for industries.
Treaties made in the past ensure the government that they will allow 80% of the land to be in protection for any type of
industrialization, but they have broken this and are trying to obtain more resources for their own use. It is not in their right
to take what they have promised not to touch on in a signed treaty.
To add on, the Peel Watershed is full of wildlife such as caribous, wolves and etc. Taking land from these animals could
possibly force the animals to migrate somewhere of a new environment which could then have a problem in the old
environment they live in, the new one they become part of, and it can also hurt the animal for they are not used to the
new land.
Also, the inhabitants that live on this Yukon territory rely on all the resources the land provides and have been living like
this for centuries. Taking the land away could mean the resources that the small nation's use could decrease. This could
end in the nations not having enough resources to sustain their towns and villages which could definitely harm their
people severely. A portion of the land should be used to obtain the resources the land contains because it is a waste if we
do not use all the resources, but the government can not just take more when they want to. They must negotiate with the
inhabitants of the land and come to an agreement with what they desire and allow the government to take.

The Peel Watershed is one of the largest preserved natural areas in the world, with thriving biodiversity and cultural
significance for the First Nations. However, only half of this area is permanently protected from human disturbance. In
order to minimize the further destruction of natural areas, at least 10% more of the interim area should be considered for
permanent protection. Mammals, such as the Porcupine Caribou which has the title of largest migratory mammal herd in
the world, travel through the Yukon Territory. These caribou are found almost nowhere else, however, if the area around
the Yukon Territory is exposed to human disturbance, there is a possibility to cause harm to them. The Peel Watershed is
not only important to animals, but humans as well. The First Nations, an ingenious Native American tribe, call this area
home. The responsibility to protect the land has been passed down by their ancestors, making it very culturally significant
in that way. Other people benefit from the protection of the Peel Watershed too. The Peel Watershed is also a well-known
tourist site, with many people coming around the world to have a taste of pure, unpolluted nature. These Ecological,
Cultural, and Economic factors need to be addressed when deciding what percentage of the land should be protected.
For the sake of keeping this area as preserved as possible, at least 10% of the interim area should be protected.
The recommended levels for the Peel Watershed are 70 percent should be permanent, 10 percent interim, and 20
percent open, meaning they should keep a high level of protection for the watershed, taking 15 percent away from the
interim. The Peel Watershed serves many different purposes for all aspects of living, from plants to animals to humans.
This watershed has ecological, economic, and cultural impacts. They allow wildlife to thrive on its own without the
disruption of human beings, such as natural prey-predator relationship.
In addition, it plays a big role in allowing migration of Porcupine Caribou to happen. The Peel Watershed can also provide
job opportunities for those who want to work for the nature's beauty, because great number of people seek the Peel for
recreational purposes. Lastly, the First Nations’ people’s lifestyle is centered around the watershed as their primary
source of food is Porcupine Caribou. Also, this place has been part of their history and story since the beginning.
Therefore, I believe there should be an increased level of protection for the Peel Watershed, taken from the percentage of
interim.
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J'appuie le plan final mais je voudrais que vous changiez les 25% de protection intérimaire pour 25% de protection
permanente immédiate.Il y aura ainsi plus de certitude pour l'avenir de la région
avec 80% de zone de gestion spéciale (Special Management Area SMA).
: As a person, paddler, nature lover, northerner, and father I would like to voice my support of the Peel River Land Use
Plan that was developed in partnership with all those who use and love the Peel Watershed. 80% of this pristine and
roadless territory must be protected for future generations. This will be a decision that our children and grandchildren will
hail as far-thinking and progressive when the Peel is one of the few untouched ecosystems left on the planet. We must
leave some space for nature, water, wildlife and the first nations who need and depend on the land. No roads in the Peel
please.
As the Executive Director of Ecology North, and having worked with and helped the resilient people of Tetlit Gwich'in in
Fort McPherson understand how climate change is impacting the Peel, I further pledge the support of our organization to
protect the Peel. Please do what is right for the North and leave this unbelievably important place intact.
: Hello, My name is Jeremie, I am a photographer from Toronto. I have been following the story of the peel and it’s unique
landscape for some time. Ever since I travelled to the territories a few years ago. I would like to encourage all parties
involved to convert the 25% partially protected land to permanently protected land. This would ensure 80% of the Peel is
protected while leaving a still large 20% for development. We only have one earth, and it is decisions at moments like this
that cumulatively push us in one direction or another. Businesses will come and fall, what resources we use to too, but
our planet will always remain our planet. Thank you,
: I am in absolute support to protect as much of the pristine land and waters as possible permanently. Which means
changing the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel
80% permanent protection – what the Commission had originally recommended and our children will need, to have some
untouched nature left on this planet!
: I am in support of protecting 80% of the Peel watershed area from mining or any other development that would indicate
land exploitation. Exploitation typically means altering the landscape where it has an effect on wildlife and the wilderness
experience is spoiled by evidence of human activity. Development usually scars the landscape where it provides for more
human activity beyond what was intended. Build a road into the wilderness to explore for resouces which in turn provides
for more human activity into this area. Humans require natural resources in order live the lifesyles that we now have.
These natural resources are of a finite capacity. Must we overturn every stone in order to satisfy all human's appetite for
resources?Let us protect this small corner of the world from too much human activity so that those same humans can see
what unspoilt wilderness looks like today and into the future. Too many places in the world have no protection from
development. I believe that Canada has this ability to provide protection to some wilderness spaces and that we need not
have a free reign on development always.

I am speaking up for the sake of the Peel Watershed. Water is life. It is a body; it gives; it moves; it feeds.
I am asking that the policy designations change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more
certainty to the region, giving the Peel 80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended.
I am also asking the government to be specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take to
ensure it is followed properly.
Thank you for respecting water today and all those who are intertwined with its wellbeing.
I ask the government to upgrade the 25% interim protection to permanent protection of the PEEL. Thank you! Carol.
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I feel that the areas in the plan that are to receive 25% interim protection should be granted full protection, thereby fully
protecting 80% of the Peel watershed. Currently the Hart River is open to potential development at some point in the
future. This is problematic as the Porcupine Caribou Herd (PCH) winters in this area and it's also part of the ranges of the
40- Mile and Hart River Caribou Herds. It's a caribou hot spot! The PCH's habitat has recently been endangered due to
the opening the 1002 lands to resource extraction in Alaska (ie., the calving grounds). Let's not kick them when they're
down.
I agree that we need minerals with which to build things. This computer I'm typing on is filled with mined products as is my
car and the jets I fly in. I too am a consumer. But I feel consumerism need limits. In my travels I have witnessed the
systematic destruction of northern BC in the name of resource extraction and every year the front line of destruction gets
closer and closer to Yukon. It will get here eventually. Barring some great technological advancement we as consumers
do not have great low-impact options to enjoy our standard of living.
Consequently the best course of action, I believe, is to set aside a large area of (mostly) untouched wilderness now and
forever for the inhabitants (non-human and otherwise) and traditional uses. In this way a portion of the world as it was will
remain for future generations to enjoy and marvel at.
I feel this is a perfunctory exercise at this point. 80% of the Peel watershed will remain permanently protected, despite the
ability for 25% to come under review (see what happens if a resource extraction proposal is put forth in this 25%).
However, I am pleased this forum allows private individuals the ability to comment.
The Peel Watershed Land Use Planning process was a travesty from the onset, ignoring the process of natural law, as
well as the views and statements of Yukon's mining sector. The main threat is that this extreme and unnecessary level of
protection will set the standard for future land use processes. All of these processes allow for lobbying by pro-protection
associations, very well financed by Outside (and mainly international) interests, to influence the participants, and Yukon's
public at large, towards favouring maximum protection. The most vulnerable areas are those along Yukon's eastern
border, as they are along the "Yellowstone to Yukon" transect. Extreme protection is actually a form of destruction, as it
destroys the ability of entrepreneurs and investors to create wealth (yes, monetary wealth - you can't eat spiritual wealth
or scenery). This is apparent in Canada's inability to get Albertan oil to market, robbing the ability of tens of thousands of
Canadian private sector employees and contractors to earn a reasonable living.
Yukon and Canada's mining industry can, must and usually does function responsibly. Sequestration of large areas from
exploration and mining limits these industries' ability to function effectively, and for all levels of government to raise funds
(taxes) to supply Canada's societal needs.
Respectfully

I kept convincing myself that I could love somewhere else as much as I love the Yukon, but I have proven myself
irrevocably wrong. I have traveled and volunteered in the jungles of Ecuador, Borneo, and Laos; I have traversed
mountainous trails in Chile, Peru, and Nepal. There is truly nowhere else on this earth like the north. I know that the
wilderness of the Peel Watershed is something to be cherished and protected. The World Wildlife Fund released its latest
Living Planet Index, which state that, worldwide, there has been “an overall decline of 60% in species population sizes
between 1970 and 2014, while current rates of species extinctions are 100 to 1,000 times higher than the background
rate (the extinction before human pressure became a prominent factor).” The rarity of an untamed ecosystem such as the
Peel Watershed is not something that can or will be restored once it has been destroyed. Furthermore, conservation is
not just about preserving natural beauty and the intrinsic value of a biodiverse ecosystem. The health of human beings is
inextricably linked to the health of our surrounding ecosystems; a combined optimization of animal and environmental
health can only subsequently improve human health as well, whether that is through improved air quality, prevention of
zoonotic disease spillovers, or preventing exposure to toxins from development.Just this Wednesday, the human health
impacts of climate change and the related developmental activities contributing to it were dismally reported in the Lancet.
Protecting wild spaces in the north such as the Peel Watershed is a vital way for us to maintain human health of
northerners into the future. Thus, I urge Government of Yukon to only accept a land use management plan that places
80% of the Peel Watershed under permanent protection from anthropogenic development projects.
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I support the Final Recommended Plan, but am asking for some slightmodifications. Please!!! Change the 25% interim
protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel 80% permanent protection.
Following what the Commission had originally recommended.
- I am asking the Yukon government to be specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan?
- What steps will be taken to ensure the plan is followed properly?
With barren ground Caribou listed as a threatened species, it is important to our Country and heritage to protect our
environment and manage resources responsibly.
I've been lucky enough to spend time in the Peel watershed on multiple trips over the past few summers. On those trips I
met people who traveled much further than I did to take in the amazing wild spaces of the Canadian North.
I support the Final Recommended Plan for the Peel, and I ask for some slight modifications.
1) Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel
80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended.
2) I need to see how the government plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it is
followed properly. Thanks
Dear Team Members,
Wildlife Conservation Society Canada (WCS Canada) strongly supports the Final Recommended Plan for the Peel
Watershed as put forward by the Peel Watershed Planning Commission. This Plan captures most of the vision for the
region as expressed by the Parties and the Yukon public.In particular WCS Canada supports the high level of protection
proposed for a large majority of the land base (Special Management Areas and Wilderness Areas combined), and the
strong emphasis on restricting the development of linear access corridors and use of motorized vehicles throughout the
conservation lands. In this letter we lay out our submission to the Finish the Peel process following the format outlined in
the consultation questionnaire.MINOR CHANGES TO THE FINAL RECOMMENDED PLAN WCS Canada encourages
some minor changes to the Final Recommended Plan to strengthen its conservation vision, and to make it easier to
implement. We present these as Recommendations, each followed by justification.
Recommendation 1: WCS Canada recommends that the “interim” withdrawal status of the Wilderness Area zones be
changed to permanent protection to allow for permanent legally protected status. The strong vision for permanent
protection in this region, originally expressed as 100% protection by the First Nations who are Parties in the planning
process and supported by the majority of Yukoners, has been significantly reduced to 55% (Special Management Areas)
in the Final Recommended Plan. Although the Final Recommended Plan also includes 25% of the land in “interim”
protected status (Wilderness Areas), potential reversal of this interim protected status in future Plan Reviews would
severely curtail the original vision of high levels of protection for the region. The Final Plan needs to more securely reflect
the vision for widespread protection. When placed in “interim” protection, based on an Order-in-Council, details of land
management (e.g., implementation and enforcement of Policy Recommendations 11, 13 and 15) in the Wilderness Areas
could readily be thwarted because, as the Final Recommended Plan states (page 6-2): “No management plans for these
areas are necessary” following such an OiC withdrawal. “Interim” status puts substantial portions of the land management
agenda (notably off-road vehicle issues which require definitions and mapping of existing and new trails…see
Recommendation 2 below) in a state of indecision, because implementation beyond a cabinet-level withdrawal from
industrial developments could readily be viewed as unnecessary or at least a low priority.
Recommendation 2: WCS Canada recommends that Policy Recommendation 11 be changed from allowing use of offroad vehicles on existing trails in Wilderness Areas (e.g., on Hart River trail) to disallowing such use. There are two major
reasons for this recommendation. First, Wilderness Areas (LMUs 1, 4, 6, and 10) are not true wilderness when off-road
vehicles are allowed, even if they stick to existing trails. Wilderness is lost when the sound and signs of motorized
vehicles permeate the landscape. Second, the concept of “existing trails” is open to opinion and subjective interpretation,
and is very difficult to enforce. What is an existing trail? At present off-road vehicle tracks can be found in many tundra
habitats associated with the Hart River trail: are all these tracks “existing trails”? Policy Recommendations#13 and #15
require that no new surface transportation features be allowed in Conservation Areas (which include the Wilderness
Areas). How will “new” be measured and enforced when substantial off-road vehicle access, such as on the Hart River
trail, continues? The most straightforward way to remove the uncertainties around definitions and identification of what
already exists compared to what is new is to remove off-road vehicle use of the Wilderness Areas.
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Recommendation 3: WCS Canada recommends that the Final Recommended Plan provide more detail and specificity
regarding how the Plan is to be implemented; specifically in the wording within Section 6, and within Policy
Recommendations #26, #27 and #28. In particular, an Implementation Body needs to be explicitly identified in the text,
with details as to its membership, timelines for its operation, mode of funding, and responsibilities to report to the public.
The section on implementation (section 6) in the Final Recommended Plan is weak, largely because it is vague and
lacking in detail, and therefore open to various interpretations. It leaves implementation of the Plan up to the Parties
without much specificity on how that would be accomplished. As presently written, it is entirely possible that the Final
Recommended Plan will not get implemented because: (i) no body, with defined membership, is explicitly charged with
implementation; (ii) no timelines for establishing that body and getting it to act on the Plan are laid out; (iii) no funding
sources for such a body are explicitly identified with responsibilities outlined; (iv) there is no clear process for reporting to
the public (or even to the Parties) on implementation progress.The Final Recommended Plan needs to address these
shortcomings by including substantial additional detail on implementation. At present it identifies the Parties as the agents
responsible for implementation. This may well be reasonable, but it needs to explicitly identify that an Implementation
Group (or some such named body) will be established with a specific listed representation from all the Parties (e.g., one
member per Arty), within a limited period of time (e.g., 6 months) following approval of the Plan by the Parties. It also
needs to identify where the funding will come from for this Implementation Group. It also needs to lay out how its findings
and proposals (especially with regard to Plan variances and amendments) will be transmitted to the Yukon public, and
how the Yukon public will be able to respond to, comment on, and influence proposals.Policy recommendations #27 and
#28 need to be re-written to identify the specific body (e.g., Implementation Group of all the Parties) responsible for Plan
variances and amendments (#27), and bodies (re-convened Commission, with assistance of the Implementation Group)
responsible for Plan Reviews (#28). Under the spirit and intent of the Umbrella Final Agreement, in which Land Use
Planning Commissions are expected to act and propose Plans at arms-length from governments, the Plan Reviews need
to be led by an independent body separate from the Parties, even though the Implementation Group (likely comprised of
membership from all Parties) would have to formally establish the Plan Review process. In the absence of re-constituting
the Commission, the Yukon Land Use Planning Council should take on this role of overseeing Plan Review. Policy
Recommendation #26 needs to be rewritten, and we provide a separate recommendation on this topic below.Throughout
the Peel planning process, a body called the Senior Liaison Committee (SLC) has taken on significant influence. This
body has no legal status in the UFA, and is an independent construct of the historical planning processes, often not even
representing all Parties. It is not referenced in the Final Recommended Plan. WCS Canada urges that implementation of
the Plan not be the responsibility of the SLC. Rather a separate body, such as an Implementation Group, with defined
membership and representation from all the Parties and with explicit reference and detail regarding its role written into the
Plan itself, should be constituted for implementation. It is not sufficient for the Final Recommended Plan to stay in its
current vague wording and format whereby the Parties are generally identified as agents of implementation, and a legally
undefined and hidden body such as the SLC take on the role of implementation by default.
Recommendation 4: WCS Canada recommends that, regarding Plan Conformity (PolicyRecommendation #26, section
6.1.3), the Yukon Land Use Planning Council (YLUPC) be specifically, and uniquely, listed as the agency responsible for
conformity checks and monitoring (instead of just a potential body as currently worded), or, if the YLUPC is not so
chosen, that a Board or institutional body comprised of all Parties to the Plan (Yukon government, and governments of all
4 First Nations) should be so chosen and put into the text of this Policy Recommendation.Conformity checks should be
done by a third party, independent of the formal Parties to the Plan. The YLUPC is the best such body with knowledge
and understanding of the issues at play. This would help ensure objectivity in interpretation of conformity and of
monitoring data.If the YLUPC cannot take on this role, then the next best alternative is a body comprised of all Parties to
the Plan, such that all sets of interests and vision that have influenced the development of the Plan can be brought
together again to assess future condition. It is not appropriate for a single Party, such as the Yukon Territorial
Government (e.g., through the Ministry of Energy, Mines and Resources) to be given sole responsibility for plan
conformity because of the serious potential for bias and lack of objectivity on the part of only one Party.
OTHER ISSUESThe public information provided through the Finish the Peel process in fall 2018 has brought to light the
fact that other new information, and changing circumstances, might induce the Parties, under the agency of the Senior
Liaison Committee, to make changes to the Final Recommended Plan that have not been clearly laid out and specified to
date. It is unfortunate that such changes are not on the public record for the final consultation.Recommendation 5: WCS
Canada would support re-designation of northeast portions of the planning region as Conservation Areas for boreal
caribou if and only if such re-designation does not entail removing any significant (> 25 square kilometre) or similar-sized
areas of land from the Conservation Areas elsewhere in the planning region. The question of additional conservation
action on behalf of the boreal population of woodland caribou is a recently exposed potential change to the Plan of
interest to WCS Canada. Substantial numbers of boreal-population woodland caribou use the northeastern-most portions
of the planning region (portions of LMUs 13, 14, 15, and 16). Due to listing of this population as threatened under the
federal Species At Risk Act, conservation actions should ideally include stopping the development of new linear
infrastructure within its range. To do this within the context of the Final Recommended Plan would require re-designation
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of portions or all of LMUs 13, 15, and 16 from Integrated Management Units to some level of Conservation Area in the
Plan. WCS Canada would support such re-designation if and only if it does not entail removing any significant (> 25
square kilometre) or similar-sized areas of land from the Conservation Areas elsewhere in the planning region. If redesignation of LMUs 13, 15, and 16 does require reductions in size of Conservation Areas elsewhere, then WCS Canada
would not support such a re-designation on behalf of boreal caribou. The conservation gains for boreal caribou by redesignation are not so significant, in our opinion, because the risks of new infrastructure development in those LMUs is
low under current and foreseeable conditions in the industries that might want to introduce new infrastructure (e.g., oil
and gas exploration which now uses exploration techniques which do not rely on linear cutlines). Maintaining the
Conservation Areas now identified in the Plan as complete hydrographic units is a higher conservation priority than redesignation of IMA LMUs for boreal caribou conservation.Thanks for the opportunity to provide input to this consultation
process.

: Please protect the Peel Watershed permanently for the full 80%. Canada is one of the last remaining areas of the earth
that is still blessed with true wilderness untouched by man. For the sake of future generations of people and all the
critters that call the watershed home (critters which in my mind are innocently subjected to the whim of humans), please
save permanently, 80% of the Peel Watershed.
: Request for permanent protection of 80% of the Peel Reserve area
: Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the final recommended plan for the Peel watershed area. I have two
requests.
Primarily, I would like to see more of the region come under permanent protection and suggest doing so by eliminating
the Wilderness Area designation (whose protected status would be subject to review) and amalgamating the land area
with the Special Management Area to permanently protect 80% of the Peel region.
Secondarily, it would be appreciated if this government would publicly lay out a specific timeline for the implementation of
the final plan once the final consultations are complete.
Sincerely, Justin Wallace Whitehorse, Yukon

15-20% of the interim should become permanently protected for the Peel land use plan. It is necessary to protect the Peel
because it is home to many organisms and one of the last places untouched by humans. However, a very small portion of
land can still be part of the interim because if more land is ever needed for human use for a reasonable reason, then it
would be acceptable. There are economic, cultural and ecological reasons for why the Peel should be protected. The
Peel is the home to many species classified as “threatened”in Canada and it provides critical habitat for large mammals
and smaller wildlife. As habitat to numerous threatened species, it is crucial to protect the Peel so the species won’t go
extinct. The population decrease of an organism can also negatively affect the entire food web, so it is important to
protect the Peel as much as possible, especially since it is an area where organisms flourish and thrive.Protecting the
land is a responsibility inherited from ancestors and an obligation to future generations who will depend on the land. The
local people have the right to protect the land because it provides a way of life for all living things. The situation these
people are facing is equivalent to how one might lose their valuables unwillingly. Protecting the Peel will provide a
balanced future for nearby communities through sectors that make use our of nature without damaging it. If the Peel is
70-80% permanently protected, it will help ensure that the economy can thrive with the use of nature. Since nature plays
a big role in life with natural resources, it is important to protect it for current and future generations, and life in general, to
continue. For these reasons, protecting the Peel watershed is crucial to many.
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80% of permanent protection should be provided. To the First Nations, the Peel Watershed is part of their long cultural
history. They depend on their resources- plants, medicine, and animals, for their livelihood. They have inherited this land
from their ancestors and plan on protecting and preserving it for their future generations. A lot of development could harm
the Peel and destroy the magical scenery. This could decrease the amount of tourists come to explore which could harm
the economy. With tourism, it provides job and business opportunities especially for the First Nations. With more
development, more buildings and roads will be constructed which can also harm the different species of animals that live
there or roam freely. It could change the safeness of their habitat and make it more difficult to live there. The First Nations
and the different species of animals should have the guarantee that they will be protected.

80% of the Yukon territory should be protected and 20% should be open for development. I support this argument with
three temes; Ecological, economical, and cultural. The Peel watershed is one of the few places on earth completely
untouched, and pure of human development. It is home to many different animal species, big and small, in addition to a
divert population of plant species. there is a delicate ecological balance at Peel that very few areas have. The predator
prey relationship is open and allows the food web to flow very naturally. opening up the watershed to roads, mineral
exploration, and other developments would threaten this delicate ecological balance. Preserving this balance, and leaving
all species in Peel unharmed is a main ecological concern that must be met. In addition, the Peel is the northern anchor
of the Yellowstone to Yukon corridor. This means that Peel is a refuge area to many species of animals trying to escape
extreme climate change. These species escape to the Peel watershed because it is so preserved and undeveloped. An
important economical implication is tourism. Peel watershed develops the local economy because its beauty, clean air,
crystal water, different fish… attract tourists and this branch of tourism in Peel contributes to the economy. tens of
thousands of tourists travel t o the Peel area in Yukon each year. preserving the watershed wouldn’t only have
environmental and cultural positive effects, but will also boost Peel’s economy. Lastly, the culture of Yukon is also an
important factor in making this decision. The people of Yukon view protecting the land as a responsibility inherited from
their ancestors and an obligation to future generations who will depend on the land, this cultural aspect should be
respected and kept intact. also The Vuntut Gwitchin of Yukon’s most northerly community primary food source is the
Porcupine Caribou Herd, which travels through the Peel each year. Oil and gas development in the caribou’s range could
devastate their way of life. changing and invading a communities lifestyle for some economic benefit is unacceptable.
These yukons have been living this way for years and there is no reason to change it now.

All 25% interim areas of the Peel watershed should be switched to be permanently protected due to ecological and
cultural reasons. In other words, 80% should be permanently protected. According to pollution issues.com, “Minerals are
a non-renewable resource, and because of this, the life of mines is finite, and mining represents a temporary use of the
land.” If mining is unsustainable, this means that the short term process of mining would eventually end, leaving a barren
mining system where a virtually undisturbed ecosystem once was in the Peel Watershed. The interim areas, if developed
in the future, will not be truly saved until they are protected permanently.
These interim areas of the Peel Watershed should be under permanent jurisdiction because the First Nations depend
upon the ecosystems for their culture and livelihood. As discussed on the website, protect the peel.com, “these first
nations have been stewards and continue to depend on its plants...the Peel is integral to their cultural heritage.” So in
effect, by taking away the interim areas, mining companies are taking away one of their pieces of culture. This is not fair
to the First Nations, who have depended on the Peel Watershed for thousands of years, only to have mining companies
use the land unsustainably over a few years in comparison.
As a former Yukoner I am grateful for the opportunity to reinforce the importance of protecting the Peel watershed. Please
ensure AT LEAST 80% is protected from industrial use. Thank you
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As many are debating on how much of the Peel Watershed should be protected, I recommend that 80% of the land
should have full and permanent protection, 0% interim, and 20% open.
The land provides cultural, social, and environmental benefits that are necessary for the species as well as the
communities that reside nearby. Many communities and tribes of the First Nation live in this area, and the Peel
Watershed is a major part of their lives. “The Peel Watershed has provided cultural and physical nourishment for
thousands of years” (Protect The Peel) for those of the First Nation, and it is a symbol of their history and their future. The
landscape as well is a big part of the First Nations heritage, as stories of their environment go back generations. The
Protected land of the Peel Watershed provides the local residents and species clean water and air, as well as means for
fishing and hunting. Increasing this amount of land will only benefit the people, and allow for a more eco-friendly
environment that the people and animals can survive in.
The Peel is also a very important area for the Porcupine Caribou, a species that is under Canada’s Species at Risk Act.
These woodland boreal caribou migrate through the Peel Watershed, and disrupting this process would create
considerable consequences. As well as for many species, the caribou are involved in a global predator-prey relationship,
and if the peel were to be open to human disturbances, it would largely impact the ecological system of life.
The main usage of land that is planned for the interim land of the peel is for mining, but mining proves to have many
downfalls. Any way of mining that the people choose to go by will affect the air quality. Particulate matter is released from
surface mining when overburden is taken from the site and stored elsewhere. These particulates affect the human health
adversely by contributing to illnesses by either ingesting or absorbing them through the skin or with respiratory problems.
Mining also causes great physical interruption to the landscape of the peel and will overall lead to the decrease of the
natural plant species and wildlife. As well, mining in this area will be the source of water pollution, which would initiate
acid mine drainage, metal contamination, and increased sediment levels in the water sources of the peel.
There are no options of human impact that can be done to the area that would not create a negative fallout. Instead of
taking the risk, the watershed should be permanently protected, as any initial effect to the peel is irreversible in nature.

Change the 25% interim protection to permanent protection. This will bring more certainty to the region giving the Peel
80% permanent protection - what the Commission had originally recommended.
The government should be specific in how it plans on implementing the final plan, and what steps it will take to ensure it
is followed properly.
Dear Planning Review Team,
Please accept this submission to the Peel Watershed final consultations. I believe that it is important to revert the 25% of
the planning region that was allocated as Wilderness Areas in the Final Recommended Plan to Special Management
Areas, per the 2009 Recommended Plan. I truly believe that this is a change that would be in the best interest of
Yukoners and one that would provide certainty for an area that has become famous around the world.
As you may be aware, professionally I am employed by CPAWS Yukon. This has given me an opportunity to speak to
many people, in Whitehorse and the communities - both before and during the consultations. In my conversations, I have
been struck by the fact that so many people already believe that the Final Recommended Plan is already going to
permanently protect 80% of the Peel. For those people, interim protection feels like a betrayal.
As you consider whether or not to convert the areas designated as WA's to SMA's, please remember that there is no
scientific reason for this lower level of protection. It is all "high value" wilderness and provides home to many species of
plants and animals - including the Porcupine Caribou Herd. The Hart River has great value as a wilderness tourism
destination, but requires management planning to ensure that it isn't "loved to death" by the tourists who are increasingly
travelling to the Yukon to experience its beauty.
By converting WA's to SMA's, you would be showing that you are listening to First Nations and the Yukon public. You
would be providing certainty for the Peel Watershed and Yukoners, who have limited appetite to be revisiting the debate
in the next 10 years. This is an opportunity to leave a lasting legacy - a protected area the size of New Brunswick that will
stand as a testament to your forward thinking for generations to come.
Thank you for your consideration,
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HI, I want the Peel Watershed to be protected at 80% as the final report recommended and also that there be no
possibility of looking at reassessing 55% of the region for development after 3 years. I'll be voting with that in mind at the
next Yukon and Federal elections. Best regards,
I am writing from the far side of the continent (Newburgh, Maine, USA) in support of the plan to protect the Peel River
watershed. My perspective is that of a wilderness canoeist – I have spent much of the past fifty-five years in a canoe on
wild waters on the North American continent and feel very privileged to have traveled to many wild locations in both
Canada and the United States. Of all the many rivers I have paddled, I consider the waters of the Peel watershed to rank
as the very finest. Here in the lower 48 we have squandered so many opportunities to protect exceptional places that the
prospect of finding true wilderness solitude has vanished. I urge you to protect permanently the 25% receiving interim
protection.I read the plan with great interest and I happen to have a large photo of a portion of the Wind River on my
office wall. A recent visitor commented on its beauty and said "it looks like there's a road there." It wasn't until I read in the
plan about the Wind River Trail and its winter use that I realized I had captured it on film. Please discontinue the use of
this trail and protect this exquisite watershed. It is an absolute treasure.
I believe that 80% of the and should be given to the permanent environment. Before it was 55% but I think the 25%
interim environment should be moved into the permanent environment category. The reason for that is because the First
Nation people have already settled in that land for millions of years. I think it is necessary for us to put ourselves into the
their shoes and think of how it would feel if they took away our land. They settled there first and a lot of the nature that is
in that environment has already sustained for a really long time. I believe that 80% should be permanent land and 20% is
open for industries.
I believe that 80% of the Peel Watershed should be fully protected by the government due to the ecological and cultural
ramifications of opening up this untamed wilderness to industry.
“The Peel watershed is the traditional territory of three Yukon First Nations – the First Nation of Na-Cho Nyak Dun,
theTr’ondëk Hwëch’in, and Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation – as well as the Tetlit Gwich’in of the neighbouring Northwest
Territories. These First Nations have been stewards of the Peel for thousands of years and continue to depend on its
plants, animals and medicines. With many sacred sites throughout the region, the Peel is integral to their cultural
heritage.” The government needs to ask itself how much more they are going to put these First Nation tribes through.
These tribes have already been pushed so far off their traditional lands, how much more are we going to take from them?
What right do we have to take land away from those who have lived there for thousands and thousands of years? Beyond
just historical significance, these First Nation tribes still rely on the land within the Peel Watershed territory for food,
shelter, medicines, etc. If we were to take away that land, we would be uprooting their entire lifestyle and culture. Again I
ask, how can we justify disrupting an entire culture for potential financial gain?
“The Peel is a refuge for wildlife, offering large animals like moose, caribou, grizzly bears and wolves the space they need
to roam freely. Few places in North America can sustain such large, healthy populations. The watershed is also the
northern anchor for the Yellowstone to Yukon conservation corridor, providing increasingly crucial habitats as climate
change and habitat loss threaten North American wildlife.” The Peel Watershed is home to many different animal and
plant species, and taking away their habitats will only displace them and create issues with humans coming into contact
with wildlife. Many of these animals have no where else to go, so destruction of their habitat would lead to certain demise.
How much wildlife are we willing to sacrifice for the benefit of industry? If you are still not convinced that the Peel
Watershed needs protection and are wondering why this has anything to do with you, I offer this piece of evidence: “The
melting of permafrost across the Canadian north is one of the starkest indicators of climate change. It releases huge
amounts of greenhouse gases and threatens to destabilize northern landscapes and ways of life.” If corporations are
allowed to drill and mine in the Peel Watershed, the melting of the permafrost will increase exponentially, and more
greenhouse gases will be released. The release of these gases will harm the surrounding environment and will expedite
the global warming process, which ultimately affects all of our lives. That means that even if you don’t live in the Yukon,
you will feel the effects of an unprotected Peel Watershed.
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I believe that instead of the current “55% full protection, 25% temporary protection and 20% open for industry”
agreement, 80% of the Peel Watershed should be put under full protection due to the First Nation tribes living there, the
thriving environment, and the economy. The three First Nation tribes that currently occupy the Peel have been living there
for generations, which means it is full of rich history and traditions. Ancestral land is extremely important to First Nation
culture, and the current agreement would take a good percentage of that land away from them. These tribes rely of the
Peel’s current environment to survive; many First Nation tribes use the rivers to catch fish that make up a good part of
their diet. Alongside this, the Vuntut Gwitchin tribe rely on the migration of the Porcupine Caribou to supply their main
food source. With the way the Peel currently is, it helps them balance Westernized and traditional lifestyles, but the
development of the Peel would disrupt their way of life.The Peel is also an extremely biodiverse ecosystem. Many of
Canada’s iconic wildlife live in the Peel for all of, or part of, the year. Due to the lack of humans living in the Peel, the
environment is flourishing along with the rivers being extremely clean and clear. The lack of human influence helps keep
things in balance. There is also a delicate balance in the food web/ecosystem and major developments could heavily
affect these relationships the animals have with each other. The mining benefits weren’t deemed a worthy toll on the
environment If development occurred in the Peel Watershed, certain species may be drive out which could lead to a
collapse in the entire food web. Development often leads to species trying to rapidly adapt, and if they fail, they could be
wiped out.Lastly, the current state of the Peel wilderness is helping the economy. Due to the fact that the Peel is one of
the last large locations of land untouched by humans, there is a thriving tourist industry. The tourist industry is benefiting
the economy through hotel costs, guides of the Peel, equipment necessary for the exploration, and shops/restaurants
around the area. The Peel is also providing conservation and ecological jobs due to the environment, helping people who
need work find it. Overall, the mining costs and effects on the environment would not only affect the ecosystem, but it
would also majorly decrease the amount of tourism and jobs that the Peel currently provides.

I believe the Peel final recommended plan should be altered to have 80% permanent protection instead of the
recommend 55%, meaning that the 25% interim protected areas would be changed to permanent protected area.
I have lived in the Yukon since 2000. Having lived in a number of other places in Canada prior to that I value that the
Yukon is a place where the turn of the seasons, and the natural rhythms are embraced as part of day to day life rather
than an impediment to production. Large tracts of relatively intact land offer room for wildlife and the habitats that support
them to continue to flourish. As human population increases this is becoming a increasingly scare, and increasingly
valuable resource. It is what sets the north apart and makes it special. The Peel land use planning process has been a
long arduous affair which has consumed an immense amount of financial resources and psychic energy. The
recommended Final Plan is the result of that process and offers a vision which attempts to reconcile and balance
conflicting views of the land. It is a plan which I believe is largely supported by the majority of Yukoners, in as far as it is
the outcome of a lot of hard work which attempts to strike a balance between pro-development and conservation
interests. It is bold in the amount of area which receives protection while still allowing development in areas with proven
resource potential, and the possibility of future development in other areas. The recent Supreme Court of Canada
decision confirms that the recommended Final Plan must be the basis of the Plan which the government approves which
places limits on the degree to which modifications can be made.
The recommended Final Plan does not satisfy anyone. Pro-development interests see it as too restrictive, alienating
resource potential in protected areas; while conservationists object to protection for a full 25% of the area being interim.
Recognizing the work that has gone into the recommended Final Plan and the legal precedents established, I support the
recommended Final Plan. Having said that, and recognizing that the Government of Yukon can make modifications to the
recommended plan, I would like to express that my sympathies lie with those who would like to see full protection for
some or all of the area for which the recommended Final Plan offers interim protection. I would hope that in making a final
decision on how to move forward that the Government of Yukon recognizes that protected areas have benefits beyond
short term economic gains, and that moving into the future that the value of protected areas will only increase. In order for
the Yukon to maintain its character as a special place, the Government of Yukon must ensure the protection of large
untrammelled areas where the natural world is allowed to flourish. I would therefore, urge the Government of Yukon to
seize the opportunity presented by the Peel Landuse Plan to protect as much of the Peel region as fully as possible by
extending full protection to some or all of the 25% interim protected area or to place constraints on the types of future
development which might be considered.
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In the peel watershed in yukon canada should be more protected to keep the animals, their habitats, and the streams and
water clean and safe. Opening more industrial area in this location is not a wise choice because adding to pollution in this
area is not good from the environment. ”Climate change is one of the world’s top issues...One of the best strategies to
tackle this growing concern is by keeping wild spaces wild” (yellowstone conservation). If there would be more industrial
landscape open in this area it would not only impact the area surrounding but it would also impact the world by adding to
pollution and chemicals. Along with environmental issues to inforce more protection, there are also many aesthetic and
cultural values. The land is a beautiful landscape with lots of habitats and wonderful animals.
People travel all over the world to see the beauty of the landscape and the many different animals. The peel watershed is
one of the last that is not industrialized and we need to get more protection by increasing the permanent protection from
55 percent to 80 percent protection.

Increased protection should be implemented in the Yukon Territory- 80% of theYukon Territory should be protected and
20% should be industrialized. Lack of human interference with the landscape has kept it clean and pure with no
pollutants. Because of the lack of human interference in the land, there is a very hospitable environment for any animal
that would like to live in the area. The land is home to many animals, providing shelter. The land offers many resources,
leading many animals to call it their home. The environment at Yukon Territory is hospitable for many different types of
animals and has a very diverse population. Due to the lack of interference and the welcoming land, many animals can call
this place home. Very pure and hospitable nature. The peel acts a part of many animals’ big migration trip every year.
The peel acts as a way for animals to migrate. If there is too much industrialization in the area, animals would not be able
to use the land for the purpose it is currently being used. The native people view the land as a responsibility inherited
from their ancestors. The very few people who reside in the area enjoy the land they have, do not want any changes to
occur. Industrializing the Yukon Territory will mess up predator-prey relationships. The Yukon Territory is one of the last
places in the world that has natural predator/ prey relationships and by adding people who aren’t working for the good of
the Porcupine Caribou there is potential to harm more than one species. Finally, industry does not need more room.
Industry is taking over the world and we hardly never get to see an environment as beautiful and pure as the Yukon
Territory.
Knowing that wilderness areas are going to be constantly looked at for future development , resource extraction and other
needs of an ever expanding human population my vote would be for protecting what we can now . Protection for 80% of
the Peel Watershed would be a more than worthwhile endeavour .
David Impey
My comment is as follows: I support the current proposal but I want to see the 25% interim protection changed to
permanent protection to bring more certainty to the region by giving the Peel 80% permanent protection, which is what
the Commission had originally recommended.
I also want to know specifics from the government re how it plans to implement the final plan, and what steps it will take
to ensure it is followed properly
My comment is that I support YCS and CPAWS. Protecting 80% of the Peel watershed is crucial.
My comment is that the 80% of the Peel which is currently protected in the interim should be protected permanently.
Untouched nature is far more important and valuable than resource extractions.
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I've already filled out the questionnaire, supporting 80% permanent protection for the Peel. I have to additional comments
I'd like to add. Yesterday, I had the chance to speak with two long time Yukoners who live in a trap line near the Hart
River. They spoke vividly about the disturbances caused by wilderness tourists, especially on highly travelled rivers. I'd
like to add my voice in support of regulations governing the party-size and frequency of river trips within the Peel
Watershed, especially related to commercial guiding.
Secondly, I want to add another piece of rationale behind giving permanent protection to the Hart River area and other
areas with interim protection under the Final Recommended Plan. Leaving these areas with only interim protection could
create a state of endless limbo — similar to what happened with the Coastal Plain of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.
In 1977 President Carter signed legislation designating most of the Arctic Refuge as wilderness, yet the 1002 lands were
not given the same protections. This compromise solution left the future of the 1002 lands and the Porcupine caribou
herd in the hands of future Congresses and future Presidents — and resulted four decades of uncertainty, political drama,
and endless campaigning from the Gwich'in and conservation groups. Now we're fighting to save the Refuge from
destruction. The Arctic Refuge should be a cautionary tale against leaving important areas in limbo. If this consultation
reveals that there's strong support from First Nations and the public for 80% permanent protection to the Peel, then let's
find the political will to get it done. Moments like this are rare. This is our chance to resolve the future of areas like the
Hart River Valley once and for all.
Thank you for all of your work during these consultations,
Please keep this area wild and keep development out of at least 80% of the Peel watershed. Nature, particularly truly wild
places offer a deep resounding sense of primordial connection and freedom to humans from just knowing they are there.
I’ve traveled through many wild places of Canada’s North and have been to the Yukon twice. It has deeply resonated with
me and I plan to visit the Peel watershed and paddle some of its rivers in the years to come, and I deeply hope I can
travel there with my son when he gets old enough.Please don’t chip away at one of the major things that makes the
Yukon the Yukon. Looking generations into the future, making the decision to keep this land wild will have global
significance and potentially greater economic value than opeaning it to reasource extraction.History teaches us that it is
the people who make a stand for protection now who’s names will be known and heald in high regards.They will be the
heros of tomorrow. Those who stand to see development will be held in the opposite standing or happily forgotten. When
deciding on protection of the Peel, ask yourself where do you want the concentric waves of your influence to travel, how
do you want them to reflect in the future and please, make the decision to protect at least 80% of the Peel watershed.
Please do this for ourselves today and tomorrow, for the Yukon, Canada, and the world, for long term economic reasons
and for our spirit.
Please provide a provision in the Final Plan that recommends the 25% Interim Wilderness with permanent protection
now. Also, the remaining 20% should be considered for Permanent Protection during a 5 year review
Political changes in the U.S., Ontario, and Brazil have installed figure head politicians who view the unsustainable plunder
of natural resources as economic growth. Environmental protection and ecologically based policies have been rolled back
and eliminated in a legislative sitting. Meanwhile catastrophic wildfires, storms, flooding and here in the Yukon, the loss of
glacial ice all signal the onset of global warming. Monthly, scientists lament the loss of another species.
In this time of environmental and political crises it is imperative that the will of the people to protect the maximum amount
of the Peel watershed be respected and that the full 80% protection of the Peel be made law. Protecting only 55% and
leaving 25% under interim protection and at the whim of future legislators, is gambling with the clear intent of Yukon
citizens. Yukoners clearly expressed themselves through their participation in the planning commission report. Too many
Yukon and Canadian citizens have worked too hard for too long to accept anything less than the full 80% protection. We
cannot afford to risk the future of the Peel to political pandering or passivity. In the face of global species extinction
through a corporate assault on the environment, having a protected area large enough to allow plant and animal survival
including healthy predator/prey relationships is a legacy for a damaged planet. The Peel watershed is pristine and one of
the most diverse ecosystems in the world. It deserves maximum protection
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Political changes in the U.S., Ontario, and Brazil have installed figure head politicians who view the unsustainable plunder
of natural resources as economic growth.
Environmental protection and ecologically based policies have been rolled back and eliminated in a legislative sitting.
Meanwhile catastrophic wildfires, storms, flooding and here in the Yukon, the loss of glacial ice all signal the onset of
global warming. Monthly, scientists lament the loss of another species.
In this time of environmental and political crises it is imperative that the will of the people to protect the maximum amount
of the Peel watershed be respected and that the full 80% protection of the Peel be made law. Protecting only 55% and
leaving 25% under interim protection and at the whim of future legislators, is gambling with the clear intent of Yukon
citizens. Yukoners clearly expressed themselves through their participation in the planning commission report. Too many
Yukon and Canadian citizens have worked too hard for too long to accept anything less than the full 80% protection. We
cannot afford to risk the future of the Peel to political pandering or passivity.
In the face of global species extinction through a corporate assault on the environment, having a protected area large
enough to allow plant and animal survival including healthy predator/prey relationships is a legacy for a damaged planet.
The Peel watershed is pristine and one of the most diverse ecosystems in the world. It deserves maximum protection.
protect 80 per cent pf the peel!
Respect the protection plan by the Planning Commission calling for 80% protect of the Peel. Respect the Na-Cho Nyak
Dun, Tr'ondek Hwech'in and Vuntut Gwitchin First Nations!
The 25% interim protection needs to be upgraded to permanent protection
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The all 25% of the court granted interim land in the Peel Watershed should be changed into permanently protected land,
so as to leave 80% of the Peel permanently protected, in order to protect the Porcupine Caribou, an environmentally and
culturally significant species, as well as an threatened one according to the Species act Risk Act, and to protect the
culture of the First Nation peoples Permanently protecting interim Peel lands is crucial to the wellbeing of the Porcupine
Caribou, a species of caribou that live in the Peel Watershed. Every year this species of caribou migrates to calving
areas in Alaska to give birth. Beginning from the southern areas of the Yukon and Northwest Territories in the winter, the
caribou migrate to calving areas in Alaska for the spring and summer, returning to the Yukon for the fall and winter. This
migration is necessary, as it brings females to calving areas that are abundant with vegetation and area temporarily
mosquito free, which allows them to provide their calves with good conditions and a good food supply that will allow the
calves to become strong, grow, and survive their first few months of life. The migration pattern of the caribou transcends
human made state and country boundaries, following a loose, general path. This path, however, is hindered and changed
by natural factors like poor weather, climate change, and predation. With the migration already hurt by everchanging and
inconsistent natural factors, we should not add more human obstacles and human interference to the landscape of the
caribou, as this would only work to further displace migrating caribou and disrupt their migration, which could lead to
declines in the population of porcupine.The caribou serve as an important source of food for animals like wolves and
bears, and help fertilize soil with their nitrogen rich dropping, which aids plant growth. Declines in porcupine caribou
populations would greatly hurt and disrupt the thriving ecosystem of the Peel watershed, as it would remove a valuable
source of food for many carnivorous species of animals in the Arctic region, which could lead to declines of species like
grizzly bears and wolves. This decline of various species would send ripples throughout the entire ecosystem as
organisms that were kept in check by species like bears and wolves would be able to increase to excessive sizes in the
absence of their natural predators. Thus, if the caribou decline, the entire ecosystem gets disrupted. As caribou also help
the soil and vegetation by providing the soil and water with nitrogen from their droppings and by altering decomposition of
the soil, which can help plants and vegetation prosper, vegetation and soil quality could also be hurt by their
decline.Aside from natural issues that could arise from human development of interim land, interference in the Peel lands
would negatively impact the First Nation peoples. The Gwitchin and Inuvialuit, the local First Nation peoples, have relied
on the porcupine caribou for centuries for basic necessities like food, clothing, tools and shelter. Though there are no
permanent settlements on the Peel today, such peoples continue to spend time on the Peel, taking part in activities like
hunting, fishing, and trapping, showing how the First Nation peoples are working to find their own balance between their
traditional and modern practices. Such peoples as the Gwich’in are even more closely tied to the Peel, as they still
depend on the Porcupine Caribou for food. The Native peoples have a historical and cultural right to the land, as a place
permanently intertwined and essential to their identities. It would not be right to disturb their centuries old traditions, ways
of life, and history for expansion of new environmentally harmful and non-essential mining practices. Such industries as
mining are environmentally harmful to water quality in the Peel and are not essential, as other more environmentally
conscious businesses can be created on the Peel instead. For example, the Peel already draws thousands with its
natural beauty and pristine ecosystems every year. People can economically take advantage of this by establishing
tourist related opportunities and businesses, as travelers require food, lodging, equipment, transportation, guides and
more. Such things can be provided by the natives, which would further respect their ties and claims to the Peel, while
helping benefit the economy and keeping the Peel’s conditions unchanged, which would help preserve the balance of its
complex ecosystems.
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The cross-section of environmental and indigenous movements in Canada. This means that this habitual area is an
unspoiled territory that is home to many animals and plants which provides for our future generations.
Also there are rivers that flow through this watershed which contributes to our environment immensely. The current Final
Recommended Land Use Plan for the Peel Watershed was released, calling for 55% permanent protection and 25%
interim protection, and 20% open to roads and industrial development. But, from an ecological, cultural, and economic
perspective, it is best to create a full 80% protection for the watershed. The Peel is one of rare undisturbed natural
habitats existing today and it refuges many animals/plants that are affected by climate change due to the rapidly changing
weather pattern in the North.
Also the open roads and industrial development will affect the Peel because more human activity will pollute the land
which will alter the habitat forever.
Also there are different ways to receive economic benefits without developing industrial plans onto this environment. For
example. The Peel is a tourist attraction for thousands of visitors which could create new local revenues and more
employment opportunities for the citizens. Also protecting the Peel Watershed will ensure the traditional fishing and
conserve more natural resources that could essentially become vital for the future generations.
Also emphasizing on the animals within the the Peel Watershed habitat, this is home for endangered animals such as the
caribou and the undisturbed lands contributes to unique biodiversity that is critical for our future. It contains the highest
amount of epidemic plants in all of Canada and is the largest annual migration land for animals. This natural habitat will
conserve natural resources as well as land for the future generations and because this watershed is undisturbed (which is
rare now a days) it will contribute immensely.
The current plan to protect the Peel gives permanent protection to 55% and 25% interim protection. I support changing
the 25% interim protection to permanent protection, totalling 80% permanent protection. If possible I would support 100%
permanent protection.
The current proposed division of the Peel Watershed is unsatisfactory. I assert that the percentages should be altered so
that all 80% off the land is permanently protected, rather than the current 55% fully protected - 25% temporarily
protected.This land belongs not to the current residents of the Yukon territory, but rather the indigenous tribes which have
resided there fore centuries. The peoples of these tribes have asserted that they would like none of the land taken for
commercial use. However, they have become stuck within this effort for compromise-- which remind you, they did not
have to cooperate with—to give up 20% of their land. For them to have to give up more sometime in the future is
preposterous.Despite this land not truly being ours to take, this land provides services we cannot provide with human
industry. This land is home to loads of species which do not exist elsewhere. By using and polluting this land, we run the
risk of damaging the populations of these species.Mining requires severe damage to the physical form of the land, which
could alter migration patterns of animals such as the Porcupine Caribou. Mining will also alter the chemistry of the water
that runs all through this area. This may result in the decline of fish populations, a major source of food for many animals
within this area. It will mean unsafe drinking water for the people of these lands. In fact, mining pollution causes damages
to humans almost as much as animals. Increased mining in this area would result in further release of heavy metals into
the atmosphere, which are detrimental to human health. This land must be preserved. We cannot leave a whole 25% in
the hands of our future government. We must return it to the true owners; to the indigenous peoples and animals. This
25% must be protected: permanently.While unfortunately we cannot change the fact that 20% of this land will be lost to
business pursuits, I strongly urge you to make use of the land through means other than mining. Mining causes so much
damage to the environment and is only a short term source of economic gain. Once the materials have been reaped, the
land is barren and destroyed. Instead, I urge you to keep intact the beautiful land that exists in this area. Tourism offers a
bright alternative.Employees do not need to be highly educated; it does not cost much to train people on the history of
this land. Open this land to public appreciation. People will come from all over to see land this pristine and beautiful, to
learn of the unique cultures of the people that live off it, or to view the gorgeous flora and fauna which exists only in the
Peel Watershed. Please! Protect this land.Again, I urge you to permanently preserve the whole 80% of the land, and
dedicate the other 20% to environmentally sound sources of income.
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The entirety of the 25% interim protection of the Peel Watershed should become permanent meaning 80% of the Peel
Watershed should be permanently protected because the value of the Peel is priceless in terms of its ecological,
economic, and cultural value. Mining can leave behind environmental scars and even something as simple as a road can
irreversibly alter habitats forever. A lot of people think that a few mines here and there in the Peel will not be that big of a
deal but the fact is, roads have the potential to fragment habitats and mines release tons of pollution and over exhausts
resources which will have detrimental effects on the environment. Furthermore, Simon Mervyn, Chief of the First Nation
of Na-Cho Nyak Dun brings to light the idea that the environment is not for sale. The proposal of leaving some land only
temporarily protected should be unnegotiable. It makes no sense for any entity to have the power to purchase the
environment and pollute and decimate it through industry all to make a few extra bucks. Many of the natives to the land
also have concerns, to them the land holds physical and spiritual significance. Burial grounds and abandoned settlements
have been found within the territory of the Peel and many people feel a spiritual connection to the land. It is also
physically important because their ancestors have travelled across and lived within the land many years ago. Most
importantly, the Peel is a wildlife haven. The geographical diversity of the Peel is unparalleled in North America and it has
ecosystems ranging from mountains to forests. Developing the Peel would mean not the just the destruction of one
ecosystem but multiple ecosystems that each thrive in the Peel. In addition, many animals species have been found in
the Peel which are listed on endangered species list, and the Peel is one of the only places that the endangered species
are safe from human disturbance. Industry would leave the wildlife no safe place to call home. Finally, because the Peel
resisted freezing over during the last ice age, it has a unique biodiversity and is home to many rare plants and animals
found nowhere else on Earth. Ultimately, the Peel has unparalleled ecological, cultural, and economic value so it should
be protected as heavily as laws can allow.
The final recommended plan needs to be changed so that the Plan is update and at a minimum 25% interim protection
should be made permanent
The First Nations and environmental groups should agree to permanently protect 80% of the peel watershed for
ecological, cultural, and economic reasons. While 55% of the watershed being protected is beneficial, 80% will more
impactful towards preservation efforts. The Peel Watershed provides ecological benefits and some of the most diverse
geographical terrain in North America. By preserving more of the Peel Watershed, more endangered species could
continue to survive and prosper. The watershed also provides an anchor point for wildlife to cross.There are also cultural
benefits to protecting the Peel Watershed even further than simply 55%. The Peel Watershed is traditional territory of
there Yukon First Nations. It is important to continue to preserve this territory as it serves as a center of cultural identity
and tradition.Lastly, there are economic benefits to protecting 80% of the watershed. 20% of the watershed being used
for oil production and mining is sufficient to provide economic sustainability. Any further exploitation would result in
ecological and cultural deterioration.
The first time I visited the Peel Watershed was in1994 as a tourist from Switzerland. Since then I have repeatedly come
back to visit the Yukon and the rivers. Not only is the Peel Watershed important from an environmental point of view, but
also as an attractions for Europeans, where all the wild land has disappeared! Please fully protect this important
watershed (80% at least), so that future generation can experience that wonderful landscape and understand what living
off the land means.
Thank you
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The following is a formal letter that will be delivered to the parties addressed below and is the official position of WTAY
November 27, 2018
Hon. Jeanie Dendys, Minister of Tourism & Culture
Hon. Ranj Pillai, Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources
Hon. Pauline Frost, Minister of Environment
Yukon Government, Whitehorse, Yukon
Re: Consultation on the Final Recommended Plan for the Peel Watershed
Dear Ministers Dendys, Pillai and Frost:
The Wilderness Tourism Association of the Yukon (WTAY) acknowledges and appreciates the Yukon government’s most
recent efforts to consult with Yukon citizens regarding the Peel Watershed plan.
As part of this final consultation, WTAY recently had an opportunity to meet with representatives of Stantec. During the
meeting, we were presented with a map that outlined the various protected areas as well as those that will be open to
exploration and development. The map indicates that there are two protected areas, the “Special Management Area”
comprising 55% of the Peel Watershed and four “Wilderness Areas” which make up 25%. While these two areas combine
to protect 80% of the Peel Watershed, we were informed that the “Wilderness Areas” would be reviewed on a regular
basis to examine if they should remain in this protected category or have their status changed.
As the voice for wilderness tourism in the Yukon, WTAY has been a supporter of 100% protection for the Peel Watershed
since consultations began in 2004. We remain steadfast in this opinion still today. We have also supported the affected
First Nations, CPAWS Yukon, YCS and various other groups that have worked to have the Peel Watershed protected.
One of the key ingredients to the success of our industry is large tracts of pristine wilderness. In this regard, the Peel
Watershed is a world-class example.
The recently released Tourism Development Strategy, which WTAY was (and continues to be) heavily invested in
references sustainability as one of the essential components for our collective success moving forward. We would like to
highlight that our membership has been accessing the Peel Watershed for decades now, with a minute amount of impact
involved. We believe that if this region were to receive the protection it deserves, that would create a measure of certainty
for our industry and allow our member companies to further invest and develop programming for the region –
programming that could be delivered in a sustainable way indefinitely.
As with the initial round of consultations on the Peel Watershed, many of us have already compromised from 100% to
80% protection. WTAY sees the “Wilderness Areas” as a further erosion of the plan and we firmly believe that all
“Wilderness Areas” should be added to the “Special Management Area”. This minor change is more in line with the
original recommended plan and would provide permanent protection, thus creating much needed certainty for both the
region and our membership.
We encourage the Yukon Government to take the steps needed to fully and permanently protect the already indicated
80% under the status of Special Management Area. Thank you for your consideration. Should you require any further
input or clarification, please feel free to contact the WTAY office.

The lasting integrity of ecological infrastructure globally is being compromised by human intervention; pollution, extractive
industries and transportation.Our common lands, waters and air need management help to sustain their health giving
naturalness.The new Peel River plan needs to be 80% protected which would include the entire Hart river watershed.
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The level of permanent protection of the Peel Watershed should increase to 80%, and 20% open to for business. There
are economic, cultural, and ecological reasons why it should be protected more than 55 %. One is because of the fact
that it is traditional territory that takes a big part in the lives of the community that live by. People depend on the resources
the Peel has to offer; like food and water. Using the land for industrial purposes will cause a big change in the ecosystem
and can bring negative effects to the people. Such as lack or resources for them to use and the need to another home to
regain those resources. It is also considered an obligation to protect it for the future generations and as a responsibility
left by their ancestors. People that live by it believe that it is important to preserve a such a valuable place of wilderness
and continue saving for future people so they can enjoy its resources.
Another major reason why the Peel is considered valuable is because it provides fresh water and clean air. This is an
important aspect because it is such a valuable resource that if lost, could destroy organisms and their way of living.
Bringing industrialization can cause pollution in the air and water. It contains biomes like Alpine Tundra, wetlands, and
boreal forests. Since the peel watershed contains three different biomes, in them contains a large biodiversity of
organisms. Disturbing some of these habitats can affect the ecosystems negatively and the how organisms interact with
one another, which can then affect the people around them. Tourism also contributes to the economy. Having such a
large biodiversity available to the public, it is easy for this type of wilderness to gain a lot of attention from tourists. Which
is a large source of income. The Peel also supplies fishing and trapping. This is important because the people that live
around the Peel depend on its animals to be supplied with food. This way people can fish and trap to feed their families.
Therefore it is important to consider that leaving the Peel at less than an 80% of permanent protection can bring negative
consequences.

The level of protection towards the Peel Watershed should be much more than the Supreme Court’s decision of 55%
permanent protection. It should first off have the most permanent protection available, which is 80%, 10% interim
protection, and finally 10% open.
This is how it should be because the Peel watershed holds many economical, cultural and Ecological backrounds and
allows for new species to be found and discovered as well as bring back endangered species to abundant because it is
pure nature free from society. For example, “The Peel is home to multiple herds of woodland boreal caribou, a species
that is classified as ‘threatened’ nationally under Canada’s Species at Risk Act,” which is why the Peel should be
protected. If the Peel is less protected, the endangered species and much more likely to die off due to the nature being
under too much effect from industrial development. Moreover, the Peel should be protected for cultural reasons “as we
owe it to future generations to conserve precious natural areas such as the Peel that provide the clean air, water and
wildlife that sustain us all.” Our ancestors respected the Peel and did nothing to harm it and left it perfectly for us to
benefit from it. Therefore, it is our duty to conserve the natural area of the Peel for our future generations to enjoy,
whether in the perspective of seeing it as pure beauty or beneficial towards resources.
Lastly, “by implementing the Final Recommended Plan to protect 80% of the watershed, we can create a balanced future
for nearby communities through sectors that make use of nature without damaging it.” This shows the perspective of the
economy that is needed by the protetion of the Peel. If 80% of the Peel is protected, the future of the Peel will be kept in
good hands with the Yukon people being able to still benefit from the nature of the Peel without any damage being done.
If more than 20% of the Peel is subjected to Industrial Development, it would jeopardize the Yukon poeple expressing
how much they consider the ecological and cultural aspects of the Peel above the potential for mining and things such as
oil extracation.
Overall, for the many economial, cultural, and ecological reasons stated, the Peel Watershed must be protected to the
fullest extent, aka 80% to ensure damage to the nature of the Peel is minimal and the living things inhabiting the Peel can
continue to thrive.
The Peel Land Use Commission recommended 55% complete protection and 25% interim protection. I would like to see
80% complete protection to eliminate uncertainty in the future.
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The Peel Watershed area of Yukon should be 80% permanently protected and 20% open for development. This is
different than the supreme court agreement to have 55% of the area permanently protected, 25% temporarily protected,
and 20% open for development. I believe that this should be the case because many of the resources and benefits that
the watershed provides could be permanently damaged/destroyed if exposed to human industries like mining and the
building of oil refineries. Leaving a large part of the area open to potential destruction could have negative cultural,
economic, and ecological impacts on the region.The peel watershed has been the home of three first nation tribes for
hundreds of years. These people have integrated the resources of the region into their diet, medicines, and cultural
practices. The development and/or urbanization would disrupt many of these resources and force the people of the first
nation tribes to abandon their way of life.Keeping the peel watershed in its current natural state would also have long
lasting economic benefits. The wilderness tourism industry can only be sustained if the wild and it’s species stays in tact.
The temporary economic benefits of mining and resource exploitation can be outlasted by other professions in the
hospitality industry. This will also allow for conservation experts and other scientists to keep jobs in the region.The largest
benefits of keeping the peel watershed are those that are ecological. The trees and other plantlife of the area serve as a
natural carbon sink which reduces the impact of global warming. Destroying these resources would hurt not only the
Yukon region, but the entire planet as well. The region is also the home to a large variety of species and biodiversity. For
example, it serves as the home to the Porcupine Caribou herd, one of the largest herds with over 200,000 caribou, during
most of the year. The development of even a simple road would disrupt the migration of these caribou which would have
an impact on all other animals within the food web.The peel watershed is an important area of wilderness and biodiversity
which is why 80% of it should be permanently protected by the government, unlike the 55% that is permanently protected
under the current plan. The cultural, ecological, and economical benefits of this are too important to ignore.

THE PEEL WATERSHED I’m a grade 5 student at J.V Clark in Mayo Yukon. I want to have my voice heard because this
is my back yard. My opinion about the peel watershed is the it should have at least 80% protection because this is one of
the last places that is not mined the whole world. One of the reasons is that water is life, water is life because we need
water to live and not just us; plants, animals, and people all need water to live. I want this land to stay protected for the
people, plants, and animals. We may need mines, but not everywhere. We need this land!!
Thank you for hearing my voice!
The peel watershed is a beautiful place, home to many unique things that can only be seen there. The peel should be
protected more than simply the 55% permanent protection. The peel needs to be protected because of all of the impacts
it has on the surrounding areas as well as the various number of benefits it has on the surrounding wildlife. 80% of the
Peel should fall into the permanent protection category and the remaining 20% for development.
The peel watershed should be protected more because of the positive effects it has on the local communities. The
outstanding beauty within the peel attracts thousands of environmental tourists that provide additional commerce in the
surrounding communities that positively impacts all of their economies. Not only does the peel help the economies of the
local areas but it is a very important source of clean water and food. The fish in the river are a reliable source of food and
many people in the first nations go into the peel and trap to acquire their food. By using additional land in the peel for
development the government is taking away dollars that should be going to the local economies and they are taking away
crutal sources of food and water.
The peel watershed is also extremely beneficial to the many animals who are in it. Globalwarming has displaced
thousands of animals with no where to go, the peel watershed provides a place of refuge for some of these species who
cannot go home to their old habitat. The peel is also a large are that different animals will travel through when migrating.
If additional development is added to this area many animals will not know where to go when migrating and they will be
forced to find alternate routes which is a potential risk to these organisms.
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The Peel Watershed is an area of land in the Yukon territory of Canada. This land has been mostly untouched by human
industrialization for centuries. A portion of the land was given to the government that want to us this land for its
abundance of natural resources such as the minerals and the wildlife. The government has tried to take take more away
from the land by trying to obtain more from the 80% of the land that they promised to protect. That should absolutely not
be allowed to stand as 80% of the land should be permanently protected while 20% should be open for business as
promised. Treaties made in the past ensure the government that they will allow 80% of the land to be in protection from
any type of industrialization, but they have broken this promise and are trying to obtain more resources for their own
selfish use. It is not in their right to take what they have promised not to touch on in a signed treaty.Not only is the
government wrong to go back on their word but the Peel Watershed is full of amazing wildlife such as caribous, wolves
and more. Taking land from these animals could possibly force the animals to migrate somewhere of new environment
which could then produce more detriments to their previous environment, create a problem for the new environment, and
create a problem for the animal itself if it fails to adapt . Also the inhabitants that live on this Yukon territory rely on all the
resources the land provides and have been living like this for centuries. Taking the land away could mean the resources
that the small nations use could decrease. This could end in the nations not having enough resources to sustain their
towns and villages which could definitely harm their people severely. The land should be majority protected permanently
while the 20 percent that’s open for business should be used because it’s understandable to want to take natural
resources from the Earth to put to use. However, the extraction of natural resources shouldn’t outweigh the option of
keeping one of the last areas of great wilderness. It’s is absolutely necessary to keep the Peel protected in an effort to
protect the all the wildlife that resides within it.

The Peel Watershed is known to be one of the last of its kind, with modern day technology constantly surrounding us, it’s
nice to escape to the great outdoors and view nature untouched by mankind. However, because of the most recent
Supreme Court ruling, this could go away. While preserving 55% of the watershed is a majority of the land, 45% of the
land would have the possibility of being open to industry, which would destroy the once tranquil coastal range. Not only if
this morally wrong for a numerous amount of reasons, but it could disrupt the First Nations who call the watershed their
home and the animals which live in the ecosystem. Instead of destroying almost half of the watershed, instead I propose
that 80% of the Peel Watershed would be conserved, leaving 20% being open for industry.
Making the Peel Watershed open to mining in such a vast amount of land could propose a number of hazards, such as
affecting our health. While mining may provide hundreds of full time jobs, those jobs nevertheless are still dangerous.
Adding on to that, mining can have a drastic effect on water pollution and air quality. Mining in small areas such as only
20% of the peel would have less of an environmental impact and could slow down the effects of things such as global
warming rather than mining in almost 45% of the Peel, which would only make matters worse. If 80% of the territory
however was protected and untouched by industry, we could help preserve the air and water quality. Not only would
preserving a higher percentage of the Peel be more impactful ecologically, but it would also save ecosystems and the
First Nations who reside there. By opening their territories to industry, mining, and oil, their homes, history, and culture
could all be destroyed.
They are descendants of people who first lived on the Watershed, and by taking away their home, it would almost be as if
you’re stripping away the last remaining pieces of history. Not only that, but animals such as the porcupine caribou roam
parts of the watershed, and with their population constantly fluctuating, we have to keep a close eye on them to make
sure they do not become endangered or extinct. By opening up potentially 45% of the watershed to industry, then these
animals and many more risk having their home taken away from them and being forced to migrate elsewhere.
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The Peel watershed is one of the largest intact area of the boreal forests in Canada, specifically Yukon Territory. Several
years ago, the court proposed an idea that to protect the watershed they will conduct 55% full protection, 25% interim
protection (future development) and 20% open for business. I think that the level of protection that should be
recommended for the Peel watershed is 80%. When protecting 80% of the Peel watershed, it will sustain the environment
and will prevent further destruction in our environment by the industrial companies. Most of Canada’s wildlife thrives in
the Peel Watershed. This goes from predators such as grizzly, wolf, wolverine, and the lynx to moose, dall sheep and
caribou. The Peel Watershed has been recognized as a global benchmark for predator-prey relationships, and opening
up the watershed to roads and mineral exploration would threaten this Ecological balance. This watershed is one of the
last watershed’s that the wildlife believe is their environment and community. This environment should be conserved and
none of it should be given up for the use of construction because it will have significant effects on the species and on the
habitats within that conserved area. This land is not something that can be bought or should be changed because it is
necessary to keep the balance between the environment and the urbanization. It is known that the Peel Watershed is an
important part of the environment itself, but it’s also an important part of the local residents and/or community who live in
that region. Historically, First Nations people have lived, occupied and traveled the entire region, and the plants,
medicines and animals. This is part of their cultural identity and the long history behind this watershed. The rivers and
mountains of the Peel are a key part of First Nations heritage, and they are reflected in stories and their deep knowledge
of the land. This becomes sensitive to those who live close to the Peel Watershed. They believe that the Peel is a
traditional territory and don’t want it environmentally destroyed. They want to preserve this land in order for the future
generations to continue living in a rural lifestyle. This means that the species in that region are the source of food for the
populations and the people living near the Peel Watershed. This is a significant part to their cultural identity and their care
for their land and the future generations. I strongly believe that the level of protection should be recommended for the
Peel watershed is 80% of permanent protection. When protecting 80% of the Peel watershed, it will sustain the
environment and will prevent further destruction in our environment by the industrial companies.The cultural, economical,
and ecological reasoning points for the Peel watershed are not only important to the environment, but also the local
civilizations living there, who depend on it for sustenance and view on their sacred land.
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The Peel Watershed should be protected 80% permanently, 0% interim, and 20% open. The Peel Watershed is a land in
the Yukon territory which consists of very biodiverse species. They have a lot of animals living there that prosper and
humans should not affect and interfere with such natural and raw beauty. Animals such as the porcupine caribou, wolves,
and grizzlies prosper there, and have a true predator-prey relationship. It should be protected as much as possible
because of cultural reasons and ecological reasons.The First Nations have a personal connection to the land because it
is their home. They have a personal connection to the land because “The Peel Watershed has provided cultural and
physical nourishment for thousands of years. Protecting the Peel means preserving their history, their identity and their
future”(Protect the Peel). Culturally, it should be protected because people from around the watershed go there to hunt
and fish, practicing subsistence farming and agriculture. The land should be preserved so that they could respect their
ancestors' wishes for them to preserve their heritage. The rivers and mountains are important to their heritage because of
the subsistence farming they do there and the history of their ancestors. They have deep stories about that land, and the
land should be preserved for their cultural importance and history. They tell stories to their children who go there, and the
raw nature gives them an emotional connection to their ancestors. They have a cultural and connection to that place, and
most of it should not be taken away because it would also take away a group of people’s history. It is immoral to do so,
and the group has a right to have their cultural history protected. Their identity is from that land where a lot of species
roam around and where people grow up. The mountains should be there when the parents tell their children stories about
them. They should not show their children the polluted mountain with hundreds of buildings. It is unfair for them, and
abusive.Another reason is the ecological reason, where the territory is one of the only places in the world which portrays
a true predator-prey relationship. The Peel Watershed is polluted by humans, as “a rare place where nature seems
limitless, and where plants and animals do not just survive – they thrive” (Protect the Peel). The place is rare, and a lot of
animals live there. It is home to a very biodiverse area. The rare place is so beautiful that it seems limitless, and the
plants and animals live and grow there, not just surviving, but thriving there. They are their best and the most beautiful on
Earth with the very natural and unpolluted land. The balance for the predator-prey relationship is also very important to
the world as well as it “has been recognized as a global benchmark for predator-prey relationships, and opening up the
watershed to roads and mineral exploration would threaten this delicate ecological balance” (Protect the Peel). The Peel
Watershed is home to a lot of biodiverse species. They all live there and have a true and raw predator-prey relationship. It
is very rare to have such a true predator-prey relationship, and the land should be protected to have this as one of the
few examples in the world. As the world is advancing more on technology, more land is being taken away, and more
natural land is being used for it. Wildlife species are losing their homes, and they have a right to survive as well. It also
gives it an ecological balance. If the land of the Peel Watershed is taken away, there wouldn’t be as much space for the
animals to live, limiting their space to survive. More and more species would be extinct, and it would generally not only
affect them, but the whole ecosystem including us. The animals are hunted and provides food for humans. With more
species dying, the balance would be ruined.The land is very valuable not only for preserving the First Nations’ culture, but
for the tourists who will come to appreciate the beautiful and picturesque views of the Peel Watershed. This can attract a
lot of tourists, and they can gain money from it. Other countries can look up to this and appreciate this as well to promote
more ecological and green ways to preserve the environment, to conserve the natural beauty of the Earth that is
decreasing because of human pollution and the industrialization of humans. Without more raw and true nature in the
world, the world would be polluted and eventually die. With the development of buildings on the land of the watershed, it
would be an irreversible step, and a lot more pollution would sicken mother nature.
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The Peel Watershed should be protected more broadly than the final plan recommends. I assert that the permanent
protections should extend to 80% of the Peel Watershed; all 25% of the area currently designated to receive interim
protection should be placed into the permanent protection category.The Peel Watershed has unique and magnificent
geology, geography, and biodiversity. It is one of the last biological vestiges of North America. This vast landscape has
remained relatively untouched by human development despite most other areas becoming impacted in some way. As one
of the last intact areas of boreal forest for the continent, we should strive to protect as much as possible. It should be of
paramount importance to confer permanent protection to this diverse ecosystem. The Peel Watershed is vital to the
survival and culture of the First Nations as their history is tied to the land and clear waters of the rivers that flow through
the area. They are dependent on the annual migration of the Porcupine Caribou; which provides food, clothing, and other
material resources for the First Nations. The Porcupine Caribou are currently experiencing a period of population stability
however their calving habitat in the United States is under threat from oil development from the Trump administration. It is
imperative that the Canadian government stand strong for the protection of this important wintering habitat for the caribou
as it connects to a healthy ecosystem (predator-prey interactions) but also for the continuation of the First
Nations.Economically it may be attractive to open the land for active mineral leasing and allow for the exploration and
extraction of oil, gas, and minerals. This would be a grave mistake as it would lead to irreversible ecological damage that
will cause potentially catastrophic trophic cascades. The ripple effects from this damage could lead to extirpation or
extinction of species. The short term economic gains would soon be lost when the resources are extracted. The ancient,
landscape will be damaged and species lost. The Peel Watershed is one the last places on Earth, and in North America,
where people can experience true wilderness. The long term benefit of an economy built on ecological tourism vastly
outweighs the short term benefits of mineral extraction.Please consider permanently protecting 80% of the habitat in the
Peel Watershed for the First Nations, the Porcupine Caribou, and the people of the world. Thank you!

The Peel Watershed should change its policies to 70% of permanent and 10% of interim, at minimum , and 20 percent for
open use is necessary for the peel watershed of Yukon territory because of its ecological, economic and cultural
significance. The peel is very significant habitat for numerous local species, including those are endangered. the peel
works very significant in our environment not only for the local species but the other species that need new habitats
because of the climate changes. It is very rare, especially in north america, to have such site that is untouched and
undeveloped, therefore its very important to preserve the site as it is as much as we can. Although resource industry
might seem like it bring wealth and employment within the area, long term wise, it leaves the opposite effects. Since most
of the industries are built for the outside profit instead of benefiting local communities, it would harm the communities’
economy as well as the environment. Development of industries would also destroy the recreational purpose of the
territory because the factories would kill the beautiful scenery, which might end up in decline of travelers. Culturally, the
First Nations of the territory such as,, theondëk Hwëch’in, and Vuntut Gwitchin First Nation, it have been stewards of the
Peel for thousands of years and continue to depend on its plants, animals and medicines. With many sacred sites
throughout the region, the Peel is integral to their cultural heritage.
However at the same time, 20 % of site opened for the development is appropriate due to its abundance of resource. the
Peel contains deposits of oil, gas, coal, uranium and other minerals that the Yukon government has been eager to exploit.
20% is a fair negotiation for the both sides. Resource industries such as oil and gas and mining can bring wealth and
employment, but often the benefits are overstated and accrue primarily to outside interests rather than local communities.
Mining can also leave behind environmental scars, something as simple as a road can alter habitat and wildlife habits
forever. To give nature the room it needs to breathe, we must leave some spaces off limits to industry, especially those
with high ecological and cultural value. The Peel Watershed is one of those spaces. These industries are well for this type
of share for the environment as it would lay 20 percent on industry that are opened.
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The Peel Watershed should have 80% permanent protection and 20% for industry. Humans have very little impact on the
western edge of the Peel Watershed. Six rivers flow through the Peel watershed into the Peel River. The quality of the
Peel River’s water is very clean and clear because of the lack of permanent settlements and roads. Human disturbance in
the Peel River could contaminate the river with pollutants and wastes that either are run-off from human activities or are
dumped into the river. Harmful substances, like disease-causing agents and heavy metals, could contaminate the water
which would lead to a decline in organisms’ populations, including humans. By preventing human disturbance, the river
stays clean for species to live off of, keeping their populations intact. The Peel Watershed creates the northern anchor of
the Yellowstone to Yukon corridor. The Peel did not experience glaciation during the Last Ice Age, giving it lots of
biodiversity. The amount of different species in the Peel maintains a strong, natural predator-prey relationship. These
relationships could be damaged by human activities as a decline in one species, could affect the entire food chain and
ecosystem. Mining causes alteration of the environment, such as digging up the ground, drilling into the ground, or
clearing trees to make room for the extraction method.Particulate matter is released into the soil during the mining
process. Mining also leads to acid mine drainage, metal contamination, and more sediment in streams or rivers. While
mining opens up more employment opportunities and more revenue, it really only appeals to outside interests, rather than
the interests of the inhabitants of the Peel. Alterations made on land can cause a decline in surrounding wildlife, as they
depend on the land systems. Mining leads to soil pollution, which can also cause a decline in animal population as the
soil is eroded and the contaminants eventually become airborne. The pollutants can contaminate the clean air species
depend on, but also the cleanliness of the soil where majority of the species get their food.Water pollution causes fish
populations to decrease, which affects the surrounding civilizations and species. Mining is temporary because oil is finite,
which means it doesn’t have long-lasting benefits and is more harmful. The Peel Watershed needs as much permanent
protection, to keep one of the last places in world that is pollution-free and completely natural safe.

The Peel Watershed should have 80% permanent protection with 20% of the watershed left open to developers. There
are many problems that come with opening up more land for the developers that deal with ecology, culture, and
economics. To begin with, developers want to use the territory to set up mining practices. With mining practices, comes
the building of roads which has consistently proven to show that it can alter and change the habitats of wildlife
permanently. There is so much history with the Peel Watershed that it would be a tragedy to try and change that. There
are numerous hunting trails and burial sites, caribou fences, abandoned settlements, and trading posts. All of these had
been built by the locals and showed that they had permanently settled in this region and they should have the right to
continue to live there in peace. The developers who want the region opened up have argued that in doing so, there will be
many economic benefits for the locals. However, the benefits have been overstated and shown to be much more in the
favor of the developers.
Realistically, the Yukon territory is not in any need of an economic outburst because with the protection they have, they
can ensure clean water which contributes to their traditional fishing, hunting, and trapping practices that have been apart
of their society since the beginning.
Another point is that since there is a biodiversity of wildlife, it is a very famous tourist spot which brings in a lot of revenue
through many new jobs created to guide these tourists and sell them things. The Porcupine Caribou have been known to
the earth as the herd that takes apart in the largest land animal migration. They cross through the Peel Watershed and
they are the primary source of food for the locals, such as the Old Crow. Changes to the watershed will cause migration
patterns to change which will disrupt the food sources for the locals and end up hurting the economy. On top of all this,
the Yukon government is acting in bad faith. They have no intention to do good. Originally, they wanted 71% of the land
to be open to development and when they had been given a plan by the court to only have 20% open, they ended up
rejecting the plan. These developers are just trying to make as much money as possible and it is coming at the expense
of a very important ecosystem. They are going to do damage regardless but at least make it so that they can do the least
amount possible, to only 20% of the land.
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The Peel Watershed should have at least 80% of protection from development in order to preserve the rare large-scale
nature of the Peel and the people and species that benefit from it. The Peel Watershed is known as a global benchmark
for predator-prey relationships. Human interference such as mining and roads would throw off this delicate ecological
balance. Also, the Peel Watershed serves as a home to some endangered species including multiple herds of woodland
boreal caribou which is declared as a threatened species under Canada’s Species at Risk Act and development will
cause further harm to the species. It is also home to a variety of biodiversity and development will cause pollution and will
harm all of these different types of species. The Peel has abundant wetlands which are important to the migration
pathways of millions of birds and waterfowl that stop by and they will not be able to survive if the wetlands are polluted by
mining exploitations. Furthermore, the First NationPeople depend on the resources of the Peel and it is all that they know.
The Porcupine Caribou is the primary source of food for the local people in Yukon and oil and gas development in the
caribou’s range could devastate their way of life. The amount of wealth from development that the government said that
will be produced, is overstated and there is already enough tourism that will increase their economy. Therefore,
development will bring harm to both the local people and the vast biodiversity of this one of a kind watershed. The Peel
should have an 80% level of protection for many ecological, cultural, and economic reasons.

The Peel Watershed should receive all of the interim land (25 percent) as permanently protected, compared to what was
issued by the Supreme Court on the decision to leave 25 percent left to interim. The land of the Peel Watershed is home
to many inhabitants, and it is a cultural identity to countless humans and species. By destroying the Peel Watershed, the
Supreme Court will be damaging the First Nation peoples cultural identity, harming the economy that is sustained, and
harm the environment of its natural wonders. The First Nations people depend on the environment for their food, and to
remember their ancestors that came before them. They othen hunt caribou and rely on them for a major source of food.
As well, they fish from the clear and clean stream where the fish are very healthy and safe to eat. This is because the
land is protected, so there have been no industries that release pollutants and toxins. The industries would release
pollutants, toxins, and heavy metals into the water which will go into the fish and then eventually bioaccumulate into the
humans. That would be an extremely negative effect caused by the industries. Secondly, the Peel Watershed brings in a
large group of tourists that set out on adventures of the wilderness. This also means that they bring in a lot of money from
people yearning to see the beautiful landscape. But if there is oil and mining that will take place, it will deface the
landscape and turn away all tourism. Lastly, many animals and humans call this place “home.” There is an extreme
amount of biodiversity in Peel Watershed that would be destroyed when the industries come in. Porcupine Caribou would
no longer be able to take their yearly migration path to the carving areas in Alaska. Which is the largest land mammal
migration on earth. These animals would be displaced and the biodiversity would be squashed. The Peel Watershed
should be granted more permanent protection because this is home to many different living things that may not have a
voice. But we cannot ignore the natural beauty and amazement of this place on earth. By giving up land to oil and mining
companies, it would be a complete mistake that would make earth worse.
The recommended permanent protection level for the Peel Watershed should be 80% (20% open). There are indigenous
people live near the Peel Watershed. The Peel Watershed is a heritage given by their ancients. There are a history of the
First Nations. Since the Peel Watershed is a heritage, protecting the Peel Watershed is an obligation to future generation.
If they open the Peel Watershed to roads and developments, the industries can devastate the ability of the First Nations
to continue living off the land and erode their cultural identity. Furthermore, the First Nations depend on caribou which
travels through the Peel every year. They also depend on a clean and healthy Peel river to sustain their diet of fish. If
there are developments such as oil and gas developments in the caribou’s range, then the population of caribou and the
food source could decline. Also, the pollution from upstream mining operations would threaten the fish. They find habitats
in the wetlands in the Peel. Also, there are many other animals such as the Porcupine Caribous that go on journey.
Sometimes they experience disruptions that are caused by climate change. The Peel provides critical habitat for large
mammals and smaller wildlife like beaver and porcupine. Many animals live in the Peel Watershed and their natural
relationship like predator-prey is good. Moreover, there are many rare fish and plant species. In order to save those
animals from dying off, the Peel Watershed need 80% protection. If the Peel Watershed is not protected, animals that go
on seasonal journeys would have no sanctuary to stay, wildlife would lose their habitats, ecological balance would be
threatened.
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The Yukon government should changed the permanent protected land from 55% to 80%, and keep the 20% for industrial
development, because the it will benefit the ecosystem and locals, culturally, ecologically and economically.The Peel
Watershed should have an 80% permanent protected area compared to a 20% development area because more
permanent protected area will benefit people culturally.The Peel Watershed is the traditional territory of three Yukon First
Nations – the Na-Cho Nyk Dän, Tr’ondëk Hwëch’in and Vuntut Gwitchin – as well as the Teetl'it Gwich’in of the
neighbouring Northwest Territories. Mining and oil drilling would eventually cause pollution is the river or habitat and
cause species lost, thus, worsen the living condition of these people.The indigenous people live in the Peel Watershed for
thousands of years and know every corner of the area. They typically use hunting, fishing and trapping to achieve food as
old but organic manner. Their civilization are important to humans as a whole. If the Watershed became a mining site, the
local cultures would be lost in the dust and it’s amazing stories and heritages would be forgotten. Which is unpleasant
because multiple research groups are interested in them.The Peel Watershed should be 80% permanently protected
because it can be ecologically beneficial to the organisms. Peel Watershed is one of the few areas that boosts an
abundance of wildlife. The migration of Caribous gave the Watershed an unparalleled scale of biodiversity. The healthy
environment there gave the area ability to provide habitats for organism. If the Watershed became a mining site. The
organism would lost all of their habitats and die eventually.After all, there should be 80% protection on the Peel
Watershed because it can gain economical benefits. The wilderness of the region also attracts tourist visits. The increase
in tourist visits showed that its benefit can outweigh mining, because of its exponentially increasing visits. If the Peel
Watershed became a mining site. All of the potential benefits of wilderness are destroyed. Therefore it’s not worth the
development economically because the lost is more than the gain. The local economy of the Indigenous people in the
Peel Watershed is hunting and fishing. These activities however, can be very economically beneficial without harming the
locals, because they can acquire food without outside support. If the Peel Watershed became a mining site, its water will
be polluted and their for the local economies are destroyed, and therefore the government loses the potential to benefits
in the rivers.Overall, we should protect the Peel Watershed to to its environmental and cultural importance.Let’s make our
voice heard and save the Peel Watershed!

To the Yukon Government: I agree with the Final Recommended Plan for the Peel Watershed, with one exception: It just
doesn’t make sense to have 25 % of the Peel, presently designated a Wilderness Zone, only protected for 10 years; the
whole 80% should be permanently protected. Giving only temporary protection to 25%, an enormous area which includes
the Hart River valley, contradicts Goal 7 of the Plan, to “provide land use certainty and minimize land use conflicts
throughout the region”.
• It doesn’t give anyone certainty.
• It makes conflict in the future more likely!
• The Hart River corridor contains wintering grounds of the Porcupine Caribou herd. Heaven knows they need every inch
of their habitat protected. It is proven that disturbance reduces their numbers, and winter is a difficult time for them.
• The Hart River is also a place for deep wilderness tourists, people who feel challenged to canoe the difficult River. This
summer use is likely to increase in future, but unlikely to conflict with the caribous’ winter use of the area. PLEASE,
MAKE PROTECTION OF THE WHOLE 80% OF THE PEEL WATERSHED PERMANENT.
When you are preparing the Dempster Corridor Management Plan, for the area which is within the Integrated
Management Zone, do not allow any industry, any one at all, to pollute the Blackstone or Ogilvie Rivers. Besides the
damage and disrespect to those rivers themselves and the effect on those who depend on them, the polluted water would
flow into the Peel and the Mackenzie. Any actions which poses the slightest risk of pollution of the Blackstone or Ogilvie
rivers must never be allowed. Compliance must be monitored and protective regulations strictly enforced!
Also when you are doing the Dempster Corridor Plan, please keep in mind that the Dempster has high value as a
destination and route for tourists in vehicles.
Thank you for your attention.
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To whom it may concern, I am writing today to urge acceptance of the Final Recommended Plan. I would however ask
that the 25% interim protection be designated permanent protection to provide certainty to this world class wilderness
area.Once again this summer we travelled to the peel Watershed to paddle the Snake River. Our fifth trip on the
watershed exploring its wilderness rivers. Along with the privilege of visiting this incredible wilderness comes a
responsibility to speak for its protection. Few areas in the world can match its wilderness. A resource that is quickly
disappearing in our Increasingly developed world.I would also ask the Government to be specific in how it plans to
implement the final plan and how it will ensure the plan is followed properly.Thank you for considering my
comments.Yours truly,

We have driven, hiked and paddled in the Peel Watershed on a number of occasions and it is one of the most amazing
places that we have ever been. Please protect as much of this area as possible from development. Please permanently
protect 80% by including the temporary protected areas with the permanently protected. Also clearly describe how the
implementation of the plan will be managed and monitored for compliance. A plan is only as good as its implementation.
We have paddled the Snake (twice), the Hart and the Peel and hope to return to the area again soon. Please
permanently protect 80% of the watershed. And please implement a plan ensure the area is protected into the future.
This is a unique and spectacular area that deserves protection. Thank you.
While I support the Final Recommended Plan, I would like to see the following changes.
Absolutely change the 25% “interim” protection to “permanent” status, which is more in accordance with what the
Commission had originally recommended. However, it is my added wish that the entirety of the area be permanently
protected. As a developing Yukon wilderness tourism operator (Flying Squirrel Cabins), having the Peel Watershed as an
entirely protected area (i.e. ecological preserve or park) would provide a valuable asset for attracting tourism clients
interested in world-class wilderness experiences. Furthermore, as a concerned member of the Yukon and the global
society, I recognize the important role we all have in preserving what’s left of wilderness, for our future generations and
for the sake of nature itself. I also want the government to be clear and specific regarding how it plans to implement the
final plan, and how it will enforce it, and the steps it will take to ensure it is followed properly.
Wilderness is a privilege, that watershed is amazing! PLEASE PROTECT THE 25% FOREVER!
Thank you
Wilderness is our most precious resource....80 percent the Peel Watershed should be permanently protected as was
recommended in the Final Agreement Plan
The Zone IV IMA on the west side of the Peel River (LMU13) should be changed to a Special Management Area. This
area is of major importance to Gwich'in subsistence harvesters, is ecologically unique as well as being geologically
unstable due to permafrost slumping and erosion. When this plan was written in 2011, there was far less knowledge
about the effects of permafrost loss in the Peel Plateau. Since that time we have come to a far greater understanding of
these impacts on the Peel River ecosystem. This new knowledge should be reflected in an updated designation for this
area. Any industrial activity in this zone will exacerbate permafrost loss and further destabilize the Peel River ecosystem
by increasing sediment, heavy metal and contaminant loading, negatively impacting fish and wildlife which the Gwich'in
and Inuvialuit rely on for subsistence. The level of ecosystem risk in this area is the highest of all proposed zoning in the
Peel Plan. The remoteness of this area has allowed it's misuse by industry in the past; abandoned and contaminated well
sites exist in both the Road and Trail River areas which never been reclaimed, there is no reason to expect a different
outcome in the 21st century. This area supports biologically unique at-risk populations of Dolly Varden, populations of all
three eco-types of at-risk caribou (Boreal, Mountain and Barrenground) and a host of other large and small mammals as
well as spawning and wintering habitat for a dozen fish species harvested by the Gwich'in. This area is also of strong
cultural importance to the Gwich'in people, many of whom used this area as a respite and refuge during periods of
residential school persecution. The biological and cultural heritage of this area must be respected and this is best done
through the designation of this area as a Special Management Area.
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: I am a geologist who has spent much of his 40 year career working in Yukon, I would like to register my objection to the
current Final Recommended Plan for the Peel Watershed. I am concerned about the amount of land with economic and
geological potential being withdrawn based on a land use plan drafted seven years ago.The Peel Watershed area has
been prospected for over a century, with the discovery of significant mineral resources and known potential for the
discovery of much more. Since 2011, the Yukon Geological Survey, Geological Survey of Canada as well as university
academic groups have all completed work highlighting the mineral importance and potential of areas found in the Peel
Watershed.Any responsible land use plan needs to consider the full potential of a given area, including its economic and
geological potential. Decisions made during the land use planning process can be difficult. However, they need to be
evidence-based and informed by the most current information and science available.I encourage the Government of
Yukon review it’s land use planning process and move towards an approach that is evidence-based, transparent and
holistic. We need a system that considers all aspects of land use, including our economic future.
: I believe that the land in the Peel Watershed should be split up into seventy percent permanent protection from
development and thirty percent open to development. I believe this because the land is important for the animals in the
Peel. Many animals such as porcupine caribou depend on the Peel in many different aspects. They migrate through the
Peel annually.
They use the Peel’s wetlands as a source for their food. If the Canadian government would turn the better part of the Peel
into a development zone, most of the animals that are native to the Peel would be forced to travel elsewhere in order to
look for food and shelter.
The creation of development in the Peel would also have effects on the environment and ecosystem of the Peel. One of
the first things people build when developing an area are roads.
Roads are known to be the start of future development, which leads to a bigger risk of pollution in the future. Factories
are common in new developing areas, as you have to create many new materials. During the process of creating these
new processes, waste is created. If this waste is not taken care of properly, it can and most likely will end up being a
pollutant somewhere in the Peel. The destruction of trees in the process of building factories would add to the problem of
global warming.
Not only the Peel would be affected in the development of new lands. The Peel has 6 rivers which flow into the Peel
River. This river flows into the arctic ocean at the north of Canada. If toxins made their way into the rivers of the Peel,
toxins may eventually show up in fish around the entire Canadian coast. If people then go on to eat these polluted
organisms, this can lead to the start of disease which presents an entire new problem for the government.
Lastly, the land of the Peel belongs to the First Nations People. The people have lived on this land for as long as they can
remember. Because of this, the First Nations People have developed a connection to their ancestors who lived on the
land and even the land itself. If these people are forced to move of their lands, then that would be morally wrong.
In conclusion, the majority of the Peel should be preserved as to not disturb the environment and to preserve the land for
the organisms that inhabit it.
The Peel Watershed should be 70% protected as it is in the best interest of the economy and the native people. 80%
protection, although it is looked favorably on, is impractical; the best compromise is 70% protection and 30%
development. “A conservation focus generates economic opportunities through wilderness tourism,” (protectthepeel). It
should be known that aesthetically pleasing landscapes or environments cause an influx in tourism in the region. Not only
does that but, “conservation management and ecological monitoring can provide ‘green jobs,’” (cpaws). This will supply
the locals with jobs and will benefit the government as they will receive taxes from these jobs. The most important issue is
the life of those who will be affected with changes in the Peel Watershed. The First Nation find the watershed to be, “a
part of their cultural identity,” (protectthepeel). They have a deep connection to the land, as they’ve hunted, fished, and
lived in the region for thousands of years. If the interim was given up to development, then the likelihood of the waters
getting polluted will be higher than if it was before; and thus will endanger the First Nation’s future as their primary food
source is fish. To fully go with 80% protection is impractical, but to give away 25% of preserved land to industry is
immoral. The best option for both parties is to favor the preservation by giving them 70% of land, while leaving 30% for
development
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Hi Zoe! Thought to write in a comment in addition to the survey:IMA around Dempster highway needs to be changed to
SMA. This is the one section of the watershed viewable and accessible by road: from the Dempster highway. Simply from
a tourism perspective, it is serious jeopardy for an iconic aspect of the Yukon accessible to locals and visitors alike who
wish to appreciate the nature we identify in the Peel. That this corridor is specifically what can be transformed by
industrial development, pits one industry against another (tourism vs. resources), and resource industry against the year
round livelihood and lifestyle of Yukoners. It has been suggested how we need to make concessions to accommodate
industry to some degree, and I agree that balance and fairness is required in reflecting the many true parts of our nature
and our relationship with the land… but this corridor does not seem the best choice. But then, any area in the watershed
is hard to qualify for development. But to single out the area most accessible to people and visitors seems
unwise.Thanks!
Instead of developing more and creating more roads it would be better to completely protect the area and close the
Dempster Highway. I am a proud Gwichin citizen (status #7800113101) and care deeply about the future the Gwichin
nation. By removing the Dempster highway it would give the porcupine caribou herd more room to expand and grow. If
the highway north was to be moved to the east (Mackenzie River) where it doesn't cross a major herd of migratory
animals it could help grow the caribou herd exponentially. Instead of following confidence intervals for caribou population
people have the ability to help the herd grow. We can achieve this with predator control (protection) and giving more land
(food). As the herd grows in 50-100 years there maybe upwards of 500,000 thousand animals in the herd and people can
harvest accordingly so it does not become too massive. The land will be completely habitable for full-time subsistence
(lots of food for people). This is key for future generations to really prosper and succeed by living a cultural lifestyle from
the land. By making more roads in the area it would allow more access for hunters as it is already easy access and the
herd barely comes this way anymore. If this continues it will diminish the herd’s size until it may not be able to ever
recover. It has happened to other herd in North America. This could be one of the last chances the Gwichin Nation ever
has to fully govern themselves and their people and stop paternalizing the federal and territorial governments. They first
need to take care of their people by feeding them and helping feed future generations after fossil fuels run out as most
communities are fed by trucked food.
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The Peel Plateau West area should be designated as a Special Management Area not an Integrated Management Area.
The rationale for the current designation in the report states that development will occur on relatively flat terrain, making
the recommended cumulative effects monitoring more effective in limiting impacts on habitat in those area and this is a
very flawed conclusion because it doesn't integrate substantial research on this region being an area highly sensitive to
climate change due to the ice rich permafrost contained within the Pee Plateau landscape that is sensitive to
accelerating erosion via retrogressive thaw slumps. The combination of known changing climate in this region, coupled
with human disturbances resulting from oil and gas exploration and/or development could further accelerate the already
accelerating erosional activity of retrogressive thaw slumps in this region (collapsing terrain resulting from the melting of
ground ice in ice-rich permafrost terrain). Slumps have been initiated due to disturbances to the thermal regime of the
permafrost near the Dempster Road due to alterations of the thermal regime because of gravel extractions to maintain
the Dempster road. Seismic lines are known to initiated collapse of ice-rich permafrost terrain because of removal of
insulating vegetation. These disturbances can often become connected to stream waters and result not only in increased
sediment concentrations but also heavy loading of nutrients, metals, and contaminants (e.g. Hg) that can potentially
impact stream networks for km downstream which can result in contamination of the Peel River (that plateau streams flow
into) and further downstream networks. This directly contradicts the recognition for the designation of the Peel River as a
Special Management Area. There is also a general lack of official inclusion of assessments of terrain sensitivity in this
report. Permafrost terrain is sensitive, and under a rapidly changing climate in this region, reclaiming this terrain after
human disturbance may not be feasible. There needs to be an inclusion of special designation for terrain sensitive to
climate change, for which there has been substantial research conducted an available by the GNWT permafrost
sciences. The report should make an explicit requirement for use of this research and/or consultations with permafrost
scientists to permanently protect highly sensitive permafrost terrain from human development as it may not be
reclaimable. Consultations with permafrost scientists are especially vital where the report list exemptions for functional
disturbances. Linear features less than 1.5 m in width, winterwork in non-forested areas, and winter work using existing
disturbance and linear features all have the potential to act as tipping points for terrain collapse in regions that are already
sensitive to a changing climate. Furthermore, recovery of human-caused surface disturbances needs to broadened to
allow for all Canadian water quality health, Canadian air quality health, and indigenous-community-decided standards to
be met. Only stating increased run-off and sediment loading as measurements to background level doesn't account for all
the contaminants (metals and nutrients) that can be released into waterways as a result of humancaused surface
disturbance. Waterway downstream disturbance (both through surface and ground water) also needs to be added to
Cumulative effects indicators as these are rapid ways that cumulative effects can be carries across land use units and
past the borders of the Peel Watershed Planning Region. Is there anything else that you would like us to consider as we
finalize the Regional Land Use Plan for the Peel Watershed? Sustainable development needs extra consideration in a
region that is highly sensitive in a rapidly changing climate. Human disturbances in certain terrain could be a tipping point
after which reclamation may not be feasible. There is substantial research and local community knowledge that can be
used to assess high risk areas in this planning region. There needs to be more explicit consideration of high risk
permafrost terrain, risk being weighed as likelihood of passing a tipping point past which land cannot be reclaimed. I
would strongly recommend impacts on waterways and their ability to transport human disturbance to other land units
needs to be weighed in as a risk factor (i.e. connectivity of integrated management areas to waterways and transport
capacity of those waterways). Upholding current claims should only be done if there is a strong agreement across
communities that this is wanted and there is a benefit, and that consultation of current communities, scientific
research/experts, and policy research/experts provides an agreement that the activities will be sustainable and directed
land parcels used and indirectly impacted land parcels used can be reclaimed.
I am a river guide who was born in Ontario but have spent my summers in the Yukon and NWT since I was a small child.
As someone who has set foot and paddle in the Peel Watershed, I feel I have an understanding how important this land is
to protect. It is truly remarkable and unique in North America.
I support the Final Recommended Plan. It balances out all interests and all parties are happy with the result. Accepting it
as is would be completely satisfactory to me. However, I feel that there is one thing I would tweak, had I the privilege of
doing so. The "Wilderness Management Area" #6 encompasses most of the Hart River Watershed. I feel this region
should be made into a "Special Management Area" to protect forever the core integrity of the Hart River.
This area is as unique as the rest of the Peel Watershed and deserves full protection, just like its sister regions to the
east. 10 years interim protection is an infinitesimally small amount of time in the history of the Peel Watershed, and we
should just call a spade a spade in this situation. It only takes one mine to forever scar this landscape- we might as well
protect it fully.
You may be wondering why I am not suggesting the same for the #4 WMA, also in the Hart watershed. It is because I
realize balance is needed, and the #4 areas proximity to the Dempster highway would mean it makes more sense for
there to be mineral/oil/timber extraction there someday. I do feel however that, should this come to pass, the Hart River
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corridor should be protected from development.
Thank you for your time,
: I agree with the philosophy and intent of the Recommended Land Use Plan. The Highlights document is well written.
There are some errors in the Final Recommended Plan. On p xi of the July 22, 2018 document it states: 80 percent of the
region is termed ―Conservation Area, where new surface access is not allowed. Fifty five percent of these lands are
SMAs. The Commission provided for flexibility in future land use options by recommending that 45 percent of the land
zoned as ―Conservation Area is given interim protection, to be reviewed periodically, as part of the formal Plan review
process. These areas are termed ―Wilderness Areas.The numbers do not agree with what is shown on page vii, and
what is intended. The correct numbers should be 69% of these lands (same as 55% of region) thus are SMAs. Similarly,
31% of the land zoned as ―Conservation Area (same as 25% of region), thus is given interim protection.The document
provides a carefully thought out vision for the region, and identifies a number of research recommendations needed to
monitor and understand impacts on the landscape. I urge the government to give the plan its full support.
I was a member of the WTAY Land Use Planning Committee at the time of the original consultation, and our group was
consulted by the Peel Committee. Having considerable experience on both sides of the table regarding consultations, it
certainly felt like "the fix was in" at an early stage and that the results were predetermined. WTAY, and myself, were
certainly on the side of conservation of much of the watershed, but our comments and opinions were not reflected in
further documents. I suspect that other groups with feedback differing from the desired direction might have been largely
ignored. In the end, I had little faith that the original process was honest or fair. It's easy to let personal opinions - and
some commissioners had strong ones - sway impartiality and create justification and cherry picking.
This is not to diminish the faults on the part of the Yukon government of the day, who refused to engage in a timely
fashion. However, the plan YG did eventually propose might have been accepted if they had stepped up at an
appropriate time. While it was decried, it did provide substantial protection and access restrictions. Those who billed it as
an "all development plan" simply hadn't read it.
While still supporting considerable protection for the Peel, it's a simple fact that many Yukoners do not rely on a
conventional economy.
When you work for any level of government, you have the luxury of not creating wealth. That's not wrong, but it skews
viewpoints and can create a double standard. Even wilderness tourism creates an impact. I have heard people complain
about overflights for a mining camp, but accept the exact same impact from the aircraft that delivers them to their river
trip. Yeah, that's a double standard. Wilderness tourism is only as environmentally friendly as the jet that brought you to
Yukon, the road shuttle and the charter flight. And there can be impacts in the field.
A properly remediated exploration or mining camp is perfectly acceptable. We shouldn't let the ills of 30 and 40 years ago
drive our opinions today regarding camp or mine closure. The jobs created are well paying in comparison to supposedly
low impact tourism ones, and not everybody can, or wants to, work for a government.
I haven't re-read the document to remind myself about the regulatory/review process, but would note that many boards in
the Yukon seem to be stacked in favour of particular groups or viewpoints, and do not represent what seems to be an
impartial regime.
I would hope that as this bit of process plays out, it is honest and seems more representative of all interests than the
original. Further, I would hope that while operating within land claims agreements, the regulations and review process
work for all Yukoners.
I wrote a comment and sent it not realizing that my comments would be made public on the Peel Plan.
Will my comment include my name? I would like to review my comment before it is made public if it does include my
name. This territory is small community and it is important that my words are clearly stated.
Please let me know how I can edit my comments.
Thanks,
The imposition of the land use planning process was one of the most dastardly things the Penikett Government did to the
Yukon. This process will perpetually restrict the Yukon's economy -- we Yukoners will FOREVER be a have-not region.
We already rely on other Canadian taxpayers for 80% of our budget. This will not change!! THIS IS A DISGUSTING
SITUATION!!
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I represent the shareholders of an exploration company that holds existing mineral claims in the affected Peel Watershed
Region. We undoubtedly support the responsible commitment to protect our land and water resources, Our Company has
responsibly invested capital into the Yukon economy in good faith based on mineral claims that were granted to us prior
to any consideration of the committee toward the Peel Region. We made this investment trusting that the claims would be
honored and that we could benefit in concert with the residents of the Yukon Territory from the potential resources that
our claims have. In order to do this, we will require further cooperation and consideration to roads and other infrastructure
development. Our claim is affected by Wilderness areas that have restricted any development at this time. The reports
and documents to date have only said that existing claims will be honored, however without further cooperation and
permits for development our claims become worthless as we are unable to develop our claims. This results in significant
financial loss to our company and it's investors not to mention the lack of trust in the Yukon Government that will surely
follow for our Company and others like it. I am sure you are aware that if the trust is lost, the investment in your area will
go elsewhere. The Yukon has been a very favorable area for our industry to date and we would like to continue to invest
in this area. As such, we ask that adequate consideration be given to these existing mineral claims and the financial
losses that will occur with the new proposed plan. We suggest that these claims be continued and supported further with
a framework that will provide certainty for ongoing and future investment be created. Failing that, we feel that these claim
holders be fairly compensated for real and potential losses that will be incurred. We have already suffered significant
burdens due to the claims being effectively frozen while the process has dragged through the courts. We ask that the
certainty be established quickly so we can all move forward.

As a member of the Peel Watershed Planning Commission, I know the background for its recommendations. 25% of the
planning area was identified as "Wilderness management zone" with interim protection, to be reviewed and hopefully
renewed after a 10 year period. The conservation values and importance of this area are just as significant as the areas
identified for permanent protection. It was given its less durable status as a compromise to pro-development interests, so
that the Commission did not appear to be inflexible and unresponsive.
I am writing now as a private citizen to offer my opinion that these lands should be permanently protected. There is too
little wilderness left. According to a recent study, 77% of the earth's land surface has been impacted by people (i.e. non
wilderness). It is a moral imperative to manage what remains responsibly. Since the watersheds west of the Wind are so
valuable, they merit high, and permanent protection. Consider that all of our caribou herds are in trouble and/or
vulnerable, and that roads and habitat fragmentation are the core problems. Access development in the Hart and
Blackstone country would be yet another linear disturbance threatening the Hart and Bonnet Plume herds, not to mention
the Porcupine Caribou Herd. We know this. It is not guesswork. Thus permanent protection is merited.
On the management end, we need regulations to preserve the wilderness resource AND the wilderness experience:
1. limit party size to 12. This is the capacity of 2 flights of an Otter with canoes - a reasonable limit for commercial parties.
We know that a party of 12 causes much more impact on a campsite than successive visits to the same site as 3 parties
of 4 people. Above 12, the site impacts rise steeply.
2. Achieve reasonable trip spacing. For each watershed, ever-other-day departures. This can be achieved be landing
permits for McClusky, Duo, and Goz lakes. I wouldn't worry about the Bonnet Plume.
3. No jet boats on the tributary rivers. Mainstem Peel is "traditional" for riverboats with kickers .... jetboats here would be
obnoxious, but OK. But if Ft. MacPherson is onboard, ban them there too. The are unbearably loud and unfair to all other
visitors.
4. No quads/ATVs in the mountains. Including outfitters. They too can keep the tradition of Louis Brown and stick to
horses.
5. A light management touch: no warden or patrol cabins. No motor vehicles or helicopters for park staff. No "improved"
campsites like they did in Nahanni NP.
6. Within reason, No Trace for all. (But we don't need to pack out poop or use fire pans as on the Tat.)
Finally: we need a non-government body to monitor the plan and how government agencies are implementing it. You
cannot expect or rely on government to monitor and police itself.
Experience shows otherwise. Politically, governments come and go and the operating environment for agencies can
change dramatically as well. Hence an independent monitoring group. The Commission wrote this into the first
(Recommended) Plan but removed it because the Parties did not like the idea. I still think it is valid.
Thanks,
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The Final Recommended Plan could be improved without significant change by enhancing the language on
implementation. Such plans are only as good as their implementation, so I encourage the parties to the plan to include
more specific language in areas such as specific responsibilities of the parties, a public reporting requirement and dispute
resolution prior to finalizing. Maintenance of the planning commission in a scaled-down form would also provide greater
certainty in terms of ensuring that the initial goals and objectives of the plan are realized. I also don’t think that the review
of the protections on Wilderness Areas should be automatic every ten years. There should only be a review if an
independent body (a sustained planning commission or other such entity) decides that there is sufficient evidence that
technological advancement or the reality on the ground have brought about conditions where there is a strong reason to
believe that the values originally protected can be preserved without the current level of protection.
Indigenous people of the Peel Watershed have used and protected this area for thousands of years. They know how it
moves, they know what it needs, and they can see how it changes. ACKNOWLEDGE THIS. THEY, through federal law,
signed land claims and INHERENT RIGHT, should be able to make the final call on this land. Are the jobs created for by
these industries for these communities? Do the communities even want the jobs? LISTEN TO THEM. They know what
they need. THIS is an opportunity for Canada to show the world our true values. Will it be a mine and economy? Or will it
be the environment and the local people? It is proven again and again around the world that tourism and the green
economy are more than enough to hold up a countries economy. This is a time for Canada to do this too. Does Canada
want to be remembered as a Green Colonist? I don't think so. Don't just 'consult' these communities, LISTEN to them.
Listen to listen. Hear their words, hear their hurt. If you had been doing something for a thousand years, you'd want
people to listen to you too.
Nothing about them, without them. Get with it. Welcome to 2018 where society values people for people, human rights,
and the earth. Consider UNDRIP. Consider the UN IPCC. How much terror do you need to hear in our voices? The time
to act is now. Choose the right path.
Like I said before, first the Europeans come up and take away our traditional names, then they introduce the FIRST
NATIONS To alcohol and take their children and put them in residential school where the language is taken away, and
we have to learn the white man way. Now u want to spoil our beautiful peel river??? And to top that off is not good
enough they now want to go and mine or f up the porcupine caribou calving grounds. Why????????? Just to show what
u want to do and not listen to the FIRST NATIONS and their needs. Maddening... trump and his stupid power trips. Dump
trump and the Americans who want to take our everything away from first nations. Post me off. I'd like to go to one of
those meetings and give him some good choice words...
I unconditionally support finishing the entire Peel protection plan. I live in the mid Hudson Valley of New York in the
United States. The Peel is well known to me because it is an outstanding remnant of wilderness, a gem that must be
preserved, conserved, protected in order to allow it to continue its life as is....with out being fragmented, chopped up,
dredged,mined, fenced, dug, and otherwise destroyed.
please implement the plan asap
: Hello. I'm sure a lot of smart and passionate people have submitted important comments both for and against the
adoption of the original Final Recommended Plan. I just want to add to those important comments and opinions by saying
that I believe the Yukon Government should adopt the original Final Recommended Plan because a) this is the plan that
First Nations want to adopt and b) if planning in any other region is to go forward successfully and democratically, the
process must be respected. This original plan respected the process.
For a long time now First Nations have made their connections to the Peel Watershed very clear, going so far as to
express this connection in a language that is not their own and through a process (planning) that is not their own. The
Yukon Government has betrayed First Nations and the Umbrella Final Agreement by failing to adopt the original plan. To
begin to reconcile this relationship, the government could start by honouring the democratic planning process, respecting
the cultural connections that First Nations have to the land, and moving forward in the spirit of respect and reconciliation.
There are many other reasons why I feel that it is in the best interest of Yukoners, First Nations, the Yukon Government,
tourism, and the mining industry to adopt the original Final Recommended Plan, but I believe this to be by far the most
important.
Thank you. Massi Cho.
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Overall, I support the Final Recommended Plan but would like to see some modifications. First and foremost, I think
"interim protection" is a cop-out, and when it's revisited in 10 years and public awareness of the issue has waned,
industry will have no problem convincing the government to allow expansion (especially when the Yukon Government
favored much more industrial development in the region from the start). The Hart watershed and the other areas with
interim protection should be permanently protected along with the other parts of the Peel watershed that are already
designated that way. Second, vagueness is the enemy of conservation. I would like to see the government be very
specific and concrete in its implementation plans and would like it to clarify how it will ensure that the adopted plan is
followed to the letter. The Peel is one of the largest untouched wildernesses in North America (if not the world) and
protecting wildlands like these is becoming critical to our continued survival as a species. Thank you,
This plan looks like a very well thought out compromise, I think it is very well done and I like the strict restrictions in some
places and the requirement of restoration where development is permitted. The statement of no permanent infrastructure
on the rivers is very important and no exceptions should be made in this regard.
To the industries that may object to the limitations I would remind them that technology will continue to improve making it
cheaper to extract with minimal surface disturbance and that you too must live on this planet, so you have to change with
the rest of us and that means you can't continue to exact and disturb areas simply because what you want is there. We
need to respect the impacts of our actions and that means the answer is sometimes simply, "no, you can't
mine/cut/extract/refine here".
To the government that is likely trying to satisfy too many demands, I would say this is a well researched
recommendation and unless you are also extremely knowledgeable in the field of ecology and land management or
traditional knowledge you should trust that those who took on this project have made a decision based on maximizing the
future health of the area and the people, and approve it.

I think it is extremely important that all parties, and especially the Yukon Government, proceed into the future with the
views of the Supreme Court of Canada's decision on the Peel watershed in the foremost of their minds. Some of the key
points made by the Supreme Court of Canada in this December 1, 2017 decision are quoted below:
"As expressions of partnership between nations, modern treaties play a critical role in fostering reconciliation. ...
Negotiating modern treaties, and living by the mutual rights and responsibilities they set out, has the potential to forge a
renewed relationship between the Crown and Indigenous peoples" ...(1)
"The UFA is a model for reconciliation. This framework establishes institutions for self government and the management
of lands and resources. The Final Agreements falling under the UFA are intended to foster a positive and mutually
respectful long-term relationship between the signatories..." (10)
"... it is a clear objective of Chapter 11 to ensure First Nations meaningfully participate in land use management in their
traditional territories.... (47)
"Barry Stuart, the Chief Land Claims Negotiator for the Yukon Territorial Government, explains that it was more important
to First Nations that they be able to meaningfully participate in land use management in all of their traditional territory than
to acquire vast tracts of their traditional territory as seA547:A549ttlement lands..." (46)
If all parties can keep this vision set out by our Supreme Court of Canada, then I believe that renewed relationships are
definitely possible in the Yukon. We have gone through a very rough journey to get to this point and it is hoped that the
Yukon Government has learned it's lesson from this experience. Our current government in the Yukon has shown definite
signs of not repeating the bad mistakes of the previous government ( the approach and plan of that government was
quashed by the Supreme Court of Canada ). The new approach and actions o fthe current government are encouraging
for all Yukon citizens. Rest assured that many citizens will do their best to hold our Yukon government to its
responsibilities under our treaty -the Umbrella Final Agreement and this landmark decision of the Supreme Court of
Canada.

